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EDITING: 
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TAPE NUMBER: I, SIDE ONE 
MAY 7, 1982 

EDGINGTON: Mr. Watson, if you could, begin by saying a 
little bit about your family and background, your early 
life? 

WATSON: Oh, my family life? 
EDGINGTON: Sure. 
WATSON: All right. I was born in Paducah, Kentucky; went 
to public schools in Alton, Illinois; came to California in 
1942; went in the service in early 1943; returned to 
California after the war; went to UCLA and graduated in 
1948. I have two children: a son [Phillip Clifton 
Watson], who is a police officer in New Mexico; a daughter 
[Paula Kay McBride], who lives in Tucson, Arizona, and is a 
legal secretary. I'm currently married to Nancy [Belcher] 
Watson, who is a judge of the superior court of Los 
Angeles, also a graduate of UCLA. I have four 
stepchildren. My parents [Duke Phillip Watson and Anna 
Ernestine Holmes] resided in California from 1941 until 
their death in 1978. 

EDGINGTON: So when you came to California in 1942, that 
was in order to visit them? Or go to school? What brought 
you here? 

WATSON: I came to California right after I graduated from 
high school. There was a war on; I expected I would be 
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going into service. But I came here primarily to go to 
UCLA. 

EDGINGTON: And what was your education focused on when you 
went to UCLA? 
WATSON: Before I went to UCLA? 
EDGINGTON: When you went to UCLA. 

WATSON: I was a graduate of high school In Alton, 
Illinois. 

EDGINGTON: And then when you went to UCLA, were you in 
political science? Or business? 

WATSON: I graduated in business administration, with a 
major in accounting and another major in economics. 
EDGINGTON: I see. When did you get interested in 
politics? Or public service, either one? 

WATSON: Well, in politics as a candidate, I think I would 
have a difficult time putting a specific date on it. I 
went to work in the Los Angeles County Assessor's Office in 
January, 1949. I went into that office quite by 
accident. There was a depression on when I graduated from 
college. Jobs were few and far between, and I had been 
recruited on campus by an oil company in Corsicana, 
Texas. I went to Corsicana with my wife and two children, 
and kept driving. I didn't like Corsicana. Went back to 
southern Illinois, and I sold products for Proctor & Gamble 
for a few months, and then came back to California in late 
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1948, expecting to accept a partnership in a real estate 
business which had been offered me, only to find that the 
real estate business was practically nonexistent. I, 
therefore, started taking examinations, primarily as a 
preparation for taking the CPA exam. I came out number one 
on the exam for deputy assessor, and they called me in late 
November, early December, 1948, and said, "We've got a job 
for you." I needed a job, so I took it. That's how I got 
into the assessor's office. 

Shortly thereafter, I joined the American Legion in 
Culver City [California]. The American Legion is, without 
question, a political organization. In those days I think 
it was really a training ground for people who wanted to go 
into governmental politics. It was really a very strong 
political organization. Mr. [John R.] Quinn, who was 
assessor of the county during those years, had been past 
commander, past national commander of the American 
Legion. He was a giant of a man, a huge man; he was in a 
wheelchair most of the time I knew him. He was not only 
very active in the American Legion (had been national 
commander), he had been very active in the Republican 
party. He made one of the seconding speeches which 
nominated Herbert Hoover in 1928 as the Republican 
candidate. And he had remained very active politically. 

Some time in early 1949, when I was in the 
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[assessor's] office, I became involved in a controversy 
over a proposal that the American Legion was making to 
exempt houses owned by veterans or acquired by veterans 
under the Veterans Farm and Home Loan Purchase Act from 
taxation. The American Legion was supporting a 
constitutional amendment which would have exempted those 
properties, or those particular veterans. And I opposed 
it, though I was a California veteran. I would probably 
have been the beneficiary of the bill, had it passed. I 
thought it was a bad bill. As a result of my opposition at 
a public meeting in Culver City, somebody in the American 
Legion called Mr. Quinn and tried to get me fired. He 
called me to his office and wanted to know the reason I was 
opposing the bill. He was supporting it. I told him, and 
he just kind of laughed. I guess maybe that started me off 
in politics. 

EDGINGTON: And that particular constitutional amendment, 
did that get on the ballot as an initiative? Do you 
recall? 

WATSON: I don't know. I'm sure I didn't know the 
difference between a legislative amendment, a referendum, 
and an initiative in those days. 

EDGINGTON: Was Mr. Quinn in some ways a model for you in 
terms of something that you would like to do later on, be 
the assessor, political involvement that you saw in him? 
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WATSON: Oh, Mr. Quinn was a profound influence on my life, 
though we split in latter years. John Quinn was one of the 
people who dramatically influenced the course of my life. 
I admired him greatly. I said he was a giant of a man, not 
only physically but I think in terms of his stature in the 
community. He was a hard man, and I think perhaps the most 
profane person I've ever known in my life. Some years 
later, I was doing some lobbying for the assessor's office 
in Washington, and I went to the Army-Navy Club in 
Washington to have lunch, and I met a retired general 
there. He was asking me what I did and where I was from. 
And I told him I worked for John R. Quinn. He said, "Ah, 
John R. Quinn; we were together in the artillery in World 
War I. There was a man who could talk to mules." 

Yeah, Mr. Quinn had an influence on me. I think a 
very strong and a very positive influence, though we did 
split in latter years. 

EDGINGTON: Now, did your political involvement branch out 
to other things besides being interested in legislation, or 
constitutional amendments? Were there particular 
candidates that you were involved with? 

WATSON: You mean during the whole course of my state life? 
EDGINGTON: Say from the period 1949 to '62, before you 
were elected--
WATSON: Before I became— 
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EDGINGTON: Yes. 

WATSON: Yes. During those years I was involved in 
constitutional amendments. I worked against a 
constitutional amendment that was sponsored by the Los 
Angeles Bureau of Municipal Research to exempt personal 
property from taxation. We probably, those of us in the 
assessor's office who worked against that, probably were 
guilty of breaking the law. We went on county time and 
distributed literature. No one said much about it in those 
days. I worked in Eisenhower's campaign in 1952. I worked 
in local assembly races. We had an assemblyman who 
represented the Culver City area, that I worked for and 
supported, though he was a Democrat. In those days we had 
cross-filing, if you recall. A candidate could file for 
both parties, and I thought it was a pretty good system. 
Frequently, the elections were settled in the primary; you 
didn't have to go through-- It didn't cost nearly as much 
either. We had a man named Lester [A.] McMillan, who was 
the assemblyman in that area; I supported him. I 
supported--fruitlessly--Republican candidates for 
Congress. I said "fruitlessly" because Jimmy [James E.] 
Roosevelt was our congressman and kept winning. I 
supported people for the city council in Culver City. 

I should say Culver City was also a very political 
town. It was a hell of a training ground for a young man 
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in politics, because it was a community, a small community, 
six square miles, that really was involved in the 
governmental processes. Later my father was elected to the 
city council and became mayor of Culver City. But I was 
really the first one in the family to become actively 
involved in the body politic. 

In 1950, I was elected commander of the American 
Legion post. I'd only been in the American Legion about a 
year and a half. I was elected second vice-commander 
within six months after I joined the American Legion, and 
then the following year I skipped over and was elected 
commander, so I was in the thick of the community affairs 
through the American Legion. And you do a lot of things 
that were not just labeled politics. I organized a thing 
that went on for a number of years called "The Spirit of 
America" in Culver City. It was an annual Culver City 
fair, if you will; they're still doing something of that 
nature, they call it something else. We had a parade, and 
a series of events, and so on. I organized a group that 
became a part of the American Legion, to conduct weekly 
teenage dances, to try to solve some of the idleness 
problems in the high school. Organized, put together, when 
the federal admission tax laws were changed in 1952, to 
purchase the old Culver City racetrack, and the American 
Legion, under my heading, actually bought that racetrack 
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and we ran it for I think three years as a revenue raiser 
for the American Legion. We also ran, and Culver City 
still has, fireworks. We were an island in the middle of 
Los Angeles, and we ran fireworks. The proceeds went to 
the veteran's organizations. The American Legion, the VFW 
[Veterans of Foreign Wars], the Disabled American Veterans, 
the Jewish War Veterans all shared in the proceeds of the 
fireworks sales. So those were types of involvement, in 
addition to just working for candidates. 

EDGINGTON: That sounds mostly local, even the assembly and 
congressional races. Did you have any involvement with, 
for example, [William F.] Knowland's campaign for governor 
in '58, or [Goodwin J.] Knight, or [Richard M.] Nixon's 
presidential campaign, or any of those? 

WATSON: Those were later. I worked for both Knight and 
Knowland. I worked for Knight in '54. Governor Knight's 
daughter married the son of a man [Clayton Tomlinson] who 
lived up the street from us in Culver City. So we knew the 
Knight family, and we worked, we worked for Knight. We all 
worked hard in 1958 for both Knowland and Knight. One of 
the issues--

EDGINGTON: Right to work? 
WATSON: I was going to say, one of the issues in that 
campaign was right to work. I don't really think that we 
got much enthusiasm for right to work. It was not an issue 
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that, as I recall at least, it wasn't an issue that many of 
us were very pleased with. I think that I was on one of 
the committees for it, but it was certainly kind of 
lukewarm support. 

I think it was '56, maybe it was '54, that that bloody 
oil fight was on the ballot, when the American Legion got 
so heavily involved. I remember working on that thing. It 
was a time when Standard [Oil of California] was on one 
side and [Atlantic] Richfield [Corporation] was on the 
other. I can remember driving through the San Joaquin 
Valley to one of the American Legion conventions and seeing 
that billboard that became the object of great dispute, 
that the anti-oil regulation forces had put up. It said, 
"Don't let them steal the Capitol"--with a bloody hand 
coming down. I worked on those, yes, and I was heavily 
involved in the 1960 presidential campaign. I was not in 
the assessor's office in 1960. I was outside. 
EDGINGTON: Okay, so you joined the assessor's office in 
1949, and when did you leave? 

WATSON: I worked in the assessor's office from 1949 
through 1954, and at the end of 1954 I went to Lockheed 
[Corporation]. I spent two years on the finance staff at 
Lockheed, at first in the tax department and then on the 
finance staff. 

In the fall of 1957, the deputy county counsel, Gordon 
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Bollar, called me and asked me If I would be Interested in 
coming back to the county. He found out I was going to law 
school, and he proposed to have me come back to the county 
as an investigator In the county counsel's department. He 
talked to Mr. Quinn— Because in those days there was a 
great deal of resentment for anyone who left the county, 
you became almost a pariah, considered very disloyal. But 
Gordon talked to Mr. Quinn. Mr. Quinn asked me to come and 
see him, and I went to see him [Quinn] at his home, out on 
Saint Andrew's [Place], midtown. He wanted me back, he 
said, and he would put me in the position that I would have 
been in had I not left, and I could look forward to higher 
things in the office if I would do it. I took a cut in 
salary, a substantial one, to go back to the county in 
1958, but I really thought that there were some futures 
involved in it. And I think that's right, despite, you 
know, the later breaks. 

So I went back in '57, the first of 1957. The tail 
end of 1957 I was assigned, along with two other people, to 
write a policy statement for the office. The office was 
under huge attack because of a dramatic reappraisal that 
had taken place in 1957 on residential property. The 
business, the assessing business, was changing. The 
assessor's office was operated in those days much in the 
same fashion it had been when this was a farm county. The 
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big controversy was, how is property assessed. And Mr. 
Quinn used to say, and we all used to say, that property 
was assessed at not to exceed 50 percent of the assessor's 
opinion of value. And that came under attack in 1957 
because that isn't what we were doing. Actually we were 
assessing at about 25 percent, which falls in the "not to 
exceed," but it was frustrating to the taxpayer who felt 
that that answer left him in the position he'd been 
grabbing a handful of water, looking to see what he had. 
And it really became, I mean, it wasn't really a friendly 
kind of a thing, it was a very bitter, nasty kind of 
fight. So I was assigned to write a policy statement for 
the office, along with two other people and a member of 
county counsel staff, and we wrote it. 

About the same time, Mr. Quinn assigned me to go to 
Sacramento and do some lobbying. They needed an expert 
witness in Sacramento on property tax matters, the 
assessors association [County Assessors Association of the 
State of California] had no one, and Mr. Quinn, his health 
was in a state that he couldn't go there all the time. And 
in the process of that, Mr. Quinn--

The policy statement said simply: we find market 
value of property and then we assess at a fixed 
percentage. That statement was issued, published, and I 
went to Sacramento and testified in that respect, and Mr. 
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Quinn repudiated it. I resolved sometime in 1958 as a 
result of that, that I would find someplace else to go. I 
joined the Los Angeles Bureau of Municipal Research in mid-
1959 as the executive vice president, with a pretty firm 
agreement on the part of Mr. [James] Stevenson, who ran it, 
and the principal supporters, who were members of the 
board, that I would take it over within a period of two or 
three years. 

When I joined the bureau, I met another man who had a 
profound influence on my thinking as far as taxes are 
concerned: Jim Stevenson. A great deal of my philosophy 
on tax limitation and on the use of the property tax came 
from discussions I had with him during the day, after 
hours, weekends. He was a man of enormous energy. As I 
recall, he lived to be about ninety-two, ninety-three years 
old and was still going to his office. And he was in his 
late seventies when I went there. He used to go down there 
on Saturday. He wore BVD's-- You probably don't even know 
what BVD's are. 

EDGINGTON: Can't say that I do. 
WATSON: One-piece underwear, lightweight underwear. He 
wore BVD's and he'd sit-- He had an old handcrank 
calculator and crank these formulas in for the valuation of 
property. I'd go down on Saturday, and we'd just kind of 
discuss taxing philosophy. He gave me a whole library of 
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books written by people who were considered to be the 
pillars of the property tax field throughout the country. 
I still have that collection. 

Also while I was there, I met another man, William 
[P.] Rempel, who probably solidified the concepts that 
Stevenson and I had discussed on tax limitation and the use 
of property tax, and who also had a profound effect on my 
life. William Rempel was a Phi Beta Kappa from Pomona 
College. He was a lumberman in South Gate. He came from 
one of these strict mid-European religious sects in 
Minnesota or Wisconsin. I don't know whether it was German 
or Russian. If it was Russian, it was that German-Russian 
group from the Ukraine, but very strict religious groups 
with what we finally called the Protestant work ethic, and 
a strict code of conduct in their personal life, and 
expected it from everyone else. Rempel was asked by his 
neighbors and associates in the thirties to become a member 
of the city council of South Gate. South Gate was bankrupt 
as a result of the Depression and the Mattoon Act. Do you 
know what the Mattoon Act was? 
EDGINGTON: No, would you describe that? 
WATSON: The Mattoon Act was named [after] the county 
counsel of Los Angeles County, name of Everett Mattoon, in 
an effort to create a AAA rating for local bonds in 
California-- I don't know whether he wrote it or not, but 
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he authored an act, a constitutional amendment, which 
became known as the Mattoon Act, which said that any area 
where there is bonding, that the bonds are a lien against 
the property, and if one person doesn't pay the bond, it 
becomes a lien against all the property. So when we got 
the Depression, people couldn't pay their taxes, you had a 
domino effect: One went delinquent, the next went 
delinquent, the next went delinquent, the next, and pretty 
soon the bondowners, the bondholders had title to all the 
property in town. South Gate, Culver City--those are the 
two that readily come to mind--absolutely were bankrupt. 

Mr. Rempel, as I said, was asked by his neighbors and 
business associates to go on the city council and try to 
solve this Mattoon Act thing, and such is the nature of 
William Rempel that he sat down and wrote out a set of 
conditions under which he would run for public office to 
solve this thing. And unless they agreed to them, he 
wasn't going to run, period. They agreed to them, and he 
ran, and he then spent I think pretty close to four years 
working with James Lynn Beebe of O'Melveny and Myers, 
working out a solution to the Mattoon Act. It required a 
deferred lien. He felt so strongly about it that when the 
thing was criticized, when it was about in that stage where 
it was going to be enacted, and it was criticized, he just 
said, "I'll tell you how strongly I feel about it. I'll 
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pledge everything I got, and I'll buy every Mattoon Act 
bond I can." And he did. And he made an enormous fortune 
as a result of it, but that wasn't his purpose in doing 
it. I don't want to imply that at all. But he bought, he 
did, he pledged every penny that he owned or could borrow 
to buy up these bonds, to show his faith in what they were 
trying to do, solve that problem. 

He was vitally interested in property taxation. I 
think Bill Rempel was the guy who showed me the way, at 
least convinced me, that if we didn't change the way we 
were using the property tax, that we were eventually going 
to bankrupt the property taxpayer. In 1960, we tried, we 
made the first effort toward a constitutional amendment to 
limit the property tax. I think "limit" is not the best 
description of that proposal, or the '68 amendment, or the 
'72 amendment, or the three or four that were at assembly 
or senate committees in between. I think "restructuring" 
is a better word, but they were billed as tax limits, and I 
guess that's the way it is. But technically that really 
wasn't the main thrust of any of those amendments. 

At any rate, in 1960 I came awful close to getting 
that thing off. I worked through the Apartment House 
Owner[s and Managers] Association, primarily the Long Beach 
group, which was a very large, very active group in those 
days. [The constitutional amendment] didn't get off, but 
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in the process of working with that, William Rempel 
convinced me I should run for assessor. We were also 
fighting the ratio question, which Mr. Quinn had refused to 
change after the 1958 election. 

EDGINGTON: Let me interrupt just for a second. You were 
saying that Stevenson and Rempel had an influence, or 
helped develop your thinking on property taxes. What 
specific or particular things or concepts did you learn 
from them? 

WATSON: Stevenson, though he, were he still alive, would 
deny it, was at heart a Henry Georgeist. He was a single-
taxer. He taught me the theories of Henry George, and he 
taught me the practical applications of them, in terms of 
his own formula. I said "at heart" he was a single-
taxer. In his theories of land taxation, he really got 
down to the point where he believed that the land should be 
taxed and nothing else, that's the George theory. I think 
that shapes one's thinking when you learn everything you 
know in the property tax field out of the California system 
that existed in the 1950s--that everything should be taxed— 
you start to shape it in a different fashion. You don't 
reject, just because you don't agree with a concept, a 
George concept, you don't reject it. I think you examine 
it critically and say what caused George to come to these 
conclusions and how do they apply here. You rapidly 
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discover that some of the criticisms that George made of 
the property tax were true. But you say, well, he found 
the wrong solution. Rempel is the fellow who provided the 
hurdle about what's really wrong with the property tax, 
i.e., we're using it for the wrong purpose: we're using it 
to finance things that shouldn't be financed out of that. 
I coined some words that are now in our alphabet, called 
"property-related services" and "people-related 
services." Those are words that I coined and started to 
use myself, and now, you know, they're pretty well in the 
language. 

EDGINGTON: And then, when you were saying that "we" were 
heavily involved in the Nixon campaign, and Knight, and 
Knowland, and so forth, "we" meaning your family? Or the 
American Legion group? Or both? 

WATSON: Everybody in politics has a tendency to use the 
editorial "we," and I think I appreciate your calling me on 
that. I don't recall how I used it in the context in which 
we were discussing a few minutes ago. Let me clarify. I 
was personally involved in the Knight campaign, the 
Knowland campaign-- The Knight campaign for governor [in 
1954], the Knight campaign for senate in 1958, the Knowland 
campaign [for governor in 1958], the Nixon campaign. My 
family was involved in those campaigns. My first wife 
[Betty Yvonne Tuetken] was involved in them, but she was 
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for Kennedy in 1960. I think that rose out of the fact-
Two reasons, she was a Democrat and a Catholic. I don't 
know which had priority in her mind. I think I do, but— 
Also, the American Legion was involved in the initiative 
campaigns: the right to work, the oil battle of either 
1954— I think it was '54. And incidentally, the oil 
companies spent enormous amounts of money, both sides spent 
enormous amounts of money, attempting to obtain the 
endorsement of the American Legion. I can recall being at 
one state executive committee meeting in Fresno, when the 
lobbyist for each side— This fellow named Larry Stevens 
represented Richfield. He was another huge man, 
physically. He'd been a guard at 'SC [University of 
Southern California]. Bald-headed guy, used to slap you on 
the back and called everybody "comrade." He once decided 
that he and I should wrassle up in the Senator Hotel in 
Sacramento after an evening of drinking, and he got me to 
the point where he damn near smothered me to death. The 
only way I got [him] off was to bite him. But he was a 
lobbyist for Richfield. I think Bill [William R.] Burke, 
who later became national commander of the American Legion, 
was lobbyist for the other side. They were the best of 
friends and later became associates. Does that clarify it? 
EDGINGTON: Yeah. Did the American Legion, then, sort of 
function as one of the so-called political clubs, the club 
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movement? 
WATSON: Well, the American Legion was part of the 
political process of this state. Let me see if I can 
explain that. Every American Legion post had a liquor 
license which had been given to them by the state board of 
equalization. Every American Legion post-- I'm saying 
every, and you know, I probably shouldn't be that all-
inclusive. The ones that I knew about also had one or two 
members of the staff of the state board of equalization as 
members of their posts, very active members of their 
post. And when they went to state conventions, they pretty 
well did the controlling of the vote. If you wanted to be 
part of the team, you damn well by god went along with 
it. And the political system that existed— We'd never had 
ward politics in California, where you had a ward leader 
responsible for people getting out to vote, but we came 
close to it through this liquor license program and the 
members of the staff of the state board of equalization 
being members of the post. 

Now, in Culver City, the state board of equalization 
member was a guy named Harry Dunham, who now lives up in 
Paradise. We were most of the time kind of bitter enemies 
in the Culver City post in those days, and now we're pretty 
darn good friends. He's a World War I veteran and much 
older man. But he was there, he was a past commander of 
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the post, and when we went to conventions, he was the guy 
that said this is how the big boys are going to vote and 
this is how you're going to vote. 

In Sacramento in 1950 was the first huge fight to 
break the grip, to get a new king of the hill in the 
American Legion, a new set of guys running the thing. And 
the establishment people--we'11 call them that—were 
running a candidate named Stan Dunmeyer, a fine guy. [He] 
was commandant of the California Veterans Home in 
Yountville. Colorless, Stan was a kind of a plodder, and 
he wasn't a very charismatic guy, but he was stable, a good 
old mainstay of the American Legion. He was being opposed 
by a guy named Bill [William L.] White, a lawyer from San 
Francisco, a very dynamic, colorful kind of guy, who 
attracted we World War II veterans. And that was also 
involved, it was a question of when were the World War II 
guys going to take over. I was the second World War II 
commander of the Culver City post, but the first one had 
just been a puppet who was put in there. We had this big 
fight in Sacramento. I was commander of the post, and our 
delegation was split, really right down the middle. I had 
the swing vote. And Dunham took me over to the suite of a 
man named Bob [Robert M.] McCurdy, at the Senator Hotel. 
Bob McCurdy was the assistant city manager of Pasadena. 
Very powerful man in the American Legion, he was. He had a 
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fused spine. He was also, they called him the Kingmaker of 
California. If you wanted to be state commander, you got 
Bob McCurdy's endorsement. Strong guy. He was chairman of 
the National Rehabilitation Commission; later put me on the 
National Rehabilitation Commission. 

I was taken to McCurdy's room to meet the great one, 
and there were three superior court judges bartending. 
That gives you an insight as to how these were tied 
together. I am told, though I did not belong in those 
days, that the same happened at the KC [Knights of 
Columbus], the Elks, the Moose, the same thing. They all 
had free liquor licenses. Did you know that? They had a 
club license. And they were given to them for a nominal 
fee. They've been converted since; they're commercial 
licenses, but in those days they were club licenses. 
EDGINGTON: Did the American Legion, was that pretty much a 
Republican group? Or were both parties involved? 
WATSON: Both parties were involved. During those years, 
the American Legion was, yes, pretty much a Republican 
group because the state was pretty much Republican. We had 
the cross-filing. 
EDGINGTON: Right. 

WATSON: Although the minute I say that, I can think of the 
Inglewood post. The Inglewood post was run by a member of 
this establishment named Bill [William] Kreitz [Jr.], who 
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was a saloonkeeper In Inglewood and also happened to be a 
fairly large stockholder in Hollywood Park. He was one of 
the original stockholders, bought it at a very low price. 
He had three or four bars over there. And they were gut 
Democrats. 

Congressman Charles [H.] Wilson was a member of 
Crenshaw post. He and I were early competitors in district 
leadership through the baseball program. I ran the Culver 
City program, he ran the Crenshaw program; we used to steal 
players from each other. They had a restriction on where 
you could get your players. In other words you had to come 
out of one high school with a total student population. In 
those days Loyola High School had a tremendous number of 
good baseball players. So we kind of worked it around 
where we were taking out of Hamilton and Loyola, and they 
were taking out of Crenshaw and Loyola--the schools were 
white then, very few blacks. As a matter of fact, I don't 
remember seeing-- Yes, there were, there were a few. Not 
very many black players were in the American Legion program 
in those days, at least our way--down Huntington Park, 
Walnut Park, that area. Charlie Wilson wanted to run for 
assembly. He ran as a Republican twice and got his ass 
whipped royally. And he got smart, Bill Kreitz got him 
smart. We registered him as a Democrat and he won. 
Charlie Wilson was a Republican I think up until [1954]. 
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EDGINGTON: Before I interrupted, you were about to get 
into how you were about to run for county assessor in 1962, 
I guess. 

WATSON: In the process of attempting to get an initiative 
together for tax restructuring, Bill Rempel planted the 
seed about running for county assessor. I had meanwhile 
made some money. As one of my moonlighting activities over 
the years, I did some income tax work and financial work 
for small businesses, individuals, so one time I did all 
the tax returns for all the limousine drivers at MGM and 
Twentieth Century-Fox. I had a large group of Japanese 
gardeners I did the tax returns for. A friend of mine, 
matter of fact the closest friend I've got in this world, 
male friend at least, who I met in World War II, we were 
both pilots, is an attorney, and he was acquainted with a 
lot of the people who went to Hughes [Aircraft Company], 
that enormous expansion of Hughes into the space program 
after World War II, and then a lot of these guys spun off 
and were with the group that formed Litton [Industries], 
had original stock with Litton. But all of them were 
moonlighting. They'd work at Hughes in the daytime, and at 
night they had a little shop here, three or four of them 
would do it, and you know, they'd run small thinktanks in 
Culver City, Venice, El Segundo, Playa del Rey. Well, Roy 
[Good] represented them for legal purposes, and I would do 
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their financial work. We didn't get paid, we got stock. 
Somewhere around here I've got a box full of stocks. But 
enough of them paid off. 

In 1953, Roy had an office on Victory Boulevard, 
Victory and Laurel Canyon [Boulevard], right by that Sears 
shopping center and the Occidental Bank building. 
Occidental Bank had been formed by a man named George 
Thatcher. He had owned a savings and loan named Occidental 
Savings and Loan. I think it had a main office and two 
branches, and he sold it to Home [Savings of America] for, 
in those days, I think he got a million and a half, and 
that was a billion dollars. And then he formed Occidental 
Bank. He and Roy were having a drink one evening, and he 
said, "Do you know anybody in Culver City?" 

[Roy] said, "Yeah, I know the guy who runs the 
American Legion post down there, Phil Watson." 

So now [Thatcher] said, "How would you like to form a 
savings and loan?" 

So Roy called me and said, "How'd you like to form a 
savings and loan?" 

I said, "What's a savings and loan?" 

"Well, it's like a building and loan. You know what a 
building and loan is?" 

"Yeah, I know what a building and loan is, you know, 
vaguely. It takes money from people and lends it to build 
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buildings. Are those any good?" 

He said, "Oh, God, you can't believe it." 
So he showed me the numbers, and I wrote an economic 

survey, and we put a group of people together, and by God, 
we got a license. 

Thatcher said, "I'll back you. I'll put up 50 percent 
of it, and I'll lend you guys the money to buy your 
stock." And he did. He bought. We capitalized at 
[$]165,000, and he loaned us the money to buy our stock. 
He put up the money that paid Roy and me for our services, 
and we bought in. Then we bought him out in 1956 for 
$220,000. He also held some stock in the name of Pat 
[Patrick D.] McGee, who was on the city council then, later 
became an assemblyman, and half a dozen other legislators 
had stock in it through Thatcher. We didn't know about it 
at the time. 

Then we merged it with Financial Federation in 1959, 
and I suddenly was, not a millionaire, but a very wealthy 
man. So, you know, I had some money and had a pretty nice 
house. So I got interested in running for assessor. 

I left the L.A. Bureau of Municipal Research. When I 
was at the L.A. Bureau, they had another organization 
called Southern California Shopping Center Association, 
which was really Bill Rempel's baby. It was the shopping 
center owners. So Bill came to me and said, "Well, you 
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know, if you're going for assessor you've got to get away 
from Stevenson." 

I said, "Why?" 

He said, "Well, he's got that stigma on him, and--" 
EDGINGTON: "That stigma" meaning—? 
WATSON: Well, he was— Mr. Quinn hated him. He was 
thought to be a kind of a nut insofar as taxation was 
concerned, and although he represented the major real 
estate owners in downtown Los Angeles, he really was a 
pariah; he was persona non grata, among the 
establishment. The Los Angeles Times hated him. One of 
the reasons I think I never got along with the Times is my 
relationship with Stevenson. 

EDGINGTON: When you decided to run for assessor, had Mr. 
Quinn already decided to retire? 

WATSON: No, not at that stage of the game. When I made 
the decision to run, I moved to Westwood. I had bought one 
of these L-shaped office building structures on Glendon 
Avenue, a block south of Wilshire, with three other guys. 
I took my office out there and the shopping center 
association out there. I just kind of started running 
around, trying to pick up, you know, support for 
assessor. I started in with the American Legion, really. 
But this would have been mid-1960, late 1960. And then in 
1961, I really started seriously running around. 
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I had been heavily involved in the 1958 election, Mr. 
Quinn's campaign for reelection, again, though I was on 
civil service. I was doing a lot of things, I went out and 
made a lot of appearances for Mr. Quinn. 

I did something else that I think had an influence on 
my life: I joined the Masonic lodge in 1955. I went 
through the chairs in the Masonic lodge. Someone once said 
that if you go through the chairs in the Masonic lodge and 
you learn the ritual, you have memorized 200,000 words. I 
don't know whether that's true or not. But when you have 
that kind of experience, it's akin to acting in some 
respects, because you're going to stand up and you're going 
to give a lecture that lasts thirty minutes. You develop 
some kind of speechmaking ability. And it really stood me 
in good stead when I got on the political platform. It 
gave me some stage presence, and I think it's somewhat 
akin, as I said, to taking acting lessons. 

But I started in 1961 seriously getting into the 
campaign for assessor. No one really knew until February 
1962 whether Mr. Quinn was going to run or not, but there 
was not even an indication that he wasn't going to run 
until late 1961 after he got remarried. But in '58 I had 
been very heavily involved. Mr. Quinn couldn't go out and 
make speeches. There were two or three or four guys— 
Let's see, I forget who it was. There's a guy named Russ 
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[Russell L.] Hardy out in South Gate running against him; 
there's a guy named Robert [A.] Nuetzman, who was from the 
office, running against him, and a guy named Gene Johnston 
against him. Now that I'm talking about it, it comes back 
to me. I would go out and be on platforms, little debates 
with these fellows. They really weren't debates, but you 
know, each would state his position. 

In the process, I met a man named Jack Frost. 
Unlikely name. Jack Frost was running Russ Hardy's 
campaign. Russ was the mayor of South Gate. He was a 
World War II veteran; he'd lost an arm about here. He 
campaigned on that. You know, it's legitimate, what the 
hell. That's one of the purposes of being a veteran. I 
campaigned on being a veteran, too. And I remember one 
night we were sitting at the Hilton Hotel after one of 
these meetings where we'd talk. Hardy was there. And both 
Nuetzman and Gene Johnston had come out of the assessor's 
office, and we were talking about the office. You know, in 
political campaigns, candidates tend to become very 
friendly. They may go "hammer and tong" on a platform, but 
I think they develop-- Did you ever read, what was it, 
[Norman] Mailer's description of the prizefights between 
Frazier and All? 
EDGINGTON: No, I haven't. 

WATSON: "The Wars of the Ring," and how they were in fact 
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an expression of love, how these guys-- But you do develop 
respect for the guy. And I think, most of them that I 
knew, at least I always ended up friends with them. There 
are exceptions. Dorothy Healey ran against me once. 
Everything she stood for was abhorrent to me, but I kind of 
liked Dorothy. I called her up after the election was over 
and said, "Would you like to have lunch?" She said, "Oh, I 
don't think it'd be good for you to have lunch [with 
me]." But you know, you do develop a kind of a respect. 

And we were having this discussion, and Russ was 
saying, "You know, my problem is I don't know enough about 
this, I wish we had someone like you to direct us." And I 
said, "Well, I'll tell you, you're not going to win the 
damn thing." 

At any rate, Russ left, and Jack Frost and I were 
sitting there, and he said to me, "Phil, have you ever 
thought about running?" 

I said, "No, I've never thought about running." This 
is '58. Of course that's not true. You know, you always 
think about those things. I Just didn't think it was in 
the cards. I was only thirty-four years old. 

And he said, "Well, why don't you figure out what your 
philosophy is." 

I said, "What do you mean?" 

He said, "Well, why don't you just go off in a corner 
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somewhere and write down what you think your philosophy 
Is. So once you do that, you may decide what you want to 
do. " 

In '61 I thought of that: I thought of that 
conversation, and I looked up Jack Frost. I think it took 
me about six weeks to find him, down In Long Beach. And I 
went down and talked to him, and he explained to me what he 
meant: write down what you believe in and what you want to 
do. And I thought about it, but I didn't do it at that 
stage of the game. 

I announced that I was running for assessor the first 
week in August 1961. I announced it: as kind of typical, 
I guess, of all my campaigns, I attacked Mr. Quinn. Right 
after that I went up to Sacramento with an old American 
Legion buddy of mine, Louie [Louis] Baker, of the law firm 
of Greenbaum, Baker, and Ansell. That firm had been very 
close to John Quinn. Louis Greenbaum had been John Quinn's 
campaign manager In the campaign for county supervisor, and 
had been the guy who had kind of managed his campaign for 
national commander in 1924. You know, that's history. And 
here was his younger associate, Louis Baker, who was now 
managing my campaign. And we went to Sacramento and we met 
with Jesse [M.] Unruh, with the contingent of Democrats up 
there who were Kennedy liberals. (Unruh was liberal in 
those days, he's very conservative now. I was listening to 
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him talk yesterday; he has been conservative for a number 
of years.) And Louie was trying to elicit their support. 
EDGINGTON: To the end that Unruh had his famous funds for 
financing candidates, was that the idea? 
WATSON: That's part of what Louie had in mind. Unruh 
later referred to me as "the most eloquent spokesman the 
John Birch Society had in California." I didn't belong to 
the John Birch Society. [laughter] But we went up there 
and made the rounds. I don't know what real effect it had, 
except it got my name in people's-- We met people, that's 
what it came to. And then we drove back, and suddenly on 
the way back we got the news the Berlin Wall had gone up, 
August 13. And then I started going out on the speech 
circuit. In November I was invited to be the keynote 
speaker at the Apartment House Owners Association in Long 
Beach, their state convention, at the Lafayette Hotel. And 
I went there. Steve, I made a brilliant one hour and 
twenty minute speech, absolutely brilliant. 
EDGINGTON: For an hour and twenty minutes? 
WATSON: Hour and twenty minutes. I finished, an old guy 
in the back stood up and said, "Watson, they tell me you're 
a smart son of a bitch, and I believe it, because I didn't 
understand a word you said. The only thing I know is we 
got to stop this unfair taxation." It was shocking, you 
know, to think that you've done a good job and have the guy 
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say that to you. But I got a campaign slogan out of it: 
"Stop Unfair Taxation." I wrote it down. 
EDGINGTON: And that was your attack on Quinn, then? 
WATSON: "Stop Unfair Taxation." 

EDGINGTON: And that was based on the discretion of the 
assessor to--

WATSON: It was based upon a lack of rules. I mean, if you 
say that you're assessing property at not to exceed 50 
percent of value, that's a hell of a lot of latitude, you 
know. How do you ever challenge it? How do you know 
whether you're right or not? You know, if you get a tax 
bill, how do you judge it? There isn't any way to judge 
it. And you had to have some rules. You have to appraise 
property. They didn't. They had a land division, a 
building division (they didn't even talk to each other), a 
personal property division. That slogan was very good. I 
used it in all the literature, used it on the billboards. 
It had such an impact that in the election following, in 
the city elections the following year, I saw all kinds of 
billboards. The one that struck me the funniest was a guy 
who was campaigning for city council out in the [San 
Fernando] Valley, and he had signs up, "Stop Unfair Phone 
Rates." We did a lot of innovative things in that '62 
campaign. 

The other thing that little guy from Fresno's comments 
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did for me was to make me think of what Jack Frost had 
said. I went back that Christmas to southern Illinois, 
where I grew up-- I had put some money into a farm that my 
wife's sister and brother-in-law and another relative had, 
almost an eight-hundred-acre farm down on the Illinois 
River, between the Illinois and the Mississippi River, 
where they came together at Hardin, Illinois. And I went 
down there for four days, all by myself, and I did what 
Jack Frost said, I wrote out what I believed in. And I 
came out of that with a six-point program that I used as a 
basis to run for assessor. It was an attack program. This 
is what's wrong with the assessor's office: one, two, 
three, four, five, six. This is what I'll do. Including 
get rid of household furniture [taxation]. 

I came home, and I made my first speech I think about 
the middle of January, before the motion picture unions, up 
at the Tail of the Cock Restaurant; they had that back 
room. And I got their support. This fellow that I said 
his daughter was married to Goody Knight's son, or vice 
versa, whatever, his name was Clayton [Tomlinson] and he 
was president of the scenario artists union. And he's the 
guy who sponsored me up there, and I got the endorsement. 
But I made a speech, it was my first try at a speech with 
that six-point program, and I got a few of the bugs out of 
it, and I made that speech 710 times between then and 
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November. I drove, we ran that whole campaign on 
$25,800. Primary and general, and I drove 39,200 miles 
inside this county, made that same damn speech. And I 
could make it in a minute, and I could make it in twenty 
minutes. I also learned that you can't talk over twenty 
minutes. I tried to keep it under fifteen, really. But, 
you know, it was a good speech. It was a hard-hitting 
hammer-and-tong-- Just say it over and over and over 
again. All you'd do is point me, and I'd start. 
EDGINGTON: Did you get the L.A. Times endorsement? 
WATSON: No. The Times endorsed my opponent. In the 
primary there were eight candidates, including Russ Hardy, 
Bob [Robert E.] McDavid, a guy named-- Oh, I forget now. 
Is it important to you? I got a pretty good memory, I can 
reach back. 

One of the other things that I did, and it came out of 
these moonlighting experiences: I had met a lot of 
engineers and scientists in the aerospace industry. When I 
went to two partners in Westwood who came out of Litton, 
one of them was one of the three certified geniuses-- Is 
the plural of genius, geniuses or genii? I'm not sure. I 
think it's geniuses. Certifiable genius, his name is Ken 
[Kenneth A.] Blinn. He's both, has a doctorate In 
electrical engineering and in medicine. And he had 
developed, he developed the systems for monitoring the 
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physical well-being of the astronauts. I was with them the 
night they fired Alan Shepard up, and they were trying to--
You know, how we did our instrumentation work. Anyway, I 
knew these fellows, and when I started to campaign, in '61, 
a guy named Jack [John R.] Wooley, who had been with, went 
from Hughes [Aircraft Corporation] to Ramo-Wooldridge. It 
was Ramo-Wooldridge at the time [later became TRW = 
Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge]. Jack Wooley came to me, and he 
said, "You know, what we need to do is to conduct a 
survey. We want to see what name identification is, and so 
on.11 This was one of the first really scientific surveys 
taken. It's a pretty good business now. 

Jack went out and did eighteen hundred interviews. 
And we did an in-depth analysis of the 1958 campaign for 
assessor. Mr. Quinn won that campaign by a little less 
than one-half a vote per precinct. So we said, you know, 
what were the issues? What made these people vote the way 
they did? We wanted to know name identification. For 
example, Bob Nuetzman, who didn't do any campaigning at 
all, carried the Fairfax area, a great portion of Beverly 
Hills, the Boyle Heights area. Why in hell would a guy 
named Bob Nuetzman, a big blond, blue-[eyed] German, carry 
those areas? We did a survey, went up and asked 
questions. They thought he was a Jew. So they voted for 
him, nice Jewish name. I said, "I don't believe that." 
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But you know, it is true. 

Gene Johnston, who didn't do anything except put his 
name on the ballot, ran a strong third, really an enormous 
third, why? His ballot title: tax economist. So I 
registered as a tax economist. I was the first one to 
register, I wanted that name, tax economist. And that paid 
off. We had "Stop Unfair Taxation." 

The other thing that we discovered as a result of that 
survey is that, you know, in those days they assessed 
household furniture by hiring 700 to 750 women who went 
around from January to May taking property statements. 
They'd come in and they'd say--you had a little form and 
you had to sign it—"Well, do you have anything new?" "No, 
I don't have anything new." "Yeah, you have a washing 
machine." And so on. The survey showed us that the 
housewife resented that. She always had a fear that the 
gal was going to say, "Is there dust on your mantel?" or 
something like that. And the word they kept using in 
describing these women was "snoopers." So toward the tail 
end of the campaign, we did some radio stuff, and I used a 
thing that said, "Get rid of the snoopers." People still 
remember that one, too. 

EDGINGTON: Wasn't the furniture tax sort of used by the 
county assessors as a sort of a popularity type of thing, 
because they would always keep it very, very low? 
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WATSON: Yeah, well, it also was a political-- If you stop 
to think about it, you've got 750 gals that are working for 
you; you got four months a year of work, pretty easy work, 
too. It's a built-in political campaign organization. And 
let me tell you, they proved it to me. We usually [said] 
we'll get rid of the snoopers, we'll abolish household 
furniture [taxes]. But we didn't really hit it until mid-
October, maybe first week in October. I guess it was first 
week, because I just wore out about the first week in 
October, and I lost my voice. I came down with a terrible 
case of laryngitis, and they pulled me out for four days. 
Matter of fact, I was out here making a speech in Pomona, 
and Charlie Stillwell took me over to his cousin, and he 
tapped my sinuses, trying to keep me going for another 
day. And that's when they used it on the radio. And I got 
a letter from the union, a three-page biting letter about 
"you can't attack civil servants this way, we're going to 
fix you," that kind of thing. And they went to the Central 
Labor Council [now Los Angeles County Federation of Labor] 
to get their endorsement against me, as a result of it. It 
was a very powerful— It was used, no question but what it 
was used as a powerful political device. And in fact it 
had its effect. 

EDGINGTON: So you were elected by what kind of margin in 
'62? 
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WATSON: Substantial margin. In the primary I ran 
second. I got one hundred and forty-some-odd thousand 
votes, and Mr. Gibson got two hundred and eighty-some-odd 
thousand. He got almost 26 percent, and I got 13-and-a-
fraction percent. Between June and the tail end of 
October, they put out bland literature that says, "Give 
your vote of confidence to the man who got your two-to-one 
vote of confidence in the primary." I just kept slamming, 
and I beat him 1,020,000, to 840,000. I beat him by a 
bigger margin than [he] got [in the primary]. 
EDGINGTON: And in the meantime, before this then, Mr. 
Quinn had retired? 

WATSON: Yes, there's a side story to that. In the fall of 
1961, Louie Baker called me and said, "The word is out that 
Mr. Quinn has made a deal to retire." He had remarried in 
February of 1961, and under the retirement plan as it 
existed in those days, the wife was not eligible for the 
survivor's pension, which is 60 percent of the pension, 
unless they are married a year when the retiree retires. 
So Louie called and said, "They've made a deal for Mr. 
Quinn to retire in February" (filing didn't close until the 
end of March) "and the board will appoint Bill Burke." 
Bill Burke, I mentioned his name earlier, he was a lobbyist 
for the Roman Catholic Church, had been a past national 
commander of the American Legion, and both Louie and I had 
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worked very hard for him, both for state commander and for 
national commander. Louie said, "I think you ought to meet 
with Bill and see what the situation is." So Louie 
arranged a meeting. When I met with Burke, the word was 
that it was a fait accompli, the deal had been made. Mr. 
Quinn was going to resign, and the board was going to 
appoint Bill Burke, and Bill Burke would run as an 
incumbent. I felt that I could beat Mr. Quinn, but I did 
not think that I might beat someone else, particularly a 
guy as able as, and gives a good a public appearance as 
Bill Burke does. You know, it's no mean task to be elected 
national commander of the American Legion. 

So we met at my office in Westwood. The idea behind 
the meeting was that Bill didn't know anything about the 
office, and if he got the appointment, then I would 
withdraw and not run against him, and he would appoint me 
chief deputy, and I would run the office. We palavered for 
thirty-five, forty minutes, an hour, I don't know how 
long. Bill wouldn't say anything; Bill said, "Well, I 
really don't know what's going to happen." I finally said, 
"You know, Bill, you've got to make some kind of a 
commitment on this thing. Either it's go, no-go." 

Well, in the process, the guy who had agreed to be my 
campaign manager, James Udall, who was past president of 
the California Real Estate Association and the national 
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real estate association [National Association of Realtors], 
a guy very highly thought of in the real estate community, 
Jim came over to the office, and Bill Burke was there and, 
"Well, Bill, what are you doing here?" 

I said, "Well, no reason why we shouldn't tell Jim." 

So we told Jim. And Jim looked at him and said, 
"Bill, what's your hesitation?" 

And Bill said, "Well, you know, I'm not in a position 
to make any commitments." 

And Jim just lost his temper, and he said, "For 
Christ's sake, you've got to make commitments! Either you 
tell Phil, or fine, let's go at it, hammer and tong. We'll 
take you apart, Phil'11 beat your ass." You know, this 
kind of-- And Burke backed out, just really on the spot he 
backed out. When he came in my office I was convinced the 
deal was made. 

They also tried to make a deal— Shortly after that, 
the word was out that they were going to make a deal with 
John [S.] Gibson, who was then president of the [Los 
Angeles] City Council, a guy who was again very highly 
thought of by the downtown community. And the word was 
out, and we really sweated it up until the last day of 
filing that they were going to work a deal to appoint John 
Gibson and let him run as the incumbent. I think they had 
the deal worked, but Mr. [John] Quinn balked. Part of the 
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balk you could contribute to some of these old 
supporters. John [Quinn] had all this majority of support 
of the liquor industry. If you looked up his campaign 
reports--and campaign reports in those days were very 
meager; there was no requirement, it was a voluntary thing--
the bulk of John's money came from the liquor industry. 
And that's a kind of a hangover from Artie [Arthur H.] 
Samish, Bill [William G.] Bonelli, when the liquor people 
ran this state. There was a guy in the office that I 
worked with named Delbert V. O'Brien, D. V. O'Brien. DV 
wanted to be assessor. And DV had been the guy who did the 
assessing of the liquor industry. So DV went to A1 
[Alfred] Hart, and [said], "Al, I want to run for 
assessor." Al said, "Well, I'll be your campaign 
manager." So DV threw his hat in the ring. I am convinced 
that because of this, when they were working the deal for 
John Gibson, that Al Hart-- I know Al Hart went to see John 
[Quinn]. And I think Al just said, "You know, John, you 
owe us." And John would not agree to resign. So it became 
a wide-open race. And that kind of race, anybody can win 

EDGINGTON: What is really the draw of the assessor's 

office, why were there so many candidates? 

WATSON: It was open. 

EDGINGTON: It was open, but— 
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WATSON: It was open. It was available. In terms of real 
political influence, I don't think that the assessor has 
any. I mean, except for the fact that he is one of the 
three countywide elected officials. What the hell is an 
assessor going to do? He can talk to the board members. 
But unless you're going to operate Chicago style or New 
Orleans style, or Trenton, New Jersey, if you're going to 
do that, it's a different story. But we don't do that. 
But it is an independent elected office, and carries with 
It the prestige of any elected office. 
EDGINGTON: I think Quinn had— 

WATSON: You know, people view politicians in the same 
light as movie stars. I still have people just drop in--I 
take my walk every morning, I walk for an hour—just drop 
in, you know. A guy stopped me this morning and said, 
"Where's your dog?" I just lost my big dog, had to put him 
to sleep. I go to the store, it's the same thing. It's 
part of the mystique of a very successful person, and 
particularly since the advent of television, where people 
know your face. You know, it's kind of interesting; I 
looked at some polls earlier this year on name 
identification. I have four times the name identification 
of the incumbent assessor. And more people name me as the 
assessor than name him. You know, because he believes in 
low profile. Well, that's his business. I didn't. I 
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believe in high profile. 
EDGINGTON: Well, Mr. Quinn was assessor for about twenty-
four years, I think. 
WATSON: Twenty-four and a half years. He was appointed in 
1937. 

EDGINGTON: And then you were assessor for sixteen. 
WATSON: Yes. 
EDGINGTON: Did anybody under those circumstances view the 
assessor's office as sort of a springboard to go someplace 
else, higher in the political world? 

WATSON: I have been asked that question God knows how many 
times. I only know one assessor in the United States who 
went to "a higher political office"; a guy named Everett 
Dirksen, the United States Senate. But if you break 
everything down in the body politic, what really is much 
higher than being assessor? You know, being elected to a 
countywide office in Los Angeles County is equivalent to, 
in terms of vote-getting, being elected governor of forty-
four states. As a matter of fact, I got more votes than 
anybody except the governor of Illinois, Pennsylvania, and 
New York--in general election—and Michigan, I believe. 
EDGINGTON: With that kind of constituency, and especially 
Los Angeles being so prominent in the state, you would 
think that, you know, someone may want to move on to a 
larger constituency, a statewide office. 
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WATSON: I'm sure that people consider it. No question but 
what I talked about it from time to time. I talked about 
running for mayor. As a matter of fact, I talked about 
running for United States Senate. Truthfully, and you know 
it's a personal thing, the only thing that I ever really 
thought I wanted to do, and I did some serious skipping 
around it, was to run for United States Senate. There were 
those, however, who thought, and Nancy Reagan was one of 
them, that I was a strong candidate for governor. And you 
know, Bill Rempel kind of warned me. After I won the 
election, he said, "One of the dangers you face, now you've 
won an upset, you're going to be surprised how smart you 
suddenly are. And you're prime political material. You're 
thirty-eight years old. You make a good presentation. 
Please don't make the mistake of letting these people start 
running you for other offices. It's the surest way to 
destruction." And I always kept that in mind. 

But you know, almost immediately [there] was talk of 
governor, governor. I went to a dinner party in 1965, when 
[Ronald] Reagan was first beginning his campaign for 
governor. And I couldn't understand why Nancy Reagan was 
so hostile. She really showed a great deal of hostility. 
It was obvious, became obvious a little further along. The 
next evening Taft Schreiber told me, "She views you as an 
opponent." Which I disliked; I was running for 
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reelection. I also had a whole set of personal problems 
that would have prevented me from getting anything, going 
through a nasty marriage breakup--

EDGINGTON: Well, in 1965, would that have been the group, 
the Friends of Ronald Reagan: Taft Schreiber and Henry 
Salvatori and--? 

WATSON: Schreiber, Salvatori, Ted [Theodore] Cummings, 
Holmes Tuttie, Ray [Raymond] Lee— 

EDGINGTON: Now, was this an open dinner? Or did they 
invite you? 
WATSON: This was an open dinner. 

EDGINGTON: And so you were there because you were 
interested in Reagan's candidacy? 

WATSON: No, I was there because I was the assessor, and I 
was invited to this function as assessor. It was at the 
Ambassador Hotel. He was making a speech— This was really 
when Reagan was just dipping his toe in. But I knew he was 
going to be a candidate because Taft had told me. 

After I was elected, Taft Schreiber became very 
interested in me, and Taft kind of took me under tow and 
started polishing some of the edges, taking me out to meet 
people and go places I'd never been and took me out, made 
new pictures. I thought I knew how to dress pretty well, 
but I learned a lot more from Taft. You know, Taft was a 
shrewd hombre. 
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EDGINGTON: Do you think he may have served a little bit of 
the same purpose with Ronald Reagan? 
WATSON: He may what? 

EDGINGTON: Served sort of the same purpose, maybe 
smoothing out some edges. 

WATSON: Oh, there is no question, there is no question. 
Taft Schreiber managed Ronald Reagan's opinions. When 
Ronald Reagan started campaigning, he had a reputation 
through the Screen Actors Guild of being an anti-Semite. I 
was at Hillcrest Country Club. One of my very strong 
supporters out there was Leo Heartfield. I had represented 
Leo with property tax matters before I ran for assessor. 
And I was there, I played some golf, with Leo--
Incidentally, another place that Taft straightened me 
out: I was just a big, savage, strong kid, who knocked the 
shit out o f — I'd hit the ball the wrong way, I had no 
control. It had to be an embarrassment to play with me. 
Taft took me out and got me lessons and made me a halfway 
decent golfer. 

But I was there when Taft and Ted Cummings were 
arguing at Hillcrest that Ronald Reagan was not an anti-
Semite. And they persuaded Leo Heartfield—I was sitting 
in the card room, at the table, listening to it--they 
persuaded Leo Heartfield to throw a cocktail party at his 
house--they didn't want to do it at the club—at his house 
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up on Sunset. That house was where the sheik had it, put 
all those nude statues, that was Leo Heartfield's house. 
And they persuaded Leo to put the party on so they could 
bring people up and convince them that Ronald Reagan wasn't 
an anti-Semite. 

EDGINGTON: Convince them that he wasn't. 
WATSON: That he was not an anti-Semite, convince the 
Jewish people and Hillcrest Country Club-- I think it 
probably was almost an exclusively Hillcrest-- And I 
remember--I better not mention his name—but a county court 
justice saying, "You wouldn't get me to meet that guy. I 
know what he is. He's an anti-Semite, and I won't have 
anything to do with him." But Taft Schreiber, Ted 
Cummings, [pause] Ray Lee, took that onus off of Reagan. 
EDGINGTON: Now, was that a reputation that he had earned 
by things he had said when he was in the Screen Actors 
Guild? Or what? 
WATSON: I have no idea. 
EDGINGTON: So it was just there. 

WATSON: I mean it was there, I heard the statements, I 
heard it said, and I know the efforts that were made. And 
it really paid off. Of course. What were you going to say 
about it? 

EDGINGTON: Usually, the two advisors that are considered 
to have been closest to Reagan—well, there were three, I 
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guess—were Tuttle, Salvatori, and Union Oil President 
[A. C.] Cy Rubel. 
WATSON: Well, he died. 
EDGINGTON: In '67, I think. 

WATSON: Yeah, he-- As a matter of fact, [pause] in the 
making of Ronald Reagan governor, Taft Schreiber was the 
architect. There is no question in my mind about it. The 
kitchen cabinet that was formed, the other people that came 
in, came in after Taft put him on his way. 

EDGINGTON: And Taft had the movie connection with him, was 
that the--? 

WATSON: Taft was his manager, his agent in the motion 
picture business. Now, they split, you know, later. There 
was a split between Taft Schreiber and Reagan. The 
closeness disappeared. I think I can put a date on it: it 
was damnably cool in February 1971. As we talk, I can give 
you an incident that illustrates that. 

In the fall of '66, I was made a part of the kitchen 
cabinet. Leonard Firestone put up five thousand bucks for 
Reagan's campaign in my name. If you look up, and you see 
five thousand in my name, I didn't put that up, Leonard 
Firestone put it up. Leonard Firestone was my campaign 
chairman in 1966. 
EDGINGTON: For your reelection. 

WATSON: Yeah. And I went on the committee, and I attended 
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half a dozen meetings at the Pacific Mutual Building. They 
were luncheon meetings, they were generally conducted by 
Asa Call. 

EDGINGTON: Who was that? 
WATSON: Asa Call. Asa Call was chairman of the board of 
Pacific Mutual [Life Insurance Company]. I think Asa Call 
was maybe one of the most powerful, if not the most 
powerful, person in Los Angeles County, in the body politic 
for a number of years. He was at least as important as the 
Chandlers. He had close ties with the Chandlers. He was 
as important as James Lynn Beebe, much more important than 
James Lynn Beebe. Beebe was a kind of a chamber of 
commerce front guy. All of those people that we've been 
discussing, and Justin Dart, would be at those policy 
meetings down at Pacific Mutual. 

I drafted a couple of policy statements. And their 
process was that they were drafted and left there, they 
weren't even discussed. I didn't even discuss them with 
members of my staff, or with Margaret [M.] Coffey, who was 
my chief field aide, whom I later married. 

EDGINGTON: Now, these policy statements, did they have you 

write policies for taxation issues? 
WATSON: Policy for taxation issues, right. 

EDGINGTON: You were going to illustrate the break between 

Taft--
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WATSON: Yeah, the break between Schreiber and Reagan. 
After my second wife died, and Nancy and I were married-
Nancy had been appointed to the municipal court by Reagan, 
and I was trying to get her elevated to the superior 
court. We hadn't been married too long. But there were 
some openings in the superior court. I talked to several 
people. I talked to Ted Cummings, and— [pause] Oh, I 
forget the others. Well, I didn't get the appointment for 
Nancy onto the superior court. And I finally just went out 
to see Taft. After I was indicted in 1966 and went through 
the trial, although I kept their support, I wasn't very hot 
material. Though I knew them and we had a cordial 
relationship, it wasn't all that close from that point 
forward. But I went out to Universal [Studios], saw Taft, 
we had lunch, and I said to him, "You know, she's done a 
pretty good job, and the only woman that Reagan has 
appointed to the superior court is Evelle [J.] Younger's 
sister-in-law." True. The Younger family got a lot out of 
Reagan. Taft said, "Well, let me talk to him." 

I then was going on a ten-day vacation down to 
Cuernavaca, Mexico, with some friends. And there I am on 
the vacation, and Taft asked me to call him, and I called 
him from Cuernavaca. Taft said, "Yeah, I saw the governor, 
I can't do anything with him any more. He's got that bunch 
of people around him." And I said, "Well, what should I 
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do, go see him again?" And he said, "No, I wouldn't go see 
him again, the hell with him." 

But Taft just indicated that at that time that his 
influence with Reagan— People had stepped into the 
middle: Verne Orr; the newspaper guy from San Diego--
EDGINGTON: Not [Lyn] Nofziger? 
WATSON: Nofziger, another guy— 

EDGINGTON: Ed [Edwin] Meese [III] or Mike [Michael K.] 
Deaver? 

WATSON: Deaver. I don't know about Meese. Meese, as far 
as I was concerned, Meese came along up on the scene— 
Meese kind of snuck up. Of course, in all fairness, I was 
having my own recovering to do after my acquittal on that 
indictment, and I pretty well got out of touch from that 
scene. 

EDGINGTON: So that was the relationship you were talking 
about, your relationship with the Reagan people, or Reagan 
himself? 

WATSON: Reagan himself. The last time I had sat with 
Reagan, eyeball to eyeball, and talked about anything was 
in the summer of 1971. He was working on some kind of a 
tax reform plan, and I had pretty well finalized what 
became Proposition 14. I had worked on the son of a gun 
since the fall of '69. I started on it actually because an 
emissary came to me from Reagan In the fall of '69 and 
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said, "If you want to put something else together, we'll 
support it." I met up at the Sutter Club in Sacramento, in 
December '69, and they pledged their undying support, a 
certain agreement of principles, which became the body of 
Proposition 14. I met with him when 14 was virtually in 
its final draft stages, and Verne Orr—he brought Verne Orr 
into the meeting--and I described the concept that we'd 
come up with and how we approached it. And I never will 
forget it. 

When I finished, Reagan turned to Verne Orr and said, 
"He comes up with practically the same thing we did, in a 
different fashion, doesn't he?" And Verne said, "Yeah." 
And they said to me, "Would you give it to us, and give us 
some time to study it and see the impact of it, and maybe I 
can support it?" 

And I said, "Well, fine, I'm about to send it for 
title." 

And he said, "Well, how about a month?" 
And I said, "Fine." So I gave it to him, never got an 

answer. Later I found out the reason I didn't get an 
answer was that Reagan himself wanted to be the author of 
tax limitation. But I really thought that we had a pretty 
firm commitment from Reagan, and so did the two people who 
were with me at that thing, the guy who did the legal work 
on it, Vince [Vincent] Page, and Alan Altman, who was our 
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legislative representative. They both felt we had a firm 
commitment« 

EDGINGTON: And those were a few people from your office. 
WATSON: Alan Altman was from my office, Vince Page was an 
attorney with Hill, Farrar, and Burrill, who, w e — Ben 
Weingart paid the fee to have him draft it. 
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TAPE NUMBER: I, SIDE TWO 
MAY 7, 1982 

EDGINGTON: We began with some things that happened in your 
first term as assessor, and one of the things was what you 
had inherited in the way of lawsuits for overassessment. 
WATSON: Okay. When I took office there was about $700 
million in lawsuits in the business community challenging 
the assessment ratio. The assessment ratio was 45 percent 
on business property, and around 25 percent on real 
estate. And though there had been efforts to correct it, 
nothing had happened. There had been studies that had 
begun back in 1947, and a piece of legislation called 
Chapter 1466, which called for equalization, but it just 
kind of stumbled along. The state board of equalization 
didn't enforce it. 

In 1958, Mr. Quinn's bid for reelection, where he 
suddenly discovered they were in trouble, he was visited by 
a delegation from the downtown businessmen's association 
and the chamber of commerce, having as its spokesman Bill 
[William] Holbrook of the law firm of Holbrook, Tarr, and 
O'Neill. And they said, "John, you're in political 
trouble, we've got to correct this assessment ratio on 
business property." Although I wasn't in on this portion 
of the meeting, it was my understanding that they said they 
were going to withhold any support from Mr. Quinn unless 
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that was corrected. So he agreed to correct the business 
ratio, bring it from 45 percent to 25 percent by reducing 
it 5 percent a year, starting In 1958. 

I came into the office in the early afternoon, with 
the— I was in charge, among my other duties, in charge of 
the assessments on the aircraft industry, the defense 
industry, and the airlines. I came into the office with 
the biggest assessment in the county, Douglas Aircraft. 
And I was told the news, that the decision had been made, 
we were going to have to redo everything. We were in the 
Mode O'Day building in those days, and I immediately took 
the elevator to the top floor, twelfth floor, went into Mr. 
Quinn's office, and the people were still there. So 
apparently what had happened is they had reached an 
agreement on the reduction, and the word had gone down to 
the business division on the third floor, and they were 
trying to get some fix on what it would take to do the 
job. And I just kind of busted in and said, "You can't do 
that." After some shouting and screaming, I convinced 
people that it would be a sure road to political defeat for 
Mr. Quinn if, six weeks before the election—or less than 
that, it was in May, so it was less than a month before 
election—It came out that he was giving the business 
taxpayer a huge break. Whether he was righting a wrong, it 
wouldn't have played that way. And they agreed, and it was 
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agreed that the reduction would take place the next year, 
it would begin the next year. After Mr. Quinn was 
reelected, he reneged, and nothing happened the next year. 

When I left the office, I put together some of those 
cases, for about a dozen taxpayers, and once the cases were 
filed with the [Los Angeles County] Board [of Supervisors], 
the balance of the business community charged in. There it 
was, it was the floodgates waiting to be opened when I took 
office in December of 1962. Some of the other problems was 
that I had resolved that I was going to change the method 
of appraising household furnishings, get rid of the 750, I 
called them "snoopers," the women who were deputy 
assessors, who went around with, in theory to appraise 
furniture—they didn't appraise it, it was obvious to 
everybody. What I really wanted was to eliminate it. In 
that respect I should have, I really should have said, "No, 
we're not going to assess it any more." But I didn't have 
the courage to do that. Two counties in the state had done 
that. Contra Costa was one of them, they refused to assess 
it. And in San Francisco it was really used as a political 
wedge by Russ [Russell L.] Wolden. Of course that was, in 
my judgment, the most corrupt administration we've ever had 
in California. 

EDGINGTON: Didn't he have a reputation, though, as sort of 
a Robin Hood? 
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WATSON: Well, he had that reputation; he also made a trip 
to Europe and went to Switzerland every year. I'm not 
being facetious; he actually, he once told me, he did. 
He's one of three people who offered me money to close my 
eyes to things, Russ Wolden. He's dead now. Incidentally, 
I've always found it interesting that he served part of his 
time in Vacaville [prison] as a cellmate with Stokely 
Carmichael, or Eldridge Cleaver, I forget which one. 

There was the problem of combining the, of starting to 
do an appraisal, but the overriding problem was this ratio 
question, how do you solve the ratio question. Let me tell 
you the dangers of that thing. Shortly after I took 
office, I got a phone call from Russ Wolden asking me to 
meet with him, to try to come up with a policy for the 
assessors association. Now, there's some background to 
that. In the fall of 1961, when I was busy running, and 
after the incident that I related earlier, with Bill Burke, 
the assessors' convention was held in Palm Springs. And I 
got a call from a longtime friend of mine, a business 
taxpayer, whose company was active in politics, and he 
said, "There's some people who want to meet you, could you 
meet them in San Diego?" So I got my then campaign 
manager, a guy named Jim [James] Cullen, and we went to San 
Diego to meet-- I didn't know who I was meeting. I knew I 
was meeting with John Cox, who was the assistant assessor 
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of San Diego, and with his boss, John McQuilken, who was 
the assessor of San Diego, but I didn't know who else. Lo 
and behold, Russell Wolden shows up, and to the best of my 
knowledge it's the first time I'd ever met him, even though 
I'd been around assessors' affairs for a number of years. 
We went to a private club over the top of a drugstore 
across the street from the, catty-corner to the U. S. Grant 
Hotel, and these guys said, "Look, Phil, we're prepared to 
back your candidacy, if we can get some agreement." And 
the agreement was that if I got elected, they would give me 
$500,000 a year not to show up, and they'd let John Cox run 
the office. I threw that one out real fast. 

But, you know, I can still see Cox riffling hundred 
dollar bills. He pulled his billfold out, and he was 
riffling hundred dollar bills like a deck of cards. As a 
result they ended up supporting another candidate in the 
race; they didn't support me. 

At any rate, I got a call from Wolden, and I agreed to 
fly to San Francisco and meet with him. We met at what I 
learned was one of his favorite haunts, the Columbia 
Restaurant down at Columbus Square. We weren't— I guess, 
like I say, we were civil to each other, but we weren't 
really very friendly. But what we agreed to do is that 
Russ said that he wouldn't push any amendment to ban a 
uniform ratio, if I wouldn't push any kind of amendment to 
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adopt a uniform ratio—through the assessors association. 
If we acted independently, why, then that was another 
matter. So I didn't have any problem with that; I had 
already gone to the legislature with a program, which 
included a uniform assessment ratio, and major household 
furniture, and also tax limit. 
EDGINGTON: And this was what year? 
WATSON: 1963. 

EDGINGTON: How were you received when you went to the 
legislature? Did they listen very well? 

WATSON: Oh, I had very good relations with the legislature 
in those years. I was a kind of a breath of fresh air. 
They had been getting the garbage from the assessors during 
those years, that they assess us "not to exceed 50 
percent." The legislators were feeling the heat too, and 
so I think I was pretty well welcomed with open arms. The 
chairman was an old friend of mine, Charlie [Charles H.] 
Wilson--not Injun Charlie—Charlie Wilson from Inglewood, 
that I spoke about, we were in the American Legion 
together. And if you look up the legislative, the assembly 
revenue and tax committee report of this last year, you'll 
see a lot of my things adopted in there, including a tax 
limitation plan. He kind of ran for Congress on it. But I 
got pretty good reception. The bills were introduced. 
They didn't go anywhere, because the power of the fears 
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that took place at the legislative level, with respect to a 
standard ratio, were the fears that came out of the farms, 
the farm areas of the state. They said, "Well, if you use 
25 percent, then the utilities are going to get a big tax 
break. Because the assessors had convinced them that the 
utilities would get reduced to 50 percent, and would shift 
that load to the homeowner. That was really what blocked 
any legislation in Sacramento, was the fear that utilities 
were going to get a big tax break. Plus the assessors 
themselves. 

Now, in 1964, the issue of the assessment ratio broke 
into open warfare in the assessors association. In '63 
what I did— I'm going to jump ahead of myself. In '63 I 
decided to reduce the ratio by steps down to 25 percent. 
And using the J. C. Penney theory, I dropped it from 45 
percent to 39 percent. The J. C. Penney theory is that 99 
cents is less than a dollar. And it worked pretty well. 
And I relied on that. In January 1963, the decision came 
out of the Arizona Supreme Court, in a case called Southern 
Pacific v. Cochise County. And that was a case where 
Southern Pacific, in trial, proved that their properties 
were assessed at 70 percent of market value, and the 
balance of the properties in the county were assessed at 10 
percent of market value. And according to the Fourteenth 
Amendment, equal protection, they said obviously, this is 
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wrong. And the Arizona Supreme Court said obviously this 
is wrong. The proof is uncontroverted; it shows that this 
exists. And said, "Southern Pacific, you're right. But 
you know what? You can't get your money back." Why? They 
just really pleaded laches. They said, "This system's gone 
on for fifty years, and you've lived with it for fifty 
years, and the county's come to live with it for fifty 
years, now you live with it a little while longer, while it 
gets solved. You have to correct it, but it's 
prospective." See, that's a pretty good decision. It's a 
pretty practical solution, so I used that. And I announced 
my ratio of 25 percent, put on the walls of all the 
offices, and said 39 on business property, want to correct 
it? 

How do you keep the business community off your ass? 
I reached in my pocket and I got Teddy Roosevelt's big 
stick. The business community had never been audited on 
their property returns. They'd file the returns, and they 
would never be audited. A great number of the business 
community was doing the thing I very euphemistically called 
"self-equalizing." They would turn in a figure which, when 
multiplied by 45, turned out to be 25 or under. So I said, 
"Okay, it's 39, but we're going to audit." And you'd be 
surprised how all those guys who were tough with me-- I 
made a speech to the Jonathan Club, there were 800 people 
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there. And I said this, and I smiled. I said we were 
going to audit. I am aware of the fact that, because I 
represented some people who turned in a figure, which, when 
multiplied by 45, turned out to be 25 or less, and we're 
going to find out who those people are. But I'm going to 
give you a year to straighten it out, but you're going to 
have to give me three years to straighten the ratio out. 

But first, Joyce [M.] Peterson, who was then [Los 
Angeles] City News [reporter], used to put out a weekly 
bulletin of events in the civic center, and she wrote a 
very dramatic description of the third week in July 1963, 
the last week of filing protests at the board of 
equalization. The second week of July; it's the first 
Monday or the third Monday in July. 

And I was In my office at the Hall of Administration for 
ninety-six hours, I didn't leave it. And we didn't know 
whether the dam was going to break. And the problem was 
that the county attorneys [Los Angeles County Counsel's 
office] just absolutely double-crossed me. Instead of 
saying, okay, this Arizona case holds, they wrote an 
opinion--which I physically tore up in Hal [Howard W.] 
Kennedy's office--that said, "No, California law says it's 
got to be the same, and you said 25 percent, so it's got to 
be 25 for everybody." And then on top of that the computer 
blew up. (The computer didn't blow up, but somebody 
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misprogrammed it.) And we had $180 million of duplicate 
assessments on the roll. Involving what? Computers, and it 
was just a dumb mistake. But I spent ninety-six straight 
hours in that office, seeing, you know, is the whole world 
going to cave in? All day long, I'd be on the telephone to 
people in the business community: "Aw, come on, Phil, get 
them off my back!" 

We ended up with something like eleven filings from 
business people. And under the county counsel's-- And I 
tell you, I have never been so angry or felt so double-
crossed as on this one. Under the county counsel's 
opinion, which they released, the board of supervisors gave 
a reduction to those eleven guys, and all the business 
community I had bagged off really got screwed by it. 

So what did I do? I said, "Okay, next year it's 25 
percent. That's what you want, that's what you get." 
Thereby earned the undying enmity and hatred of guys like 
[County Supervisor] Kenny [Kenneth] Hahn. You know, Hahn 
took it personally, he really did. What they thought they 
were going to do is bluff me out of it, and I wasn't going 
to bluff. I mean, either it was corrected or it was going 
to have to be done by the courts. 

I also did something else in 1963 that I've learned to 
chuckle about over the years, but it's been the source of a 
lot of problems for me. Did you see Man of La Mancha? 
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EDGINGTON: I've seen it, yeah. 
WATSON: You have seen it? 
EDGINGTON: Yes. 

WATSON: Have you read any of Cervantes? Have you read Don 

Quixote? 
EDGINGTON: No. 
WATSON: Do you know anything about Cervantes? 
EDGINGTON: I know that he was in the battle of Lepanto and 

lost an arm. 
WATSON: He was also a tax assessor. And some of his 
experiences as tax assessor he put into Don Quixote and are 
in the opening scene of Man of La Mancha. When he's going 
down into the jail, and the chief prisoner in the jail 
says, "Why are you here?" He says, "I was a tax assessor, 
and I put an assessment on a church." Do you remember 
that? 

EDGINGTON: Yes. 

WATSON: That was Cervantes, he put an assessment on a 
church. I didn't do that, but I did put an assessment on 
Buffy [Dorothy Buffum Chandler]'s Music Center [of Los 
Angeles County]. I thought it was taxable: It was a 
private organization leasing government property, and 
that's written in the California law. The county counsel 
wrote an opinion which got it off, but it really got me in 
that well-known brick house down at First and Spring 
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Street, even to the point where most of my political career 
since then there wasn't any rapport. I refer to the [Los 
Angeles] Times as the "Oracle of Spring Street." Damn fine 
newspaper, but you know we've always had our differences. 
They didn't trust me, and I didn't trust them. But those 
were some of the early problems in the assessor's office. 

The ratio question broke into open warfare in 1964. 
Wolden, being Wolden, couldn't rest on the ratio question, 
and I damn near got it through the legislature in '64. As 
a matter of fact, I recall I got it through the assembly, 
and it got killed in the senate. At the assessors' 
convention in September 1964, in Sacramento, Don [Donald] 
Feragen, who was then the assessor of Alameda County, came 
in with a resolution to put the assessors association on 
record against any effort for a standard ratio. Then the 
fight started. Oh, did the fight start. And I got a 
lesson in power politics. When push came to shove and 
there was a voice vote on that resolution, every vote was a 
yes until it got to Los Angeles County, and I voted no. 
The next no vote was Marin County, and every other assessor 
in the state voted yes on it. Wolden Just muscled them. 

I remember walking out of the meeting, he walked 
ahead— He wore jumpsuits, he put his arm around my 
shoulder. I said, "Get your hand off my shoulder, you son 
of a bitch, or I'll hit you right in the mouth." 
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But, you know, they won it. And they put the 
assessors association on the record. Something that less 
than ten months later they were sick about, because in July 
1965, I was back in Chicago at a meeting of the 
International Association of Assessing Officers-- And I 
made a speech at the International Association meeting in 
Los Angeles in '64, following that state meeting, which was 
a hard, hammer-and-tong attack on those who wanted to play 
games with assessment. You know, if you have that margin, 
it leads to corruption. And it came out. I was walking 
down a hall at the hotel in Chicago--I forget the name, 
it's right on Michigan, I'll think of it--a guy came up and 
he said, "Did you hear the news about Russ Wolden?" I 
said, "What?" "They're bringing charges of bribery and 
conspiracy against him." I said, "Tell me the story." And 
then the thing got to be fascinating. 

I called out, talked to my chief deputy, Jim [James 
R.] Vine, and my chief field deputy, Margaret Coffey, and 
they, Jim had heard the story driving in. And Margaret had 
gotten with UPI [United Press International]-- She had been 
a reporter with UPI in Ireland and England, and still had 
some friends in there, and she called me back: "We don't 
have the details yet, but it's a major story." 

This was a Friday, and I was leaving to go down and 
visit my in-laws in southern Illinois. It was a kind of a 
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thing where I was saying, "Well, things ain't going too 
well with your daughter and me, and it looks like we might 
break up." So what I said I'd do is call when I got down 
there. Well, I took the train, always loved to ride 
trains. I took the Abe Lincoln from Chicago down to Alton, 
and went to my in-laws, and I called, and they said, 
"You're just not going to believe this story." "What does 
it involve?" Well, they had the big pieces out: it would 
involve Wolden in San Francisco, Feragen in Alameda, Cox 
and McQuilken in San Diego, and sixteen other assessors. 
They never perfected cases against the sixteen others; I 
don't think they could. I think that they were just 
pawns. This guy named Wilber [C.] Leffler, for example, 
who was an assessor in San Joaquin, and filed his campaign 
reports, all anonymous contributions in cash, who later 
privately said, "Well, that's the way Russ told me to 
report it." 

And they [Vine and Coffey] said to me, "Do you know a 
fellow named Norman Phillips?" and I said, "No, I don't 
know anybody named Norman Phillips." And they said, "Well, 
he claims he knows you." I said, "Well, who's Norman 
Phillips?" They said, "Well, he's the guy that broke the 
thing." Have you read the story? 

EDGINGTON: Yeah, I've read [Robert] Kuttner, Kuttner's 
book, Revolt of the Haves. 
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WATSON: I haven't read that. 
EDGINGTON: Pretty decent chapter on it. 

WATSON: Well, they said, "Norman Phillips knows you, and 
he's coming down to see you." I said, "I don't know Norman 
Phillips from Adam's old fox." And they said, "Well, we've 
agreed to meet with him." And I said, "Why did you do 
that?" And they said, "Because he's accused three guys in 
our office." I said, "You'd better meet with him. Who are 
the three guys?" And they gave me the names. 

And I said, "Before you meet with him, call [Peter] 
Pitchess [then Sheriff, Los Angeles County] and make sure 
it's recorded. Christ, we don't dare play around with damn 
things like this, get the thing recorded." So they called 
Pitchess. They agreed to meet Phillips at a restaurant on 
the corner of Rodeo Drive and La Cienega [Boulevard], big 
steakhouse, Red Tracton's? Anyway, it's been there for 
years. They met him there. Sheriffs were parked 
outside. Jim would stuff the thing in his pocket. I was 
sitting back in Illinois waiting for the results. So it's 
Jim and Margaret and Norman Phillips. And Norman's pretty 
well fried by this time, Norman's got one huge drinking 
habit. Norman Phillips was the heir of the Phillips 
screwdriver fortune. So they pick out the story, get the 
story, and he's relating the events, and all the things. 

Here's what happened: Norman Phillips was kind of on 
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the periphery of the property tax field, and he went to 
work for a guy named Jim Tooke, which I felt was a hell of 
a name for a briber. Jim Tooke set up a consulting 
business in Walnut Creek. And Jim Tooke did all the 
management of the affairs for Russ Wolden, Don Feragen, the 
guys down south. Now, they had clients, they had 
assessments that were having problems in their county, and 
they said, "Why don't you see Mr. Tooke?" And they'd see 
Mr. Tooke, and Tooke would represent them, and they'd get a 
reduction, and he'd get a percentage of the savings, and 
he'd split. Now, there were some accounts that Russ had 
that he kept for himself, and he negotiated in his own 
office. This was one of Tooke's. But that was the way the 
scheme worked. 

Jim Tooke was a prodigious record keeper. He kept a 
record of everything. In writing. Including a record of 
how many times he was banging Norman Phillips's wife. And 
that's what happened, he started having an affair with 
Norman Phillips's wife, and good old Norman found out about 
it. And good old Norman got mad, because Jim Tooke was 
banging his wife. And Jim Tooke took Norman Phillips's 
wife to the races on the Fourth of July, and Norman 
Phillips backed a truck u p — Do you know this part of the 
story? 

EDGINGTON: I'm not sure, go ahead. 
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WATSON: He backed a truck up to the offices--I said Walnut 
Creek, it was Castro Valley--backed a truck up to the 
offices and took all the records, put them in the truck. 
Then Norman has himself a couple pops, he goes to an 
attorney in Oakland, named [James] Thorpe, and they start 
negotiating with Tooke to sell him his records back. 
Thorpe goes to a newspaper reporter and tells him this 
story. But meanwhile they're giving the records out in 
that old abandoned airline mansion in Oakland, and the 
newspaper reporter went to a deputy attorney general who 
was covering the case, named Marshall Mayer, and they went 
and got the records, and there it is. The full thing's 
laid out, who's in, and what. 

Well, they got this story out of Phillips, and he's 
accused three of our guys-- I guess on the telephone, when 
I talked to him first, he had refused to name them. He 
said he would name them when he got down. He named them, 
and they went back down to the office, it was about 
midnight here, and said Phillips insisted on meeting with 
me, to give me the documentation. He claimed he had 
documentation implicating these three people. But he had 
named the people and he had named some companies 
involved. I just said, "Pull the records." So they, Jim 
and Margaret, called a couple of people in the office we 
felt absolutely sure of, and between then and six in the 
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morning they cleaned the files out, and they got somebody 
at that time of night to change the combination. We got 
this great big mess of safes, changed the combination on 
that safe, and got it stashed away, and, you know, we were 
protected as well as we thought we could be protected. I 
told them I'd come home and we'd meet with Phillips the 
next night. 

Well, he was staying at the Continental Hotel up on 
the Sunset Strip. And they picked me up at the airport, 
along with the deputy sheriffs, and they took me to the 
West L.A.— Not the West L.A., West Hollywood station. And 
they wired me this time. Norman Phillips had a suite up on 
the top floor, and the sheriffs got the suite right across 
the hall. And we went in and we taped him again. He 
didn't have any records. What Norman had was a lot of 
conversation. But he was still— And I kept saying to him, 
"Now, where'd you meet me?" Maybe he had or maybe he 
hadn't, I don't know. During my first campaign, at the end 
of it, I had an office in the Park Central Building, and he 
claims it was there. But I had no recollection of it. 
When Jimmy Phelan did the story, Jimmy told me later, "I 
don't think that guy ever met you, he was looking for some 
shelter." That incident, and I told our people when we met 
Sunday morning to go over it, "You know what this is going 
to be, is mud on everybody. When they go after a bad cop, 
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they're going to go after everybody. So we might as well 

face it, it's going to be--" I underwent investigation 

from the Internal Revenue [Service] from October 1965 to, 

well, I settled it in December 1971. It went on that long, 

and I paid them $275. I said, "You know, it cost you guys 

$250,000 to get this bill over with pronto." 

But out of that came AB [Assembly Bill] 80. And AB 80 

was a very vindictive bill. I mean, when that thing 

started, John [T.] Knox was in theory the author of it, but 

it was authored by the staff. It was embarrassing the day 

he went to present it to the rev[enue] and tax committee; 

he didn't know what was in it. 

EDGINGTON: And this was in 1966? 

WATSON: Fall of 1966. We convened the assessors 

association, and they were frightened. Because those guys 

were scared. Number one, Wolden had put his touch on them 

by financing their campaigns. 

EDGINGTON: Now, was he president of the assessors 

association. 

WATSON: He had been, yes. But it kind of rotates. 

EDGINGTON: Even unofficially, though, he was the leader. 

WATSON: Well, unofficially, he was the head honcho, he ran 

the place. Let me tell you how hard his grip on it was. 

This was a man who was a heavy drinker, he was a fifth-a-

day gin guy. (I tell you, the politics of particularly 
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assessing is an occupation that leads to heavy drinking, 

heavy drinking and heart attacks, and divorce too. The 

statistics are just astonishing.) But Russ was a man, he 

could down it. He'd never get up till ten, ten-thirty in 

the morning. And he'd go to the assessors meeting and, or 

a subcommittee meeting, we wanted to get going with an 

executive committee meeting— "Oh, we can't do anything, 

Russ isn't here." And somebody would filibuster that damn 

thing until he got there, you wouldn't be able to do it. 

That is, until July of 1965. I demanded that he resign 

from the association, which got some guys rising to his 

defense. I probably shouldn't have done that at that stage 

of the game: it wasn't fair of me, it wasn't due process, 

but I did it anyway. 

EDGINGTON: Eventually he and Feragen went to prison. 

WATSON: He and Feragen and Cox went to prison, and another 

guy from San Diego went to prison, and McQuilken committed 

suicide. McQuilken committed suicide very fast, the minute 

the thing broke on him. I guess when the PSA story came 

out he committed suicide, that was the one that done him 

in, so to speak. 

EDGINGTON: That was his assessment on PSA? 

WATSON: Yes. They were very heavily involved in that 

little scheme. But w e — 

EDGINGTON: Now, that precipitated AB 80. 
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WATSON: That precipitated AB 80. 

EDGINGTON: There had been a statewide study in 1964, '65— 
WATSON: Coolidge Committee [Assemblyman Glenn Coolidge, 
chairman]. 

EDGINGTON: Okay, could you talk a little bit about that? 
WATSON: I participated in that study. Was that the one 
where Nick [Nicholas C.] Petris was chairman, or when 
Charlie Wilson was chairman? 

EDGINGTON: I thought it was Petris, but I can't recall for 
certain. 

WATSON: Okay. Well, we were heavily involved In those. 
If you'll look at the recommendations from that study, 
they're right out of my '62 campaign: standard ratio; 
combination of land and buildings; not elimination of 
veterans' exemption but enforcement of veterans' exemption; 
get rid of household furniture. All of them there. Every 
one of those studies that took place between '62 and AB 
80-- And the final capping of the '62 campaign came with 
Reagan's efforts to defeat Proposition 9 in 1968 with the 
elimination of household furniture. Every one of those 
were just taken right out of that '62 campaign, every one 
of them. 

EDGINGTON: But the studies didn't do the job; it had to 
take the scandal, then, to get AB 80. 

WATSON: It took the scandal, whatever the studies did. 
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And the studies, you know, there is nothing in AB 80 that 
wasn't recommended in the assembly revenue and finance 
committee under Wilson and under Petris. They were all In 
there. You know, programs that, things we shoved in 
Sacramento over those years. 

EDGINGTON: Now, for the tape, what exactly did AB 80 do? 
WATSON: Well, AB 80 did a lot of things: One, it fixed 
the ratio of assessed valuation and market value to 25 
percent. It over-strengthened—that's my own description— 
the hand of the state board of equalization police powers; 
it expanded the police powers that the constitution had 
vested in the state board of equalization over assessors. 
It required them to do a triennial finding as to the 
assessment ratio in each county through a random sampling 
form of study. It required them to do a management study 
of the office every six years. It required them to do 
another study of the office—what I referred to as 
assessors' report cards. It set that policing mechanism 
into law. It attempted, although we defeated it-- I think 
when I say we defeated it, I think the people who defeated 
It were Bert [Berthold W.] Broemmel of Marin County, Webb 
[Wilbur L.] Brown of Mendocino [County], and myself. 
Because we were really the only ones that had any stature 
in Sacramento at that stage of the game; the other guys 
were pretty well wiped out. It required a policing of the 
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veterans' exemption. It tightened up the rules on welfare 
exemption administration. It was a big bill: fifty, sixty 
pages of legislation, just amending almost everything--not 
almost everything, but a great many things of the revenue 
and taxation code, basically with the thrust of assessing 
property at the same ratio whatever it may be, tightening 
the administration of exemptions, putting very strict 
compliance laws in with those who were getting exemptions, 
setting in a very strict procedure that was to be followed 
by assessors, and an overseer, a guard, i.e., state board 
of equalization. And then some things got in there that 
turned out to be very dangerous: that is, opening 
assessors' records to the public. 

EDGINGTON: Which the board of supervisors had asked you to 
do earlier in your first term, and you had refused. 
WATSON: I had refused, yes. And I won that case. 
EDGINGTON: But then the bill changed all that. 
WATSON: But then the bill changed that. Now they're 
modifying it. They're saying, ifs, ands, or buts. We're 
going to have to. If you're going to have tax records that 
rely upon that declaration of people voluntarily to comply, 
you cannot make those public records. It starts with your 
tax system. If you do that, you are going to discourage 
people from complying. And they're finding that out now. 
So that was AB 80. 
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EDGINGTON: Now, did that change anything with appeals 
boards? 

WATSON: AB 80? I don't think so. We got appeals boards 
in Los Angeles County in 1964; that was one of the things 
in my '62 campaign. We got that constitutional amendment 
through early on an optional basis, and the way we got it 
through was the local option. Originally it applied only 
to Los Angeles County, and then after we had it in Los 
Angeles County, it was expanded. Now, that may have been a 
part of AB 80, I don't recall. But it didn't affect Los 
Angeles County. In all fairness, in terms of 
administration, there was nothing that was enacted by AB 80 
that affected Los Angeles County. What affected Los 
Angeles County was the relationship of the state board and 
the overseer concept, to which I took exception then and I 
take exception now. 

EDGINGTON: So the intent, I think, of a lot of AB 80 was 
to bring the business assessment in line back toward 25 
percent, or to make it 25 percent. 

WATSON: But to make it honest. You see, they also put in 
the auditing provisions. They put in the auditing 
provisions and the four-year thing along with-- We had part 
of those in there, but they put those in, they put some of 
the penalties in, to ensure enforcement. 

EDGINGTON: Now, the feeling was, I think, that businesses 
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were being underassessed, and in a lot of places the exact 
opposite turned out to be true. Is that what the situation 
was in L.A.? 
WATSON: One of the things that I preached in '63, '62 and 
'63, was if we equalize the ratio and enforce it through 
audit, we're going to end up with more money. The early 
fight with Kenny Hahn, where he accused me of favoring the 
business community, and I burned him on it. Because the 
one guy who believed that I was right in the county 
government was Lin [S.] Hoilinger, who was the county 
manager [chief administrative officer], and more powerful 
than any one or all the supervisors put together. And Lin 
believed me. And the reason Lin believed me was that his 
brother Rock and I--his brother Rock [Roscoe] Hoilinger was 
the county auditor. Rock and I were very close in the 
early years, and I had had a talk with Rock about what I 
believed was going to happen. And he knew how the business 
community was cutting the edge. So he convinced his 
brother, and when I went to Lin, and I said, "I want this 
money"-- See, I did something unprecedented. When I took 
office we didn't have any auditors. There weren't any 
auditors on that staff. So we took those business reports 
and we coded them and we put them on that old three-inch 
computer we had in those days, and sorted out by source, 
i.e., city of origin. And I went back to Lin and said, 
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"Look, back me up and let me hire outside auditors in the 
other cities." "God, you know, you can't do that, you've 
got civil service." I said, "Well, wait a minute, let's 
get some kind of a finding that we don't have people on 
civil service to do the job, get the authorization. Just 
give it three years, I'll build a staff in three years." 
And Lin backed me. We hired Laventhol and Horwath, and we 
hired a local firm in Philadelphia. We produced enough 
additional revenue to free the entire assessor's budget for 
three years. The first year. Just in the eastern audit. 
EDGINGTON: So AB 80 didn't have the effect in those— 
WATSON: No, we had it, we had it. There was nothing in AB 
80 on assessment administration that we had not already put 
into effect in Los Angeles County. I think it's fair to 
say that if you had taken our operating manual and given it 
to the state, as we did, that AB 80 was written from our 
operating manual. Not a lot of people were happy with 
that, but--

EDGINGTON: In some counties, AB 80, the effects of it, 
upset a lot of homeowners, because they found out that they 
ended up paying more property tax. Was that the way it 
worked in L.A. as well? 

WATSON: No. There were undoubtedly some, no question. 
When we did the first sales-ratio studies in early 1963--
and that's the only way you could measure it, is by some 
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kind of sales-ratio study--we found that assessments of 
real property varied from a low of 7 percent to a high of 
80 percent of sales price. With both the median and the 
mean being at about 23 percent. Commercial real estate 
tended to be low, commercial and industrial. Reasons for 
that being-- When I say low, I don't mean around the 7 
percent bracket. Where we found the 7, 8, 9, 10 percents 
was vacant land in Antelope Valley, where a sales-ratio 
study is not really a valid test because you've got a lot 
of crapshooters out there. The price that's paid for that 
land is not market value: it's a dollar down and a dollar 
when you can catch me kind of thing. And that's one of the 
dangers of a sales-ratio study, you've got to carefully 
analyze it. But accepting a sales-ratio study a s — You 
know what I mean by sales-ratio study? Sales-ratio study 
is taking the ratio between the assessed value that's on 
the property and the selling price. 
EDGINGTON: The fair market value. 

WATSON: Well, selling price may or may not be fair market 
value, but in the book—this is the point I was just going 
to make—in somewhere around 85 to 90 percent of the cases, 
the selling price is the fair market value. So, you know, 
to that extent a sales-ratio study is pretty valid. And 
then if you take the sales experience spread over a period 
of time, and we'd plan to go about it where we were doing 
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fifteen-month, eighteen-month, twenty-four-month, and 
thirty-six-month study, to get your trends. But a fifteen-
month study, which is what we used in the first sales-ratio 
study we did in 1963, gave us the results I've shown. And 
the commercial property tended to be 17, 18, 19 percent. 
Now the reason for that is that on commercial and 
industrial there are not very frequent sales, and we don't 
get very rapid market movement. So the biggest, in terms 
of percentage, movement on real estate change upward was on 
commercial and industrial real estate, in the early 
years. That was to get to the equalization program. 

The smallest move was in residential real estate, 
which moved roughly about 2 points. By the time I left 
office, we were right at that 25 percent on virtually 
everything, which, by that time, was the same market 
development in the nation. Oddly enough, the dollar figure 
on business personal property, dropping from 45 to 25, the 
dollar figure, when you add the audit program in, 
increased; it didn't decrease. I think if you say that 
there was a shift, as a result of that, the shift was 
slightly, not much, but slightly from residential to 
commercial, not from commercial to residential. So, we cut 
out the cheating. 

EDGINGTON: And that's what did it. 

WATSON: Now, you know, let me try to be a little fairer 
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than that. Yes, it was cheating, but it was a defensive 
cheating. It was cheating that the business community was 
forced into because government wouldn't do what it was 
supposed to do. And I tell you, the powerful weapon I had 
in '63, when I said, "Okay, we're going to cut the ratio, 
but if you attack us, remember I got this audit sitting 
here, and I'll go back three years." I got indicted for 
that, but that was the club I had. 

EDGINGTON: Now, in '63 I think was the last time that you 
mentioned that you had taken a tax restructuring, to use a 
phrase that you favored, through the legislature. 
WATSON: No, I took one in when Nick Petris was chairman of 
the rev and tax [committee], because he got me a hearing on 
it once. 

EDGINGTON: And so that could have been '65, o r — 
WATSON: I think it was '65. I think it was '65 and '66 
also. I know it was '66. I know because I got the 
assessors association as a result of-- When we developed 
that nineteen-point program in the assessors association 
following the indictment of Wolden and Feragen-- Well, I 
guess Feragen was already in the slammer when we had our 
convention u p — No, he wasn't, because he came to the 
convention in Yosemite, because I made a motion to exclude 
Feragen and Wolden from the considerations, which I do 
think was fair. I don't think that they should have sat in 
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on it if they were under indictment. And when I was 
indicted I voluntarily sent them a letter saying I will not 
participate as long as I'm under indictment. But within 
that nineteen-point program the assessors association 
adopted, in principle, the idea that the property tax 
should be used only to finance property-related services, 
and adopted my definition of property-related services as 
being everything except schools and welfare. That was what 
was wrong with the property tax: we were financing the 
wrong things out of it. That's what Jarvis failed to cure. 
EDGINGTON: So in '66, then, Reagan comes in, which you--
WATSON: He came in in '66. 

EDGINGTON: He was elected in '66, came in in '67, you had 
had contact with him, through some of his friends--
WATSON: I was on the steering committee. I don't think 
they called it that, Steve. 
EDGINGTON: The steering committee? 
WATSON: No, policy committee— 

EDGINGTON: What about his appointments committee? 
WATSON: No, I was not on the appointments committee. I 
knew of the existence of it, the so-called selection 
committee. I met with— [pause] I'm trying to think of his 
name, a young man from Pacific Palisades who later we had 
designated as our liaison on tax legislation matters. He 
quit when Reagan signed the oil exemption bill. Jack--
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EDGINGTON: Lindsey? 

WATSON: Lindsey. From Pacific Palisades. Said to me, 
"When we came to Sacramento I thought we were going to 
practice conservative politics. I now find we're 
practicing special-interest politics." Did he say that to 
you? 

EDGINGTON: No. 

WATSON: That was over the oil bill. Reagan had already 
signed the movie exemption bill. 

EDGINGTON: Now, here Reagan comes in and the first thing 
he says is "cut, squeeze, and trim; pare back state 
government." On the other hand you're trying to shift 
education and welfare costs to the state. Now, how did 
that fall in? 

WATSON: No, I'm not necessarily trying to shift it to the 
state. 

EDGINGTON: Well, from the property tax to something else. 
WATSON: I'm trying to shift it from the property tax— 
Reagan never understood the tax structure in California, 
and he never understood the origins of the sales tax. 
Periodically, the property tax has undergone a crisis in 
California as well as other places purely and simply 
because the property tax is a misused tax. It's a misused 
tax because it's an easy tax to use. It's a tax that the 
taxpayer can't escape. If he doesn't pay it, the 
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government has a very easy solution: take his property. 
You know, it happens. We had a breakdown in the property 
tax in 1933, in 1929, we had the breakdown; we had a 
Depression, we had the Mattoon Act. We had reams and reams 
and reams of delinquencies. The property tax had failed, 
because we had loaded all the damn growth on it; it was an 
easy tax to use. In those days they formed a tax 
commission. The legislature, the governor got together and 
they formed a tax commission, called the Stewart-Riley 
Commission. Frank Stewart and Fred Riley, or Frank Riley 
and Fred Stewart. [Ray L.] Riley was the, I believe it was 
state controller, [Fred E.] Stewart was a — And they called 
all the experts in, including guys like Roger Traynor, who 
was a young lawyer in Sacramento; John [H.] Keith, who was 
then assessor of Riverside County, went up early with the 
state board of equalization. And they said, "What the hell 
are we going to do?" They said, "Well, the problem is 
we're using the property tax to finance the wrong 
things." I'm not the originator of that idea. 
EDGINGTON: But the implications, then, of taking the 
property tax out from education and welfare, is that the 
state would pick it up, isn't it? 

WATSON: But you see, in '33, the Stewart-Riley Commission 
came in and said, "Okay, we need another tax, to finance 
schools." So they came up with the idea of the sales 
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tax. And the ballot arguments-- I've got sixteen, eighteen 
boxes back there, I got a life's history sitting back 
there, I've never opened since I moved out here, that say, 
the ballot argument was "a penny for the schools." I've 
got reams of speeches by Riley saying, "Look what this 
penny for the schools did: It produced so much money that 
they couldn't spend it, and they had to reduce it to half a 
cent." 

And there were lawsuits over it, because there's a 
provision in California's constitution that says the state 
cannot levy a state tax for a local purpose. Okay? So 
immediately it passed and they started collecting it, the 
lawsuits began, and the [California] Supreme Court said the 
state's not collecting a state tax for a local purpose, 
i.e., schools, but collected by the state. You know, it's 
a legal fiction, but they got it off-- The sales tax is a 
local tax. But because it Is collected by the state, 
pretty soon, you see, it gets to be a state tax. That's 
the way they think of it. But the sales tax was voted for 
the specific purpose of financing schools. And I'll tell 
you it's the best tax in the world. If you chart, you go 
out and look at all the studies at Claremont [College], Dr. 
Chang at UCLA did some in the economics department, and you 
chart school population, or you chart sales tax and adjust 
it for the inflation factor, and by god, you got the same 
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line. You know, if you can't find a tax that is directly 
related to the activity that you're trying to measure the 
direct benefit thereof, find one that has parallel 
patterns, and that's the sales tax, for school purposes. 
And It was passed that way. 
EDGINGTON: So you wouldn't— 

WATSON: But you see, you never could convince Reagan. 
Reagan [thought] this was a state tax, because it's in the 
state budget. And I said, "Well, why don't you take it out 
of the state budget? Why don't you prepare two state 
budgets, one state budget for state operations, and one 
budget of taxes collected by the state that are dedicated 
to local purposes? Then we'd get over these problems with 
terms." But he didn't understand. 

EDGINGTON: And so that really put him on the other side of 

your initiatives, didn't it, because he didn't want to have 

to increase a sales tax that he was politically connected 

WATSON: He didn't want to have to increase anything. 

Reagan wanted to be governor of California and have a 

record of cutting state costs and giving money back. But, 

see, let m e — When Reagan took office, they voted a tax 

increase. And it came in at a time of inflation, and they 

very rapidly got surpluses, didn't they? Huge surpluses. 

They didn't have to worry about that. We got into 
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arguments in 1968, and I wish I could have been a mouse and 
sat in on the privy councils in Sacramento in 1968, when 
that ballot proposition qualified. You know, Reagan stayed 
out of that thing, for-- It qualified the tail end of 
June. He didn't get in it in July, he didn't get in it in 
August, and when he got into it in September, he sent Cap 
[Caspar W.] Weinberger to debate me in the California 
Chamber of Commerce, and I just whipped Cap's ass. You 
know, Cap went running back to Sacramento, and in forty-
eight hours they had passed this Proposition 1A. Panic, a 
panic bill. 

I sat in [Evelle] Younger's office, and Younger said, 
"They're not going to get together on this." I said, "I 
think they are." But you know, it was a panic bill. 
Reagan got into it. Reagan didn't want to be in a position 
to oppose it. Proposition 1A. And if you go back and you 
review carefully the political history of that campaign, 
Reagan never came out, we never got Reagan out of the 
closet. He never took a position. Because he just didn't 
want to be, and he didn't want to have it in his record 
that he was opposing it. What he did say is that we had 
provided this great tax relief, and we don't need that 
other one because we've done the job. Do you think they 
would have done it without my Prop. 9? Or they wouldn't 
have done it without that debate? I've always said that I 
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lost that campaign on September 10, 1968, when I beat Cap 
Weinberger; I should have lost that debate. 

EDGINGTON: Can you describe for the tape exactly how Prop. 
9 was generated and what it did? or what it would have 
done? 
WATSON: Why did I decide to go with it when I went with 

it? How it got started? 
EDGINGTON: Yeah, just the development. 

WATSON: Well, I had worked on tax restructuring since 
1960. Had it at the legislature, and it didn't fly. In 
the process of going to the legislature and trying to work 
this out, I had a group of supporters, which we finally 
called the Kitchen Cabinet, and this fellow Bill Rempel was 
one of them. Bill—that man had an enormous influence on 
my life—Bill was strong for tax limitation. Bill became 
enraged, absolutely enraged at me in 1967 when I had a bill 
in Sacramento to put a tax limit on. And he became enraged 
because it didn't follow a plan that he had convinced 
himself was the only way to accomplish tax limitation. 
That plan mechanically said that if the tax rate is $10 
[per] $1,000 [of valuation], then the assessment percentage 
the next year has to be 20 percent, so that you got a 
maximum tax of 2 percent. That's not workable. If you 
only had one taxing district, that's fine, but when you got 
8,000 taxing districts, as you have in Los Angeles County, 
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it really is tough to get that on a computer. It means you 
have 8,000 different assessment percentages. But I 
couldn't convince Bill. When I put a version of what 
became 9 in the legislature, he became enraged and he 
split. "I'm not supporting you any more. You go your way 
and I'll go mine." 

EDGINGTON: Didn't you also ask Reagan about '67 for a 
governor's study to overhaul the property tax? 
WATSON: I asked him after he was elected In '66, and I 
asked him in '67, yes. 
EDGINGTON: Nothing ever came. 

WATSON: Nothing ever came. I asked for a tax commission 
to be appointed. And nothing ever came of it. In 1967, a 
fellow named Joe Robinson, whose business was a paid 
signature gatherer, along with another guy, sponsored an 
initiative in San Francisco to limit San Francisco's 
property tax, and they lost. I didn't have any money for a 
property tax campaign, but Joe Robinson called me up and 
told me about his San Francisco efforts. He said, "I'd 
like to talk to you about it," so he came down, and I met 
with him at the Statler Hotel. He's diabetic, and he 
excused himself to give himself a shot; older guy. And he 
said-- I forget the last name of the guy he had up there, 
he was a former Judge and his name was Everett something-
or-other, Everett McKinley, I think. He [Robinson] said, 
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"If you will give me a bill, I'll raise the money, and I'll 
get it on the ballot." Well, that's pretty hard to 
resist. And I said, "Well, how are you going to raise the 
money?" Well, he assured me there would be no problem. 

So we took one of the bills that we were playing with, 
and I got a young deputy county counsel [DeWitt Clinton]--
I've never told this story before, because everybody'd say 
"who drafted it?" This guy did it, and I didn't want to 
embarrass him. I said, "You know, this is what we want to 
do," and he took the language that I had written and 
changed it a little bit, and in fact redrafted it, and gave 
it to Joe. I put my name on it. This guy, this judge, 
this retired judge, put his name on it--I never met the 
man--he was a cosponsor of the bill, and away we went. 
Joe's collecting signatures, and I'm running around trying 
to collect money. Because after we got into it, Joe said, 
"I don't have any money." "Well, you told me you had the 
money." "Well, it didn't come in." 

Despite the shortcomings and the dollar problems, we 
qualified it. We qualified it on the, I think it was June 
25. I was back in New York, I'd gone back to an assessors 
meeting in Cleveland, and went on up to see my daughter and 
her husband in Syracuse, and then down to New York, and I 
got the news in New York [that] it had qualified. 

And there's a funny story: the last signatures, we 
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had everything in except San Diego, and we needed something 
like ten or twelve thousand signatures, and they got 40,000 
signatures down there, and there's an old gal, she's 
retired from the registrar of voters' office, and they put 
her on an airplane to Sacramento and she got lost. And 
she's got 40,000 signatures, and we've got to get them 
there by midnight. What happened is they went to transfer 
her in Los Angeles, and she couldn't, she's so heavy, she 
couldn't walk, and they put her in a wheelchair and wheeled 
her to the wrong airplane. Got her into Sacramento about 
eleven o'clock at night with the last of the signatures to 
qualify. 

What it did, it was a simple bill that said, "The 
property tax is limited to 1 percent of market value, plus 
whatever's necessary to fund debt." You have to put that 
in there, otherwise you would have run afoul of the United 
States Constitution on impairment of contracts. "And in 
the future the property tax shall be used only" (there was 
a phase-in period of five years) "shall be used only for 
the purpose of funding property-related services." 
Property-related services were defined as everything except 
people-related services; simple definition, everything 
except people-related services. People-related services 
were defined as schools, welfare, and anything else the 
legislature chose to call people-related services. The 
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thrust of it was to say, "Here, local government, your job 
is to provide police, fire, planning, zoning, and general 
government, and so on--sewage, garbage disposal--and you've 
got 1 percent to do that. And here, local government, or 
state, or whoever's going to do it, the schools and welfare 
are to be funded out of another source, as it was planned 
to be funded in 1933." Welfare should be funded out of the 
income tax, there's no question in my mind about that. You 
know what the first criticism was? 
EDGINGTON: No, what? 
WATSON: The first criticism was, "Well, you're raising 
taxes at the local government level." I said, "No, I'm not 
raising taxes at the local government level. What I am 
doing at the local government level is providing a 
mechanism for them to operate." But if you concede the 
fact, and I'm prepared, was then prepared to concede it, 
and concede it today, if you put a maximum tax on, that 
that maximum tax would be the minimum tax next year, you 
know, just as quick as you can get it there. It was an 
increase, because local government's tax burdens in those 
days was 0.85 of a percent. There was more money there for 
local government. 

EDGINGTON: Did you try to get it on the June ballot, 
rather than on November? 

WATSON: No, we started too late. We didn't start that 
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until March. We never had a chance of getting it on the 
June ballot. 
EDGINGTON: There was another initiative that year that was 
attempted— 

WATSON: Howard Jarvis. 
EDGINGTON: --and failed miserably, yeah. 

WATSON: Yeah, he didn't— Jarvis tried, every two years he 
tried. It was a business with him. Initiatives, you have 
to understand that initiative things for Jarvis had been a 
way of making a living, for god's sake. 

I debated him in 1968, out in the San Fernando Valley 
on half a dozen occasions. He accused me of starting mine 
in order to defeat his, and I said, "Howard, you're not 
going anywhere with yours." His petition was to abolish 
the property tax. And he was using arguments at that stage 
that were not true. As he did in 1978, you know, his 
arguments were not true; he's a demagogue. Likable old 
rascal but-- Jarvis's big argument in 1968 was Nebraska 
abolished the property tax, let's us abolish it. Now, that 
wasn't a true argument. What Nebraska did, had done the 
previous year, was to abolish the state property tax. We 
did that in 1911. We still had a local property tax for 
local purposes. That's what the property tax is all 
about: it's a local tax for local purposes to be 
administered locally. And now that we had a fixed tax 
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rate, we'll end up with a fixed tax rate, 1 percent, 
there's no reason for this state board of equalization 
mishmash. It won't make any difference if the Los Angeles 
assessment is 25 percent of market value or 400 percent. 
It's a local tax for a local purpose. 

But that was Jarvis's position. He didn't even come 
close in 1967. You know, the one that I had going when I 
went to the hospital for heart surgery came within a 
hundred thousand. 
EDGINGTON: You mean—? 

WATSON: The one with Paul Gann, '77. The one that Paul 
Gann and I had going in 1977 came within a hundred thousand 
votes, and I was in the hospital all that time the fishing 
was going on. After that one collapsed, Gann was the guy 
who took that over. 

EDGINGTON: Now, Jarvis had quite a following. Well, he 
was really based in the San Fernando Valley. 
WATSON: He had the San Fernando Valley Apartment Owners 
Association. 

EDGINGTON: And he had a lot of volunteers, I guess, from 
out in that area. 

WATSON: A lot of mamas and papas. 

EDGINGTON: What was the basis or foundation of your 
support for Prop. 9, who did--? 

WATSON: For 9? The California Real Estate Association. 
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The California apartment house association. That's it. 

Oil companies opposed it, and they put it-- Oil 
companies of California led by Standard [Oil of California] 
spent [$]25 million against it in '68. And that doesn't 
even approach all that was spent. There were two floors at 
the Standard Oil Building that did nothing but crank out 
anti-Proposition 9 material. They hired a guy named Harry 
Lerner--see these Lerner Oil stations--Harry Lerner was a 
hatchet man for Standard Oil. They hired him to dig up any 
dirt he could on me. They said, "Well, you know, he's not 
married, so he has to be shacking up with somebody. See if 
you can get the pictures." I am told. 

EDGINGTON: Now, at the same time that your initiative or 
petition is circulating to get signatures, there's a bill 
in the legislature sponsored by John Veneman, AB 149, and 
it goes through the assembly easily. Could you take it 
from there, talk about the effect of 149, and the eventual 
defeat of Prop. 9? 

WATSON: I really don't recall it. I remember it, you 
know, I'm sure we participated in it, because my 
legislative guys, and it was Mort [Morton B.] Frischman in 
those days, were working closely with the consultants, Dave 
Doerr and the other people. I know they participated in 
the development, but I really don't know. In 1968, I got 
so involved with Proposition 9 that I really wasn't doing 
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anything else. I was going in the office to do whatever 
few things I could keep going in those days. I was relying 
on Jim Vine to keep the office going, and I was spending 
just damn near all my time on Proposition 9. And you know, 
I'm sure I could look at the history and recall it a little 
bit, but it just doesn't come to mind that readily. 
EDGINGTON: Now, I think I read someplace that you were 
very critical; maybe this'11 help you recall one or two 
things. 

WATSON: Veneman's bill? 
EDGINGTON: Yeah. 
WATSON: When did it pass? 
EDGINGTON: When? 

WATSON: Yeah. When did it pass the assembly? It had to 
be after I qualified, didn't it? 

EDGINGTON: It passed the assembly in June '68. And it 
involved [$]190 million in property tax relief, and it 
targeted specifically low-income senior citizens. 
WATSON: I'll tell you why I was critical. When what was 
eventually numbered Proposition 9 qualified— 
EDGINGTON: I have July of '68 for that. 

WATSON: June, late June. It was apparent, however, it was 
apparent ten days before that, that it was going to 
qualify. It was apparent before I went east that It was 
going to qualify. It was panicsville, absolute panicsville 
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in Sacramento. You could not believe. The day after I 
debated Cap Weinberger, I sat in Jesse Unruh's office, and 
we were talking about it. He was kind of laughing; he 
said, "You just couldn't believe what was going on around 
here, the bills that were being shoved in to try to beat 
it." All of these bills, all these property tax relief 
things that were proposed were piecemeal kinds of things. 
None of them came to grips with any problem. They were all 
an effort to split a portion of the population away from 
supporting 9. I criticized every one of them on that 
basis. None of them, I don't think any of them were 
sincere. The sole purpose was to beat 9. Look at Prop. 
1A. What did it do? One, it abolished household 
furnishing. You know, for six years we had bills up there 
to abolish household furnishings taxation, it made no 
sense, couldn't get anywhere. But it's put in there. 
Why? Just for the homeowner. [Proposition] 7, secondly, 
[included] homeowner's exemption. 
EDGINGTON: This was the $750 one. 

WATSON: Seven hundred and fifty dollars, and a $70 
refund. Reagan suddenly discovered he had this huge 
surplus and wanted to give money back. He ran for 
president on that, "I'm the only guy who ever gave money 
back." Reduction of the bank corporation tax, and an 
absolute sellout to the airlines. I've made a listing of 
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the exemptions that they voted while Reagan was in 
office. Reagan's solution to California's tax problems 
were special exemptions, and an abandonment of his 
principles on the withholding tax. I'm not his fan--I 
voted for him—but I'm not his fan on tax things, because I 
just don't think he understands the subject. But that's 
what-- And then they put in renters' credit. Now what the 
hell is the renter, he didn't pay any property taxes. They 
argue it's a pass-on tax. Maybe it is, maybe it isn't. 
Pass-on is there only if the marketplace is sufficient, 
there's a profit available in the land. If there's not a 
profit, there's no pass-on. 

EDGINGTON: Well, wasn't it part of your campaign, though, 
that if it was passed, that that would be passed on from 
the landlord to the tenant? 

WATSON: I argued that. Do you believe that? 
EDGINGTON: No. I believe that you argued it, but I 
wouldn't myself accept the argument. 

WATSON: There's an old story that I heard a long time ago, 
about a country preacher. I used to like to tell preacher 
stories. He worked over his Sunday sermon and he's got it 
all typed out, and in the margin of about the third page 
he's got a little handwritten note that says, "Argument 
weak, yell like hell!" You can argue in theory and, you 
know, this is one that the legislature threw at me again 
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and again and again. They wanted one big business 
inventory, so they said, "Well, when you exempt business 
Inventory, it's going to mean lower prices." I say, 
"Baloney." When I dropped the ratio from 45 percent to 25 
percent, it didn't mean lower prices to anybody, did it? 
In theory, in theory, all costs are pass-on costs. That's 
a very good economic theory that practically just doesn't 
happen. How much did the landlords pass on when Jarvis 
[Proposition 13, June 1978] passed? 
EDGINGTON: I would say zero. 

WATSON: Zero. Mass increase. Why? Because they were in 
the marketing position to increase: there was a housing 
shortage. And I said, given the free market, a free 
competitive situation in theory, all costs are pass-on 
costs. But you rarely ever have that. And I can argue 
theory as well, and I'm entitled to argue theory as well as 
the next guy. Did I believe it? No, I didn't believe 
it. I don't believe than any cost reduction will 
voluntarily be passed on by any business endeavor unless 
competition forces them to. They'll keep it and increase 
the profits. 

EDGINGTON: You said that you had sat in Jesse Unruh's 
office and discussed the attempts to do something--
WATSON: Yeah, he, Jesse said to me, "I don't know whether 
I'm going to support Proposition 9 or not. In theory it 
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does everything I believe in." And, see, Jesse Unruh had 
been sitting for a number of years as a member of the 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Which body, 
established by Congress and included people from Congress 
and from all the state and local governments, which body 
had adopted my theories as to how the property tax is going 
to be used. Written by a guy named Lazlo Ekeratz, and I 
printed it. It's in the booklets. And they adopted the 
concept that the property tax should be used for property-
related services, and property-related services do not 
include schools and welfare. And Jesse said that. 

And he said, "You know, a lot of it depends on the 
political climate. I can't see George Miller and Reagan 
getting together on this thing we're discussing 
downstairs." And before I crossed the river, going out of 
Sacramento, I left his office, got in my rented car--I was 
going to go up to Healdsburg to debate Proposition 9 that 
night--before I crossed the river they had gotten together 
and announced it. 
EDGINGTON: They announced 1A. 
WATSON: Yeah. 

EDGINGTON: Okay, so this was a special session, they 
didn't have Reagan involved. 

WATSON: Oh, they called the special session the day after 
I whipped Cap in the debate. 
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EDGINGTON: Now, I was going to ask you whether you did get 
a chance to sit in George Miller's office and talk to him 
about it. 

WATSON: No, George Miller wouldn't talk to me. 
EDGINGTON: And his idea was that, I think the quotation 
was that true tax relief was a sales tax, and that was a 
position that— 
WATSON: George Miller's concept? 
EDGINGTON: Yeah. 

WATSON: I don't know, I never knew George Miller that 
well. My recollection of him as chairman of the senate rev 
and tax committee was that he was a strong sales tax man. 
But he was also a strong state tax man, and he was also 
very much anti-utilities. In theory, he was also anti-
Standard Oil of California on their facilities in Contra 
Costa County. I know a lot about him. 

EDGINGTON: Okay. So they passed 1A, it turns out, at 
least the legislature did, during the special session, and--
WATSON: They didn't have any trouble; as the saying goes, 
John [G.] Schmitz voted against it. I think Charlie 
[Charles E.] Chapel voted against it. Fine broth of a man, 
Charlie Chapel. 

EDGINGTON: It'd do exactly what the opponents of 9 hoped 
it would: it took away— 

WATSON: Took away my support. Really where they broke my 
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back was with the newspapers. Before 1A passed, I had some 
solid newspaper support. One of the things that I always 
had as a political asset in this county, one of the things 
that got me elected in the first place, and carried me 
through, was what I call the "country newspapers": San 
Gabriel Valley Tribune, the Whittier paper [Whittier Daily 
News], the Santa Monica paper [Santa Monica Evening 
Outlook], the [Van Nuys News and] Green Sheet [later, the 
Daily News] in the [San Fernando] Valley, although Ferd 
[Ferdinand] Mendenhall and I didn't really like each 
other. I used to say I didn't know anybody who likes Ferd, 
but he may have said, "I don't know anybody who likes 
Phil." But I always had the support--Oren Asa of the 
Highland [Park papers]--all these little newspapers, year 
in, year out. They'd get mad at me once in a while. A guy 
out in Glendora [Donald Holmes, headquartered in Montrose] 
has those chain of Foothill papers, really one of the last 
appearances I made before I became so critically ill, in 
'76 and '77, he invited me out to speak at the Glendora 
Country Club. My chief fielder, then chief fielder. Gene 
[D. Eugene] Eley, sat at the same table, and a guy, I 
didn't know who it was, wearing a watch. And he said, "I'm 
going to blister his ass." He started asking me 
questions. About thirty minutes later he says, "I guess 
I'm wrong about this guy." I had a basic philosophy as far 
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as liberal government was concerned--somewhat to the right. 
EDGINGTON: But you didn't get the endorsement of the big 
papers, the [Los Angeles] Times. 
WATSON: Never got the Times. Got the [Los Angeles] Herald 
[-Examiner]. Never got the Times. 

EDGINGTON: Did you get the [San Diego] Union, can you 
recall, the San Diego paper? Copley? 
WATSON: Early. The Copley papers were my big 
supporters. Bob [Robert] Curry, who ran the Culver City 
paper [Culver City Star News], I'd known when I was a kid 
in politics, took me around to all the Copley editors. And 
in my first campaign I was endorsed by Culver City, South 
Bay Daily Breeze, Burbank paper, Monrovia paper, I lost 
Glendale-- You see, you lose things for interesting 
reasons. Carroll [W.] Parcher, who was a publisher of a 
Glendale paper, was banging John Gibson's secretary, who 
[Gibson] was, you know, he had a personal relationship with 
John's secretary, and I didn't get the endorsement of that 
paper. He endorsed me in everything else. You're talking 
about the proposition [Proposition 9]. I had newspaper 
editorial support, which was tantamount to endorsement, for 
the concept, prior to the passage of 1A. I had television 
support prior to the passage of 1A. The Union— The San 
Diego papers opposed me all the way. 

EDGINGTON: So you had really formidable opposition from 
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state figures, you had really. Reagan was opposed. 
Weinberger you mentioned— 
WATSON: Weinberger opposed it. They carted Bob [Robert] 
Brown out, who was president of the California Taxpayers-
he was a lobbyist with the California Taxpayers Association 
[Cal Tax], good friend of mine. He and I debated it 
thirteen times all over the state. I tried to get Reagan 
out. I felt that if I could get Reagan out that I might 
have a chance to turn. But he never came out, he moved 
back. Reagan never came out on that. He never came out on 
that one, and he never came out on 14. He always sent 
somebody else on it. The only one he ever came out on was 
his own. 

EDGINGTON: And Monagan, Bob [Robert T.] Monagan was 
opposed? 

WATSON: Bob Monagan came out. 
EDGINGTON: And [John] Veneman? 

WATSON: Veneman came out, [William T.] Bagley came out— 
EDGINGTON: You debated Bagley on 14, did you debate him on 
9 also? 

WATSON: No; my debates on 9 were mostly with [Robert] 
Brown. Bagley--[pause] I don't remember Bagley in that 
campaign. I always thought that the Democrats were very 
smart in that campaign. The Democrats came out on that. 
Everybody I debated was a Republican. [Robert] Badham, I 
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debated Badham down in Orange County, and then went on down 
to San Diego and fought him there; [I had] my first heart 
attack [then]. 

EDGINGTON: You also had an opposing analysis by [A.] Alan 
Post. 
WATSON: Always, always. That's a political technique that 
the legislature uses, and they built Alan Post into a 
monster that they really wish they hadn't built; they built 
him into some kind of a superexpert in governmental 
finance. 

And Unruh said it yesterday; Unruh said, "I have 
always opposed initiatives" (I listened to him at this 
meeting I went to yesterday) "because the legislature 
should legislate." That's a philosophical difference that 
I have with the legislature. The initiative process, 
however abused it may be at various times, was put into the 
constitution of California so that the people can legislate 
when the legislature refuses to do so, or fails to do so. 
And it's a vital, a vital political tool in the process. 
And I think that the proof of it are my own two 
initiatives. You look how the legislature reacted to tax 
reform when 9 and 14 went in there. Those two initiatives 
caused more change in state taxation in this state than 
anything that's happened in the last fifty years. But 
legislators don't like it, and they built Post up. 
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One of Post's jobs was to use statistics; he built a 
battery of statistics to prove anything, whatever you want 
to prove, to the legislature. You can do it, you know, 
let's not kid each other. You can take a battery of 
statistics, you can prove almost anything. It wasn't only 
Post, my god, the chief administrator of Los Angeles County 
would put out the "gloom and doom." Did you hear about the 
time I went to the assembly rev and tax committee, it was 
having hearings on Prop. 14? 

EDGINGTON: I read a account of it, yeah. And Gonsalves 

was the chairman? 
WATSON: And what? 
EDGINGTON: Joe [E.] Gonsalves. 
WATSON: My good friend Joe Gonsalves was the chairman? 
Let me tell you how to get Joe mad. I said, "This is not a 
study committee. It's a committee that's already taken a 
position. This is a dog-and-pony act designed to beat the 
tom-toms of doom and disaster. That's what you're here 
for." There was a gasp from the audience. [Wadie P.] 
Deddeh from San Diego says, "Turn off the television 
cameras!" I said, "I'll go out In the hall, and they'll go 
with me, they won't stay with you." I went out in the 
hall, and they went with me. 

EDGINGTON: Now, one of the big criticisms of 9 was that it 
didn't specifically say where the revenue was going to come 
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from to support the people-related services. 
WATSON: Well, that's the legislature's job. 
EDGINGTON: But it wasn't seen in that light. It was seen 
as a shortcoming of the initiative. 

WATSON: Yeah, that was used as an argument. Let me tell 
you the problem with that. I don't care what tax you pick, 
you pick a tax, there are only three taxes. There's only 
three kinds of taxes: there are property taxes, sales 
taxes, and income taxes. Name something else and it's a 
variation on one of those three. If you are seeking to 
correct a wrong usage of one kind of tax— You say, okay, 
we got to do this another way, I don't care what tax you 
pick as the alternate, you're going to get chewed up on it, 
because people don't like that. And that's a question of, 
you know, which way you're going to go. 

But philosophically, I am convinced, and I'm even more 
convinced after Prop. 14, which did name the alternate 
sources, I am more convinced that those are things that 
should be left to the legislature. The legislature's 
function, they vote-- In a public school area, the 
legislature looked at me on Prop. 9 and said, "But schools 
are a local program." Baloney. A local school board has, 
you start naming the options they have under the education 
code as to things they can do. You can't find them; they 
don't exist. The legislature, in the time of George 
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Miller's Senate Bill 1 in 1967, '66, in the day of that 
bill the legislature had completely taken over the 
legislative authorization for schools. And if it's a 
legislative program, if they're calling the tune, let them 
pay the piper. But philosophically, legislators are there 
to provide services and money to support those services. 
That's their job, you shouldn't have to do it. 
EDGINGTON: But you included it then in 14 because--
WATSON: I did it in 14. Let me tell you about how 14 came 
about. In December of 1969, I got a call from Bob Brown, 
who was still executive vice president of the California 
Taxpayers Association, and spokesman for the Reagan 
administration on tax affairs. I mean, let's have no doubt 
about that. Bob said, "We would like to talk about some 
kind of a property tax restructuring along the lines of 9, 
but answering some of the criticisms. Would you be willing 
to talk about it?" 

Coincidentally, within a day or two, I got a call from 
Bill [William C.] Lambert, who was a lobbyist for the, for 
UTLA, United Teachers of Los Angeles. He said, "We'd like 
to come and see [inaudible]. We want to talk about some 
way to finance the schools." Okay, I told him about 
Brown's call. "You can go to Sacramento," I said, "what's 
acceptable to you guys?" "We want a minimum level." Okay. 

I went to Sacramento and met with Brown at the Sutter 
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Club in December, 1969, and we agreed on some principles. 
They wanted a bill that would provide the alternate 
financing. I said, "You know, the schools want a bill 
which provides a level of education." He and I had this 
same discussion about— Is that running? 
EDGINGTON: Yes. 

WATSON: He and I had this same discussion you and I just 
had about, didn't have the alternate sources in it. 
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EDGINGTON: Okay; I had remarked that I hadn't picked up on 
the connection between Bob [Robert] Brown, the [California] 
Taxpayers Association [Cal Tax], and the Reagan 
administration. 
WATSON: Well, there's a strong tie between the California 
Taxpayers Association, representing business groups of this 
state, and the Reagan administration. After Bob Brown left 
to become executive vice president of the National Tax 
Association in Washington, who took his place? Kirk West, 
director of finance. Verne Orr spent a session at the 
time, as I recall, in addition to being director of 
finance, spent a portion of his time with California 
Taxpayers Association. My recollection is also that Cap 
[Caspar W.] Weinberger, in the period of time between the 
time he was an assemblyman and was doing oil work and 
television shows in San Francisco, was on the board of 
directors of Cal Tax for a period of time. You can check 
that out if you want. 

EDGINGTON: Yes, that's probably true. 
WATSON: That's my recollection of it. There were strong 
ties between the Reagan administration and Cal Tax. The 
business exemptions that passed during the Reagan 
administration I think reflect those strong ties. 
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EDGINGTON: Did you pick up something that you wanted to— 
WATSON: As I said, we were talking about Prop. 14. 
EDGINGTON: Yeah. 
WATSON: The beginnings of 14. 

EDGINGTON: Okay, and you were connecting Brown with that. 
WATSON: Yeah, I said Bob Brown— When Brown called me, it 
wasn't discussed except in terms that if we could come up 
with some points of agreement, he was sure he could 
persuade the administration to support it. We worked on 
developing some common points on what became Proposition 
14. One-- Let's take it a step at a time. I tried to get 
all the opposing forces on Prop. 9 together on Proposition 
14. The first step was to get rid of the opposition of the 
schools. They had spent enormous amounts of school money 
opposing us on 9, sending stuff home with the kids, and so 

EDGINGTON: At the same time, didn't they still want a lot 
of the school funding to be shifted to the state? 
WATSON: Yeah, they wanted the funding to be shifted to the 
state, but they didn't want to lose the property tax at the 
same time. They wanted both. So working with the unions, 
after a series of negotiations— When I say working with 
the unions, we started with UTLA [United Teachers of Los 
Angeles], their committees. And they were located in Los 
Angeles, so the logistics were easy. What we came up with 
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was to use the 1970 statistics on the expenditures per 
average daily student in attendance. And as you know, 
those statistics reflect what was happening in previous 
years. Then we projected those forward to what we thought 
would be a '72 base, and we arrived at an average figure. 
I think it was $750 per pupil, but, you know, it's been a 
long time since I've looked at the bill. 
EDGINGTON: This was in the first development; in the 
proposition itself it ended up to be $825. 
WATSON: Yeah, but that was because we added an 
inflationary factor to that. 
EDGINGTON: Okay. 

WATSON: As I say, we based it on '70, which was '69 
figures, and projected it. Before we finalized it we did 
raise it. I do not remember the final figures. The idea 
was that we would provide out of the fund of state taxes, 
i.e., the sales taxes, which had been collected for-- And 
that bill also dedicated the sales tax for school 
finance. If you'll look further in that bill, it says the 
sales tax can be used for schools. And this was the basis; 
every district in the state would get this as the floor 
amount. And the teachers bought that, originally. That 
was satisfactory with them. They were pleased with that. 
We also left the way open in that bill for the so-called 
rich districts to impose some kind of special taxation to 
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do more if they wanted to. 
Having disposed of, I thought, school opposition, we 

then went to work on the oil companies. The oil companies 
were drastically afraid— They said that the reason for 
their throwing a million bucks against Proposition 9 was 
they were afraid of what the legislature would do to them, 
and were afraid that they would throw an oil severance tax 
at them. And after months, literally months of discussion, 
I finally convinced the tax people and the oil companies 
that it didn't make any difference what happened, they were 
going to get an oil severance tax somewhere down the line, 
and that the best thing for their interests was to 
participate in the drafting of an oil severance tax that 
they could live with. Therefore we put an oil severance 
tax in the bill, as an alternate benefit of finance. The 
price for that being written the way it was-- And there 
were some special concessions that we made in the language 
because of some problems the industry foresaw in the area 
of multiple taxation. We let the property tax be a write-
off against the severance tax. In other words, the 
severance tax was the full measure, but if the counties 
continued to collect the property tax, the severance tax 
would be reduced. I don't feel a philosophical problem 
with that. And the price for that was their support for 
the amendment. They kept their word. 
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EDGINGTON: Now, didn't you also suggest that you would 
reintroduce Prop. 9 or a similar proposition in 1970? 
Around the end of 1969 I think you had mentioned something 
to that effect. 

WATSON: No, I don't think so. At the end of '69 I was in 
another one of my blue funks. My wife [Margaret M. Coffey] 
died November 6. I was emotionally upset, and the balance 
of 1969 is [that] I was just drifting along. I went to 
that meeting in Sacramento, and, you know, my friends were 
trying-- No, I wasn't much interested in it. 
EDGINGTON: I see. 

WATSON: In 1970. I might have said we'd make some noises 
about it, but I wouldn't have put any serious effort into 
it. I was really trying to recover from a serious personal 
setback. The things I'm relating to you took place 
probably after mid-1970 and early '71. I can remember 
meeting in January and February of 1971 in the O'Melveny 
and Myers offices at the Crocker Bank Building at night 
with Vince [Vincent] Page and Warren Beebe, who was 
representing the bonding people and the oil people and the 
insurance people in the drafting of it. So sometime before 
January of 1971, we had arrived at our statement of 
principles. We had what we thought were agreements out of 
the way. 

See, we were aiming Proposition 14 for the June 
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ballot. [Secretary of State] Jerry [Edmund G.] Brown [Jr.] 
gave it to us on that. He gave a decision which we should 
have taken to court. We had that qualified in time for the 
June ballot, but he said it was two days earlier. We 
really should have gone [to court] on it, but we didn't. I 
think that cost us the campaign. 

EDGINGTON: And the qualification date was early February? 
WATSON: January. It's 205 days that are called for, 
whatever It was. It was a two-day difference on the— We 
had them filed by the time of it, but he hadn't had it 
counted. He took the position they had to be counted by 
that time, that was the issue. We had them filed timely. 

One of the other things that we settled with that was 
the banks and the insurance companies had been screaming in 
Sacramento all during the Reagan administration that they 
wanted to be taxed the same as everybody else. So I got 
together with the banks, and it was my understanding that 
they represented the insurance companies. The insurance 
people later denied that, but I've never believed it, 
because Steve Gavin, who was with the lobbyists rooting for 
the insurance people, was with Pacific Mutual [Life 
Insurance Company], sat in on several of those meetings, 
came to my office a half a dozen times to discuss it. And 
we drafted the provision that banks and insurance companies 
should be taxed like other corporations. Of course, the 
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insurance companies double-crossed us--they say I double-
crossed, but they double-crossed. I really believe that 
they had agreed to that language. They later said that 
they did not agree to it, and they spent the million 
dollars against it. They were the big financers against 
14. 

EDGINGTON: And that was because their exemption for home 
offices—? 
WATSON: No, the home office exemption had already been 
lost. They contended that Proposition 14 would not only 
tax them the same as other corporations, but it continued 
the gross premiums tax. I think you have to take a very 
narrow, limited viewpoint, and I even told them I would put 
in my ballot argument language that this was absolutely 
intended not to create that double taxation that they 
feared. There wasn't any answer. They didn't go for it. 

Then we turned to the question of where to get the 
money, what are the sources. I used the standard section 
of the assessor's office; we had built, I think, as fine a 
financial forecasting unit on taxes as there existed in the 
state. And they worked closely with the Department of 
Finance, Reagan's people. Alan Altman had a great rapport 
with all the people in the Department of Finance. I went 
to Sacramento a half a dozen times to meet with him, the 
Department of Finance people, and the state board of 
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equalization, doing projections. One of the things that 
[A. Alan] Post had deliberately done in 1969 was to 
underestimate the growth of the sales tax. 
EDGINGTON: In '69? 

WATSON: Oh yeah, '68, he was against Proposition 9 in 
1968. Post had just grossly underestimated. What he did 
in estimating revenues was take the straight line 
estimation. And if you look at the growth of the sales 
tax, it's going like that, [with hand indicates rapid 
upward movement] because you've got the inflationary 
factor, you've got more and more things being added to the 
tax, and you've got-- As you have more money available, the 
people who spend, more of that is spent on taxable 
transactions. Less money that's available, it's a much 
smaller ratio, a much larger ratio of that lesser money is 
spent on non-taxable items: food, medicine, drugs, etc., 
housing, those things not subject to sales tax. Sales tax 
goes by-- Post just delivered, I accuse him of it--he never 
denied it--just grossly underestimated. He just left out 
the inflationary factor. If he hadn't done that, the 
inflationary factor alone would have been sufficient in his 
estimates, 1968, to finance the schools. Now, when the 
assembly ran their tax consultants-- Dave Doerr and a guy 
named Steven Dykes made their preliminary analysis of 
Proposition 14. They did the same thing: just 
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underestimated the income. We got those estimates, and 
they were down pretty pat. We knew that the levels of 
taxation set in that bill would more than pay for the 
education program with that additional factor in it. Okay, 
that was it, we put it together. 

I met with Reagan in his office in June, July, of 
'71. We discussed it. He was there, Verne Orr was there, 
Vince Page was there, Alan Altman was there, and I can 
still see him trying to get Verne Orr, after I explained 
the bill-- [Altman] went down step by step, saying, "This 
is what we're trying to achieve." 

When we qualified it in early '72, by the time the 
campaign started in September, something had happened. 
One, the insurance companies had decided they were going to 
oppose it, even though we spent long hours negotiating. 
And I'm not throwing out the language, you know, that I was 
willing to put in the ballot argument. They decided they 
were going to oppose it. I later learned that the 
governor's office had committed against it. What Reagan 
wanted, Asa Call was going to do; what Asa Call was going 
to do, that's what the insurance companies were going to 
do. Asa was a great supporter of mine, you know, lovely 
old guy. He was pretty good to me, but he bucked me on 
that one. 

EDGINGTON: They decided to include replacement revenues; 
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you had changed your mind that that's the legislature's 
job, since Proposition 9 and the— 
WATSON: When we went with 14, I had agreed at the outset 
with Brown and with the school people, who brought up these 
questions. Okay, we'll do it, but you mark my words that 
the alternate taxes will be the ones criticized. There's a 
large body of anti-sales tax people In this state, and, god 
damn, they were circulating literature all up and down the 
state against 14 to defeat that sales tax. The anti-income 
tax people were against it, because it raised both the 
sales tax and the income tax. My answer was, I'd rather 
pay a sales tax, which is based upon my ability to spend, 
or an income tax, which is based upon my ability to earn, 
than a property tax, which isn't based on any ability I 
got. You know, that's crude language, but it's effective. 
EDGINGTON: Now, the whole thing of property tax relief in 
the legislature, that had been priority, but in 1970, when 
they had that tremendous session that just went on until 
early '72, in fact, before the '71 session ended, did that, 
that must have been a plus for your initiative, gathering 
signatures and so forth, I would think. 

WATSON: Those things are pluses with your workers. The 
guy on the street doesn't pay any attention to it. It's 
campaign talk, but it is a plus with your volunteer 
workers, they'll go out and get more signatures for you as 
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a result of that. Of course most initiative campaigns rely 
of necessity on paid signatures. Despite what Jarvis and 
[Paul] Gann say, they had to go out and buy signatures to 
make sure that they were there. 

Also there's some sidelights. In the process of 
initiative drives, there was, there were two groups in the 
state. There was Joe Robinson, up in San Francisco, and a 
guy named Morgan Keaton in Los Angeles, both very old men 
at that stage of the game. Joe Robinson died in 1971, 
early 1971. Joe sued me, personally, on the [Proposition] 
9 drive, because there wasn't enough money to pay his 
commission. After I was in the hospital with a heart 
attack, he sued me, and they served me in the hospital. 
Joe was a volatile old goat. One of the contributors to 
Proposition 9 was a guy named Leonard Burstyn, who 
represented Beverly Ridge Estates. He was the Teamster 
guy-- Leonard Burstyn was the deputy attorney general in 
Wisconsin in 1950, who blew open the T. Lamar Caudle income 
tax scandal in the Truman administration, and was hired out 
of the Justice Department by Jimmy Hoffa; he became the 
troubleshooter for Hoffa and the [International Brotherhood 
of] Teamsters. He was brought out here for this project, 
and he pledged $50,000 for the campaign. That was one of 
the three $50,000 pledges we had. The second one was from 
Penn Central [Corporation]; the third one was from the 
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[California] Real Estate Association. And it turns out 
that that money came out of an escrow fund in Chicago, and 
the feds started investigating it. Joe Robinson was a big 
witness in the case, and I was called as a witness. They 
were really trying to find out what happened to $12,000 of 
the $50,000 that disappeared. Someone thought I had it, 
and I was trying to get it for the campaign: "I don't know 
where it is!" At any rate, Joe testified at the grand 
jury, and he died in early '71. When we started the 
petition drive we had another guy, the one named Morgan 
Keaton. Morgan had picked up, he had his own 
organization. These are all old retired people, in those 
days, that worked in registrars' offices, and, you know, 
they'd get twenty cents a signature, and they'd make a lot 
of dough. 

EDGINGTON: These signature people were completely 
separate? or were they even subcontractors of, say, Baus 
and Ross--? 

WATSON: No, Baus and Ross had nothing to do with them. 
Snyder-Smith had nothing to do with them except that they 
contracted with Morgan Keaton and they went with the Joe 
Robinson organization. Somebody up in San Francisco took 
over Joe Robinson's firm. And it was purely a contract 
between the advertising, political advertising agency— We 
started out with Snyder-Smith, and then we went to Baus-
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Ross. And they contracted with Keaton, and Keaton would 
then contract with a manager in each county, is what 
happened. And Keaton just couldn't do it, I mean, and 
these other people were just so old. So I had a guy in the 
field revenue office named Fred Kimball. I got Fred 
because he was a volunteer in the petition drive in 1968. 
And after that drive was over, I said, "You know, what are 
you doing, you want a job?" And he said-- Fred is a 
grossly obese man, he's a compulsive eater. Christ, they 
love him at Weight Watchers: he embarrasses the little old 
ladies. And there was a guy in the [California] Farm 
Bureau, when we were working on 14, that was as gross as 
Fred. They'd get on an ordinary meat scale, and they 
wouldn't weigh him, you know, because it won't go past 
three hundred pounds. And they made a bet as to who would 
lose the most weight during the course of the campaign. 
Fred lost sixty pounds, and the other guy lost seventy-
five, and before the campaign was over they were right back 
where they were before. 

Anyway, Fred had developed quite a bit of expertise in 
1968 on signature gathering, and in 1971, he came to me in 
late November, and he said, "Boss, we're in trouble." I 
said, "Why?" He said, "Well, we made the first filing, and 
here's the figures." "Well," I said, "what are we going to 
do?" "So why don't I go on a leave of absence and run this 
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thing." So we put Fred on a leave of absence, and he went 
out and he put this thing together. A guy, kid, a man 
named Ernie [Ernest] Waite, who was in the assessor's 
office, who took a leave of absence, went out and ran San 
Diego County. I forget who else we had with Fred. Fred 
put somebody up in the Bay Area, but he would organize 
it. Fred had a stroke the next year, I think It was, a 
year after we retired him, and he didn't have nearly enough 
money to live on. He didn't even have disability 
retirement. He started getting signatures, and now he's 
the prime signature-getter in the state of California, 
working out of his house. I thought you'd be interested to 
know the sidelight. 

EDGINGTON: Now, Baus and Ross—well, you said Snyder-Smith 
at first and then Baus and Ross In '72. Did you have a 
firm to do your Prop. 9 in 1968? 
WATSON: Snyder-Smith did Prop. 9. 

EDGINGTON: Snyder-Smith. And then Whittaker Baxter was on 
the other side. 

WATSON: Whittaker Baxter was on the other side of Prop. 9, 
and we started out with Snyder-Smith in '71, and-- Del 
[Delbert] Smith, who was a brilliant guy in the political 
campaign management field, just got to be too old. He's 
dead now, but he just really, he couldn't cut it. He 
didn't have the energy to do it any more, and so we went to 
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Baus-Ross. And then--
EDGINGTON: Who handled the opposition on 14? 
WATSON: A firm out in back of a-- I think they were in the 
Beneficial Life Building, damn it, out in the Wilshire 
area. They're an insurance public relations firm, I can't 
think of it. They did it, see, it was their first venture 
into a statewide campaign. 

EDGINGTON: Well, maybe we can identify that later. Maybe 
I can identify that later on. 

WATSON: Maybe I can, maybe it'll come to me-- Braun 
[Advertising Agency]. I forget who the guy was. We got 
awfully prepared for some things in that campaign. I knew 
they were going to jog out the legislators, so I had our 
people put together a voting record on all these exemptions 
that had been voted, on the part of every legislator. And 
in our speakers bureau we gave everybody a list, every 
legislator. If they were going to debate [George R.] 
Moscone, or-- Who was the little Italian guy who was 
speaker of the assembly? I debated him three or four 
times: [Robert] Moretti. I just had a list of his voting 
record on these exemption bills, and I'd say, "Let's see 
who they're interested in." It got to be so embarrassing 
that Moscone was debating Fred Kimball on that—I think It 
was up on the Peninsula, somewhere south of San Francisco— 
and he went to Fred beforehand, he said, "Hey, I won't 
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mention such-and-such if you won't mention that voting 
record." And they had a very bland debate. 
EDGINGTON: What wouldn't have Moscone mentioned? 
WATSON: I forget what it was that he wasn't going to 
mention. I guess something about they were claiming the 
breaks-- It was kind of interesting: the insurance 
companies were financing the opposition and they were 
claiming a big tax break for the insurance companies, 
claiming, "Look at what this bill does; it gives this big 
tax break for the insurance companies." 

EDGINGTON: There was an interesting factor in Proposition 
14, is that both sides accused the other of being financed 
by special interests, and, you know, if the other side 
wins, it will be to the benefit of special interests. 
WATSON: Special-interest argument's always one that you 
can drag out, so it's like running up the American flag. 
Anybody who supports a campaign is a special interest. Who 
did we get our money from? We got our money from the 
[California] Farm Bureau, the [California] Cattlemen's 
Association, the [California] Real Estate Association, the 
Apartment House Owners [and Managers] Association, and the 
[owners of] commercial office buildings. 

EDGINGTON: And theirs came from education organizations? 
WATSON: Theirs came from education. They spent a lot of 
public money in that campaign. I sued them and won, you 
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know. 
EDGINGTON: If I recall, there was a cross-complaint. 
WATSON: They lost the cross-complaint. The cross-
complaint was tossed out. 

EDGINGTON: And that was that people in your office had 
worked on county time for the--

WATSON: Well, the cross-complaint was what was tossed out. 
EDGINGTON: And then your complaint— 

WATSON: As a matter of fact, they took that to grand jury 
afterwards and tried to indict me on that with the grand 
jury in 1977. 

EDGINGTON: And your complaint against them was that— 
WATSON: They settled, they paid off. 
EDGINGTON: Okay, and they had done what? 
WATSON: They used school funds in the campaign. We had 
them cold turkey. They had set up a "special education 
office" [in the Los Angeles Unified School District]. We 
took the depositions. You know, the guy had to testify his 
sole job was to defeat Proposition 14, and he said that. 
One of their very important charges was to defeat 
Proposition 14. It was the educational purpose to defeat 
Proposition 14. He made a very good witness for us. We 
also had material that the teachers had given to kids, and 
first they tried to say, "Well, we can't help what an 
individual teacher does." We just developed a pattern. 
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EDGINGTON: But the complaint from the education point of 
view was that probably the [A. Alan] Post analysis of--
[that] education would come up something like $700 million— 
WATSON: Seven hundred million dollars short. Post did the 
same trick. He projected educational expenditures rising 
at a geometric rate; he projected school population 
continuing to increase at the rate since World War II, when 
it was in fact on a decline; and he stabilized income. 
That's devastating. Have you ever tried to explain that to 
the public? You just can't do it. They can say Post's 
arguments. I thought it was one of the most frustrating 
things to me in the television things. I said, "Why do you 
use that?" He said, "Because you can't answer it, that's 
why." I said, "How are you going to answer it?" He said, 
"I can't answer it." You know, you just can't. You can 
answer it, but who's going to understand it. 
EDGINGTON: So it was really a contest, then, of who to 
believe, and Post had reputation. 

WATSON: When Bill [William B.] Ross [of Baus and Ross] and 
I sat down and when that campaign got going hard and 
strong, before it got going hard and strong, before we sat 
down to get into that campaign and it was actually before 
the Town Hall debate, we decided, Bill said, "What we've 
got to do is destroy the other side's credibility, we're 
behind in this thing unless we can destroy the other guy's 
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credibility and build our own. They're going to throw 
figures at us from everybody, so let's go after 
credibility." And we had a built-in issue at the outset, 
because they jobbed Norman [H.] Topping out as their first 
debater. And he was— 

EDGINGTON: For the benefit of the state. 
WATSON: Norman Topping was the president of the University 
of Southern California, highly respected, very able, very 
capable, great contributor to the society of Southern 
California, a man of prestige. 

EDGINGTON: He ran the [Southern California Rapid] Transit 
District. 

WATSON: Ran the Transit— When they needed a chairman with 
impeccable credentials to pass anything, Norman Topping was 
the chairman with the impeccable credentials, and they 
jobbed him out as the chairman to fight Proposition 14. 
And I destroyed him at Town Hall. Do you know how? 
EDGINGTON: No, I don't. 

WATSON: "Norman Topping," I said, "is an interesting man, 
a man of great prestige. I understand how he would oppose 
a bill to grant tax relief to homeowners, because he lives 
in a tax-exempt house in Hancock Park." He did live in a 
house that had been gifted to the university and was tax-
exempt . 

EDGINGTON: I recall now that he said that he used to be a 
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homeowner in some of the debates. 

WATSON: Well, he collapsed. He just said, "Well, I didn't 
come here to make personal attacks on my opponents." I 
said, "I'm not making personal attacks. I just wish I had 
the same kind of tax break you have. That's what I'm 
trying to get for other people." Never saw him again in 
the campaign. 

EDGINGTON: And then of course his name was on the ballot 
argument--

WATSON: But that was already in at this stage of the game. 
EDGINGTON: Now, the name of the committee against 
Proposition 14 was California Against Higher Taxes. 
Topping was the chairman of that group? 

WATSON: California Against Higher Taxes. As I said to you 
earlier, if you try to provide alternative taxes, you got 
to raise some taxes. And there goes your opposition. It 
didn't make any difference-- Yeah, that was a hell of a 
title. 

I had support for Proposition 14 from a chain of 
newspapers which were published out of Walnut Creek. I can 
still see that great big guy, barrel-chested. He was for 
the bill. I talked to him in the initiative drive, I was 
up there. And then I was up there in the spring of the 
year, in '72. Before the run on the campaign, I have a 
friend up there that has a yacht, and I borrowed his yacht 
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and took a cruise up the Sacramento River for ten days, 
getting ready for the campaign. I dropped in to see this 
guy when I was up there. Some time between August of 1972 
and mid-September of 1972, he was appointed to the junior 
college board, the community college board of Contra Costa 
County, by the governor, and he discovered the dire 
consequences that would befall the community colleges if 
Proposition 14 passed, and he discovered the committee 
against higher taxes. I don't see how you couldn't 
convince him that it wasn't a tax-increase bill, could not 
convince him. All six newspapers came out against it. 
Well, [Ferdinand] Mendenhall likewise was appointed to a 
state position, and the Van Nuys News and Green Sheet came 
out against us. 

EDGINGTON: Now, on the basis of the fact that if people-
oriented services were to continue, that that would have to 
be picked up by income or sales tax or some other tax, and 
that was the basis for saying that it was a tax increase. 
WATSON: The basis for saying it was a tax increase was 
that it led to an oil severance tax. We put additional 
taxes on insurance companies and banks; we put them on the 
same level as other corporations. We increased the sales 
tax. 

EDGINGTON: But that wasn't the argument that they made 
against it. Wasn't it that the consumer taxes, the sales 
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and income taxes--? 
WATSON: Other taxes would go up. 

EDGINGTON: Would increase? 

WATSON: Yeah, and one of the interesting figures they 
punched out-- It was one argument I figured out that I used 
very effectively against them. They put out some 
projections on how much the other taxes are going to go up 
if 14 passed. I would say, "Okay, if they're right, this 
is going to go against the property tax. Now, if this 
doesn't pass, look what's going to happen." But the 
proponents of a bill, the proponents of a tax bill lose if 
they cannot keep the opposition off the ground of debating 
those numbers. Once you start debating numbers, people 
don't understand it. And what they don't understand, 
they'll stamp no on. We knew that. One of the things we 
fought desperately to stay out of was the numbers game. 
EDGINGTON: There were two other tactics, or at least two 
others, and maybe a third, we'll talk about, but one of 
them was a suit brought by former Deputy Attorney General 
Charles O'Brien, challenging the legality of the initiative 
because it was more than one subject. 

WATSON: The purpose of that kind of a suit— I don't think 
they expected to win it, and then get heard. The purpose 
of that kind of a suit is to deplete your resources and 
take your time; that's all that is. It's a tactic. 
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EDGINGTON: It's a diversion from the campaign. 
WATSON: Yeah. As I think back on it, I had even forgotten 
they had done that until you brought it up. I think I just 
handed it to the lawyers and said bye-bye. From that 
viewpoint I would have to talk to Vince Page and see how 
much time he spent on it, but I have no recollection of 
anything happening with that thing. He did publicity on 
it. The papers'11 print it: "Proposition 14 
Unconstitutional, Say Opponents." You can do anything you 
want with a headline. It's a campaign tactic. 
EDGINGTON: Another one sort of like that was "Secretary of 
State Brown Investigates Several Initiatives for Petition 
Fraud on Signatures," and he announced that he would also 
go ahead and investigate Proposition 14. 
WATSON: I don't even remember that. We did have some 
fraud. One of the things that anyone who's running a paid 
drive has to watch out for is what my friend Fred Kimball 
calls high-grade petition fraud by people who are getting 
paid. And the way they do this: they turn in a sheet of 
signatures that's got twenty names on it, they're going to 
be paid twenty cents a name. They'll get ten cents a name 
on the front end, then when the thing is certified by the 
county recorder, they'll get the balance. Because, you 
know, experience has shown that they'd be somewhere around 
60, 70 percent would be a general average good. 
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EDGINGTON: For valid signatures. 
WATSON: But every once in a while you'll get somebody who 
just signs. Fred Kimball caught two sisters out in San 
Diego County of high-grade, and they just took telephone 
books and signing it. Now, an experienced supervisor can 
look at a petition and tell you whether there's fraud on it 
or not. I don't think there's anybody in government that 
can do that; they don't have that much experience. The 
people who do that-- Kimball can look at a sheet and say— 
[snaps fingers] He can smell it. Like a cop walking on 
the street, you know. Something's wrong. We had an 
employee, a black, who was a bad actor, turned out to be 
really bad news. He'd gotten arrested for, he went into a 
bar out on East Seventh Street, West Seventh Street, with 
the white strippers, and he got arrested for some obscene 
acts. We didn't know it at the time. He was deadly in the 
office, and we put him out on leave to organize some people 
to get signatures. Well, he got all his family in, and 
Fred made him a crew chief—I'm using that for lack of 
better word--and we never could get the accounting 
straightened out. I'd begin to get some reports that 
somebody had gone to review of somebody on that particular 
incident. But I didn't— Maybe I knew that Brown was 
making some noises on the thing, and I ignored it. 

You know, one seems blase about this kind of thing, 
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but when you're around politics as long as I've been around 
politics, you just recognize these things for what they 
are. You just get kind of cute little tactics that don't 
bother anybody. You just go about your business. And 
you're certainly not going to get in a contest about 
whether you've got fraud. If it had come to my attention I 
would say, "If Mr. Brown finds it, I hope he'll tell us so 
we can get our money back." You take the positive attitude 
on it. 

What hurts more in a campaign in terms of the anti 
material, in my judgment is, I believe, the power of the 
media, particularly the written media, is greater with 
propositions than with anything else. If you can't get 
that support, then your chances are diminished. 
EDGINGTON: Is that because propositions don't have 
personalities? 

WATSON: They don't have-- See, we tried to give It a 
personality: we called it the Watson Initiative. And Bill 
Ross tried to run this campaign as a personality issue. To 
that extent we had some great successes. They recognized 
that. What they tried to do, and in particular when they 
brought [Charles] O'Brien out— O'Brien was great with his 
Irish sense of humor: "This is a bill written by trolls 
and elves. Nobody can understand it." And they'd use that 
against Reagan. Christ, they used it so effectively 
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against Reagan's 1A it was amazing. Pat [Edmund G.] Brown 
[Sr.] did it. Pat Brown would read from [the text of 
Proposition 1A and] say, "Now, who can understand that?" I 
was afraid that Pat Brown was going to say, "You can't 
pass." 

It was just devastating, you know. If the public 
don't understand, they'll vote no. If the numbers become 
too complex they'll vote no. If they have a doubt as to 
whether they're going to benefit or not they'll vote no. 
And that doubt is created by this special-interest 
argument-- That comes from Roosevelt. There's a great, 
great book I just read, it's been out a number of years, I 
don't know how I missed it when it came out, called The 
Glory and the Dream, by William Manchester. It's a 
history. I think it's great because it's a history of 
America in my lifetime, 1932-1970. He talks about 
Roosevelt. He always attacked the special interests, 
because that was his whipping boy. And they contributed to 
it. They said foul things about him, "that cripple in the 
White House," all those things. But it's a tactic that I 
think can be used to create doubt. I don't know how 
effective it is. 

EDGINGTON: It seems like the personality thing, if an 
initiative has a personality like it's called the Watson 
Amendment, or It has someone like Howard Jarvis that is 
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connected to it, that could seem to work both ways. 
WATSON: It can work both ways. I did not feel, in either 
of the two campaigns, the statewide campaigns I was in, 
that anyone tried to make a personal attack on me, except 
Jarvis. Jarvis was the only one who ever tried to make a 
personal attack on me in the process of those campaigns. 
And that's when he was trying to get his own petitions 
in. He joined our campaign both times. We put him on the 
speakers bureau, but I will tell you, we had to be very 
careful about where we used him. 
EDGINGTON: San Fernando Valley. 

WATSON: We tried to keep him in the San Fernando Valley, 
and we sent him off to the nuts, you know, nut group. 
EDGINGTON: Now, this initiative came fairly close in '72 
to being, to making it by signatures. 

WATSON: Are you relying on the registrar's count, or are 
you relying on Jarvis's statement? 
EDGINGTON: I think it was the registrar's count. 
WATSON: He had less than 100,000 valid signatures in '72. 
EDGINGTON: Aha, okay. The count I had was— 
WATSON: He claimed he turned in half a million. 
EDGINGTON: The count I had was 400,520 were required. 
WATSON: He had less than 100,000 valid. But he turned in 
a mess after the filing time, Jarvis claims. He didn't 
come close. You know something, I don't think Jarvis ever 
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dreamed he was going to win. He must have made [$]100,000 
off of that campaign. And along with it he ran a committee 
to support [Samuel I.] Hayakawa, and he raised money and 
did not spend the money on the Hayakawa campaign. 
EDGINGTON: Yeah, I read something that he'd done the same 
thing with Goldwater in '64*. 

WATSON: Yeah, he'd done the same thing. I campaigned, 
when I first ran for assessor, he was running for 
senator. I've known Howard for years; he's a likable 
scoundrel. 

EDGINGTON: Now, he relied entirely on volunteer signature-
gathering, I believe. Is that--? 
WATSON: For which one? 

EDGINGTON: For both of them. That was my understanding. 
WATSON: Well, they bought signatures on the last one, the 
one that was— Fred Kimball provided some signatures on 
that. 

EDGINGTON: Now, the legislature, again, on Proposition 

* In 1964, Jarvis and two others formed "Businessmen for 
Goldwater." Postal inspectors reported that of $115,000 
raised, $88,000 went to Jarvis and his associates as fees, 
and the remainder went for office expenses. Goldwater 
filed suit to stop Jarvis from raising money in his name. 
In 1972, Jarvis formed "Friends of Hayakawa." No funds 
raised went to Hayakawa's campaign and the senatorial 
candidate sued Jarvis to prevent further unauthorized 
fundraising. --Ed. 
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14 — 

WATSON: Increased the homeowner's exemption. 
EDGINGTON: Yeah, increased the renter's relief. 
WATSON: The legislature reacted. 
EDGINGTON: They raised the exemption to $1,750, and they 
did that before November. 

WATSON: Right. And they raised the renter's relief too. 
EDGINGTON: Again a replay of Proposition 9. 
WATSON: Same tactic. The tactic didn't change. Some of 
the players changed, but the tactics didn't change. 
EDGINGTON: And again you had opposition from the governor, 
at least not personally, maybe, but from his 
administration, from his people. 

WATSON: Well, the governor— You know, I know damn well he 
opposed it. And he personally came out, you know, he was 
on the billboards, yeah, they put his picture on the 
billboards: "Governor Reagan Says No." He did not-- I 
have no personal recollection of him personally being 
involved, or of the executive branch staff being 
involved. The entire legislature got out. It was more 
heavily Democrat than Republican in '72. That was a 
switch. In '68 it was Republican; in '72 it was more 
Democrat. For example, Kirk West-- Fred [L.] Hartley and 
Kirk West got the California Chamber of Commerce and Cal 
Tax to come my way. It was a very thin vote, because of 
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the pressures from the governor's office, but they did keep 
it-- Kirk West had made a commitment to this thing when he 
wrote it. Even when he succeeded Bob Brown, he came in as 
the executive director, executive vice president of Cal 
Tax, and he kept his word on it. They kept Cal Tax and the 
California Chamber for the amendment by a very thin, thin 
margin. My recollection was that in the committee it was 
one vote, in the California Chamber. Fred Hartley was 
their president. I met with him up at the executive 
offices of Union Oil in the last stages of drafting that 
thing. And they put money behind it. 

EDGINGTON: Now, Proposition 14 seems to have been much 
better prepared, where there was a long process of 
developing Proposition 14, whereas 9 seems to have come 
together rather quickly, and yet they both lost by the same 
margin. 

WATSON: Yeah, they sure did. 

EDGINGTON: Now, how do you explain that? And second, was 
that a really discouraging thing? 

WATSON: Your assumption is a little wrong. It's true that 
9 came together, went on the ballot faster than 14. It was 
good preparation over— I would regard the preparation as 
beginning certainly no later than '63, when I was in public 
office and doing that thing every year. 

EDGINGTON: But there was a conscious effort on your part 
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in 14 to try and get some of the groups that had opposed 9. 
WATSON: Well, we didn't know who was opposing us before 9. 
EDGINGTON: And also to have replacement revenue sources 
and to really cover all the angles, and yet you still lost 
two to one. 

WATSON: In the final analysis, you ask me how I explain 
it, if there is an explanation, I think in the final 
analysis, the people who influence the judgement of voters 
came down in about the same fashion in both campaigns. In 
other words, we just didn't get newspaper support. Now, 
compare that to 1978 on Proposition 13: The "country" 
newspapers came down almost unanimously for Proposition 13, 
and the vote swing was just the other way. Plus the fact 
you had this huge surplus in Sacramento. One of the things 
that Howard was able to do, and put it very well, was when 
they wanted to talk about money in the campaign, where is 
the money coming from, he'd just say, "You lying sons of 
bitches, you've got $7 billion in Sacramento." And that's 
the way he would say it. 
EDGINGTON: The "obscene surplus." 

WATSON: Yeah. Now, he could get away with that, that kind 
of an attack. I never could. It's not my style. He's not 
a public official; I think a public official who made that 
kind of attack using that kind of language would have been 
excoriated. But Howard could do it, and it was a very 
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forceful point. I thought it was the most telling point in 
the 1978 election, that surplus. It didn't make any 
difference about-- Alan Post did the same kind of report, 
the voices of gloom and doom did the same thing, the county 
[governments] did the same thing. But he had that surplus 
right there. 

EDGINGTON: There was also the difference that you had a 
Democratic governor, which I think convinced probably a lot 
of people, you know, that taxes ought to be cut and that he 
may be obstructing it, whereas they tended to trust Reagan 
as a tax fighter or a tax cutter, I think. Would that be 
your perception? 

WATSON: I don't know. Brown was certainly flaky during 
those years, in terms of his approach to almost everything, 
including taxes. I don't know whether people trusted 
Reagan, perceived him as a tax cutter or not. If you look 
at Proposition 1A in 1973, it lost by about the same 
margin, didn't it? 
EDGINGTON: Yeah. 

WATSON: [Proposition 1A] had the same opposition, all 
government opposing it, but this time he had all the 
business community for it, everybody in the business 
community. He had newspaper support. 
EDGINGTON: He had your support. 

WATSON: He wouldn't have gotten it on the ballot had it 
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not been for Fred Kimball. You want to know how he got it 
on the ballot? Mike [Michael K.] Deaver came down when 
they were in their campaign, and h e — I forget who they'd 
been using. They used their volunteers, and they were 
having some problems. They said, "Would you guys take a 
look at this?" And I said, "Well, the guy that has to take 
a look at it is Fred Kimball, he's an expert." So Fred 
went out and looked at the signatures and came back and 
said, "They're not going to make it." I called Deaver and 
said, "I think you ought to have a conference with Fred, 
and I think I ought to talk to the governor." Deaver 
talked to Fred, and he [Deaver] went white, absolutely 
white. I got a call from Verne Orr, and I went to 
Sacramento. I didn't see the governor; I talked to him on 
the telephone, I believe. And I agreed to put Fred Kimball 
on leave of absence. They set up a headquarters over in 
Glendale, and Fred went out to run that. Then we 
established a speakers bureau, and we brought all the 
people in that were going to speak on this thing, to speak 
on it. I went there and walked away in disgust. There was 
no way to explain that bill, absolutely no way to explain 
it. It was so incredibly complex. 

Freddie is the guy who qualified it. They raised the 
money and— I'm trying to think. Kirk West put up the 
money. Kirk West got the money to pay for Kimball's 
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operation and the signatures, and they put it on the 
ballot. And I was having my golf tournament to raise money 
for my campaign and to pay off the legal expenses involved 
in the school lawsuit. 

EDGINGTON: For your campaign meaning to pay off the debt 
for '72? Or to raise money for your '74 reelection? 
WATSON: I'm talking about Proposition 14. 
EDGINGTON: Okay, yeah. 

WATSON: After my first campaign, I never had any debt. I 
never spent enough money. I'm appalled at the amount of 
money that's being spent. This year they spent more money 
in the city controller's race than I spent in all my 
elections combined. We were having a golf tournament out 
here at Los Serranos golf course, Jack Kramer's golf 
course. And the governor flew down in a helicopter and he 
played a couple of holes of golf, and he brought Fred 
Kimball a set of gold cufflinks with the gubernatorial seal 
on them, and gave me a ball-point pen set In a box, a stone 
box with a plate on it, and a brass medallion: "Thanks for 
doing this petition drive." 

And I saw him, he spoke to the assessors' convention 
up in Santa Rosa, and I had a talk with him on that. I 
arranged for him to meet Ben Weingart. That was good for 
[$]25,000 in the campaign. For practical politics; you got 
to go do that sometimes. Good old Ben, did you know Ben 
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Weingart? 
EDGINGTON: No. 

WATSON: A guy who started, he was an orphan, started in 
life after he left the orphanage, selling meat from an open 
wagon on Los Angeles Street, ended up with an estate of 
between five hundred million and a billion dollars. He 
died at age ninety-two last year of syphilis. Made it his 
business to know who was going to win elections, and to 
back everybody, but particularly the winner. In my first 
campaign--

EDGINGTON: To back everyone except the winner, or 
everyone--? 

WATSON: Everyone and particularly the winner. In my first 
campaign after the primary, we had an office out on 
Wilshire Boulevard, up about by Bixel [Street], a little 
old rathole of a place in an old hotel, and we needed a 
better office. So lo and behold, Ben Weingart gave us an 
office through John Pogue at the Park Central Building. We 
kept the Wilshire office as a campaign office; it was the 
kind of office where I could go and meet people and so 
on. And once a week John Pogue would call up and, "Well, 
what's happening? How are you fixed for money, need a 
little?" And he'd come down and he'd bring cash, $300, 
$400, $500. I told the story after [the] election, because 
we had a deficit, and Ben Weingart arranged a luncheon out 
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at Hillcrest Country Club, people that helped pay off the 
debts. They raised all the deficit money in one 
luncheon. And I was telling this story in a little 
different fashion, and somebody said, "Ben Weingart's 
exempt." And somebody else said, "Phil, when did you 
really think you were going to win the election?" I said, 
"When Ben Weingart quit sending cash down and started 
sending checks." And that's true. 

What happened is that Ben Weingart owned a water 
company out in Bell and Lakewood. And on every election he 
would have his meter readers take a poll for him, and the 
meter-reader poll was always accurate, even to the 
percentage. He just happened to have these bellwether 
areas. He took a first-of-October poll which showed me in 
front, and he started putting checks in. Politically he 
wins. Genius in making money. 

EDGINGTON: So you helped Reagan's initiative on the 
petition, you were going to describe how they got your 
endorsement. 

WATSON: How they got my endorsement? 
EDGINGTON: Yes, for the governor's tax initiative. 
WATSON: It wasn't difficult. I felt that some kind of tax 
limit had to go, and I wasn't particularly concerned about 
the language; I wanted-- About the same reason, I suppose, 
as Proposition 13, when I supported Proposition 13, I 
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wanted to see a tax initiative settled on the ballot. I 
guess the way it happened is that Fred Kimball came to me 
and kind of talked me into it, said, you know, "Why don't 
you call Reagan and say, 'What can I do?' You may want to 
go again if his doesn't make it; you may want something 
down the road." So I did. I called and supported that, 
and subsequently Deaver came down. 

EDGINGTON: Because the governor hadn't really backed you 
up very well, they couldn't hardly expect much from you, 
could they? 

WATSON: I'm not sure he would have asked me. But I did 
volunteer. No, I never got any backing out of Reagan. I 
don't believe it was a matter of principle. You haven't 
asked me the question, but I assume you're going to: why 
do I think that Reagan didn't back them? 
EDGINGTON: Mm-hm. [affirmative] 

WATSON: I think that Reagan did not back them because he 
was persuaded, either by himself or his backers, that it 
was In his interest to be sponsoring this himself, that he 
couldn't run for the White House with somebody else having 
gotten credit. I think also that a lot of people felt that 
I sponsored these as a basis to run for governor. 
EDGINGTON: Now, was that something that Reagan would not 
have liked after he left? I mean. If you had been in a 
position to--
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WATSON: I'm not sure that Reagan knew what his plans 
were. Remember, I sponsored the first one in the middle of 
his first term. Whether he had his eyes on Washington then 
or not, I don't know. I suspect that perhaps he did have 
his eye on it then, but I have no way of knowing that. I 
see also a strong inclination on the part of incumbents to 
believe they are infallible. We don't have in the American 
political scene what the Romans had, a prompter standing 
over one shoulder saying, "Remember, thou art but a man." 
I'm not being facetious. Ego can do strange things to a 
guy. Maybe he thinks nobody can replace him. I recall Hal 
[Howard W.] Kennedy, when he went out of the county 
counsel's office, he was called in by Kenny Hahn, and what 
was it-- Excuse us, but he [Hahn] was going to vote on the 
new county counsel. He had two pretty good guys there. 
They weren't in those days accustomed to those things; they 
liked them all nicely packaged and presented to them. So 
Hahn called Kennedy in and said--Hahn was the swing vote— 
said, "Who do you think should succeed you?" And Kennedy 
said, "There isn't anybody can succeed me." And the story 
was relayed to me after Hal came to my house and was 
friendly with me. [inaudible] 

I really think that Reagan was convinced, his advisors 
convinced him, or both, that to support the proposition of 
somebody else, even a Republican, would have diluted his 
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efforts towards a future in politics. Once having done it, 
even if he lost, he could blame somebody else. But with 
all the resources he had, on 1A he lost by the same margin 
that I lost my first. And out of that I just draw the 
conclusion that you don't—that these things are too 
complex, that maybe the fears of the legislature about the 
initiative process are unfounded. If the public doesn't 
understand something, they'll vote no. You'll do that, 
won't you? 
EDGINGTON: I will. 

WATSON: If I don't understand I'll vote no on it. 
EDGINGTON: Well, it depends on who's trying to understand 
it, too, I guess. 
WATSON: Pardon? 

EDGINGTON: I said it depends a little bit on who does 
claim to understand it, whether you trust them or not. 
WATSON: Yeah, but I wonder if any public figure can really 
gain that kind of trust. I think that you have to get at a 
condition, and you have to have a powerful argument, as 
occurred with Proposition 13. I am absolutely convinced 
the thing that carried 13 over the top was that surplus. 
And every time they talked about it, the surplus got 
bigger. The governor said a billion, [Jesse M.] Unruh said 
seven billion. Now, if I got people to know what a 
billion-dollar surplus is, and you know what the effect--
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The other thing that carried Proposition 13--and if it had 
been my proposition this wouldn't have helped a bit--was 
the assessors and the state board of equalization, the 
assessors doing their jobs. Keep in mind that in 1976, my 
office raised assessments on 800,000 homes in this 
county. Orange [County] got reappraised, and Ventura 
[County] had it too. And all over the state before that 
1978 election, the homeowner had just gotten hit with a 
reappraisal that reflected the higher value of his house. 

One of my old teachers, who died last year--[Howard 
S.] Noble, was it?--at UCLA, in the business department. 
Well, he was the expert they jogged out against me in 
1968. I saw him, and I said, "How in the hell can you do 
this?" They used him as the expert, the voice of gloom and 
doom, in '68. He was Jarvis's expert in '78. Do you know 
why? He got reappraised. 

EDGINGTON: Now, a couple of questions maybe to kind of 
wrap this up or tie it together, or whatever. Your 
motivations for these two initiatives— Okay, we talked 
about your principles, your philosophy on taxation; was it 
also politically smart for an assessor to do something like 
this? I guess what I'm asking is what combination of 
motivations led to the initiatives? 

WATSON: An assessor has two choices in his political 
career. He can take the advice of a legislator like 
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Charles [E.] Chapel. Charlie Chapel always played-- Did 
you know him? 
EDGINGTON: No. 
WATSON: The legislator from Inglewood (he's now dead), 
bald-headed. He salivated when he talked, and you had to 
avoid a shower when you talked to him. He played the dumb 
ox. He was Mr. Dumb Dodo; it was the way he played it. He 
was the author of eleven books on guns. There wasn't 
anything dumb about that old boy, but that was his 
scheme. I had known him for years. He was a friend of 
mine. He said to me after I was elected, "Well, you've run 
a great campaign. You've got out there in the public 
eye. Now you shut up and disappear for the next twenty 
years, you be assessor." That's an approach. 

I came along and ran for the assessor's office at a 
time when it had to have a change, there was no question 
about it, it had to have some kind of change. We had moved 
from an agricultural society, an agrarian society, to a 
highly specialized urban society, and our governmental 
processes were still sitting back in 1870. I don't really 
believe I had a choice; I had to face that change. I was 
technically equipped to do it; I had spent my adult life 
after I got out of college in that business, and I knew 
it. I think I could say, with all modesty, that I probably 
know as much about state and local taxation as any human 
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being in the United States in my lifetime. And I'm not 
sure that at the time in which I came along I had much of a 
choice. 

Television came along at the same time. Local public 
officials are there; you have to be visible. I had some 
other assets as well as some liabilities. One of my assets 
is I can talk. I know my job; I am able to express it in 
some simplified kind of terms. I make a good public 
presentation. I've had a lot of training in that, and I 
was good at the art of appearing on television. I learned 
that. Granted those things and those conditions, I'm not 
sure that I answer your question in any way except, yes, I 
had to do it at that particular time. 

EDGINGTON: Was part of that that people tend to blame the 
assessor when property taxes go up? 

WATSON: Oh, I used to say that. I used to say that. It's 
here. In 1958 George Putnam got on television, trying to 
beat Mr. [John R.] Quinn to death; he was having rallies at 
the Coliseum. And when I got in, George used to always 
say, "Well, I made a mistake in '58, I didn't know it then, 
but Phil convinced me: it ain't the assessor who is at 
fault." I turned that one, you see, but it was a 
process. You haven't really asked me, did I do it for the 
purpose of promoting a political career? 

EDGINGTON: Well, I was asking, was that some part of the 
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motivation as well? 
WATSON: I think I answered you earlier that anybody who is 
elected to office looks around, and I also was warned not 
to be put in the position where I was nominated for 
things. I was once asked that question at a public 
meeting, and I said, "Well, if you want to be truthfully 
and brutally frank about it, anybody who ever gets elected 
to a city council thinks they can be president of the 
United States, such is the nature of the human ego." I 
was, without a doubt, prominently high on the list of 
people, perhaps one of three, in the state mentioned as a 
Republican candidate for governor. That disappeared at the 
time I was indicted. I'm a very practical guy. When the— 
EDGINGTON: When you were indicted in '66. 

WATSON: In '66. When the judge dismissed all the charges 
against me on May 4, 1967—a day which is indelibly 
imprinted in my mind—and I walked out, and Art White, who 
was then reporting for Channel 7, said, "Phil, now that 
you've gone through this ordeal and it's been proven that 
it is totally baseless, everything has been dismissed, you 
never even had to defend yourself, what do you think's 
going to happen?" I said, "Art, let's face it. The truth 
of the matter is the mud will never come off. It's the 
kind of thing that stains you." And I've tried to live my 
life as a practical person. I never really thought I had a 
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political future from that day forward. Because any time 
any controversy has arisen since then, the indictment has 
been brought up. And, you know, that's something I've got 
to live with, but it also made me change my view of 
myself. Prior to that time I knew I was being viewed as a 
possible candidate for governor. I was flattered by that 
feeling; certainly I had considered it. 

I had some other problems, Steve, that people didn't 
know about: I had a failing marriage. I didn't have a 
failing marriage, I had a failed marriage. It was just 
hanging together, you know, and if you have ever gone 
through it, you know how that can tear a person up and 
interfere with what you are doing. So I really can't say 
that I ever had an opportunity to think in terms of using 
these efforts to ride anyplace else. I didn't ride into 
the assessor's office on them. 

To finish this candor, I welcomed Joe Robinson's 
approach in 1968, even though it might have been premature, 
because I felt that I had been so badly damaged by the 
indictment that I needed to do something to wipe that out 
of the public mind. And certainly that was a consideration 
in that rapid sponsorship of that initiative and putting it 
together with no organization, no nothing. 

EDGINGTON: But the indictment thing didn't hurt you at all 
in terms of reelection to assessor in the next election. 
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WATSON: Well, I won my reelection campaign in 1974 with 78 
percent of the vote and only got 74 percent in 1970, so 
maybe I can say it hurt me. How do you know that? I mean, 
you live with these things so intimately. After the thing 
was over, I got some very wonderful letters. I got a 
letter that made me sit down and cry, from a guy in 
Hollywood. He found out that my defense had cost about 
eighty thousand bucks, and he wrote me a check for five 
bucks. The guy said he used to hate me. But that will 
bring a tear in your eye. It is a nice thing for a total 
stranger to do for you. I saved the letter. 
EDGINGTON: To conclude, what do you think the legacy of 
the two initiatives was? Was it very intricately connected 
with finally having something like Proposition 13 pass? 
WATSON: I believe that if we had not had Proposition 9 and 
Proposition 14, my two initiatives, that 13 would not have 
passed. I think I can give you valid reasons for that 
conclusion. When I started 9 in 1968 and it got on the 
ballot, number one, you don't know who the opposition is or 
what the arguments will be. But after that campaign was 
over we knew what the opposition was and what their 
arguments would be. In 1972, I think from the record it is 
abundantly clear we made every effort in the world to get 
those opposing forces, bring them together. We still 
couldn't do it; they are going to oppose it. We learned 
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that other forces of government are going to oppose it 
under any circumstances and that any time you try to take a 
tax away from government, the bureaucracy is going to raise 
up and oppose it, period, paragraph. 

Number two, any time you try to propose an alternate 
tax the people who are going to get hit by that tax are 
going to oppose you unless you can find some way to get rid 
of it, as I did with the oil Industry. They were willing 
to accept the severance tax because, you know, it was-- I 
used to quote Shakespeare, and I did it heavily in the '68 
campaign when it didn't have the alternative sources in 
it. I would say, the problem is "But for the fear of 
something worse, we rather bear those ills we have than fly 
to others we know not of," the closing line of Hamlet's 
soliloquy. And that's a problem; that is what the 
opposition argues. They try to say, "Here is the devil you 
don't know, fear him! You know this devil." 

It came '78 and Jarvis had been a minor part of those 
first two campaigns, and we also worked heavily together 
for a year and a half after Paul Gann first came. You see, 
when Paul Gann came down here, he came down with a purpose 
of getting everybody in the state together on an 
initiative. And actually, the Gann people walked out 
because they wouldn't have any part of Jarvis. When they 
came down here and we put this thing together, we knew the 
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arguments. Had I gone on with another initiative— I can't 
to this day say whether I really would have or not, because 
I was worn out. I didn't know how ill I was; I didn't know 
how bad my heart was at that stage of the game. I just 
knew that I had no energy. They knew all the arguments. 
They knew exactly what to expect; they knew who was going 
to oppose it, and when along came this new thing with this 
surplus I knew they had it. I called the election results 
in April 1978. I sat right here with a reporter and I said 
it will be two to one. But you know it is kind of 
interesting that it lost in two counties. Do you know what 
they were? 

EDGINGTON: I would say San Francisco— 
WATSON: That's one. 
EDGINGTON: And Alameda. 

WATSON: Sacramento. 

EDGINGTON: Sacramento! [laughter] 

WATSON: All government workers. 

EDGINGTON: Okay. 
WATSON: This wasn't much on Reagan, this is on Watson. 
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TAPE NUMBER: III, SIDE ONE 

AUGUST 21, 1985 

SMITH: I thought as we resume the interview we'd like to 
talk about your childhood. 
WATSON: Okay. 

SMITH: When and where you were born; your family. 
WATSON: I was born August 14, 1924, in a small stilt-house 
on Clark River Road in Paducah, Kentucky. My father was 
Duke Phillip Watson. He was one of twelve children born to 
Thomas and Anna Watson who lived most of their life in 
Smithland, Kentucky, some twenty-odd miles up the Ohio 
River from Paducah; up the river toward Louisville. My 
mother was Anna Ernestine Holmes. I have a lot of fun with 
that: Holmes married Watson. She came from a farming— 
also from a farming family, in the community of Catawa, 
Kentucky. It's now under the Kentucky Lake. It was 
covered when the dam at Paducah was finished; a TVA 
[Tennessee Valley Authority] dam. 

I spent my early childhood with my grandparents 
Catherine Holmes and Henry Holmes. And they, during that 
period of time, they were moving from Kentucky to Illinois, 
Illinois to Kentucky. That time was about the time the 
farms in the South and Middle West began to play out from 
over-farming on one kind of crop. Farming was changing, 
and people started going to the cities to look for work. 
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That's how my father got to Paducah. He went to Paducah 
with one--two of his brothers, and they went to work for 
International Shoe Company in Paducah, Kentucky. 
SMITH: What kind of work was he doing? 
WATSON: Pardon? 
SMITH: What kind of work was he doing? 

WATSON: Unskilled labor. My father had, at that time, a 
third-grade education, as most farm kids did. He later 
educated himself, apprenticed out-- When the family moved 
to southern Illinois, to Alton, Illinois, he apprenticed 
out to a German tool and diemaker, machinist, and became a 
tool and diemaker, moldmaker, and a machinist; a highly 
skilled one. He also was—invented, when he was in 
International Shoe Company, the machine that soles the top 
of the shoe to the sole of the shoe. Didn't get anything 
for it, but he invented the machine. I think he got a 
promotion or something like that. 

The first eight years of my life were rather 
nomadic. As I say, I lived with my grandparents. And 
moving back and forth from Kentucky and Illinois. My 
grandfather, Henry Holmes, who was an uneducated man, 
worked as a janitor when he could get a job. They had one 
son. His name was Warren Clifford Holmes, called Cliff, or 
sometimes referred to in the family, or mostly referred to 
in the family, as Brother. And he was really more father 
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to me during this period of time and during my formative 
years than my own father was. He also, he was severely 
crippled by rheumatic fever, and as a result had a very bad 
heart, and finally died at an early age in 1953. After he 
had a series of bad heart attacks, he died in Good Sam 
[Samaritan] Hospital in Los Angeles. 

My early recollections, if you have a lot before 
you're seven years old, are mainly of the moving back and 
forth and some family gatherings. Although I learned to 
read at a very young age. My grandmother Holmes, with whom 
I lived, was a very strong woman. And she was convinced 
that the way to progression in the world was an 
education. And therefore, when I was three years old, she 
taught me to read out of the only book she had: the 
Bible. And I've used that in good stead later in my 
life. I started the school at Clara Barton School in 
Alton, Illinois. And then as we moved back and forth from 
Kentucky, I can remember going to a school in Paducah named 
Robert E. Lee School. 

And then when I was seven and a half years old, my 
parents decided that I should come live with them and not 
with my grandparents. They then lived in Paducah, Kentucky 
in a place called Utterback Addition. It was a little area 
of small homes on—my recollection is five acres—and I 
kind of confirmed that. We had a family reunion in Paducah 
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last year, and I drove out and found the house where we 
lived. And we had no inside plumbing in the house. We had 
some running water inside the house, but mostly we got our 
water from a pump. And our toilet facilities were in a 
chic sale [outhouse] at the back end of the lot. It was a 
five-acre lot. We grew chickens and had a fair-sized 
vegetable garden. And we raised peanuts. I've always said 
that hoeing peanuts has to be the dirtiest, filthiest job 
in the world. I remember it from age seven to nine, when 
we lived there, and I really just detested hoeing peanuts 
and getting so dirty. 

SMITH: Was this to supplement your father--? 
WATSON: Pardon me? 

SMITH: This was to supplement your father's income? 
WATSON: Yes. My father worked at International Shoe 
Company, and there wasn't a lot of money around in those 
days. Everybody we knew had a garden and chickens. Some 
of them raised hogs. Some of the people had cows. We 
would go out to the bigger farms in the summertime and pick 
vegetables and fruit on a kind of a sharecrop basis and 
bring them back. And the family women would can them. 
Pick berries-- I remember picking a lot of berries, a lot 
of strawberries. I remember working in a sorghum mill on 
weekends. 

Everybody was a great churchgoer. My grandparents had 
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belonged to the Southern Baptist church. And for my early 
years, I went to church at the Southern Baptist church. 
But my father belonged to a fundamentalist religion; it was 
Church of Christ. It was very austere as they practiced 
it. And switching from my grandparents' home to my-- And 
my semi-grandparents' home, it was never-- My grandparents 
never really had a home; they lived with my uncle, Cliff 
Holmes, all the time that I can remember. But switching 
from that home to my parents' home was a very traumatic 
experience for me. And I always had the feeling which 
persisted through most of my life that I was kind of an 
unwanted child. 

SMITH: How many brothers and sisters did you--? 

WATSON: Pardon? 

SMITH: How many brothers--? 

WATSON: I have one brother. He and I have over the years 
become very close, and we have a lot of mutual relations. 
SMITH: Was he older or younger? 

WATSON: He's younger. He was born two years after me. 

But I went to school in Utterback Addition at a 
fabulous little school called Emma Morgan School. It was a 
four-room schoolhouse, and I loved it. I was really a 
bright kid, and so I — And in this four-room schoolhouse, 
they didn't sort by grades, they just sorted by 
abilities. And so I very rapidly went to the most able 
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portion of the school. They had some ceremonies and rites 
that were attendant to going to school in a semi-rural 
atmosphere, I think, in those days. The first thing we did 
in the morning was raise the flag. And then we sang "God 
Bless America," and we sang "Dixie." And some times we 
sang "My Old Kentucky Home." I didn't know "The Star-
Spangled Banner" for some years later. [laughter] Most of 
the kids carried their shoes to school. I don't know why 
that habit developed, but we carried our shoes to school, 
and then when we got to school we put our shoes on and we 
kept our shoes on during the school day. But when we went 
home at night, we took our shoes off. I've always kind of 
chuckled at the Japanese habit. I said that was opposite 
from my experience. [laughter] We put our shoes on to go 
in the house, and they took theirs off. 

They had a unique system of punishment at Emma Morgan 
School. It was set in a big schoolground, and there was a 
grove of hickory trees in the back of the school-- Oh, my 
recollection is [that it was] a couple hundred yards away--
and if during recess you got in a fight--and every new boy 
in school gets in a fight—the punishment was that you had 
to go out back to that hickory grove and cut a switch. And 
you came back and you got the prescribed number of swats on 
the rear end with the switch. Every boy in those days that 
I knew carried a knife. Being a new boy in school, I got 
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in a fight, I think, first or second day. And the fellow 
became my best friend during our time In Kentucky. His 
name was Nathan Bedford Forrest Pugh. And he and I got 
into a fight, and we were sent out back to cut our hickory 
switches. And I cut my hickory switch, and we're going 
back and he said to me, "Ain't you gonna trim it?" And I 
said, "What for?" And he said, "Better trim it." Well, I 
learned a little discretion, judgment, and discernment on 
the way back with my switch. If you don't trim that 
switch, it's going to hurt you a lot. So boys learned to 
trim their switch. And that's one of my fond memories of 
Emma Morgan School. 

Family moved back to southern Illinois in 1933. I can 
remember the 1932 election when Franklin Roosevelt was 
elected president. I remember that election night. That's 
one of my early memories. 

SMITH: What did your parents think of Roosevelt? 
WATSON: My parents-- My father's family were 
Republicans. My grandfather was the only Republican to 
ever be elected to public office in Livingston County, 
Kentucky. And he was the county judge there for several 
terms. [phone rings; tape recorder off] As the county 
judge, he rendered one landmark decision on an alluvial 
water case, involving changing of water in the banks of the 
Tennessee River; a case which went to the United States 
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Supreme Court, and he was sustained in that case. But 
basically—and my mother's parents were Democrats—but 
everybody voted for Roosevelt. [phone rings; tape recorder 
off] I remember that election as being one of great 
hope. Country-- You know, you're just a kid, and you 
really don't know what's happening. And my recollection of 
that election is there was joy, and something's going to 
happen at last. 

The following year, the whole family moved to Alton, 
Illinois. My Uncle Cliff, brother, had meanwhile put 
himself through Brown's Business College in—I don't know 
whether it was in Alton, Illinois, or whether it was in 
Saint Louis—and had gotten a job as a teller in the 
biggest bank in Alton. And he spent his career there; 
ultimately became cashier and an officer in the bank. And 
my mother's family was very close. So the whole family 
moved to Alton, Illinois. We lived on a street called 
Residence Street. There were also a couple of other people 
from back in the Eddyville-Kuttawa area that moved up at 
the same time. They kind of moved with my uncle. So we 
had a family enclave, so to speak, on Residence Street. 

This was an area basically of people who were 
laborers. Our next-door neighbors were Italians who had 
immigrated from Italy, who didn't mix much. I think it was 
because of the language. Both of them were awful good to 
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the kids. The first [time] I had a drink of alcoholic 
beverage— The old Italian kept vines in his yard, and he 
made some wine. And he'd let the kids have the wine. And 
being Southern Baptist, my mother and grandmother raised 
hell about that, but-- And that was a conflict too. I had 
a lot of problems with religion in those early years. I 
asked a lot of questions. It was a sin to play cards, it 
was a sin to drink, it was a sin to go to the movies on 
Sunday. You know, we were in the Blue Law days in those 
days. They've gradually phased out, but that's the kind of 
religious era I grew up in. 

Other people In the neighborhood were— They were 
building the big dam on the Mississippi River at Alton; Dam 
26, which is now being replaced. And it was a godsend 
because I remember that more than half the people in our 
neighborhood, more than half the men, worked in the—on the 
dam. Up the street from us was a tavern which was the bane 
of the religious neighborhood. But they-- Fellow there at 
the tavern operated his tavern at night and worked on the 
dam construction in the daytime. 

The community we lived in was close to the Laclede 
Steel Company, big steel mill in Alton. (Alton's an 
industrial town.) And next to the steel mill was American 
Smelting and Refineries Leadworks. And next to it was the 
Alton Boxboard Company. And next to all of them was a 
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great big vacant lot—vacant acreage was more like it. And 
next to that was a great big saloon and gambling joint 
called Domino's. It was right outside the city limit. 
They gambled in the county, but not in the city. And I 
mentioned this because they were sources of great joy. 
Kids, you know, love sin and evil. And we used to spy on 
the tavern and on Domino's. 

And in the summertime the circuses and the carnivals 
would come down to this great big vacant area next to 
Domino's and next to the leadworks and boxboard entry. And 
we could all get jobs there, you know. They'd hire the 
kids to be laborers of some sorts. We all got little 
jobs. They paid us, generally, ten cents an hour plus a 
pass. I remember that. And I enjoyed, in the summertime, 
working in the carnival or the circus. 

We also had a family a couple of blocks from us--I 
went to school with them--named Dugan. And those two boys 
were the meanest two boys I ever encountered in my life. 
They would do things like find a couple of cats and tie 
their tails together and hang them over a clothesline. And 
their dad-- They got it from their dad. Their dad was a 
puddler in a steel mill. An enormous man; had arms like— 
bigger than my legs. And when the carnivals and circus 
would come to town, they'd always have a side show of a 
wrestler or a boxer. And they'd offer a hundred bucks to 
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anybody that'd go three rounds with this wrestler or 
boxer. And old man Dugan would always be in there. He'd 
challenge the wrestler or boxer. Occasionally he'd win. 
And when he'd win, he'd take his money and go to Domino's 
next door and lose it. 

The other great adventure we had as kids with the 
boxboard-- To make cardboards in those days, they may still 
do it, but they collected rags. And the rags were boiled 
down, and they went in as an ingredient in the boxboard. 
Now I've told you all [there is] to know about making 
boxes. [laughter] But this would be dumped, and it 
smelled awful. God, it was just an atrocious smell, as 
with the leadworks. It was just an atrocious smell. I 
don't think they permit either of them to exist today 
without doing something about their fumes they give off. 
But my grandfather Holmes used to take me down to the 
boxboard dumping area. And there'd be a lot of people 
there, and he'd have little small grappling hooks that 
they'd make. They'd take pieces of pipe, small pipe, and 
bend them to make grappling. And you'd rake through this 
debris for-- You'd find a lot of money, a lot of coins that 
people leave in it, and some gold and silver pieces and so 
on. And so on. So we used to scavenge the dumps, which 
was great sport. I loved it; always managed to make a 
little money. 
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I went to school during this period of time at Clara 
Barton School in Alton, Illinois. One of the things that 
bothers--had bothered me most of my--for not most of my, 
but for a great period of my adult life--was my poor 
penmanship. Mine was-- I had atrocious penmanship. Even 
today when I start to write fast, it reverts to the really 
bad penmanship. The reason for that is that in bouncing 
back and fourth from schools in Ilinois to Kentucky-- In 
Illinois, they taught you to print; in Kentucky they taught 
you to write longhand. So when I went to Kentucky to live 
with my parents, in Emma Morgan School, I had to write 
longhand. And, you know, it was no question of learning 
it, I just had to start writing longhand. And as a result, 
I had atrocious penmanship. 

An event happened to me in Alton, Illinois, when I was 
in—in February, 1934--that had a great influence on my 
life. We cooked on a cook stove, on a kerosene stove. Our 
house was heated by coal, by coal furnace, and we had a 
kerosene, coal oil, stove. And I had a five-gallon coal 
oil can that had to be refilled once a week. On Saturday 
it was one of my chores to take the coal oil can, go to the 
store, which was, oh, half a mile away, it was part of-- It 
was the way they— You know, communities used to be that 
businesses were in with the residences. This was before 
the concept of having separate business communities 
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arose. So we had a little grocery store, cash or credit 
store, where the family had an account. And I'd go up on 
Saturday morning and carry the five-gallon can of coal oil 
back for the cooking for the next week. This Saturday--
And our coal oil can, the spout busted on it, so we put a 
potato on the spout to plug it. And the potato broke off 
and coal oil splashed on my pants. And after we went back, 
we raked the backyard of leaves, my brother and myself and 
some of the neighborhood kids. We just kind of went around 
and raked yards. And then we'd burn the leaves. And we 
were burning it and my pants caught fire and I was terribly 
burned. My right leg— My hands were burned from putting--
trying to put the fire out. And I put most of the fire out 
myself. I had read somewhere that the way to do it was to 
roll in the dirt. So I just-- At first I started to run 
like everybody does when they catch fire, but then I 
dropped down after three or four steps and just started 
beating it out and throwing dirt on it. 

And there was a, I think a scarlet fever epidemic. 
Maybe it was a diptheria epidemic. It was a very--
Diptheria in those days was a killer disease. [phone 
rings; tape recorder off] And the hospitals were full, so 
they had no place to take me. And a couple hours later the 
doctor came out and he spent most of the day cleaning the 
leg up. And it was-- He wanted to remove the leg, but my 
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grandmother wouldn't let him. I was out of school three 
weeks, and the leg probably took, oh, six months to quit 
suppurating. And I bear, still, a large-sized scar on it 
today. [tape recorder off] 

When I went back to school, I became, in effect, a 
victim. Kids are a lot like fish. I don't know whether 
you've ever looked at fish in a fish tank or not, but if a 
fish gets sick, the other fish will destroy it. And that 
happens, I think, with kids. I went back to school, and 
suddenly I was a cripple. And I learned to fight. You 
know, just out of necessity you learn to fight, because if 
you're weak, somebody'11 pick on you and I became a pretty 
good fighter at Clara Barton School. 

SMITH: So the accident didn't affect your physical 

prowess— 
WATSON: Right. 

SMITH: --your athletics o r — 

WATSON: And my right leg was about three inches shorter 
than my left as a result of this. And the doctor, final 
doctor— Keep in mind that with these horrendous burns, I 
never spent a day in a hospital. But the doctor and my 
grandmother took care of me. I remember one Sunday when 
there was a horrendous snowstorm and the doctor couldn1t 
get there and the bandage hadn't been changed for twenty-
four hours. And finally my grandmother just said to my 
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mother, "Hold his leg and we'll change it." And I remember 
my mother holding my leg and vomiting. When they unwrapped 
this bandage the smell was god-awful. That's the way they 
treated burns in those days. They put salve on a big pad, 
and then they wrapped the leg. Kind of like-- My 
grandmother changed it. And she kept me going. She was 
the one that would not let them remove my leg. Because I 
wasn't going to let them remove my leg either. I remember 
threatening to get up and leave the house if they were 
going to cut my leg off. 
SMITH: And how old were you again? 
WATSON: I was nine years old when this happened. 

The doctor told my parents and my grandparents that 
the best way to get the leg to functioning—he didn't think 
it would ever function properly--but the best way to get it 
to functioning was to get me running. And I tried it, and 
it hurt; so I didn't do It. And my grandmother talked to 
me, and I ran. Now, you know, I've understated that. The 
simple reason that I ran is that I was--knew it was going 
to hurt me more to defy my grandmother than it was If I 
ran. So I ran, and thank god I did. Within six months, I 
wasn't limping nearly so badly, and I think within two 
years, at least, I had no limp. 

SMITH: She was threatening you physically? Or was it 
emotional pain you mean? 
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WATSON: I was reared in a parental atmosphere where you 
obeyed your parents. You didn't argue with them. You sat 
at the table and children were seen and not heard, as 
opposed to some families where the children's opinions were 
solicited, or kids volunteered. The word was, "Don't 
sass." And it would never have occurred to me to disobey 
my parents or my grandparents. It just wasn't in my 
upbringing, you know. They said it and you did it. I 
never really got out of that. It was the way I was 
reared. It was the way that the people around me were 
reared, the people that I knew and grew up with. 

The burn was so bad that in 1942, when I came to 
California and I filed a new-- You know, the war was on and 
everybody wanted to go to service. I had tried to enlist 
on December 8 [1941], and an old army, tough sergeant threw 
me out as a snot-nose kid. They didn't want seventeen-year 
olds. They wanted grown men. But the following year, 
after I came to California, I signed up for aviation 
cadets. I wanted to fly. Don't ask me why I wanted to 
fly, but I wanted to fly. And I signed up for aviation 
cadets, and I passed the AC 20 exam with flying colors. 
And they sent me to Marsh Field for a physical 
examination. And they put me through the physical, and 
they looked at that scar, and they flunked me. 

And they said, "You know, that leg won't work." And I 
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said, "Yeah, that leg'11 work, you know. I've--" [They 
said,] "You've got too much scar tissue. The leg will not 
function." And I had to finally talk the flight surgeon, 
the examining surgeon, into going out to the track and 
watch me run around the track to convince him that my leg 
was perfectly functional. And after that, after I finally 
got my air corps--it was the air corps in those days— 
physical passed, I had to go through the selective service 
system. And I went down to the Fourth [Street] and 
Figueroa [Boulevard], I think it was, the examining center, 
and they 4-F'ed me. And I've already-- And I talked them 
into reversing it, you know, on the grounds that the air 
corps already passed me. But they 4-F'ed me because of 
that leg. 

As a result of the leg, I became a bit of a loner. I 
think my inherent nature, with having gone from grandparent 
to parent and grandparent to parent, tended to do that. 
But the injury made me more of a loner, and it made me a 
reader. And I've said many times in my latter years, I've 
had a lot of formal education, but I got really more 
education myself by my reading. I devour books. I mean, I 
can take you out— I've got two boxes of books out there 
that I've read this year and I'm looking to send it 
somewhere. 

SMITH: What did you read as a kid? What were your 
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favorite—? 
WATSON: I read history. I loved— Did you ever hear [of] 
Troas of Samothrace [by Talbot Mundy, published 1934]? 
There was a trilogy, big books, about Troas of Samothrace, 
a Greek warrior who had a ship. And I loved those. I fell 
in love with those in high school. As a result, I read 
those books so much I wouldn't go to class. I flunked some 
cla— I flunked a couple of classes. But, I just loved to 
read, and I do it. I have a very inquiring mind. 

And I spent the rest of my formative years in Alton, 
Illinois. During this peiod of time, my family 
prospered. In 1937--the house on Residence Street was a 
rented house—and in 1937 my Uncle Cliff and my father and 
a couple other family members named Franklin, who were 
cousins, and a fellow named [Vorris] Williams who had come 
up from—who went all over with my uncle; when my uncle 
moved, they all moved. But they bought some lots, and they 
all decided they were going to build houses. So they built 
houses, and my parents became homeowners, property owners, 
the first time in their life, 1937. It's also the first 
time in my life I lived in a house that had indoor 
plumbing. My parents, from that time forward, bought and 
sold houses. They built houses, made a profit; built a 
house, made a profit-- Came to California and did the same 
thing. My family's moved a lot because the economic base 
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was owning a home and selling it. A lot of people had done 
that, but my parents did that. And, as a result, I've 
never lived in one place very long. I've-- And In one 
house very long. I've moved— I've spent a lifetime of 
moving frequently. 

Alton-- During, also, during this period of time, my 
father, I said he apprenticed out to the German tool and 
diemaker. Alton was a town that had a great deal of 
European mix. There were a lot of eastern--a lot of 
Germans and a lot of Eastern Europeans in Alton. I think 
that one of the tragedies, as I see it today, is that those 
old Europeans wanted their kids to be American. And 
therefore, they forbade them to speak the native tongue. 
And I think that's a tragedy, you know. A lot of the kids 
knew the native tongue because they'd heard their parents 
speak it. But they were forbidden in their home from 
speaking German or Czech or Hungarian or Italian or 
whatever it was. 

But we all went to school together, and we were 
invited to each other's homes. I was in a lot of homes of 
people who were immigrants to America and their children 
were first generation, the people I went to school with. 
And one of the things I remember—a silly thing to 
remember--but one of the things that I remember is that 
almost universally, the meal consisted of white beans and 
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potatoes. Damn little meat, because there wasn't any money 
around, you know. It wasn't common to just those people, 
it was common to everybody. 

Alton also was a melting pot for southerners. Alton 
was one of the places where people came out of the South. 
And I guess maybe I'd better look back at some of the 
economic conditions. I said to you that my parents went to 
Paducah because the farms played out. Just simply— You 
know, the old days of having a dozen kids to run the 
farm. The farm wouldn't support a dozen kids anymore. So 
families started getting smaller, or the families started 
moving to the city. My father's family had a baseball 
team, for example. They played the Saint Louis Cardinals— 
SMITH: Oh, yeah? 

WATSON: —and they played the House of David baseball 
team. The Watson brothers: nine boys had their own 
baseball team. And as a result, people from Kentucky, 
where I was born, a lot of them moved to southern 
Illinois. There were a lot of them in Alton. And I knew 
them because they were Southern Baptist. We all went to 
Calvary Baptist Church, up in upper Alton. And they went 
there [Illinois] simply looking for some money. I mean, 
you know, on the farm, they had never seen a penny of 
money. I have a picture here—that thing you see up there 
is a batch of old family pictures that I've been gradually 
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acquiring since my parents died—I have a picture of my 
Uncle Cliff and a fellow named Oliver who was my mother's 
boyfriend at the time. My mother was, incidentally, 
sixteen when she was married, and barely seventeen when I 
was born, which [was the] custom in the South; they married 
early. Some time after World War I--I think it maybe had 
begun during World War I—eastern Kentucky, Hardin County, 
the coal mine country, had these bitter labor disputes. 
And the--the-- [snaps fingers] What the hell did they call 
them? The Pinkertons--
SMITH: Yes. 

WATSON: The Pinkertons representing the companies came 
down to western Kentucky to hire farm kids to go up to 
Hardin County to work. And my uncle, who had been really 
crippled with rheumatic fever, was nevertheless hired to go 
to Hardin County to work. And I've got a picture of him on 
the caboose of the train, the way they used to take the 
pictures, and this fellow Oliver in their best clothes 
going up to Hardin County to work. They paid their fare up 
there. They walked back because they got up there and 
found out they were hired as strikebreakers, and they 
wouldn't-- So they walked back to western Kentucky. Not 
that they had any great feeling about unions, but they just 
didn't feel that they should go up and take somebody else's 
job. I think it was a religious thing. They just thought 
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it was [an] un-Christian thing to do. He promised my 
mother a new silk dress if she'd take care of his hogs 
while he was up in eastern Kentucky working. But he didn't 
work, and therefore she didn't get a silk dress. But when 
he sold one of the hogs, he bought her a taffeta dress. 

I think the point I'm making is that there was just no 
money around in those days. People took their pig to town 
and they traded it for the necessities of life. A farmer 
in those days was constantly in debt to the store, and the 
store was in debt to the wholesaler. It was a-- Nobody 
ever saw any money. And that's the reason people went to 
Paducah and then to Alton. My grandfather Holmes, for 
example, thought a copper was a precious thing, a penny. 
It was just a sign of the times. This was the kind of 
economic climate we were in. We were in that Depression, 
we had an administration [Herbert Hoover] doing nothing 
about it and probably didn't know how to do anything about 
it. Same thing-- Same time, the land played out. We 
started getting the first of the Dustbowl that generated 
the great move westward which actually brought me west, 
finally. 

And you have these people who just really were 
striving to find something. And they wanted-- They had a 
few things in common: they were deeply and fundamentally 
religious. And that's true whether they were Catholic or 
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Protestant. I don't know about the Jews because we didn't 
know any Jews in those days. There were a couple of Jewish 
families in town, but we just, you know, in small 
communities, you don't see a lot of Jews. But the 
Catholics and the Protestants were deeply fundamentalist. 
Deeply conservative. Tied to the land, but all looking for 
a place to get some money. And they had this in common: 
that by god, their kids were going to be educated. A 
passion, their kids were going to be educated. And my 
parents, I am convinced, would have done anything to keep 
my brother and me in school. We went to school. We were 
always well dressed. I mean, Christ, you'd thought we were 
from the other side of town, not from the red-neck side. 
SMITH: Did your mother work? 
WATSON: My mother worked. 
SMITH: What kind of work did she do? 

WATSON: My mother worked wrapping fuse E's at Western 
Cartridge Company, part of the Olin Industries. She 
wrapped fuse E's for fifteen cents an hour. And my father 
worked. We worked. On weekends—not on Sunday, because we 
were not permitted to work. On Sunday, we went to church 
on Sunday morning, we went to prayer meeting Sunday night, 
and on Sunday afternoon we had one big meal of the day. 
But we did not work on Sunday. Maybe we would go off and 
picnic someplace, but there was no work on Sunday in my 
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family. Nor any of the people I know. And that's true 
whether they were, again, Catholic or Protestant. And the 
area where we lived was about half-and-half. The European, 
the Eastern European families were Catholic. Everybody 
else was Southern Baptist. The Methodist and the 
Presbyterians were over in mid-town, or on the other side 
of town. But that--

SMITH: Were there cultural conflicts between the 
southerners and the immigrants? Between the Catholic and 
Protestant? Differences of--? 

WATSON: Not on that side of town. On the other side of 
town, yeah. When you got down to mid-town where you had 
the old German and the old Irish, there were huge cultural 
differences. It was a-- You had this town here and this 
town here, and then the rich town on the other side of 
town. Alton, Illinois had more millionaires per capita 
than any city in the United States in those days. They had 
the Watkins fortune, the Levis fortune, the Western--the 
Olin fortunes from Western Cartridge Company. They had the 
Owens-Illinois Glass Company. You know, immense 
fortunes. And they lived in a place called Fairmont. 
Still looks good to me. When I was back last year, I drove 
up through Fairmont. Still fantastic. But all the houses-
-most of the houses in Fairmont are owned by doctors now. 
The Levis family-- Who's the big conservative gal-- [snaps 
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fingers] Why I go blank on her name? 
SMITH: Schlafly? 
WATSON: Schlafly. 
SMITH: Phyllis Schlafly? 

WATSON: Yeah. Phyllis. I dated her. She was part of the 
Levis family, and I dated her when I was in high school. 
She worked in the First National Bank that the family 
owned, where my uncle worked. And they had these immense 
homes out in Fairmont in Alton, Illinois. There was also a 
huge Catholic orphanage up in what we call North Alton, 
next to the Fairmont area, that I became acquainted with 
when I got to high school. 

SMITH: That period was a period of heavy trade union 
activity, organizing strikes--
WATSON: Yes. Maybe--

SMITH: What was your family's attitude? 
WATSON: Maybe I better talk about that. There was a 
fellow named Williams that I mentioned that came from 
Kentucky with us. And he wasn't an educated man. I mean, 
none of them had an education. Third grade, I guess, would 
be as much as they had. But he acquired a taxicab. He got 
a car and he converted it to a taxi. And then he was 
frugal, and good manager, and he got another taxi. And he 
had five taxicabs in 1937 when the "Little Steel Strike," 
formula strike took place. Laclede Steel was part of 
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that. 

And in southern Illinois there was a mob of gangsters 
called the Berger Gang. And they centered around 
Chautauqua where the racetrack area across the Mississippi 
River from Saint Louis. But they kind of-- This Domino's 
that operated the-- Dominick Tadero was his name; I've met 
him later when I went to work in a bank in Alton and I 
handled all his cash deposits. Nice people, but they were 
part of the gangsters. They had gambling, and they ran the 
girls. 

And we had a whorehouse in mid-town, a mile from us, 
on a street, oddly enough, called Cherry Street, 
[laughter] And they'd have the red light on at night, at 
the whorehouse. And us kids, we used to--you know, kids 
would, "Go take a look at the whores." Then I went to work 
in the Princess Theater, and every Sunday night the girls 
would be down coming in the theater and I'd sell them 
popcorn. And I was a good-looking kid and I even got 
invited. But I was too scared, you know. My grandmother 
would have killed me. [laughter] Where was I? 

The workers at Laclede went out on strike. And, you 
know, I don't know why it comes to mind, but it seems to me 
that they were making forty cents an hour. Stop and think 
that people were, in 1937, were making forty cents. And my 
mother had been making, up to that time, only fifteen cents 
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an hour. About that time she was up to thirty-five 

cents. And they went on strike. And the Berger Gang, or 

members of the Berger Gang--
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WATSON: --the Berger Gang was hired, according to all the 
stories, by the sheriff to conduct the strikebreakers. 
Now, the steel mill employed, in those days, whites. I 
grew up, till the time I was In high school, I never went 
to school with a black, either in Kentucky or in 
Illinois. I grew up, until I went to high school, in 
segregated schools. It was a thing which seemed perfectly 
natural to me. I'll talk about it a little more later. 
When the Little Steel Strike occurred, the steel companies 
went down to the South and they brought black workers up to 
work in the mill. You know, you don't— In the steel 
mills, you didn't need anything but a strong back. That's 
all you needed. And they hired Vorris Williams's cabs, 
among others, to take these black workers through the 
picket line. And he refused, not because they were black, 
but because he was a strong union man, by god. He wasn't 
going to go through that picket line. And the next day 
every cab of his had been rolled down the hill and 
destroyed. And that was the kind of-- And we were kids 
watching it. 

Years later, when I went to work in the assessor's 
office, and the second year I was in the office, in 1950, I 
was put in charge of the Santa Monica area. And there's a 
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big drive-in restaurant up around Thirtieth [Street] and 
Wilshire [Boulevard] in Santa Monica. And they were on 
strike carrying picket signs around. And I went in to make 
the assessment, and I had to cross the picket line. And 
the guy said, "You gonna give them business?" I said, 
"Well, I'm not going to give them business, but it wouldn't 
bother me to give them business. But I'm going in here to 
make the assessment." And the guy said, "Stick it to 
'em." And I said, "You know, you guys are really kind of 
chickenshit pickets." And he said, "Why's that?" You 
know, it was a semi-- It was a friendly conversation. I 
said, "Where I grew up, you wouldn't have been carrying 
picket signs; there wouldn't have been a window left in 
that drive-in there." [laughter] That's true. That's 
what-- I saw that as a kid. It was a bitter, nasty, mean— 
I think it somehow contributed later to the race riots that 
occurred in East Saint Louis. That blacks were brought up 
to go around as— 

SMITH: During the Second World War? 
WATSON: --strikebreakers. Pardon? 
SMITH: During the Second World War? 

WATSON: Yeah. Well, it happened— The first ones happened 
pre-World War [II]. It happened when I was In high school, 
and then the Second World War came. I'm convinced to this 
day that that contributed. That they were brought up and 
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whites were put out of the job as a result of it. And, you 
know, it was an economic thing. At least partly an 
economic thing. 

I think they had a good educational system in Alton. 
And I was mostly a good student, but I lost my way, my 
junior year I believe it was, in high school; almost 
quit. My parents had had difficulties for years, domestic 
difficulties. And they separated. My father was not a 
good manager. I won't--I don't want to talk about my 
parents' problems. But at least they separated, and I went 
to work. 

About the same time, I incurred the enmity of two 
teachers of school. And I've always felt that part of this 
was because of the change which was occurring in our 
society. Here were all these southerners— And the 
foreigners were called "hunkies." The Eastern Europeans as 
a group were called "hunkies." I don't care whether they 
were Italian or Czech or Bulgarian, Hungarian, or German. 
If they spoke English with an accent, they were a 
"hunky." And we were the red-necks that came up from the 
South. 

The teaching personnel in Alton High School, with one 
exception, were people who came out of the mid-town area: 
the old Irish, German area that had owned the town all 
those years. And now suddenly they don't own the town 
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anymore. Other people were electing people to office, and 
they were gradually coming in. It's a cycle which 
occurs. And somehow the kids get to be the victims of this 
strife. And there was a fellow named Ward Stallings. I — 
When you write this, just knock his name off. I don't even 
want to-- He taught geometry. Now, here I was a kid who 
had been a straight "A" student in every arithmetic course 
I'd ever— And he flunked me. And he just crushed me. And 
his sister--was named Ellen--we won't use this name either, 
but I know even, want to-- She taught Latin. And I had 
taken two semesters of Latin, straight "A," and she flunked 
me. It absolutely destroyed me. I lost all my confidence 
in myself and almost quit school. And I quit studying. I 
started going over to the library and reading Troas of 
Samothrace as an escape. And I also got a job. 

I got a job at the Princess Theater, which was in mid-
town, as an usher. I wanted some money, you know. So I 
worked the last two years I was in high school at the 
Princess Theater. Went up to head usher, and then I — The 
next-to-last year, my senior in high school, the summer, I 
went to work for Alton Banking and Trust Company as a clerk 
and— Keeping the savings—posting the savings accounts, 
which you did on a great old machine. God, I can still see 
that old machine. You put these ledger sheets in and 
posted the savings accounts to them. Very cumbersome. 
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I've always liked that kind— That's why I have this 
computer today, I think. I've always loved those kind of 
machines. And I also carried the bank interchange between 
Alton Banking and Trust and the First National Bank where 
my uncle worked. And I picked up the mail. And there were 
great adventures. I never knew what this mail would have 
in it. One time, I didn't know it, but I carried back a 
hundred thousand dollars in cash that had been sent from 
the Federal Reserve. [laughter] And I walked a mile down 
the street, carrying the mail bag, you know. It was that 
kind of a town. 

I was in Alton High School at a time of flux, when the 
people were coming together. It was no longer old-town or 
mid-town. It was the kids from north Alton were coming in, 
the kids from--not East Alton, that was a separate town— 
but the Milton High School area where we lived, or the 
Milton school area coming in--we all finally came 
together. The junior high school was seventh, eighth, and 
ninth grade and we came together in the tenth grade. And 
we started meeting people from other walks of life. And 
that's the first time that did it, really. I met mid-town 
Catholics. I can remember the first time I looked inside 
Saint Paul's Church in Alton, saw all these stations of the 
cross; I was horrified, you know. I had been reared that 
this was pagan, that you don't worship images. And here 
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are these Catholics with all these images. And you just 
started to meet all these other people. 

My job at the Princess helped, because I got— 
Princess was in mid-town, and I just got to meeting people 
from all over the mid-town area. They'd come in and-- It 
was a very broadening experience to me. It was a kind of 
education on Its own. But from that point forward in high 
school, I just kind of drifted. I won a role in the senior 
play. I won the co-starring role in the senior play and I 
enjoyed that very much. 
SMITH: What play was that? 
WATSON: Thirteenth Chair. 
SMITH: Which role did you play? 

WATSON: I was the father in The Thirteenth Chair. And the 
girl who played the lead role, the seer, the fortune teller 
who held the seances, was a girl named Martha Middleton. 
She lives out here now. And I had loved Martha for 
years. Oh, she was a-- Her father was on the school 
board. He was an eye, ear, nose, and throat man in 
Alton. And I just--I loved Martha, and I've always felt I 
was so far below her I would never ask her for a date, you 
know. I told her that years later, and she said, "You dumb 
mmph!" [laughter] I didn't really have a very good 
opinion of myself in those days, you know. Part of this, I 
think, a great deal of this came from the fact that I 
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really became a pariah with these two teachers. It had an 
enormous effect on me. 

SMITH: How did you parents feel about your going to work 
and your performance in school? 
WATSON: My parents were separated. 

SMITH: Yeah. Who were you living with at that time? 
WATSON: My mother had the house, and my father came to 
California. He left for California in 1940. And my father 
and I didn't get along in those years. I mean, I was— I 
have to say I had no relationship with my father at all 
until I was forty-two years old, forty-three years old. I 
had no meaningful kind of relationship with my father 
until— I had some after World War II, but it really didn't 
come into fruition until I was forty-three years old. And 
I was responsible for the house. My mother worked. She 
went to work at five in the morning. And I saw her on 
weekends because by the time she got home I'd be--would 
have finished school and gone to the Princess. And I would 
see her generally on Sunday. I quit going to church. I--
Somewhere down that—in that period of time I just decided 
that there were too many conflicts. There were too many 
unanswered questions, and I just quit going to church. 
SMITH: Did your family or grandmother try to--
WATSON: Yeah. 
SMITH: --reason with you? 
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WATSON: Yeah. 
SMITH: Talk to you about that? 
WATSON: She did, you know. But she didn't have the 
answers for me. I really think that the thing that 
triggered me away from the church and religion occurred 
during this period of m y — That's a very formative year in 
a person's life. I think that person at fifteen to 
seventeen is a time when you're shaping up to what's going 
to be a lot of your future. And we were at a family thing— 
it strikes me it was on a holiday; our family was always 
together at holidays. Still are, for that matter. We 
always-- One or the other house [unintelligible] on a 
holiday. And the question came up about "what's your 
concept of heaven?" And my uncle, one of my uncles, my 
mother's sister's brother said, "Well, in heaven there's 
just a lot of people there." 

And I said, "Don't you know anybody, Snow?" 

"No, you don't know anybody." 

And I remember saying to him, "Well, what good's 
heaven if you don't know anybody?" 

And I kind of mark that to myself as my beginning of 
disenchantment with religion. People tease me nowadays. 
When I go to Europe, I never miss a church. I have been 
through— As a matter of fact, when Margaret [M. Coffey], 
my second wife, and I went to Europe—just before she 
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died--I took, I guess, a thousand pictures of various 
churches because I had planned--we had planned to do a book 
together called "The Great Churches of Europe." I still 
got the-- I took a seventy-millimeter Hasselblad, seventy-
millimeter camera, just for the purposes of getting the 
detail of the interior of some of these churches that I 
wanted to do in "The Great Chur"-- And the book's never 
been done, by the way. And I still-- I think it's ripe for 
somebody to do. I'm too lazy. 

My father came to California. He became an expert 
machinist, tool and diemaker, moldmaker, patternmaker--
He'd do it all. He came to California-- 1939 is my 
recollection when he first came. Now, what happened is 
Owens-Illinois, for whom he worked—he worked in the mold 
shop, machine shop, mold shop. He was the highest--in the 
highest paid people at Owens-Illinois, the moldmakers. 

They opened a plant in Vernon in 1939 and they staffed 
it with people from all over the United States. Up the 
street from us was a German family named Hanai. And 
everybody in that family worked for Owens-Illinois. And 
that was a habit. Everybody— Steel mill, Owens-Illinois 
and so on. Except for the oil company: Shell Oil would 
not permit you to work there and a relative to work 
there. And they were-- The oil companies were in Wood 
River, which was just four or five miles away. It was 
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actually one continuous community, with some farms in 
between them. 

So one of the Hanais came to California, and he came 
back and said, "My god, you can't believe. Douglas 
[Aircraft Company] is paying $2.20 an hour for 
machinists." And the exodus began. 

SMITH: What were they paying at Alton? Forty cents an 
hour? 

WATSON: No, they were paying about a buck ten, buck 
fifteen by this time. You're talking about pretty high 
skilled workers. But in the summertime they were lucky to 
get three days work. There was a period about five months 
a year that was kind of the doldrums for the glass 
industry. And my dad wouldn1t work any more than three 
days a week. 

SMITH: Well, there are a couple of things I wanted to--
WATSON: Okay. 

SMITH: One, you were reading a lot. Did you have an 
interest in national-international affairs at that time? 
WATSON: Yeah. There was a book that went broke. It 
[Literary Digest] predicted Alf Landon was going to win the 
ele-- A magazine. 
SMITH: Mercury? 

WATSON: No. Always read the Saturday Evening Post. I'd 
go to the library-- We lived a couple of miles from the 
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library-- On Saturday afternoons as a boy, I would, even 
before I got into high school, I'd go into the library and 
I'd read one or two National Geographies. Always-- I think 
I read my way through ten years of Geographies. I can 
recall one time, this happened in Kentucky, and I was 
reading an article on Mussolini in this magazine. And the 
headline on the magazine was something about Gandhi, "Why I 
abstain from sex." And one of my uncles saw it and they 
gave me the needle on it. And I was terribly sensitive. 
You know, I just broke away. I wouldn't-- It crushed me. 
I was-- I had a terrible inferiority complex. I was easily 
crushed. Part of that came from the conflict which 
occurred in my-- The tug of the—on the older child 
between-- Whatever was available to read, I would read. My 
dad and some of his brothers said in later years: "Never 
could understand the goddamn kid." I mean, we'd go down 
and work on the farm. Come the break, I'd go read. I 
didn't care what It was, just something to read. 

And I do it today. I go up to Crown book stores as I 
did last week and I buy a dozen books. I poke around and 
buy a dozen books. I like to cook. I'll read their 
cookbooks sometimes. And I copy--they get mad at me once 
in a while, but they don't get too mad—because I copy the 
recipes. The guy says, "Why don't you buy the book?" I 
say, "I got the recipe I want. Why should I buy the 
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book?" [laughter] 
SMITH: Who are the politicians at the time that you looked 
up to, if any, when you were a teenager? 
WATSON: The only politician I knew was Franklin 
Roosevelt. Franklin Roosevelt was president during all the 
time I was growing up. [laughter] I got interested in the 
1940 presidential campaign. I think those— Nineteen-forty 
was the first year that high school kids got interested in 
campaigns. We had our own campaigns. And I didn't like 
Wendell Willkie, but my family was Republican. Now, I go 
back. My family was Republican, but they voted for 
Roosevelt first term. They voted for him the second time, 
but they didn't vote for him from there on out. But I 
didn't know that at the time. I thought my family had 
voted for Hoover and for Alf Landon. I knew about the '36 
campaign. I was carrying papers. And, if you're carrying 
papers, you read them. So I knew about the 1936 
campaign. And— But I first really got interested in it in 
1940, at high school. 

And then, meanwhile, I had met a politician. The 
fellow came in the Princess Theater to the movies on Monday 
night; was the state assemblyman. Was a huge man. He was 
the first guy that convinced me that--you know, other than 
my mother's side of the family who were Democrats—he 
convinced me that Democrats might be pretty good people. 
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He was Italian. He was a Democrat, a lawyer. And I think 
maybe he might have gotten me interested in politics. 

Although, also, about the same time, I really got 
acquainted with my paternal grandfather. I was the Holmes 
side of the family. I looked liked the Holmeses. My 
brother was a Watson. My brother's-- My father's family 
called us Pete and Gene. My mother's family called us Gene 
and Pete. 

SMITH: I don't get it. 

WATSON: The favorite [grandson] is always first. 
SMITH: Oh, I see. Right. 

WATSON: Generally the oldest's first. But, you know, the 
favorite is first, or the oldest. And every piece of 
correspond-- I got a lot of correspondence from my 
grandmother Watson. Always— All the pictures I got of 
hers. Pete and Gene. Pete and Gene doing this, Pete and 
Gene doing that. 

But I got acquainted for the first time with Tom 
Watson, my grandfather Watson who was a hell of a guy. I 
mean, he was a farmer who had read himself into an 
education (as people did in those days), became a county 
judge. He died in 1955, and I tell you, I have never seen 
a funeral like that in my life. They had the funeral 
services in the funeral hall across from the courthouse in 
Paducah. Now, my grandfather was a contemporary of Irvin 
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S. Cobb [1876-1944] and Alben [W.] Barkley [1877-1956]. 
Knew them both. Grew up with them. And when we left the 
funeral parlor to drive to the cemetery, which Is in 
Ledbetter [Kentucky], across the—Tennessee?—river. I 
guess it's the Tennessee. There are three--two rivers that 
come in there. I think it's Tennessee. The people were 
lined up on both sides of the road to say goodbye to Tom. 
And we got to the funeral--to the cemetery, and the farmers 
are out there--I get a little teary over it—farmers were 
out there dressed in their overalls and their white 
shirts. And [they] asked them to open the casket so they 
could see the judge. Great story? 

SMITH: Yeah. He'd been judge all his life, then? 
WATSON: He'd been judge four terms, I think. 

And my brother went back there later-- My brother 
worked for the Commerce Department, and later went out--
The Commerce Department was part of the-- When the feds 
started putting this money together to help local 
communities make improvements like waterworks and 
sewerworks and so on, my brother was part of that. And 
then he later laughed at me; he went with a company out in 
Fort Smith, Arkansas, to get federal grants. It was 
designed to put these applications together for cities. 

And my brother went down to Paducah. He joined a firm 
in Paducah. He left the foreign firm in Fort Smith. I 
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won't trace his history, but he was in Paducah in the 
sixties. And they were trying to put together an 
application for a grant for Livingston County, which is 
where Smithland is, where my grandfather lived. And the 
county board of supervisors were asked to make an 
evaluation as to how much money they can come up with to 
build these roads and this dam and these lakes and this 
power distribution project and so on. And this is in the 
sixties. After great study, they [the supervisors] allowed 
as they could come up with six hundred dollars. You know, 
true story. 

This is a kind o f — It was a farming community. And 
today, it has no industry. When we had the family reunion 
there last year, I drove up to Smithland. Now there're a 
lot of new homes up there, but there's no industry. Some 
of my dad's family graduated from high school. I was the 
first member of my family, on either side, to graduate from 
college. [tape recorder off] 

Dad came to California and went to work for Douglas 
[Aircraft Company]. And for the next couple of years, 
things kind of drifted. I kind of floated my way through 
the balance of high school. Mom continued working. Then 
about the time that I was— I finished high school, about 
the time I graduated, Mom decided to come to California. 
And I didn't want to leave Alton. I really felt that I had 
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an immediate job after I got out of high school in the 
bank. And they liked me, and they told me I had a job. I 
mean, for a kid to come out of high school with a job is 
pretty settling. So I wanted to stay there and-- But the 
family moved to California. My mother and my brother came 
out to join Dad in California. And I was left in Alton to 
kind of take care of the house, and so on. The house was 
put up for sale. 

And it was a kind of a drift period. I'd been 
drifting, I think, for a couple of years. My last couple 
of years in high school, just doing what I had to do to get 
by and sporadically getting bursts of energy and making 
good grades for a semester and then kind of forgetting 
it. But I think it's a fair analysis to say I drifted 
through the last couple of years through high school. And 
I did have this horrible inferiority complex. I really had 
been crushed by the experiences with the two teachers I 
mentioned. That didn't change until I got to Cedar City, 
Utah, a year later. 

Meanwhile, I had met the girl who had become my first 
wife [Betty Yvonne Tuetken]. We went together on and 
off. I met her in 1941. We went together on and off that 
fall and then broke up. And then finally the next year we 
got together. And it wasn't something that was an easy 
association. Her family was Catholic, and very devout 
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Catholic. And my family were Baptists. And neither cared 
a damn for the other, [laughter] to put it mildly. And her 
family resented her going with me, and my family resented 
me going with her. 
SMITH: Was she from Alton? 

WATSON: She lived in Alton. Her father was Paul 
Tuetken. Her father and I had a great relationship. He 
had been on the police force for a lot of years. The only 
thing Paul Tuetken ever wanted to be was the best cop in 
the world. And he tried his best to be the best cop in the 
world. My son, Phillip Clifton [Watson], who lives in 
Tatum, New Mexico, is a cop. And the only thing he ever 
wanted to be was a cop and the best cop in the world. Just 
exactly like his grandfather. But Paul Tuetken was from 
the old German farmers from up around a little town called 
Fidelity, Illinois. Fidelity's about—isn't even as big as 
the UCLA campus, for heaven's sake. As big as the UCLA 
campus was when I went to UCLA. And Paul became a 
policeman. And he left the Lutheran church and became a 
Catholic when Betty, my first wife, was a child; she was 
seriously ill. And he said he told me he made a promise to 
God that if Betty recovered he'd become a Catholic. And 
she did and he did, and he was the best Catholic in the 
family. Never missed church. He was the night lieutenant 
on the police force. Fine guy. We got along famously. 
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But our families didn't want us to think about 
marriage. And nature intervened, and suddenly their 
families wanted us to get married. And that crushed me. 
They came to California, we got married, and something less 
than the ordinary gestation period later our son was 
born. And all of that contributed in my terrible 
inferiority complex. 

I went to work at Lockheed [Corporation] and, again, 
kind of drifted for a few months. I broke my leg. I 
wanted to go into service, but I broke my leg and I 
couldn't go in until my leg healed. And in May, nineteen— 
SMITH: You were here in California— 
WATSON: Here in California. We were— 
SMITH: —when Pearl Harbor happened? 
WATSON: Pardon me? 

SMITH: You were here in California when Pearl Harbor 
happened? 

WATSON: No, I was in Illinois when Pearl Harbor hit. I 
was a senior in high school. And it was snowing. I was in 
the theater. I can even tell you the picture that was 
playing at the time the news of Pearl Harbor came over. It 
was a picture called The Boys from Syracuse because Joe 
Penner— Was a take-off on Shakespeare's— 
SMITH: Comedy of Errors. 

WATSON: Comedy of Errors, yeah. And that picture was 
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playing, the news came. And I worked-- I got off at nine 
o'clock on Sunday night. I didn't close the theater on 
Sunday night. And a bunch of the fellows from high school 
just gathered. Some of them had been at the show. Some of 
them came down, and we met at a drive-in [at] which kids 
met in those days. And we decided to enlist the next 
morning. 

So the next morning we skipped school. We played 
hooky, as the phrase goes. We went to Saint Louis to the 
army recruiting office and it was snowing. And we got in 
line. And finally after, oh, I think sometime close to 
noon, this big, great big raw-bone sargeant--that guy 
looked to me like he was fourteen feet, nine inches 
[tall]--came down a line saying, "How old are you? How old 
are you?" And he got to our group and "How old are you?" 
And I don't know whether it was me or one of the other guys 
said, "We're nineteen." He said, "The shit you're 
nineteen! Get the hell out of my line! We don't want any 
goddamn babies! We want men in this war!" and he kicked us 
out of line. We were crushed. We all wanted-- We had 
visions of saving our country. That war was the last war 
that was--had the fervor, patriotic fervor. I don't know 
whether we'll ever have a war with patriotic fervor 
anymore. But that was the last war-- People rushed to 
join. People wanted to save their country. 
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SMITH: So you were at Lockheed and--? 

WATSON: I went to work for Lockheed, in the mail room. I 
had plans-- And the way my parents got me to come to 
California—in addition [laughter] to the other ideas in my 
head--I wanted to be a doctor. And they told me that UCLA— 
I was always fascinated with UCLA—and they told me UCLA 
was starting a medical school. And I came out. Well, I 
came out and I went to UCLA. And I found out that they had 
plans for medical school, but not then, later. So I went 
to work for Lockheed, and, really, I just was marking time 
until I got in service. 

And then I broke my leg, and that took a delay. But 
the minute—the minute my—the broken leg got some meat 
back on i t — In those days, if you broke a leg they put it 
in a heavy cast with what they call a walking iron on it. 
And the muscles atrophied. When they took the cast off, my 
leg was about the size of a toothpick, you know. So I had 
to go out and run to build my leg back up again. The 
second running experience of my life. 

And in May, 1943, I went in the service in Camp Kerns, 
Utah. 
SMITH: What did your wife think of you going into the 
service? 

WATSON: Where did she go? 

SMITH: No, what did she think, and where did she go? 
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WATSON: Well, she was living with my parents. And my 
parents loved our son. He was born at Cedars of Lebanon 
Hospital. And my parents just loved that kid. He was the 
apple of their eye. 

And I believe that the feelings of everybody in the 
family was that I was the age and I had to go. It may have 
been [that I] was just resigned to it. I don't know what 
the feel— We didn't discuss it. It wasn't an issue. It 
was something that was a duty and was going to be 
performed. I think that's the best way to put it. It was 
never discussed in any other terms and I never heard a word 
of objection. My father-in-law wrote me a letter and said, 
"I'm proud that you're going in the air corps." And when 
he wrote a letter, man, it was a letter. It was like Saint 
Paul's Apostle to the Corinthians. It went a long way; he 
told you all the news. 

I went in service at Camp Kerns, and then I had, 
really, I think one of the important breaks of my life. In 
the aviation cadet program in World War II, if you didn't 
have two years of college-- You could get in aviation 
cadets without two years of college, but you had to [take] 
a test called AC 20. Tough test. And I scored very high 
on it. I didn't know it at the time because I cringed at 
everything. I scored 156 on the AGCT, and I'm way up there 
on the top one-tenth of one percent. But nobody told me 
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that. And I had no confidence in myself and I was actually 
ashamed of myself. I [had] committed a sin and I got 
caught. But I got to Cedar City and there were a couple of 
teachers there--a woman who taught geography who took a 
special interest in me and convinced me I wasn't a 
dunderhead and I wasn't a failure and I had a lot on the 
ball and I better go out and develop it. And she turned my 
entire life around. 
SMITH: What was her name? 

WATSON: Schoenenberg. She came from the L.A. school 
system. I tried to find her after the war, but apparently 
she died during the war. But one person turned my whole 
life around. I'm not kidding you. She-- Suddenly, I-- You 
know, she set me down, she explained what AGCT scores were, 
what AC 20 scores were. She told me I was capable of doing 
something. And it really did-- From that point forward, I 
started to move. I started t o — I really felt that I could 
do something, and I started to make something of my 
capabilities. You know, I had setbacks and I had relapses 
that occurred, but that's— 

And I told my wife— I didn't mention that for 
years. And we were going u p — We like to camp, Nancy and 
I've gone camping all over the western United States. And 
we're driving up [Interstate] 15 one day and we went 
through Cedar City. And I said, "You know, this place 
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changed my life, the two months I spent in college here." 
I was number one in the class there. I was number one at 
Santa Ana. I was number one at flying school. You know, 
just suddenly from being ashamed of myself-- Of course, 
that didn't go away for years. I mean, you had that 
terrible guilt complex because of my upbringing, really. 
SMITH: Even though you weren't a religious person? 
WATSON: No, but you never get away from it. The only time 
I've been back to church for any period of time, since I've 
left the church when I was in high school, is when my kids 
were growing up. I felt that they needed some religious 
training that they weren't getting. And so I talked to 
Betty, my first wife. And she was hardcase Catholic. And 
the older we got, the more hardcase she got about it. But 
I said, "I'll make you a deal." And of course, I got to be 
hardcase the other way: "The kids are not going to 
Catholic school and so on and get hard-headed, the kids are 
hurt by that." We finally made a deal that we join the 
Episcopal church. 

And for a period of four, five, six, seven, maybe 
eight years I belonged to Saint Mary's Episcopal Church in 
Palms. The priest was a man named Arthur Wilson and he and 
I became very close. As a matter of fact, I think it's 
fair to say that for a five, six year period the two of us 
kind of kept the church going. It's a very small church. 
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It was a parish when he took it over. And he actually 
forced me to do the business part of the church affairs and 
he did the saving of the souls, so to speak. Even today, I 
have some fun with it. Since I left the assessor's 
office—I've gone back in the consulting business--I've 
represented a couple of churches in tax matters. One is 
Gene Scott. The television— 
SMITH: Oh, yeah. In Glendale— 

WATSON: And he and I were both born in August 14, two 
years apart. But I-- And, you know, he's a brilliant 
guy. He's got a Ph.D. from Stanford. But he had some tax 
problems, and his attorneys and I discussed it. And I met 
with him and I used the line on him that I represent 
Melodyland Church down in Orange County. And I used the 
same line on that preacher. I just pat him on the knee and 
say, "I'll take care of the philistines, you take care of 
the word of God." [laughter] 

But that was kind of the relationship at Saint 
Mary's. And I enjoyed the years at Saint Mary's. I was a 
warden in the church for most of those years. When Father 
Wilson became ill and was transferred— Well, I guess I 
might as well level that he didn't become ill. What he did 
was to have an affair with a lady in the church. And her 
husband got upset about it. And so they transferred Arthur 
Wilson from Saint Mary's out to a little parish in 
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Malibu. And it kind of changed his life around. 

His wife divorced him. And I got him in the 
California Veteran's Home In Yountville. I was on the 
American Legion [National] Rehabilitation Commission. And 
I-- Of course, part of our responsibility was those 
things. And that's when I was just moving into politics. 
And so I called my friends in Yountville and got Father 
Wilson admitted. And, you know, by George, within a year 
he had organized an Episcopal church In Yountville and he 
was having services. They didn't have a-- They didn't have 
a priest or a minister or a rabbi up there, and suddenly 
ol' Arthur Wilson's having services for everybody. And 
until cancer killed him a dozen years later, he was the guy 
up there— You know, people are successes. I don't give a 
damn where they are. He was a success in Saint Mary's. 
But his problem was-- He was a womanizer. And he always 
got in trouble with a woman. 

Well, and he was the first person that I was able to 
go to and do a confession about the fact that I had to get 
married, you know. The first person who—that I was able 
to talk to about it. He gave some understanding on it. 
And I cannot tell you how deeply that affected me, you 
know. It was-- I mean, it's not something you did in those 
days. The world has changed. That's been my only 
religious reference experience in my life. And I hadn't 
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been to church in more than twenty years. I've been to a 
lot of churches, but I haven't been to a church ceremony as 
a participant. I've been there as an observer, but only as 
an observer. 

I had a great experience in Victory Baptist Church 
when I was campaigning for assessor the first time, and I 
might as well digress with this story. I've said to you 
we're a product of what we were raised to be, what we grew 
up with. In 1962, when I was campaigning for assessor, 
there were no--were not then, and I don't believe they are 
now, although there may be—but there were not then in 
existence any forums for a political candidate to speak to 
black people except at churches. They didn't have service 
clubs, they didn't have community associations. But you 
could speak to them in a church. 

My friend Reverend [H. H.] Brookins, who supported me 
in '62, [who] is in the paper this morning on this get-rid-
of-the-investments-in-South Africa, which I think is 
insane--he supported— I made it a point-- I had a black 
secretary named Toni Baptlste, wonderful person. God, she 
was smart. Alley-rat smart. She just knew it. And we 
spent-- And a guy named Clyde Broadnax, great big-- I 
always called him Kingfish. He was a huge man, coal 
black. Republican. I think he was the only Republican on 
Central Avenue. Go in his office—he's a realtor—and in 
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all his offices he had pictures of himself with every 
Republican alive. You know: [Richard M.] Nixon, [William 
F.] Knowland, [Goodwin J.] Knight--all of them. And he was 
supporting my campaign. 

Well, they got me into Victory Baptist Church on 
Mothers' Day, 1962. And rule was that you bought your 
time. You paid for your time. So my campaign manager gave 
me an envelope with thirty dollars in it. And the 
minister's name was Reverend Peters. He was a great guy. 
And I got in this Baptist church on Mothers' Day Sunday 
with my thirty dollars in an envelope, and my campaign 
manager had said, "Don't give them money until you got the 
pulpit." I said, "Why?" He said, "If you give the money, 
you won't get the pulpit. So wait till you get the 
pulpit." 

I get into Victory Baptist Church on Mother's Day. 
They've got a choir here, a chorale there, an organ there, 
an organ there, a piano there. Man, it's a show. I mean, 
it's a religious service like the Pentecostal meetings I 
went to as a kid when people rolled in the sawdust. And 
I've been to those. That was the kind of religion I was 
raised in. Go to the Pentecostal, the tent meetings. This 
thing was out of my boyhood, a tent meeting. And I knew 
it. And I was struck absolutely dumb. 

I began to perspire profusely, dropping in drips. 
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And, of course, the place was hot anyway. And we had a 
little preaching, and a little music, and a little 
singing. And I had some notes prepared. And I knew, I 
knew instinctively that the notes were wrong. And I don't 
know what I'm going to say. And Peters is saying to me in 
his [inaudible], "Well, now, Brother Watson, you got the 
envelope for me here?" And I said, "Yes, sir. I have the 
envelope." And I was also struck with a fear. I'm from 
the South, and I lived for a period of—my formative years 
in the South. And if I go back to the South, I will speak 
a southern accent [snaps fingers] just like that. I say, 
"I become a mush-mouth in seconds." And I knew that if I 
spoke Southern to that black crowd, I was going to be 
crucified, that I'd lose every vote in the house, if not 
physically thrown out of the place. And that scared me. 

And finally, we started to negotiate-- Peters and I 
started to negotiate for time. "Well, I know you got 
fifteen minutes, Brother Watson, but you think you could do 
it in five?" 

"I don't think so." 

"Well, you know, I know, Brother Watson. But, you 
know, we [are] running awful late. This [is] Mother's 
Day. And you think you can do it in one?" 

I finally realized it didn't make any difference what 
we--
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WATSON: --so I gave him [Reverend Peters] the envelope. 
And we had one more choral number and an organ number. And 
then he introduces me. And I was sitting there while he 
was introducing me saying [to myself], "What's he making 
all this issue of time for? I'm his oldest friend in the 
world." It took him— I thought it took a half an hour to 
introduce me. But I — 

"Brother Watson's been here. We've been friends--" 
All this. 

And the minute he said, "I want to present Brother 
Philip Watson," I went dumb. I couldn't think of a — I'm 
walking ten feet up to that pulpit, and I thought, "What am 
I going to say?" And I looked at a stained glass window as 
I got to the pulpit, and an inspiration came out of my 
boyhood. 

And my speech went like this: "You may wonder what a 
candidate for county assessor is doing in your church on 
Mother's Day." And the heads nod. Thirteen hundred people 
in that audience, and their heads nod, up and down. I 
said, "Well, I'll tell you why. Because you think of 
assessor, you think of home. And when you think of home, 
you think of mother. And thirteen hundred people said 
"Amen." And now I'm off. And I said, "After all, I think 
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it's proper to be in a church on Mother's Day, because you 
got a picture of Saint Matthew up in your window. And keep 
in mind that Saint Matthew was a tax collector." "Amen." 
I talked a minute or so more, and left. And they applauded 
for five minutes. But if my grandmother [Catherine Holmes] 
hadn't taught me to read out of the Bible, how would I have 
known that Saint Matthew was a tax collector? [laughter] 

Also, as long as we're on that interesting little 
occurrence-- I showed you that picture, my campaign picture 
in 1962. I had a crew cut. When I am not heavy, I have 
a--really, a kind of a square face with high cheek bones. 
And I had a friend in the American Legion named Bob 
[Robert] Bentine. When I started to run, he said-- He was 
a printer in Hollywood. Mostly made or showed pornographic 
films to stag shows, but he was also a printer. See what 
people do for a living? [laughter] And he said, "Bring 
your paper up and I'll print your literature for you." So 
we got some very good quality paper and we prepared this 
literature. 

And every candidate in those days started out with 
red, white, and blue. It's a mistake, but that's the way 
you started out. So we gave this and to print it Bob in 
red, white, and blue. Well, ol' Bob got started, but he 
got drunk and he forgot the red. So the literature came 
out blue on white paper, and kind of dark. And I looked 
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Negroid. And I didn't pay any attention to it. 

But I had a chairman out in Glendale, a realtor, and 
we gave him about two thousand pieces of this literature. 
And he brought it back in about a week later and he sat 
down and he said, "Don't you have some more literature?" 
And I said, "Why?" He said, "I can't distribute this in 
Glendale." I said, "Why?" He finally said, "Well, Jesus, 
Phil-- You look black in that picture. You look like a 
mulatto in that picture." I looked at it, Toni looked at 
it, and she said, "By God, you're right." She took it--
And we had 150,000 pieces of that and another 100,000 at 
the printers. And she took it and put it in the cabinet. 
And we got more literature made. 

Clyde Broadnax came in couple of months later and he 
wanted some literature. I gave him all this new 
literature. He said, "I don't want that stuff." I said, 
"Clyde, that's what we're using." He said, "Don't you have 
anymore of that good stuff?" I said, "What's the good 
stuff?" He said, "Phil, you know what the good stuff 
is." And I said, "No, no,--" Toni says, "Mr. Watson, I 
know what the good stuff is." And Clyde said, "You know, 
it makes you look like us." 

Thirteen hundred people at Victory Baptist Church had 
a piece of that literature [which] came out of Glendale. I 
won the black communities; [the] only Republican--you can 
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look it up—I am the only Republican to ever win the black 
communities in this county. And against the newspaper 
endorsement who endorsed the other guy, my opponent. But 
that picture— A lot of people thought I was black. And 
Kenny [Kenneth] Hahn came to me after the election when I 
was up going through the transition. And he said, "How 
come people think you're black?" He said, "I've known you 
since 1952 and I know you're not black." I said, "Jesus, 
Kenny; I don't know." I knew perfectly well what I'd 
done. Billy Mills, I used to be on platforms with Billy. 
Billy would kind of laugh about it, the picture. "How'd 
you manage?" I said, "I don't know." But, you know, it's 
just one of those freaks. The guy misprinted the damn 
thing, and that's the way it came out. 

Okay, where do we go from here? Where were we? 
SMITH: I'd like to get a little bit on your war service. 
WATSON: I went through CTD at Cedar City. As I say, it 
changed my life. I went through Santa Ana, to 
classification center. I was one of the few at Santa Ana 
that was given the option. I scored-- They rated 
everything on a scale of ten. And I scored ten on pilot 
aptitude, and I scored ten on navigator aptitude. I did 
not score all that well on bombardier aptitude because I am 
not that mechanically inclined. (I am a klutz when It 
comes to mechanics; you know, it takes me fifteen nails to 
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hang a picture.) I turned down the navigator. Actually, 
they pressured [me] a little bit because they wanted 
navigators more at that stage of the war [more] than they 
wanted pilots. 

Went out to Thunderbird and--Thunderbird II in 
Scottsdale, Arizona. Went to Mirada. Went to advanced 
school at-- Thunderbird was primary, Mirada was basic, 
advanced school was Martha, Texas. And when I graduated, I 
was-- Twelve of us, the top twelve in a class were assigned 
to B-17 school. It was a class that got the dregs of the 
assignments, really. I think—well, I don't think, I know--
we twelve were the only ones in the class that got any kind 
of a decent assignment. None of us wanted four-engine. We 
all wanted P-38 or one of the twin-engine airplanes like 
the A-26. But we got B-17's. And I did well at B-17 
school. Then I went to Florida, and I was at transition 
school at MacDill [Air Force Base]. And then I was 
transferred to the coastal patrol service at Drew Field. 
And I served there— I was in Florida eleven months, ten 
months. And at the end of the war, our patrol group was 
converted to an air-sea rescue group. 

And I ended up my military career in Biloxi, 
Mississippi. We were supposed to be flying those Higgins 
boats. And early November, mid-November, [an] order came 
through declaring all B-17 pilots surplus. And we were 
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called into a meeting and given an option of either signing 
on for a duration of the emergency plus six months. The 
original was the duration of the war plus six months. And 
we were given the option of signing on for duration of the 
emergency plus six months and/or taking a discharge. And a 
lot of us, particularly those in my position, gave serious 
consideration to staying in service. 

But we asked questions: If we stay in service will we 
be able to finish our education? Will we be able to go to 
college? I wanted to go to college. I really felt that 
there was no future for a person unless they had a college 
degree. I would, you know-- Let's put it the other way: 
that your future was going to be extremely limited unless 
you got a college degree. And they couldn't give us any 
answers. And we sat there until almost midnight. I can 
remember it--at the bachelor officers' headquarters in 
Biloxi--before we made our decision. And all except three 
left. Three stayed over. All three were co-pilots, and 
they stayed over. I was discharged. I came back--

I was discharged in Scott Field, Illinois. Betty 
[Yvonne Tuetken] and I had a huge fight and I came to 
California. I went over to Saint Louis and hitchhiked a 
ride on a DC--as a copilot on a DC-3. I put my uniform 
back on and hitchhiked a ride to Las Vegas and then got 
from Las Vegas to--which was just pueblo in those days--got 
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from Las Vegas to Culver City where my parents then 
lived. And then I drifted. 

My Uncle Bert [Watsorr]-; my^dad^s^ youngest brother, got 
out of the service the same time and we joined the 52-20 
Club. You know what that Is? 
SMITH: No. 

WATSON: It was a veteran's benefit. It enabled a veteran 
to get unemployment [compensation] for fifty-two weeks, 
twenty dollars a week for fifty-two weeks. And we had to 
go up to the unemployment office and apply for it. And 
that's what we did. Join the 52-20 Club. I did that for 
two or three weeks and I couldn't stand it. 

I go back to my boyhood again: WPA [Works Progress 
Administration] workers in Alton, Illinois—where we then 
lived, during that WPA years—were looked upon as charity 
takers. As beggars on the street. As charity takers. And 
the dam was a WPA project. I mean, you know, WPA was one 
of the finest things that ever happened to this country. 
We built dams; we built golf courses; we built, planted— 
Do you know that WPA planted fifty million trees? Saved 
[the] middle United States from soil erosion. But these 
people were not just lazy loafers; they were no-good-
niks. They were on charity. And you didn't go on 
charity. It just was not-- You didn't do that. I mean, 
you had to work. You go to the church and the church will 
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find you something to do and feed you. But you didn't do 
that [go on charity]. And I was humiliated by going up to 
the unemployment office and getting my twenty dollars. 
They didn't mail it to you; you had to go up and get it. 
You had to go in for an interview. And I couldn't take 
that charity. 

So I got a job in Santa Monica, in a machine shop. 
I'm now twenty, twenty-one years old and I thought my 
thoughts of being a doctor are gone by the board because 
I'll be thirty-five before, and all. I didn't know what I 
wanted to do. And I got a job in this machine shop working 
for a guy named Vic Singleton and it marked another 
milestone in my life. And I worked on that swing shift 
from four to midnight. And my uncle would meet me at 
midnight out in Culver City, [in] a saloon across from 
MGM. We'd have a couple of beers and we'd go. 

Between-- Before that happened, my parents wanted me 
to go get Betty and Butch [Phillip Clifton Watson], the 
boy. They loved Butch and they wanted Butch out here, in 
California. So finally Dad [Duke Phillip Watson] said, 
"Take my car and go back and get Butch." And I went down--
You could go down to an agency downtown and get passengers 
and they'd pay you money to transport them across 
country. And I went down to this agency and they didn't 
have anybody. But they said to me, "We got a load of 
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coal." I said, "What's a load of coal?" "Black sailors 
[who] want to go back to Oklahoma and Saint Louis." I 
said, "Fine," you know. 

So I had four sailors, recent retired black. And we 
left Los Angeles. We started driving, got up on [Route] 
66, and we stopped in Flagstaff, Arizona, late at night. 
We went into a restaurant to get something to eat. All 
ordered bacon and eggs and they wouldn't serve the 
blacks. First time in my life I've run into this 
situation. I was sitting there eating and they don't have 
their breakfast. And I said to them, "Why aren't you 
eating?" And then finally one of them said, "Mr. Watson, 
they're not going to serve niggers in here." And I shoved 
my plate back and said, "Let's go." They said, "Finish 
your breakfast." I said, "Let's go." Well, the guy came 
out and wanted his money. I said, "Breakfast is still 
there; take the breakfast." And, you know, I've told this 
story a few times, and people have trouble believing that I 
could spend a portion of my life in the South and not see 
it, or in Alton, Illinois, and not see it. Because schools 
were segregated in Alton. But it's a first time in my life 
I had really seen that kind of blatant, rude, raw 
discrimination. And I was hurt by it. 

At any rate I went back—came back to Alton, and Betty 
and I agreed on a divorce. And we went to an attorney in 
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Alton, and I signed divorce papers and came back to 
California.* 

And then I went to work for Vic Singleton. And 
sometime in February of 1946--January or February '46--got 
to be around ten o'clock at night and [the] shift ended at 
midnight. And I'm working on a mill. Vic's equipment was 
all old equipment and he didn't have an automatic oiler on 
it. And so the oil, the stock, to keep it from burning, to 
keep this tool from burning, you'd take a keep oil in a 
coffee can and use a paint brush. You'd just dip it in the 
oil and keep coating your piece or your tool with the oil 
to keep it from burning. And a burr came off. And this 
burr would come off and cut your hand. And I looked at my 
hands and the rivulets of blood running down--the black oil 
covered the hands--but the rivulets of blood. And I 
reached over and turned the machine off. And I started 
cleaning up. 

And Vic Singleton came over and said, "Why'd you shut 
the machine down, Phil?" And I said, "You know, Vic, if I 
keep doing this, I'm going to do it all my life. And I've 
seen too many mill hands in my life and I'm not going to do 
it. I'm going to go back to school. I'm going to go to 
UCLA and see if I can get in tomorrow morning." And he 
said, "Okay, kid. Why don't you not quit your job? You 
may need some money. Why don't you just stay here until 
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you get things lined up. Come on in." He said, "We 
understand. You go to school and you work four hours a 
night or eight hours a night or what you want to do." And 
I did. 

I went out to UCLA the next day and I just hit the 
entry period. And I had a transcript. Why I had gotten a 
transcript, I don't know. But I entered UCLA the next 
day. But this guy kept me on. During the first semester I 
was at UCLA, I worked there either four or eight hours a 
night and I got, you know, a little dough in reserve. 
SMITH: And you were living with your parents? 
WATSON: Yeah, I was living with my parents. And somewhere 
down the line my parents and Betty's parents got together 
and they shipped Betty back out to California and we got 
back together for another, what, fifteen years, sixteen 
years, something like that. 
SMITH: What did you study at UCLA? 

WATSON: I studied accounting and economics. My Uncle 
Cliff [Warren Clifford Holmes] persuaded me that I should 
be a CPA, and on the side he had mentioned maybe a 
lawyer. And I had been influenced by this Italian 
assemblyman and I had thought a little bit about law. But 
my problem was I was married, [I] had a child, and I wanted 
to get out of school as fast as I could get out. So, if 
you look my record up, I doubled up courses. And I started 
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UCLA in March 1946 and I graduated June '48. But I just 
did everything to get out. I later thought about going 
back into law school, and I finally did go back to law 
school at Loyola [Marymount University]. But I didn't stay 
because other changes occurred in my life that put that on 
the back burner. 

SMITH: Are there any teachers you had at UCLA that you 
recall that had—? 

WATSON: Only one that I-- Well, there're two. I drove 
them crazy. I drove one of them crazy. There was a guy 
who taught--I don't know his name—there's a guy named 
Carson who taught cost accounting and I didn't think he was 
a very good teacher. And I also took some accounting 
courses from [Wilbert E.] Karrenbrock, and one from, and a 
tax course, from Simon [Harry Simons]. But, no, I really 
was not influenced by teachers at UCLA. I was influenced 
by Ducky [Elvin D.] Drake. Ducky Drake had some influence 
on my life, both then and later. 
SMITH: How so? 

WATSON: I had to take two physical training courses 
because of my age. Most veterans were exempted from them, 
but I had to take them because of my age, as I recall. And 
I met Ducky in those physical training courses. And he 
tried to persuade me to go out for some varsity sports. 
And I went to Bert LaBrucherie and I asked for, to try on 
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the football team. And he threw me out because I couldn't 
produce any All-American high school credentials. They had 
so many high school All-Americans at UCLA after the war, 
that if you didn't have a high school All-American, they 
didn't want you, or All-State, Ail-American, or something 
like that. He wouldn't even give me a uniform. But Ducky 
put me on softball teams, baseball teams. And I 
participated a lot, as much as I could. 

But I worked all the way through UCLA. So I got a 
real estate license and I sold real estate. And my goal 
was to get the degree, get my sheepskin and get out into 
the world and start— And I really hadn't-- I don't think I 
had thought it through very well. My goal was to get out 
of school with a degree. I made up my mind before 
graduating that I didn't really want to be a CPA, that that 
wasn't my cup of tea. I thought an accounting basis was 
fine, but I'd go into something else. And I was recruited 
by an oil company in Corsicana, Texas, on campus. And I 
also had the idea in those days I was not going to live in 
California. I was a Midwesterner. I wanted to go back to 
the Middle West. So when I graduated, I had a car and I 
had a little bit of furniture. I had two kids. And I 
bought a trailer for fifteen dollars [laughs] and fixed it 
up and loaded my kids. And my wife and my kids and our 
household's possessions in the car and the trailer and we 
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took off for Corsicana, Texas. 

And it took me, I think, four days to drive it. I had 
a very bad radiator— I traded that Chevy in on a '38 
Oldsmobile, which had gone around twice when I got it. And 
the radiator kept going out, and so I had to stop and get 
the radiator blown out. I stopped twice in Arizona; once 
in Las Cruces, New Mexico. It took me half a day to make 
it over the Morgan Pass out of Las Cruces, New Mexico. And 
it ended up—didn't end up--I got to Corsicana, Texas, and 
I took one look at Corsicana and I said, "Goodbye; I'm not 
going to live in Corsicana, Texas." 

So when I went up to Alton, I went [in] with my in-
laws. And I was hired by Proctor and Gamble. I went— I 
saw an ad in a paper for accountants at Proctor and 
Gamble. And they didn't want accountants at all; they 
wanted salesmen. Proctor and Gamble only hired college 
graduates. And they wanted— They hired a lot of college 
graduates with accounting degrees and put them on the road 
selling soap. And they had a route to call on all the 
little merchants. And I went out on the road in August, 
September 1946, selling soap. And first month I was out I 
set a new record selling soap. 
SMITH: Who did you sell it to? The stores? 
WATSON: You'd sell it to the stores. And what you did, 
you would go in and you'd make up their display for them 
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and stack the soap. And then you'd talk them into buying 
as much as you can talk. And you ran into a lot of 
resentment. Some of these--

One guy out in a little town of Bennelle, Illinois, 
kept needling me all the time [I was] putting this 
[display] up: "It takes a college degree to do that?" 
What happened is, that during the Depression he went to 
Proctor and Gamble and answered an ad for a janitor and 
they wouldn't hire him because he didn't have a college 
degree. Man, and he was really bitter about it. He poured 
it into me pretty hard. But I-- Every time he'd pour it 
into me I'd write him up for some more soap. And you were 
supposed to get a bonus if you exceeded your quota by so 
much. But what they did was to say, "Well, that territory 
hadn't been served," and they changed my quota. And I quit 
on the spot. I shouldn't have done that, but I did. 

The same day I quit Proctor and Gamble I got a call 
from the real estate people that I had worked for in Culver 
City, offering me a full partnership if I'd come back to 
California. So I packed up my-- First thing I did, I had 
to rebuild my--the engine of my car. So Betty's uncle and 
I spent the next week rebuilding the engine of the car. 
And we rebuilt the engine of the car and I loaded the car 
up and drove back to California, only to find, when I got 
here, that there was a real estate depression on. Nobody 
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was selling anything. [tape turned off] 
SMITH: Well, I thought we'd pick up again with your 

campaign in '62. 
WATSON: '62 campaign. Okay. 
SMITH: Right, your first campaign. I was given to 
understand by some of the people I've talked to that you 
paid for that—your campaign—primarily out of the proceeds 
of--

WATSON: Yeah, I paid for most of it. The campaign, total 
campaign contributions from August of '61 to November of 
'61-- Let me start over. The total campaign contributions 
from August of 1961 to November of 1962 were about, in 
round numbers, about $40,000. Over half of that money was 
mine. And I'm not counting in that [amount] money I spent 
on automobiles. I drove 38,000 miles inside Los Angeles 
County, or was driven in my car. And I had a campaign 
headquarters that for a period of time I kept my business 
going and I paid for the office and all the office expenses 
and so on. And actually, until March 1962, I paid all of 
the office expenses. And sometime in late summer or early 
fall 1962, the campaign manager, Bill [William B.] Ross, 
jumped the people who were backing it and said, "We have to 
have some money." So four or five of them got a loan from 
Union Bank of five thousand bucks. And then the same group 
guaranteed billboards. Hold it a second. [phone rings; 
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tape recorder off] 
SMITH: Is there someone guaranteeing billboards? 
WATSON: And the same group guaranteed a loan— It wasn't 
exactly a loan. George Kennedy owned-- A man named George 
Kennedy owned the billboards that were known as seven-
sheets, because [they were] of the size of seven newspaper 
sheets. And a lot of people call them posters. And we 
bought a county-wide display of those seven-sheets with my 
picture on it, and the slogan "Stop Unfair Taxation" at the 
bottom. And those people guaranteed payment. That was 
$18,000. 

And also, Bill Ross of Baus and Ross, the political 
campaign managers, took the campaign on a no-win, no-pay 
basis. The reason they did is that they didn't have a 
campaign. Sam Yorty was trying, actively trying, to put 
them out of business. They had opposed-- They had managed 
[Norris] Poulson's campaign against Sam Yorty when Yorty 
ran for mayor. And it got to be a very dirty campaign. 
And Yorty and Eleanor Chambers, who was his executive 
assistant, particularly, went out to get Bill Ross and Herb 
[Herbert M.] Baus. And so they did not get John [S.] 
Gibson's campaign. They had no campaign. And I think they 
kind of viewed it as "if we don't have a winner, we're not 
going to be in the political campaign business." So, after 
the campaign was over, the so-called deficit of $50,000 
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that had to be raised really consisted of three items: the 
$18,000 due on the billboards; the $5,000 loan that had to 
be repaid to Union Bank; and whatever Ross and Baus was 
paid. I didn't really know because my backers kept it away 
from me, the precise numbers, but those are in the ball 
park. 

SMITH: Do you think that your membership in the American 
Legion and the Masonic lodge were important factors in 
giving you exposure? 

WATSON: There's no question about it. If I had a 
political base to start with, it was the years I had spent 
working in the American Legion. American Legion is, was, 
in those days--I don't know what it is now because I 
haven't been there in twenty years--but in those days the 
American Legion was an integral part of the political 
structure of California. People who went through the 
chairs, so to speak, in the American Legion, who became 
officers in the American Legion, went on to become members 
of the body politic, or are important people in their 
community such as police chief. For example, Bill 
[William] Parker who was chief of police of Los Angeles, 
who reformed the police force of Los Angeles, really, I 
think in a final analysis, got that job over his closest 
competitors because he had and was-- He had been a member 
of the American Legion and was, at the time of his 
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appointment, commander of the Seventeenth District in 
California. And to be anybody in politics, he had to be a 
veteran and active in an veteran's organization. That was 
just a must. And from World War I until [a] substantial 
period of time after World War II, entry into the wonderful 
world of politics, to a great extent, depended—didn't 
depend upon, but was enhanced by your membership in the 
American Legion. 

I went into the American Legion in 1949. I rose very 
rapidly. I was commander, elected commander of my post in 
less than two years after I joined the American Legion. I 
went on to have district offices. I lost out on some 
higher American Legion offices. I lost elections, a couple 
of them. But I was appointed to very influential committee 
posts. And I held— I was the first World War II veteran 
to hold the chairmanship of the very powerful [National] 
Rehabilitation Commission, which employed most of the 
people in California. The American Legion, for years— 
There's been a recent brouhaha in the papers about American 
Legions, about veterans not being able to hire attorneys to 
represent them before the Veteran's Administration. The 
American Legion service department did the job that 
attorneys would do. They represented veterans before the 
Veteran's Administration. And these were highly skilled 
people. They came under the service department. The 
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American Legion— They came under the rehabilitation 
committee. American Legion also was vastly influential 
with respect to the administration of the Veteran's Farm 
and Home Loan, where there-- That was a state program, and 
a very important one in California. And I don't think 
until sometime in the sixties that there was any head of 
the Veteran's Farm and Home Loan program who was not, 
didn't come out of the ranks of the American Legion. 
Finally, a man who was primarily VFW [Veterans of Foreign 
Wars] was appointed, sometime [around] 1960. Likewise, the 
chairman of the Veterans Board always came out of the 
American Legion. He was, many times, had been a department 
commander. And the other important thing that that 
particular committee did was the members were advisory to 
the running of the California Veterans Home at 
Yountville. California Veterans Home had been gifted to 
the state. Until Pat [Edmund G.] Brown [Sr.] was governor, 
it was—though the heads of the departments were state 
employees—the American Legion Rehabilitation Commission 
probably had more to say about its running than the 
governor of California did. And with those connections, I 
had widespread association within the American Legion. I 
had chaired several ad hoc committees that did some 
forward-moving things. And I had a pretty good reputation 
as pro-veteran. Likewise, I moved into the national ranks 
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of the American Legion. I was on the National 
Rehabilitation Commission. And then, as a kind of a side-
light, along with another fellow, I formed a drum and bugle 
corps at my post in Culver City. And we ultimately became 
state champions, as a drum and bugle corps. 
SMITH: Were there high school kids who were in it? 
WATSON: No, no, no. These were veterans. These were 
World War II veterans. Some World War I, but most of us 
were World War II veterans. And we practiced three or four 
nights a week, and we marched and--
SMITH: What instrument did you play? 

WATSON: I played the drum. And I was sometimes the drum 
major in the corps, but I switched off. Once in a while, 
although I never really got a good lip for it, I'd play a 
bugle, a tenor bugle, one-valve bugle. And it was kind of 
fun. It was a-- American Legion was an essential part of 
my life for a lot of years, and it provided a basis for me 
to move on. 

Almost one of the first things I did when I ran for, 
announced for, assessor in August of 1961 was to send a 
letter to American Legion to get a veterans committee. It 
was standard to have a vet-- And I had a very strong 
veterans committee. And by moving early, I got some names 
on that list of people who would ultimately have supported 
my opponent except they had pre-committed. People like 
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Leon [V.] McArdle, who was the treasurer of the city of Los 
Angeles, for example? Bob [Robert M.] McCurdy, who was very 
powerful in the American Legion, the assistant city manager 
of Pasadena. 

I joined the Masonic lodge in 1955. It was a part of 
the resolution of the religious conflict that existed 
between my first wife and myself. And my parent, my father 
had been, or was, master of the lodge, just going out as 
master of the Culver City lodge. And he wanted his two 
sons in the lodge. So, he and my mother [Anna Ernestine 
Holmes] asked us if we'd join the lodge. And I talked it 
over with my wife Betty. She withdrew her objection. Part 
of it, I think, was because we had reached this middle 
ground on a church affiliation. We'd been going to the 
Episcopal church for a period of time. And so she finally 
agreed that I would, I could join the Masonic lodge; she'd 
not object to it. And so I filed an application; I was 
blackballed, oddly enough. I was blackballed because some 
fellow was resentful that I'd sent my son to Catholic 
school for a couple of years. And that came up. And my 
father made, I'm told, an impassioned plea—I wasn't there, 
of course—and they took a second ballot, which they're 
required to do when there's only one blackball. And I 
passed and became a Mason. 

I entered law school in 1955. And I was working at 
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Lockheed [Corporation]. I had left the county. I was 
working at Lockheed in the finance staff, and I decided 
that maybe my career needed that law degree. And I went to 
Loyola Law School at nights. It was a very long day. I'd 
leave home, generally, between five thirty and six in the 
morning and drive to Lock-- [We] lived in Mar Vista; almost 
in Venice. And I'd drive to Lockheed out in Burbank. And 
[we] didn't have freeways then; we took the surface 
roads. And leave Lockheed at four thirty. I went to work 
at eight and got off at four thirty. And I'd leave at four 
thirty and go down to Loyola Law School down on, I think it 
was down on South Grand [Avenue] in those days, and park in 
the parking lot or go in the library and brief cases until 
classes started. And I'd take my dinner and lunch box and 
I'd have the dinner in a car in the parking lot. And then 
I'd get home between ten and eleven at night and I would 
read or brief cases, generally, [until] about midnight. 
And then I'd be gone again the next morning. 

And December that year, I had been on a trip for 
Lockheed up to Northern California. And I came back and my 
wife met me and said, "You're going to have to buy a 
tuxedo." And I said, "Why?" And she said, "Well, they 
want you to be an officer in the Masonic lodge." And you 
had to buy a tuxedo because all the ceremonies were held in 
formal [dress]. And I went into the lodge, and they went 
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into the chairs and ultimately became master of the 
lodge. Masonic lodge is a close-knit, self--not 
self-supporting—a close-knit fraternity that support their 
own. They— I don't know of anything that is exactly like 
it in terms of the fraternal scheme. And you're not 
permitted to advertise your Masonic affiliation. It's a 
breach of the code of conduct and the code of ethics. And 
you could actually be expelled for it. And I known a 
couple who have been expelled and reprimanded for that. 
But nevertheless, the word gets around. When you make a 
speech, you know, people would say, "That fellow is senior 
warden in his Masonic lodge." And that opened up a lot of 
avenues in Los Angeles County for me, a lot of places just 
to get on a platform. And when you're running an underdog 
political campaign, it is important to just get a platform 
so that you're able, at least, to have the opportunity to 
convince people. And those two things were very helpful in 
a vital part of my 1962 campaign. 

Going back to something you asked earlier. We didn't, 
obviously, didn't have any money in the campaign. The 
biggest single expenditure were those billboards. And as 
Bill Ross said, the only other asset we've got is Phil, and 
we got to just let as many people as we can see Phil. I 
had developed into, I think, a very able public speaker. I 
was able to get on a platform and make my speech, which I 
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had developed—and I don't know whether I've discussed how 
I've developed that speech or not, but I was able to 
deliver it and get my six points across, anytime from a 
minute-and-a-half to twenty minutes. I developed a rule 
I'd never talk any more than twenty minutes. I don't think 
people listen to you any more than that. And also [I] 
teased Mr. Gibson, my opponent and in the general election, 
into a few debates. And after the third one, his people 
would never let him on a platform with me again. They 
should never have let him on the first time. Not--

I thought John Gibson was a very able man, but he and 
his campaign were designed on the fact that he was 
president of the city council, "You can trust Mr. Gibson," 
you know, that kind of thing. And he didn't have the 
knowledge of the office, so he couldn't talk about It with 
any degree of feeling or sincerity. And he really didn't 
have the energy. He was an older man and he didn't have 
the energy to hit this very tough, physically demanding 
campaign trail. 

I learned early in that campaign— I've spoken from 
time to time about an article [James] Michener wrote in 
Reader's Digest in, I think, October 1962, called 
"Confessions of a Political Candidate." And he wrote the 
article after he had run for Congress from a district in 
Pennsylvania and [had] been beaten. And he was asked the 
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question, "How can you demean yourself by going out and 
begging for votes day after day?" And he answered it by 
saying, "It's not begging for votes." He said, "You learn, 
when you go on the political trail, a lot about yourself. 
One, you learn that there are positions that you have taken 
which you can't defend, and therefore, you abandon them. 
Two, you learn that there are positions you've taken which 
are unassailable and they become stronger in your mind. 
But perhaps what's more important, you learn that this 
common man that you're out trying to urge to vote for you 
is a guy with a hell of a lot of horse sense, and a lot of 
care, and a lot of compassion, and you're not going to fool 
him. If you're afraid of yourself, he's going to sense 
it. If you are not sincere, he's going to know it. If you 
don't know what you're talking about, he's going to chop 
you to pieces. And so you gain a great respect for the 
common man." He also said, "If you're afraid of him, he's 
going to know it and he'll reject you for it." And I 
learned that on the campaign trail; I learned it early. So 
I wasn't afraid of talking to people. I wasn't afraid of 
asking for their vote. I didn't feel humiliated by the 
fact that I was out there doing It. I wanted to be the 
assessor of Los Angeles County, and I was going to go out 
and try to sell myself. 

I told my wife after the primary, when I had received 
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147,000 votes, and ray opponent in the general [election had 
received] almost 300,000 votes—just almost twice what I 
had received—that the one thing that I wasn't going to do 
was to get up on the morning of November 7, the day after 
election, and ask myself—or the day of election—and ask 
myself, "Is there any more I could have done?" I'm going 
to do everything I need to do. I'm going to spend as much 
of my time, I'm going to spend as much of the resource that 
we've got-- I had made some money in the savings and loan 
business. I've invested-- I'd organized and invested in a 
savings and loan. And I said to her as we were driving 
back from Illinois, coming back to go back on the campaign 
trail, "If I win, fine; if I lose, then I'll start over and 
try to put it back together again." But I was prepared to 
commit everything, and I did. 
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TAPE NUMBER: IV, SIDE TWO 

AUGUST 21, 1985 

SMITH: I understand when you took over the assessor's 
office you encountered a lot of hostility from the previous 
staff. 
WATSON: Yeah, most of the— Mr. [John R.] Quinn had 
supported my opponent, publicly. The staff had supported 
my opponent. Despite the laws which prevent active 
participation, they did actively participate for a period 
of time. They organized, what they call, their "truth 
squad" that would come out on the campaign trail and heckle 
me a little bit. And It got to be kind of fun. I'd look 
for the heckler and-- I told him after the campaign was 
over, I met with him, I think it was the Thursday after 
election, I went to one of the county American Legion 
meetings and I said, "You guys weren't so damn smart. The 
one thing you forgot is the guy who has the microphone has 
the advantage." And when you ask these questions, it just 
gave you an opportunity to speak more. I particularly 
liked them to come out where there were a lot of 
candidates, and they'd focus on me because that'd give me 
the time. 

SMITH: What were they afraid of? 
WATSON: Well, change. The famous last line of Hamlet's 
soliliquy described the staff's attitude: "But for the 
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fear of something worse, we rather bear the those ills we 
have than fly to others that we know not of." No civil 
servant likes change. As a matter of fact, you might say 
that the worst enemy a civil servant has is change. He's 
learned to do things a certain way. He's in a certain 
niche. Now things are going to change, and he doesn't know 
where he stands. And part of my political theory is, I 
don't think we ought to have a civil service. Civil 
service may have been a great idea to abolish and do away 
with the spoils system. But after a while, it becomes 
entrenched. It becomes its own spoils system. 

My guidepost in my theories on government actually 
came from a book written by C. Northcote Parkinson, the 
English economist. He wrote a little book (sitting around 
here somewhere) called Parkinson's Law. And James 
Stevenson, for whom I worked after I left the assessor's 
office in 1959—he headed the Bureau of Municipal 
Research—gave me a copy of that book for Christmas in 
1959. It kind of started to be a bible to me. The chief 
rule of that book was, "work expands to meet the time 
available." And I thought, "My god, that's what I saw all 
those years in government." People, whatever they've got 
on their desk, will last until four thirty or four twenty, 
and then they start packing it away and getting ready to 
beat the rush out of town. I had spoken of my love for the 
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Parkinson theory and my detestation of the civil service 
system many times on the campaign platform. And word of 
that got back to the office. Also, at the end of the 
campaign, I hit hard—and I didn't want to do it. My 
campaign people, primarily Bill Ross, talked me into it. 

In 1961, I spent some early seed money. We hired a 
fellow named Jack [John R.] Wooley, who was an industrial 
psychologist, to do a survey on the assessor's office to 
find out what were the issues: what did people think of 
the assessor's office; who was the assessor; general public 
a t — What were the issues involved? Mr. Wooley did a fine 
job. Found out that only about 30 percent knew that Mr. 
Quinn was the assessor, and almost half thought that the 
man who was then the tax collector was the assessor because 
his bill was on the tax, or his name was on the tax 
bills. And there was a fear expressed among--he 
interviewed about fifteen hundred people—and the fear that 
was expressed was— 

In those days, household furniture was subject to 
tax. So the people in the-- The office hired about seven 
hundred women each year that went out to, quote, "take the 
property statement and examine the house and value the 
furniture." Well, number one, you couldn't find seven 
hundred expert furniture evaluators in the world, much less 
the United States or Los Angeles County. And so the way 
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they valued the furniture is, they took a percentage of the 
assessed value of the house, which was on their pre-printed 
forms, and that was the value of the furniture. And it was 
a rising percentage; the higher the value of the house, the 
higher percentage of the furniture, which is probably 
true. And the real reason they went out there was to sign 
people up for the veteran's exemption. Not to say that 
over the years it had grown into a magnificent political 
force. You got seven hundred people working for you. But 
the housewife, when interviewed, expressed the great fear 
that these women would come in their house and rub their 
finger on the furniture to see if there was any dust. And 
they called them snoopers. 

So our parting shot in that campaign--and we did it on 
radio, I taped a series of radio ads, quickies, [that] 
said, "If I'm elected-- This is Philip Watson, I'm running 
for assessor. If you elect me, I'll get rid of the 
snoopers." Very powerful. According to polls, I had the 
campaign won by then. But also according to the polls, the 
undecided vote came into my camp, so to speak, on about a 
seven-to-three basis. And the bulk of that undecided vote 
had to have made up its mind after these ads came out. The 
other two things that came out of that survey is: [In] 
1958, Mr. Quinn had several opponents. One was a fellow 
named Johnson from the office that nobody knew and he was, 
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oddly enough, [laughter] in the household furniture 
division. And Mr. [Gene] Johnston got a tremendous number 
of votes. And so Jack Wooley took the list of candidates 
with him and out to do his surveys and to say to the 
people, "Why did you vote for this guy?" Well, Johnston's 
ballot title was tax economist. So as a result of that, I 
re-registered as a tax economist. Went down and actually 
re-registered and put my title "tax economist." And it was 
a big vote-getter. And it was used in editorials 
supporting me, in the smaller papers: "Philip Watson, the 
young tax economist." And it was a catchword. 

The other thing that we established, two other things 
we established by that survey. Shortly before the survey 
was taken, I had made a speech at Long Beach to the 
Apartment House Owners [And Managers] Association. I 
talked for over an hour and when I finished making the 
speech, a little fellow in back from--he was not from Los 
Angeles, he was from Fresno—stood up and gave his name, he 
was from Fresno, and he said, "Mr. Watson, they tell me 
you're a smart son-of-a-bitch, and I believe it because I 
didn't understand a word you said. The only thing I know 
was said was we gotta stop this damned unfair taxation." 
So, I told this story to Wooley, and he put a question 
about taxation in his survey: Do you think it's fair? Do 
you think--? And it was astonishing, the numbers of 
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people, the percentage of the total people who were 
surveyed who felt that the property tax system wasn't 
fair. So, hence came the slogan "Stop Unfair Taxation." 

And the last piece that came out of that survey— In 
1958, a fellow, another fellow from the office, in the land 
division, named Robert [A.] Nuetzman ran. Didn't get many 
votes, but in the--in the Jewish areas, out in Fairfax, in 
that area--some precincts he carried a majority. So Wooley 
analyzed this. He did an extra survey out in those areas 
and said, "Why did you vote for Robert Nuetzman?" It 
wasn't complex; they thought he was Jewish. And then he 
followed that up a little bit and he decided that there 
were electable names and nonelectable names. And when the 
filing came in March of the following year and all the 
names got in, we concluded that from the name viewpoint, 
the electable name viewpoint, that Gibson was the worst one 
we could face. Not 0'Brian; not Robert—oh, the CPA--not 
[Russell L.] Hardy from South Gate, but Gibson. There's a 
name, there's an electable name association. I've watched 
politics, since then, from that viewpoint, and a lot of 
times I said it's not [an] electable name. I felt that the 
district attorney's race last year was-- [Ira] Reiner was 
going to win it because he was running against--who was the 
district attorney? He was an Armenian and had an Armenian 
name. 
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SMITH: Right. [Robert] Philobosian, wasn't it? 
WATSON: Philobosian. And Philobosian is not an electable 
name. I mean, in this community. Now, in a community of 
Armenians, it is an electable name. You don't elect a 
Slavic name. In Chicago you get Slavic names because you 
got Slavic communities, but-- It's an interesting thing 
about politics. And I'm really surprised that more hasn't 
been done on that in terms of writing about it. I think 
political campaign people tend to ignore it. I felt that 
it contributed, for example, to-- I thought the best 
candidate the Democrats had [for governor] in 1982 was John 
Garamendi, an extremely capable guy. I mean, this is one 
sharp dude. He knows politics, he presents himself well, 
but his name is less electable than Bradley or Brown, you 
know. Okay. A little bit of an observation of the 
political scene. 
SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: I learned those things out of the '62 campaign. 
SMITH: So when you got elected--
WATSON: Didn't answer your question, did I? 
SMITH: You faced a hostile staff t o — 

WATSON: The staff was hostile. They knew, I think they 
knew, that I meant what I said when I said that there 
wasn't going to be a land department who always considered 
themselves the elite of the assessor's office. And there 
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wasn't going to be a separate building department. There 
was going to be a real estate department. And I think they 
believed that I meant it; I did mean it. After the 
election, I didn't help them, I didn't help them any, I'll 
have to tell you that. 

After the election, I went down to Bill [William P.] 
Rempel, who was really one of my mentors, at his home at a 
little island down [near] Newport. And I prepared two 
speeches: one, the acceptance speech that I made before 
the television cameras and the public when I was sworn in; 
and two, a speech to the staff. My speech to the staff 
started out by saying here are the principles under which 
we will operate: We will not have a land department and a 
building department. We'll have a real estate 
department. We're not going to have these sections; we're 
going to have one office. We're not going to conduct an 
office where the veteran is encouraged to cheat on his 
veteran's exemption. He's going to fill out a form and 
sign it under oath and under a penalty of perjury saying 
that I'm qualified for this exemption. And the same 
applies for every other exemption. And I said further, and 
this just boiled them, from this day forward, promotion in 
this office does not depend on whether you belong to the 
American Legion or the Masonic lodge. 

And under Mr. Quinn, you had to be a Legionnaire, and 
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it helped if you belonged to Alexander Hamilton Masonic 
Lodge, to expect to go past any certain level. As a 
result, I think they had some members of the American 
Legion who never even saw service in World War I or World 
War II. [laughter] Be that as it may. And there was the 
token Catholic and there was the token Jew. And just 
before I got there they got the token black, a guy that I 
had known who was a very good friend of mine in the 
office. And I said to him, "Those days are over." And 
standing beside me when I said it was my black secretary 
who'd been with me during the campaign, Toni Baptiste, and 
was going to be my secretary. And she was the first black 
to break into the county hierarchy. You don't have to 
believe me on that; go look up the record. The first 
black. 

SMITH: To be hired at a certain level? 

WATSON: Right. And after the television cameras cleared 
away, and I made the rounds of the staff people in the 
various sections of the office, and I laid them out their 
new ground rules, I went up to my office, and it was quiet, 
and I got a call from Kenny [Kenneth] Hahn. And I can have 
very barbed sense of humor at times. I can use satire as a 
weapon and irony as a weapon; and I know that. But I also 
have the ability to poke fun at the institutions. That has 
made me more enemies than friends over the years. Kenny 
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called, "Hell, I just wanted to say to you that that 
inaugural speech of yours, by god, it belongs up there with 
the Gettysburg Address. And I've never heard anything as 
fine in county government." He said, "By the way, I 
understand you have a black secretary." I said, "Jesus, 
Kenny, I don't know. Let me go out and ask her." And 
Kenny Hahn said, "Why don't you go ask her and then come 
back and tell me." [laughter] 

Those things gave the staff-- It was fear. But an 
elected official, an office like the assessor is—and they 
didn't know it, they had the advantage, you are the captive 
of the staff. They're there, they've got tenure. There is 
only one, there was only one, nonelected position in the 
staff of the assessor's office: the chief deputy. It's 
the only one. And you can make the policy till hell 
freezes over. And if the staff isn't going to do it, 
they're not going to do it. And the first rebellion I had 
damn near destroyed me. It came shortly at the end of the 
assessment season, not too far into the assessment season. 

We had, the prior year, almost a million people file 
for the veteran's exemption. Now, the veteran's exemption 
in California says that you're entitled to $1,000 In 
exemption and value if you own no more than $5,000 in 
value, or $10,000 If you're married. Well, It's pretty 
tough to fill out an affidavit and say I don't own anymore 
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than $10,000 in those-- And the rule was that they went by 
assessed value not market value. Houses being assessed 20, 
25 percent of value, then it wasn't 10 or 15; it was 20. 
So a lot of people qualified. And as a deputy assessor, I 
knew precisely what happened because I filled out thousands 
of veteran exemption forms. It was a little paste-in form 
you put in the property statement. And you filled out 
their name and their branch of service and so on. And then 
you got down to the bottom and there's a space with two 
little bitty lines on It and you poised you pencil over 
these two little lines and looked this guy in the face 
while shaking your head from side to side in a "no" signal 
[and] say, "Do you own any more than $5,000 in value?" 
He'd say, "No." And he [the clerk] says, "Fine. Sign 
here." And then you sign it, see. 

I can't take that kind of hypocrisy. You know, it's 
giving something of, sustenance of government to which 
people are not entitled. If, and I argued, you know, and I 
fought it in Sacramento, I fought it-- I said, "Look, if 
you want the veteran to have an exemption, make it a 
realistic limit. Don't give me a law that I've got to 
cheat to administer. Don't give it to me; I'm not going to 
do it. I'm not your boy." You see, the million veterans 
that got the exemption dropped to two hundred thousand. 
And you can imagine the hell that-- I had to actually make 
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my telephone unlisted because they'd call me all night 
long. I knew that the letters-- "Swell ol'"-- Didn't mean 
"swell ol' Bob," that they weren't complimenting me when 
they said SOB, you know. [laughter] 

But giving an example how the bureaucracy can work: 
we had a fellow who headed up the veteran's division. And 
everyday he would-- And I hired John [H.] Keith out of the 
state board of equalization as my chief deputy. John Keith 
had a big reputation. He had headed up the division of 
assessment standards and he had retired in the fall of 
1961. And my supporters came to me and said, "Why don't 
you hire John Keith as your chief deputy because one of the 
things we need to do is to change this image of the wild-
eyed rebel that you got in the business community." And 
you know, when you go around preaching revolution, which is 
what I did with property taxation, you earn the title of a 
wild-eyed rebel, and I did. And they said, "If you hire 
John Keith, he's going to bridge this gap for us. And 
he'll give you dignity and standing in the community." And 
he did that. But John Keith's days of functioning as a--
with any degree of capability had passed him; he'd grown 
too old. And he didn't, he had neither the nerve nor the 
courage, and I don't think the inclination, to really face 
the hard decisions, hard day-to-day decisions you have to 
make when you make an office such as the Los Angeles County 
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[Assessor's] Office and try to transform it from operating 
in an age of an agrarian society to a modern age with 
computers. And that's what it was. My old friend Clem 
Glass, who was killed in the American Airlines crash in 
Chicago, said, when they had the post-election party down 
at Bill Rempel's house before I was sworn in, "Phil, you're 
going up and I wish I could find a hose big enough for you 
to clean out the Augean stables." And it was a hard 
task. 

All right, here are these claims for veteran's 
exemption coming in. And [the] first year the veteran 
didn't believe that I meant what I said when I, you know, 
you're not going to get the exemption if you're not 
qualified for it. So this chief of the veteran's division 
would come up to Mr. Keith's office day after day after day 
after day with a stack—and it eventually got to be a foot 
high--of veteran's claims, wanting a policy decision: Does 
this one qualify? Does it--? It wasn't a policy decision 
at all. Just somebody had to sit down and say add up the 
numbers and— But he was jamming up the whole system by not 
processing the paper. 

And a young man named Johnny [John] Eliopolous, who 
had become an admirer of mine during the campaign, who 
worked in the office and had written me a letter, and 
enclosing a paper he had written in a course he was taking 
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out at [Los Angeles] City College on impact of--what was 
needed in the assessor's office. And he kind of patterned 
it after my campaign. And he asked me for comment on it. 
And then when I went in, I called him up and I said, "I 
like what you say and I would like you to do something 
else." And in effect, I promoted Johnny. I made him a 
kind of a little trouble-shooter to see what was happening 
in the department, reporting to Mr. Keith. Johnny 
Eliopolous came to me and said, "Phil, we're not going to 
get an assessment roll out." And I said, "What do you 
mean?" He said, "We're not going to get an assessment roll 
out." This is April or May. I said, "Why?" Maybe it was 
March. He said, "Because Denny's sitting down there with 
his veteran claims on his desk and they're not getting to 
the roll." 

Oh, I've got to give you— The job I gave Johnny was 
to coordinate with the appraisal departments and the 
computer, so that people would talk to each other. And 
they were scared to death. Everybody in that office was 
scared to death of the computer. Just frightened, insanely 
frightened of the computer. Didn't understand it, didn't 
understand the process, and it had been set off. And 
actually the previous management had encouraged that, put 
it off by itself and made it in an elite corps. 
SMITH: So you weren't the one who brought in the computer. 
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WATSON: No, no, no. The computer was brought in when the 
assessor's office was down at the Mode O'Day Building, what 
we lovingly called "the brassiere factory." And it was 
there from 1954, moved in in December of '54 and moved to 
the Hall of Administration, I think, in 1961. But the 
assessor's office was on the second floor and a portion of 
the third floor. And the computer department was up by the 
tax collector in an isolated air conditioned-- They had to 
have that deep air conditioning in those days. All by 
itself. It was just separate. So I walked down. 

I made, as all people do, some early mistakes. When I 
won the election I became a hot political property. 
Everybody wanted to hear me. And instead of saying, "I'm 
not going to do this," you know, "I've got a job to do in 
the office and I'm not going to be out making speeches on a 
daily basis." I said, "No, it's a duty of a public 
official to go out." And I was out morning, noon, and 
night. I was making three speeches a day. And then I 
would go into the office in the morning, I'd go back into 
the office in the afternoon. A lot of times I'd go back to 
the office in the evening after I made this speech. 
SMITH: What were you talking on? 

WATSON: Tax reform and what we're going to do in the 
assessor's office, the campaign-- I made some terrible 
speeches. You don't really know what to talk about, 
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campaign's over and you want to put it behind you. And I 
took time out doing that that I should have been doing, 
paying attention to the office. So finally, when Johnny 
came to me, they were at the crisis point. And I was going 
to make a speech that noon. He came in late morning. And 
I walked down, and sure enough, here was Denny sitting at 
his desk with a stack, a foot and a half high, of claims. 
And I said, "What are you doing?" He said, "Waiting to see 
Mr. Keith on policy decisions." And I said, "Well, you're 
going to wait a long time because I've got a new job for 
you." He said, "What's that?" I said, "You report up to 
the third floor, and you do it before I get back here at 
two o'clock, and you have your desk cleaned out. And you 
can write job instructions, and Mr. Eliopolous will take 
over your position and he'll take it over right now." He 
said, "You can't do that. I'm on civil service." I said, 
"Denny, try me. I'm telling you, when I come back at two 
o'clock—and there's not going to be any argument about it--
you be up on the third floor, and your job is writing job 
instructions." He lasted five, six months. If I'd been 
humiliated like that, I'd walked out right [snaps fingers] 
like that. But he lasted about five or six months. And he 
wrote job instructions. They're still sitting around there 
somewhere. No jobs existed but there were job 
instructions! [laughter] 
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SMITH: Did he protest it to the civil service—? 
WATSON: In those days-- No, he did not. In those days, 
the department head was an autocrat. The civil service 
rights came along later. We had to learn to live with 
it. And as always, the pendulum swung too far. I'm not 
going to necessarily defend that kind of a system that 
permitted me to fire the man, in effect, fire him that way, 
because it does lead to arbitrariness. But I will say it's 
a damn effective way to get things done, particularly when 
you deal with an entrenched civil service, who in effect 
say, "We're going to do it our way." 

Let me give you another example. One of the low 
priority things on my list of things to do was to get into 
the affairs of the oil division. Low priority because, 
number one, in those days I didn't know much about how oil 
was appraised and assessed; number two, I didn't know that 
any particular problems existed. I mean, none had come to 
my attention. Always been a division, it's very small, 
sitting out by itself. I think it had, I know It had, less 
than ten people in it. And when I was— Before I took 
office, I received a pamphlet written by the chief of the 
oil division, a man named Ray Havard, describing the 
activities of the oil division. And I put it aside to read 
at my leisure. And it was written in technical terms; not 
really understandable to the lay person, nor to me, even 
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with my appraisal background. I didn't really understand 
what was being said. So, as that first assessment season 
went on, and I was getting things behind me, I called Mr. 
Havard up to my office. It was late in the day. I worked 
very long hours. I'd sometimes meet the staff-- I took out 
a membership at the athletic club and I'd meet key members 
of the staff for breakfast at six thirty or seven in the 
morning, and then I'd be in the office till late in the 
day. I always had one project to do late in the day. 
Always dictated my--answered my mail very late in the day 
to Toni. Then I got a dictating machine and I dictated on 
the machine. 

So I called Ray Havard and I asked him if he would 
mind stopping by: I want to talk to him about the 
operations of the oil division. He said, "Not at all." So 
he came up to the office, and we're sitting in the office, 
the two of us, and I said, "You know, Ray, I got your 
booklet, and I've read it, but there's some things I 
[don't] understand. And I think what would be helpful to 
me is why don't you bring me the declaration of one of the 
smaller oil companies and one of the smaller oil fields. 
Bring me up all the basic material and leave it here and 
let me work my way through it. Then maybe I can understand 
it." He said, "I can't do that." I said, "What do you 
mean you can't do that?" He said, "That material was given 
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to me in confidence, under the law, and I can't give it to 
you." I said, "Let me see if we can understand the 
position. Under what law did you get this?" He said, 
"Why, Mr. Watson, section 451 of the code, the property 
statement, is declared to be secret documents; it's not 
available for inspection." I said, "It's not available for 
public inspection, but Mr. Havard, I'm the assessor. I was 
elected by the people. I got a million twenty thousand 
votes. Now, tell me again, why I can't see this 
material." And he said, "Because it was given to me in 
confidence, Mr. Watson. Don't you understand English?" I 
said, "I also understand you're unemployed. Get out! 
Don't come back tomorrow morning. Clean your desk out 
tonight." 

I called on the oil division. There was a fellow 
named Jack Taylor down there who was an assistant. And 
Havard was still in my office. And I said, "Mr. Taylor, 
come upstairs. You're chief of the oil division, beginning 
right now. And here's what I want, and I want it on my 
desk when I get in here tomorrow morning." 

That's the bureaucracy. This man actually had the 
effrontery to say to me, "I can't give it to you. It was 
given to me in confidence." It was [given to] him 
personally. And that's the way civil service thinks. But 
by just being hard-nosed--
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And I also learned another valuable tool; I learned it 
from Mr. Keith. Mr. Keith never knew he taught it to me, 
but I learned it from him. I patterned the reorganization 
of the assessor's office after the plan that had been 
developed by the state board of equalization. They did, in 
the early years, and when Keith was chief of the division 
of assessment standards, they did really yeoman work in 
trying to develop a system, on paper at least, for running 
an assessor's office. Nobody did it; nobody tried it until 
I became assessor of Los Angeles County. And then I took 
the organizational scheme one better. I put together 
these— Abolished the land division, the building 
division. And they way I did it, I divided people into 
teams. 

I divided the county area into, I think, eighteen 
areas. In one area I put a former land guy and in the 
other area I put a former building guy and I'd make them 
compete against each other, [for a] production record. 
Land guys hated it. The land people never forgave me. And 
every time I got some backlog, or I got some real 
resistance, I reorganized. And every time I reorganized, 
the dissidents found themselves in Lancaster, so to 
speak. You know, it's an effective way to do things with 
the civil service. Eventually, the civil service 
commission started accepting protests on [behalf of] people 
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who were transferred and they knocked it [the practice] 

off. But in 1963, 1964, 1965, they [the civil service 
commission] didn't; they supported the department hand. 

SMITH: One of the things that Robert Gold brought up was 
that the [Southern California] Shopping Center Association— 
WATSON: Which I headed for a while. 
SMITH: --the shopping center owners were concerned 

about the assessor's office practice of imputing 

value. That you went in with the goal--
WATSON: The imputed value--
SMITH: --of eliminating imputed values. 
WATSON: This imputed value is an appraisal device which 
tends to ignore the economic facts of life. And in that 
tendency eventually evolves the point where it 
absolutely ignores the economic facts of life. The 
assessor's office was not organized to find value. Land 
department, building department, each finding a separate 
value. And the concept of a shopping center, when it 
came along, the department was not equipped to handle 
it. They weren't equipped to appraise it because they 
had these two separate things. You have to value 
commercial property based upon what it earns; it's 
earning capacity. 

SMITH: Is that what the law states? Is that a policy--? 
WATSON: The law says you use replacement costs, comparable 
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sales, or capitalization of earnings. Whichever fits the 
bill. Or all three if they fit the bill. But in a 
shopping center, uniquely—and the whole market place 
ultimately developed it--that they sell [for a price] based 
on what they earn. They don't sell based on what they were 
built for. You rarely ever find a comparable sale. The 
only thing you can get on a comparable sale on a shopping 
center [is from] other light commercial properties. You 
can derive a cap rate. You can find out what earnings 
people are looking for when they buy these kind of 
properties. It's the only good— It's the only thing a 
comparable sale's good for because no two centers are the 
same. 

SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: So what the office would do, they'd go out to a 
shopping center when they were forced to get into 
capitalization of earnings. And this issue became an issue 
before I became assessor. They began to do what they call 
imputed income. For example, If you lease a shopping 
center—in those days, if you leased a shopping center 
building, land, to May Company, May Company said, "All 
right, you give us the land; we'll build the building." 
Now, if you wanted May Company as a tenant, that was the 
price you paid to build that shopping center. You gave May 
Company the land. You wanted a market, a Ralph's, a 
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Safeway and so on. And they said, "We'll give you a rental 
of 1-1/8 percent of sales; take it or leave it." And if 
you wanted that, you took it. If you wanted that store, 
you took their percentage. They dictated the terms. But a 
good center builder, operator, would get the balance of the 
rental from the butcher, the barber, the candlestick 
maker. All the other people who came in, who became 
tenants, got there-- You got those tenants, those prime 
tenants, because you had May Company, because you had 
Ralph's grocery store or Long's Drugstore, you know, in a 
particular make-up. You can go out and look at centers 
today where you got the same tenants in the same places. 
You got a mix. Where you see a Thrifty Drug Store, you see 
a Safeway store. Where you see a Ralph's, you see a Sav-
on's. And they got to pairing off this way. 

Well, the office, the people In the land division who 
were responsible for this look at this and say, "Well, 
nobody in their right mind would give away this land to May 
Company; it just isn't done. And May Company has to be 
paying a rental on it." And so they would impute a rent. 
And in order to justify May Company's building, they would 
have to pay a rental of x dollars. And so that was the 
imputed rent, and the value of the shopping center was 
based upon those imputed rentals. And they ended up with 
values three, four, five times what they were selling for 
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on the market place because they got an income factor In 
the formula that doesn't exist that you can't buy and 
sell. It just isn't there. May Company's in that 
center. Sure. But its contribution to the income of the 
center was zero. The income of the center came from all 
the others. Then with all the others they'd take their 
actual rentals. You didn't have to impute those rentals. 
That used to drive Robert Gold up the wall, that concept of 
the imputed rental. And it was a hell of a struggle with 
me to get them over it. 

SMITH: Was imputed value something standard in the 
assessing field across the country, would you say? 
WATSON: It had become fairly standard. It's-- Even though 
there're some cases supporting it, notably a case that the 
Shopping Center Association brought and was finally 
terminated after I was assessor—Clayton v. The County of 
Los Angeles--holding that imputed rental was okay, it's 
largely out of grace now. I mean, because the economic--
There've been enough sales transactions to discredit the 
use of an imputed rental— It isn't necessary, put it that 
way. 

SMITH: So did you take steps to abolish the imputed value? 
WATSON: Yeah. I told— I put in a rule that anytime 
anybody claimed an imputed rental or—what was the other 
phrase for it—a leasee's interest if you were going to 
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include a leasee's interest, which is an imputed rental, in 
the valuation of any property, you had to separately give 
me a value for the leasee's interest. In other words, if 
you're going to say there's an imputed rental to May 
Company's store, tell me what May Company's—the value of 
May Company's leasehold is. Impossible to do. Obviously, 
May Company had no leasehold. I mean, they've got their 
building there. And if you're going to value that building 
separately, then you've got to deduct. You've got to say 
if May Company weren't here, what would the barbershop get, 
what would the landlord get from the barbershop; or the 
shoe store. 

SMITH: It seemed a lot less, right? 

WATSON: Oh, sure. I mean, a Shoe Source store typically 
would pay something like 10 percent of its gross in a 
shopping center. On the street it would pay 4 percent of 
its gross. Six percent was what it paid to be close to May 
Company. Now, these guys [in the office] understood this 
concept with respect to strip commercial. Understood It 
thoroughly. The land— And I would say to Claude 
Cunningham, who was chief of the land division--[who] 
ultimately was one of those who snuck over to [Jack] 
Goertzen and [James G.] Kolts, trying to feed them 
information. And I found that out when I was before the 
grand jury. And his ass got— I put him in— He was the 
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second guy I got put up to writing job descriptions. And 
he lasted a period of time. He took the humiliation until 
he got to his retirement point and quit. I said to Claude, 
"You know, you understand this concept, Claude." "Why," he 
said, "I don't. It's an utterly foreign concept to me, Mr. 
Watson. I don't understand that at all." I said, "Well, 
tell me then, if you don't understand it, why do you put a 
greater value on the corner of Seventh and Spring Street 
than you do on the corner of Ninth and Spring Street? And 
why do you put a bigger value on the corner of Sixth and 
Spring Street than you do on the corner of Seventh; and on 
Fifth and Spring than Sixth?" "Well," he said, "obviously 
they're worth more. They bring more rental." I said, 
"Then tell me why you don't understand your theory of the 
barber paying more money because he's next to May 
Company? You do it on strip commercial." 

And, one of the advantages that I had over a lot of 
the bureaucracy-- One of my criticisms of the bureaucracy 
is they sit there and it becomes a seniority system. And 
it's in essence, it's the guy who lasts the longest; not 
the-- The smart ones leave. The smart ones go and make 
another career for themselves and these guys sit and 
last. And they devote all of their time and attention to 
protecting their position, not to some productive item. 
And so along comes somebody with a little imagination and 
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it stumps them. 

Had nothing to do with the office, but I had a friend 
and a supporter, Paul Kalmanovitz--who is now one of the 
richest men in the United States and he's part of the 
corporate raiders; he teams up with Jacobs to raid other 
companies: tried to buy Schlitz and so on. Paul owned 
three shopping centers; one of them down in Culver City. 
And he's a guy-- He came out of Poland as a young man. His 
parents sewed the money inside his coat and sent him out of 
Poland so he wouldn't be drafted by the Russians or by the 
Poles. Orthodox Jewish family, and he left the family and 
just left religion; has no religion. Hates his-- He's got 
cousins in Paris and he hates them; calls them goddamn 
communists in his deep Polish accent. Paul came by the 
office one day and just stopped in to say hello. And he 
said, "I got big problem in Culver City." I said, "What's 
that?" Well, the problem was that he--these Fotomat things 
had just started to get hot, and he--Paul was always one to 
go them one better. 

And he got the idea that instead of just a Fotomat in 
his shopping center, he would put in a building that sold 
candy, flowers, and film. So he went to build this small 
building and he went to Culver City to get a building 
permit. And they had passed an ordinance that no building 
under five hundred square feet could be built unless it had 
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a toilet in it. Paul said to me, "I can't build these 
buildings." And I said, "Well, when's your meeting?" It'd 
been approved by the planning commission, but not with the 
city council. He said, "Well, I'm going to go next Monday 
night." I said, "Well, Paul, you know—" And I lived in 
Mar Vista and I drove through Culver City and I had lived 
in Culver City most of my adult life. I said, "When you go 
there, why don't you tell them that you saw a nine-square-
foot building going up that didn't have a toilet in it." 
And he said, "There aren't any nine-square-foot 
buildings." And I said, "Yes, there are." 
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WATSON: And I said, "Yes there are a lot of nine-square-
foot buildings." And I said, "As a matter of fact, on my 
way to work this morning I saw one being put in place." 
And he said, "What's that, Phil?" And I said, "A phone 
booth." Is that right? Is that a nine-square-foot 
building? Does it have a toilet in it? 
SMITH: No. 

WATSON: No. And cities approve them all the time. And I 
would do things like this with the staff, come up with 
these preposterous examples. And fellows like [Claude] 
Cunningham could never handle it. His chief criticism--
And I refused to go to his retirement party because, as I 
say, he had snuck around giving materials to [Jack] 
Goertzen and [James G.] Kolts. At his retirement party he 
said, "One thing I learned since Mr. Watson came up is the 
power of reorganization." And it was a very good tool. 
I'm not sure you can use it anymore. 
SMITH: You also started regular seminars for your 
employees. Could you--
WATSON: Regular what? 
SMITH: Seminars. 

WATSON: I started— I took the position that everybody in 
the office should know everybody else's job to some 
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degree. I discovered when I was a deputy assessor that a 
deputy out in the field had no idea how that number he put 
down, in his field book or on his assessment form, ended up 
as a tax bill. And that always seemed fun-- And I made it 
my point, you know. I was told a lot of times as deputy it 
wasn't even my business. But I'd take somebody to lunch or 
I'd PR my way into somebody walking me through a system. 
And as a result I knew how an assessment got on the roll. 
But not many people did. So I really believed that people 
who appraised land and buildings or real estate ought to 
know how people who appraise personal property worked, what 
they did. And that all of these people in the field ought 
to know what happened up in the computer department. When 
that piece of paper goes up there, what happens to it. And 
that people in the computer department shouldn't just sit 
their fanny up in that nice air-conditioned cold room on 
the fourth floor, but ought to know the source of the 
material that was fed to them, you know. What does this 
mean? Is it just a piece of paper? Or is it a momma-poppa 
grocery store? 

So I started organizing regular, out-of-the-office 
meetings. And it wasn't on a voluntary basis; people were 
required to attend and I required people from every branch 
of the office to present papers on how they worked. I 
managed, with the younger people coming in, to effectively 
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create a group of very capable people who really knew what 
the hell an assessor's office did. A result of that was 
that as early as 1965, as early as 1964, assessors in other 
counties were buying members of my staff and putting them 
in key positions. The assessor of Riverside County, Frank 
Sealy, was one of the early guys that we-- And in 
connection with the seminars, we also pulled people out of 
their own jobs and we rotated them in other departments for 
a period of time. Sealy was one of those, and as a result, 
he's now assessor of Riverside County. Came out here as 
assistant assessor. 

I haven't a late count, but one of the things that 
happened to me when I left the office and I started 
consulting and going throughout the state, is I kept 
running into these young men, and a few young women, that 
had gone through this program and had left. Had gone off 
to another county and was— There were lots of assistant 
assessors, and most of them were assistant assessors who 
were running the shop. Beginning about 1966, '67, industry 
found a ready source of appraisers who knew the works. And 
the bulk of our turnover was people just simply stepping 
out to better jobs. And I'm, you know, I'm proud of 
that. God, I think, even though it costs, so it costs, you 
know. The tax agency community, which is fairly sizable in 
this country today, has more former employees of Los 
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Angeles County than have been provided by any other state, 
including California outside Los Angeles County. But 
that's a result of the training programs, the inner 
mixture, the bringing [of] some management techniques to--
And not all those were mine. 

I was lucky in the kind of support I got. When I--
One of my supporters, when I ran for election, was the 
executive staff of Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company. 
Bill [William P.] Rempel had taken me down to meet Tom Lowe 
and some of the people at Pacific Mutual. And I spoke to 
the executive group, and they supported me. It's one of 
two experiences that I had that taught me the value of 
integrity. I met with Asa Call, who is the chairman of the 
board of Pacific Mutual, and he—after I talked to his 
whole group—he invited me back to talk to him. And he had 
had a written report from all his executives on this guy 
Watson. And he called me in and he said, "My executives 
think you're pretty hot pun'kins. What do you think?" And 
I said, "Well, Mr. Call, I think I'm pretty hot pun'kins 
too." He said, "Also kind of a smart ass, aren't you?" I 
said, "Well, I try to be confident, but," I said, "you 
know, I've tried to be able." And then I told him what 
some of the things were that I had done to try to prepare 
myself. 

And I think I also made that little speech of mine 
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which was a set speech about, you know, I may not win this 
thing but I'm going to come up to election day with the 
thought that [there was] nothing more I could do. I'm 
going to do everything I can do. And then, win or lose, 
I'm going to be satisfied. Wouldn't have been, of 
course. And we talked a little while longer and he asked 
me some questions. And he said, "You know, my name's on 
Mr. [John] Gibson's list of supporters and on all his 
stationery, don't you?" And I said, "Yes, sir." He said, 
"What do you think I ought to do?" I said, "Well, Mr. 
Call, I can't tell you what to do." He said, "I'll tell 
you what I'm going to do. I'm convinced you're the best 
candidate." Picked up his telephone, called John Gibson, 
he said, "John, please take my name off of your list of 
supporters. I'm going to support Watson. I'll support you 
for anything up at the city, but for this particular job, 
there's a better guy running and I'm going to support 
him." Now, see, that's integrity. 

The other guy that did that when I was in his office 
was a guy named Bundy Caldwell. Listened to me, made my 
pitch--Bill Rempel was with me—Bundy turned around, picked 
up his telephone, called John Gibson, said, "John, I hate 
to tell you this. We've been friends for years, but I have 
got to support the other guy." I don't know how many 
people have that kind of integrity. I learned a lesson and 
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I tried to have it. If I had a difference with a guy, I 
laid it out. And even with Russ [Russell L.] Wolden. 

Now, I detested Russ Wolden. I knew what Russ Wolden 
was. You know what a guy is when he gets you in a steam 
room and the guy's riffling the dough and they say, "We'll 
give you $500,000 a year in a Swiss bank, cash money. You 
stay out of the office; let John Cox come take it over," 
you know. But it wasn't any of my business what went on in 
San Francisco, I thought, or what went on in San Diego, or 
what went on in Alameda. I was puzzled. 

I made a speech at the 1964 assessors' convention, 
which was in Los Angeles. One of my major speeches, in 
which I said it is not the assessor's duty to raise funds 
for government. His job isn't to conduct his office to get 
the last dollar available. It's not his position to raise 
the funds. He should be separate from the fund-raising 
process. And it's not his position to make laws. If 
you've got laws on the books, obey them. I was talking 
about the ratio, or equalized assessment. If you don't 
like the law, get them changed, get the law changed. But 
don't go all the way. And this was a philosophy of mine. 
I had it then and I have it now. And I believe it's a duty 
of a public official to follow the law as it's written. If 
you don't like It, change it; but don't ignore it. 

I incurred the enmity of the art community in Los 
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Angeles, Including Otis Chandler's wife, by saying, "We're 
going to tax art." Put huge assessments on works of art. 
Before I got to be assessor, the only works of art that 
were assessed were those that got in the papers because 
there'd been a theft or something like that. And I sent my 
people out and said, "You will assess the works of art." 
Can't believe how it hit the fan. And I met with them out 
at the place-- Hancock Park, museum out in Hancock Park— 
SMITH: The [Los Angeles] County Museum [of Art]. 
WATSON: --down around the table. And— No, this is before 
the art museum. It was up towards the school. Chouinard 
School, Chouinard School of Art— 

SMITH: Oh, I thought that was down at MacArthur Park. 
WATSON: What? 

SMITH: Was down at MacArthur Park. 
WATSON: Yeah, Okay, but down in there. 
SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: I met with them on an afternoon and-- Does the 
name Mrs. Leiland Atherton Irish [n6e Florence Matilde 
Behm] mean anything to you? 
SMITH: I've heard of it. 

WATSON: Big socialite in town, and she had a big art 
collection. And she was a huge woman. She was stout; 
matronly. And she was grousing. She was at this meeting 
and she was grousing. And I had-- Every time I talked to 
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her, I had trouble keeping a straight face. Because one of 
the great stories about Mrs. Leiland Atherton Irish was 
that she had an art show. And it was written up in the Los 
Angeles Times as Mrs. Leiland Atherton, comma, Irish club 
woman. [laughter] And every time she spoke at that 
meeting, I would damn near giggle because I could see this 
"Mrs. Leiland Atherton, comma, Irish club woman." 
[laughter] You know, one of those great gaffes that occur, 
and it kept coming to mind. Any rate, out of that meeting, 
and it's--

Also, that was a result that brought me to Pat [Edmund 
G.] Brown [Sr.]'s attention. Everybody's [gone] up to 
Sacramento to exempt works of art. And I'm saying, I'm up 
at the committee saying, "Why should we exempt them, you 
know. If you want to exempt works of art, fine with me. 
Exempt the household furniture." And every time they'd get 
a bill going, I'd get a friend of mine, generally old 
Charlie [Charles E.] Chapel who was a, he had a great sense 
of humor, that old dog. He was assemblyman from 
Inglewood. And I'd get him to tie a rider on it to exempt 
household furniture from taxation. And it drove them 
crazy; [the] whole session. And finally toward the end of 
the session, somebody came over and said, "What do you want 
to do about this works of art thing?" And I said, "Well, 
you know, I'm not locked in concrete on it, but by the same 
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token, I'm not going to get my nose shoved in it." So we 
wrote a bill. We sat there and we drafted a bill that says 
that if a work of art is made available to a museum, a 
nonprofit museum, for display to the public, it shall not 
be subject to taxation. The bill just sailed through. I 
mean, I don't think it had an opposing vote. It went to 
the governor's office, and Pat Brown had the habit of 
having hearings on bills. And his staff recommended that 
the bill be vetoed. So I get this urgent call from, 
[laughter] now from the other side, and this is [Mrs.] 
Leighland Atherton, comma, Irish's people. And I got to 
Sacramento and I went to the hearing in the governor's 
office. And he said, "You know, Phil, reports I got [said] 
you were down fighting this," you know. 

Pat Brown never met a guy who had a last name. Will 
Rogers never met a guy he didn't like; Pat Brown never met 
a guy who had a last name. It was "Phil," you know. Just 
met him two minutes before, and it's "Phil." And I always 
had the habit, Richard--and I did it, I was never there, 
but when I talked to the governor of California, I called 
him Mr. Governor. That may be part of my upbringing, but 
every governor that I met that sat there, I called Mr. 
Governor. 

And he said, "Phil," you know, "how come you're 
supporting this?" And I said, "Well, Mr. Governor," I gave 
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him the history of the thing. And I said, "This seemed 
like a way out." He said, "You know, it's ingenious. 
Absolutely ingenious." He said, "Suppose they don't let a 
museum have their paintings?" I said, "The way we drafted 
the bill, Mr. Governor, they've got to make it 
available." And he said, "What does that mean?" I said, 
"Write the museum a letter and say you can have my 
paintings if you want them." He said, "Ingenious." Signed 
it. Looked at his staff, signed the bill, and said, [makes 
back-slapping sound] "Come see me [any] time, young man. 
Come see me, Phil. I like you, Phil." [laughter] You 
know, he was a big blustery guy. But I like Pat Brown. A 
little sidelight to some of the things that happened. 
SMITH: Let's go into some of the— You got into a lot of 
controversies--

WATSON: That's my middle name. 
SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: My middle name's Eugene, but it should have been 
Controversy. 

SMITH: And let's see, there were, you tried to tax the 

[Los Angeles] Dodgers— 
WATSON: I did. 

SMITH: Oh, you did tax them? 

WATSON: I won that one. Tried to tax the Music Center; 
lost it. 
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SMITH: Now what's the story behind that? How did you 
decide--
WATSON: On the Dodgers? 
SMITH: Yeah. 

WATSON: That controversy occurred because when Walter 
O'Malley built Dodger Stadium—don't hold me to the figures 
because that's been more than twenty years ago--I think he 
put something like eighteen, twenty million dollars into 
it. And my first year in office we, not we, I decided--
The Dodger Stadium thing was a controversy during the 
campaign. You know, what'11 you do, if you're elected 
assessor, about Dodger Stadium. Because, you know, they 
had that referendum and there was a lot of opposition. I 
one time spoke to a group of people out in the Wilshire 
area that were supporting the Arachaga family and Mrs. 
Arachaga was there. And I had to look at this dirty 
little— We can't put that on tape, but I looked at that 
and I said, "Jesus Christ, this is what all this fight is 
about?" Or was about; it was settled by then. But it was 
a very controversial thing, and I was determined that I was 
going to make, or the staff was going to make, as close to 
an unassailable assessment as they could make. 

So I took it out of the, I took it out of the mix. I 
took it out of the hands of the regular staff people, and I 
created, with that, what became the beginnings of a special 
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property section. I put Dodger Sta— And in order to 
protect myself against an accusation of favoritism or 
discrimination, which was just beginning to appear, I put, 
I took the Dodger Stadium, I took the shopping centers, I 
took all the special properties that we could think of and 
put them in this new group that we called special 
properties division. But the real purpose of it was to get 
a thorough, in-depth evaluation of Dodger Stadium. 

And I made them do a replacement cost evaluation. We 
did a, spent a lot of money going nationwide: what do 
other stadiums cost. Well, there wasn't anything like 
Dodger Stadium. I mean, we surveyed every city in the 
United States [that] had a stadium. And a couple of things 
were unique about it. One, other than Wrigley Field and 
Kamisky Field in Chicago which are ages old, name me a 
baseball stadium in the United States that's owned by 
private individuals. There are none. They're all public 
stadiums. And I made them do an income approach. Income 
from admissions-- And in effect, these are imputed incomes 
that make—but it's the only thing you have, you know. If 
they won't give you their numbers, then you've got to come 
up with a reasonable figure. Income from parking, income 
from concessions. And we knew what the concessionaires 
were paying. The only thing we didn't know was how much 
beer they sold. We found it out, but--
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And so we did all these studies on Dodger Stadium and 
we came up with an assessment that resulted in a tax bill 
of just short of $800,000. And we gave notice to the 
Dodgers, which was one of my platform planks: When an 
assessment is changed, give the people notice. Tell them 
what you've done. Because under the old system, the time 
for appeal was the first or the third Monday in July, and 
the people didn't know what happened until they got their 
tax bill in November, you see. Then it's too late to 
appeal. So, as a point, I made it a point that we're going 
to give notice to everybody, and we did. We put that in. 

Well, they got notice, and O'Malley, who is, if 
nothing else, the consummate user of the newspaper--knew 
public relations backward and forward—screamed that he had 
been promised a tax bill of $350,000. And the press picked 
it up. And the sports pages picked it up. And you know 
something? Twenty-two years later I am convinced that he 
had been promised this. But it was an illegal promise. I 
mean, you can't do that in California now. You might do 
that in Brooklyn, and I know they did it in Boston with the 
Hancock Building. But you can't--it's illegal in 
California. You value property as you see it. And here 
was the [Los Angeles] Times and the [Los Angeles] Herald 
[Examiner], and there were editorials coming out, 
blistering me in the sports pages. And I'm--
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And even [Sheriff] Peter Pitchess, that son-of-a-gun--
Only Peter Pitchess. He was the only person in politics in 
all the years I was in the assessor's office that attempted 
to use his position to influence me. And the first time 
was on Dodger Stadium. Took me to lunch at Perino's with 
Walter O'Malley. Oddly enough, and I didn't know it at the 
time—and of course Pitchess won't believe me—that 
morning, the press got hold of the values of Dodger 
Stadium. And as I'm driving back to the office with 
Pitchess, they announced it on the radio. [laughter] And 
then they were talking— And O'Malley was telling me, you 
know, "Phil, I was promised this." And I said, "Mr. 
O'Malley, I'm not going to get in that argument. I'm 
telling you that I'm elected assessor, and I'm telling you 
that we're going to value this property. We've almost got 
it completed; as soon as we have it you'll have it." And 
then I was a liar when we got out of Perino's because it 
got broke [in the press] without my knowledge. But 
Pitchess was trying to put the thumb screws on me to lower 
the assess— And I wasn't going to do it, you know. I 
didn't think it was wrong; I thought it was right. So it 
waged in the press. 

And finally they went to the [Los Angeles County] 
Board [of Supervisors], and he [O'Malley] hired a friend of 
mine, Jim [James J.] Arditto, as his lawyer. And Jim was 
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good in the property tax field. He came out of the state 
board of equalization and the [California] Franchise Tax 
Board, and he handled the Howard Hughes income tax case. 
Hughes hired him, and he was-- At that time he had been 
Howard Hughes's lawyer; Waters, Arditto, and Waters were 
Hughes's attorneys. And so we had a hammer-and-tong at the 
board. And it was the first time the board had heard a 
capitalization of earnings case. It's the first time 
Arditto was seen in a capitalization of earnings case. And 
it just slaughtered him. I mean, terms of-- It was the 
people, the press people who covered it. 

And we had a group, a press group in the building, and 
when these kinds of controversies occur and the TV cameras 
come in and the UPI and Associated Press are coming in and 
they're coming out from New York and Washington, these 
[local] people resent it, see. And they get on your 
side. So they start feeding you what the other press 
people are picking up from the other side. And they 
reported to me the dismay in the O'Malley camp when this 
young kid— I had a young Mormon kid, and as a result of 
that, by god, I didn't have him six more months. 
Pittsburgh-- Aluminum Company of America hired him, and 
took him back to Pittsburgh to head up their property tax 
department. 

And we put him on this case, and I thought that I was 
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going to get a political decision. I thought that-- I had 
the votes counted. Kenny [Kenneth] Hahn was never going to 
vote for Walter O'Malley. But I thought that Burton Chase, 
Ernie [Ernest] Debs and Frank [G.] Bonelli-- I knew that 
Ernie Debs was going to vote for him because Ernie was very 
close to O'Malley and Arditto. And this was before Ernie 
and I got together--became friends. But I figured I've 
lost it [the case]. And this was the only hearing I 
attended as assessor, because next year, and partly as a 
result of the O'Malley hearing, the board of supervisors 
adopted my scheme for assessment appeals boards. But in 
'63 they did not. And I thought, "Goddamn it, they're 
going to throw the pipe to me on this." And it becomes a 
personal issue, you know, at that stage of the game. I 
don't care what anybody says; it's a personal issue. 

And Frank Bonelli is sitting across the horseshoe 
[table], and he quietly— And I got into Warren Dorn--that 
I had evaluated as not having enough guts to really do 
anything. Warren Dorn's sitting next to-- I'm sitting next 
to Warren. So I got up and walked around the table, and 
Frank pointed at this and he said, "Would you go for this, 
this, and this." And I said, "I don't want to, Frank." He 
said, "Phil, would you go for it? And not make too much 
noise." And I said, "Well, let me think about it." 

And one of the things in the issue was that land that 
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surrounds the stadium makes it a kind of a bowl. And the 
Dodgers called it Sod Hill. They grew the sod for the 
infield there. And if you go up there, it's kind of like 
Tightwad Hill up at Cal [University of California, 
Berkeley]. You see a lot of people sitting there watching 
the ball game. And we referred to it as Park Lane Acres, 
[laughter] Park View Acres! I mean, it really was 
funny. And it made O'Malley so goddamn mad. Every time we 
call this Park View Acres, you can see him gritting his 
teeth. And they called it Sod Hill. And that was one of 
the properties involved; it had a big value on it. 

And I walked back and I sat down and Warren Dorn said 
to me, "Well, you're giving up, huh?" And I said, "What do 
you mean, Warren?" He said, "Well, you're over there 
making a deal with Bonelli. I'm not gonna go for this son-
of-a-bitch, and they're not going to get it without my 
vote." I just sat back and relaxed. And the supervisors 
voted. They gave him a minor cut. And one of the things 
I'll give you before you leave tomorrow, we'll go up in the 
attic out there and I'll get a lot of the old plaques. 
Karl Hubenthal did a cartoon in the Herald with me sliding 
into home base, O'Malley was the catcher, and the umpire 
was the board of supervisors saying, "Safe," with $765,000, 
$795,000. 

That case changed a lot of things. Number one, it 
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convinced people, some of the people in the office, that 
capitalization of earnings could be used as a weapon of 
defense, not as just as one of attack. And It helped ease 
[things] that way. Two, I had another event that happened 
about the same time that just really had caused all kinds 
of controversy. 

I told you people in the office were afraid of the 
computer. And their fear of the computer was evinced by 
the fact that the computer had been programmed to prevent a 
duplication of assessment. As a result, in 1962--and I 
made a campaign issue out of it—in 1962 a lot of 
assessments didn't get put on the tax roll. They were 
miscoded, and the computer picked up the code and kicked 
[snaps fingers] them out, and the assessments didn't get on 
the roll. So I just screamed about the, you know, the 
incompetence of the office, and can be indignant in 
political campaign about something like that. Didn't 
amount to much. Just before the '63 hearings commenced, 
Frank Bonelli--I ran into him in a garage one night--he 
said, "Phil, what's this about this computer goof-up?" I 
said, "Frank, I don't know anything about a computer goof-
up." Well, everybody knew it in the building, but me. 
Because of that mistake the prior year, and I'd made an 
issue out of it, they changed the programming of the 
computer instead of preventing an escape, preventing a 
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duplication, prevent a mistake. 

At the tail end of the assessment season, there's a 
frantic rush to make sure all the assessments get on the 
roll. And that particular year the assessments 
declarations for the IBM [International Business Machines], 
Remington [Rand], RCA [Radio Corporation of America], the 
big computer companies, came in--they always did the last 
day--and they got processed, then put in a pile, and then 
processed again. So you got put on the assessment roll 
twice. Now, because the programming had been changed, the 
mistake was caught. They made the preliminary run, and the 
figures went out to the cities. And the preliminary 
figures go out to the city with a caveat on them: these 
are preliminary figures; don't base your tax rate on 
them. Right after the preliminary run went out, they 
caught the mistake. A hundred and eighty million 
dollars: double assessments on computers. 

I walked out of the office that night after I just 
told Bonelli there wasn't anything [wrong]. I looked at 
the headlines in the Herald: "A hundred and eighty million 
dollar computer goof." Oh, shit. Went right back upstairs 
and I called— Started— Had m y — I got my secretary and we 
started calling people back from home. And it was one in 
the morning before I got the story. Hell, nothing to do. 
I'm going to have to face them somewhere down the line. 
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So I went down to Bill Rempel' s house that weekend and 
I took key members of the staff—had to come down on 
Saturday and Sunday—and I wrote a statement. And the 
statement began— And Warren Dorn was the guy who, by then, 
was doing the biggest screaming about it. He was running 
for, I don't know whether he was running for senate or 
governor at the time, but he was screaming about it. And I 
started my-- I walked in and I started my-- And the press 
loved it. You want to talk about being controversial. I 
walked in, and the opening line of my speech was, "The 
public must be confused by now by some of the 
misinformation put out by some members of this board of 
supervisors in the past week." Then it got rough. I mean, 
that was for starters. When I finished, it was a dead 
silence. Nobody had a word to say. I completely-- And I 
got up and walked out. 

And the press came. And poor old Warren, who's making 
all-- And Bonelli winked when I was on the way out-- And 
Warren who had started the whole thing Is sitting all by 
himself; I've made a fool of him. And, you know, then he 
supports me on the O'Malley case. 
SMITH: You also— Another thing— 

WATSON: Those were the kinds of things that made me 
controversial. I talked back, in effect. I defended my--
You know, despite the enmity of the staff, the staff 
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understood very--and that was one of the incidences--that 
they understood that I was the guy who took the heat. They 
didn't have to take the heat. The TV guys, the cameras 
were lined up and the staff was [standing] behind them, you 
know. And they [the press] said, they said, "Who's 
responsible for this?" And I said, "I am. I'm the 
assessor." 

"Well, but you didn't do this, Mr. Watson. Who did 
this? Who's responsible?" 

I said, "I'm responsible. If you want to look for 
responsibility, it's me. I'm the elected assessor." 

Next question: "Are you going to discipline the 
people who are responsible for this thing?" 

I said, "Discipline is an internal department 
matter. I don't discuss that publicly. If anybody needs 
to be disciplined, it's me. It was my mistake." 

You can't answer that, you know. And even though some 
of the press themselves got furious, when it came out that 
night, it was "Watson Takes Full Responsibility." And my 
staff knew that. And all the time I was assessor, I took--
You know, even during the [Baxter] Ward hearings, you never 
heard me say one word that the staff member's responsible 
for this, that, or the other thing, did you? Did you see 
one? 

SMITH: No. 
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WATSON: Wasn't my style, kid. I was the elected 
assessor. I was responsible. I take the glory; I take the 
blame. I get the perks of the office, and I take the bad 
in the office. And the staff learned that. And it bridged 
the gap with a great number of them. Not with the old land 
division people. I never got over the hurdle of that. The 
guys that took the pop at me during the Ward hearings, and 
particularly when I left the office, were old land 
people. They held it all those years. 

I started to tell you, I got a lucky break in terms of 
management concepts with the Pacific Mutual association. 
They-- Early in '63, they knew that we had enormous 
problems with that computer. It was out-dated and we had 
to get a new computer. And they sent me up some technical 
help, just on a volunteer basis. And then I went up and I 
worked it out with Lin [S.] Hollinger, who was a CAO [Chief 
Administrative Officer], to try to work out some of these 
hurdles. And when this duplication occurred, they felt 
partly responsible. So they [Pacific Mutual Life Insurance 
Company] assigned a management consultant named Jim [James 
R.] Vine to come in and do a survey of the office and to 
advise me. 

And I had concluded by then that I had to get rid of 
John [H.] Keith, that he just wasn't capable of running the 
job on a day-to-day basis. And Jim concurred. And so, 
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[in] May or June of '63, before the computer goof occurred, 
we went on a nationwide search. Pacific Mutual hired, paid 
for, a company to go on a nationwide search to find me a 
chief deputy: a guy who would do the administrative chores 
in the office. And we wrote a job description; did it down 
at Pacific Mutual. 

And late summer, Jim Vine came to me and he said, 
"Would you consider me for this job?" And he said, "I'll 
be happy to take it on a one- or two-year basis." He said, 
"I can't tell you I'll be anything but loyal to you, and 
I'll do what you want me to do." And I said, "Let's give 
it a shot." So I called John Keith in, in late summer, and 
I told him. And John asked if he could stay until November 
because he could get under the retirement plan. And I 
said, "Yeah, but Jim's going to come in here, and he'll 
take over." So when Jim came in, he had been on the 
consulting contract to do a — He came into the office and 
said, "I've got some suggestions and I think we ought to go 
somewhere else." And I said, "Fine. We'll go out down to 
the club or out to a restaurant and have a couple of drinks 
and some dinner, and talk about it." So I called home, 
told my wife I wouldn't be home (she was kind of used to it 
by that time). 

And we went out and Jim presented a plan of 
reorganization. He took the state board plan and we 
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expanded it a little bit. And one of the things we did was 
to establish that assessment standards division, which 
became the internal watchdog of the organization. They 
established the rules, they did the internal audit and so 
on. And by the time— It worked so effectively, that by 
the time the state board of equalization established their 
audit-of-assessors program under AB 80 after they ruled 
them forced reforms, we were ahead of them. They opened 
the first examination of the office-- As a matter of fact, 
the one that [Baxter] Ward called a sweetheart deal— He 
opened it by saying that "Los Angeles County office is 
headed by a charismatic assessor who has surrounded himself 
with extremely capable people who manage their jobs and 
they think years into the future." And they described our 
planning program. 

And we had something that was really unique in terms 
of a governmental office. And we had built into it, as 
much as you could in a civil service system, some elements 
of competition. We did it by providing incentives to 
people who were willing to be rotated, number one. If 
you're willing to go into work in the standards division, 
you got an extra tick on the rating promotability when the 
job came up. Now, you know, and that's about all you're 
capable of doing in a civil service; so we did it. 
SMITH: Before we explore that a little bit, I wanted to go 
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into the, your attempt to assess the value [of] oil, 

underground oil. 
WATSON: The early controversy? 
SMITH: Right. 
WATSON: I don't know that there's a lot I can say about 
that, except that after I reviewed the practices of the oil 
division, I was convinced—and a little later along, Andy 
Henshaw left the state board and became the Orange County 
assessor--I was convinced that the procedures for valuing 
underground oil favored the oil companies. I suppose, 
since we're doing the Watson years in the office, I might 
as well tell you some of the sad conclusions that I arrived 

About as fast as you can put an able independent 
person in charge of a project in an assessor's office, the 
oil companies buy him. You may be a civil service 
[employee], but he gets bought. He gets bought with fancy 
lunches and fancy dinners and tickets to the Dodgers and 
this and that and the other thing; the entertainment 
scheme. I discovered somewhere down the line that-- And 
some of these tax agents with oil companies became very 
good friends of mine. There was a guy named Harry Clark 
that was with Mobil that really [was] one of the few people 
in my lifetime I've been able to sit down and discuss 
philosophy about. He was a graduate of Bowdoin College. 
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We used to go see the Bowdoin singers. When I decided to 
get married, Harry was one of the first guys I--after I 
might have—sat down and talk with him. And I had a great 
deal of respect, very bright man. 

But I discovered that tax people and oil companies 
were, their salaries were, say, $30,000 a year, and their 
expense accounts, $100,000. Those are not actual figures, 
but those are the ratios. And a staff in the assessor's 
office, a civil servant, however independent he might be 
when he starts, quickly succumbs to the entertainment 
route. It's a subtle form of influence. And I don't know 
that there is any way to control it. I had an incident 
occur very early when I was assessor. 

I had a guy running the appraisal division named Ralph 
Rose. I took my early people out of the business division 
because I came out of the business division. It's a form 
of nepotism, but, you know, I trusted them. I knew how 
they thought and I trusted them. And it created some 
enmity otherwise, but that's too bad. You got to have some 
people you trust. So Ralph was head of the appraisal 
section. He issued a memorandum to everybody in the office 
forbidding them from going to lunch with a taxpayer. And 
this thing went on for a week or so before I found it out, 
and I hit the ceiling. I went down to the second floor to 
Ralph's office, and I said, "Ralph, I want you to withdraw 
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that memorandum." He said, "Why, Phil? Our people 
shouldn't be having lunches." 

Now, I was partly responsible for that, because on the 
first Christmas I was in the office, I started getting the 
damnedest gifts. God, the gift certificates would pour in 
and, you know, and they come to my house. As Ernie Debbs 
said to me not too long ago, Christmas of last year, we 
were sitting, looking at the Christmas tree, he said, "You 
know, when I was supervisor, you couldn't see that 
Christmas tree from all the gifts from the lobbyists and—" 
All these things came in and, you know, I expected that as 
assessor I'd, we'd be receiving some perks. But I couldn't 
believe the extent. 

And I was most offended by gift certificates, you 
know. And I can't distinguish—could not distinguish then, 
and I can't distinguish now--in my mind, the difference 
between a gift certificate and cash. There isn't much, is 
there? And so that Christmas, I sent the gift certificates 
back. I tried to do it with a nice note. And I called all 
the senior staff members in the office in and said, "If you 
got gift certificates, send them back. If you got theater 
passes, send them back." Raised hell. I mean, these were 
part of their perks. As a result of this, Ralph put out 
this memo. 

Now, I thought that crossed the line the other way. 
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And I finally said to him, "Ralph, if you don't trust 
yourself enough to have lunch with a taxpayer, I don't 
really think you belong in this business. Now let me put 
it in another way "--and I'm talking to Ralph Rose now--"if 
you can be bought with a lunch, you're too cheap for me and 
I think you're too cheap for you. I think you're a better 
man than that. And I don't think you have to have any fear 
about having lunch with a taxpayer." Now, having said 
that, and I believe it, I go back to the oil division. 

It's invidious. It's a day-after-day-- I went down to 
the athletic club one time to have lunch with a friend of 
mine, and here's my whole oil division. They're having 
lunch at the athletic club. You go to the conventions and 
night after night after night they've got your guys out. 
Well, pretty soon it affects the thinking. I mean, you do 
things for your friends. If you're going to go to lunch 
with a guy day after day after day, or dinner with him, or 
you get Christmas presents from him, birthday presents, and 
you get tickets to the football games and the Dodgers— 
Damn it, comes a decision at times you're going to slant 
towards your friend. That's the nicest way of putting 
it. And that happens. 

And Andy Henshaw and Jack Vallerga and I were down in 
Cuernavaca as guests of a taxpayer one time, enjoying one 
of these perks. And we got to talking about this very 
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point. How in the hell do you keep your people out of the 
bag of the oil companies? And we concluded that the only 
way of doing it is to rotate them. The minute you think 
they're serving, not serving the county's interest, your 
interests, you have to rotate them. 

Now, after I reviewed this material, when I invited 
Ray Havard to leave the office, take his retirement, I 
concluded that our procedures for valuing the oil companies 
were wrong. And I proceeded to order them changed. Also, 
the county won a lawsuit, kind of an obscure lawsuit about 
that period of time, and it supported my position. 

Well, the oil companies went to Sacramento. By this 
time [Ronald] Reagan was governor. They went to Sacramento 
with a bill to overturn what I did and to overturn the 
litigation. Section 107.2 of the revenue and taxation 
code. And they tried to use, as a precedent, a piece of 
legislation that had passed in 1955 which created an 
exception in valuation for certain leasehold interests that 
had been created prior to 1955. And they said, "We just 
want to do what was done for the possessory interest 
holder." 

I fought it tooth and nail. I beat it, I beat it in 

the senate. And then they amended it and got the bill out; 

then I beat it in the assembly; and they amended it; and 

we're going back and forth. And they finally— And I 
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forced a series of basic changes in the bill. I actually 

forced them to retreat to the point where--
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WATSON: --where the effectiveness of the bill only covered 
oil leases entered Into before the date of that decision. 
The first bill was all-inclusive. And then I put the 
pressure on the governor not to sign it. Keep in mind that 
I was on Reagan's committee In 1966. I drafted several of 
the tax policy statements, including the famous, what 
became the famous [slogan] "taxes should hurt." That was 
Reagan's words, not mine. But I drafted the principles 
which led to that, and he used them in the campaign. And 
he had a fellow on his staff who was the assembly 
liaison. And I worked and I can't, for the sake of me, 
remember his name. I was hoping Alan Altman or Mort 
[Morton B.] Frischman might, but I don't remember his 
name. And we were working back and forth and I was 
opposing this bill. 

One afternoon I'm having a staff meeting in my office 
and I got a call on my private line from Henry Salvatori. 
And he said, "Phil, we need you to withdraw your 
opposition." Now, Henry Salvatori was a financial backer 
of mine, a solid one, In '66. He had backed me modestly in 
'62 because I was Republican and a conservative. But 
because he didn't think I was going to win he didn't give 
me much money, [laughter] which is the way politics 
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works. I got-- In '62, incidentally, the contributions I 
got was what we finally call "insurance money" from 
corporations. They give you a little dough just in the 
event you might pull the upset, you know. And I'll also 
tell you about Ben Weingart. Did I talk about him? 
SMITH: You did. 

WATSON: Okay. Anyway, Henry called on my private line: 
"We need you to back off your opposition." I said, "Henry, 
I can't do that." He said, "Well, you know, Phil, we've 
done a lot for you." I said, "Henry, I've done a lot for 
you." But I said, "You know, I thought when you got me 
elected that the books were balanced; that you put up your 
money wanting good government, and that's what I'm trying 
to give you—this good government." He said, "Phil, I 
think it's a good government to give us this bill." And I 
said, "Henry, that bill is nothing but a special-interest 
bill. It gives you a break that's not available to a 
general taxpayer, creates enormous tax loopholes for you, 
and I'm not going to support it." And he hung up on me. 

Thirty minutes later I got a call from this guy in 
Reagan's staff [Jack Lindsey]; he was calling me from 
Pacific Palisades. And he said, "Did Henry Salvatori talk 
to you?" And I said, "Yeah. We were on the phone half an 
hour or so ago." And he said, "What'd you [say] to him?" 
I said, "Jack, I told him that I wasn't going to pull in my 
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opposition, that it was a special-interest bill, and It 
shouldn't have gotten out of the legislature but it did, 
and I'm not going to support it." And he said, "Good for 
you." He said, "The governor has told him [Salvatori] that 
he won't sign that bill unless he gets your opposition 
withdrawn." 

An hour later I called out to the governor's house and 
got hold of Jack and I said, "What happened?" He said, "He 
signed the bill." I said, "He signed the bill?" He said, 
"Yeah, Phil. He signed the bill and I gave him my own 
walking papers on the spot." He said, "I told the governor 
when we went to Sacramento I thought we were going to 
practice conservative government, and what we're practicing 
is special-interest government." And the guy walked out on 
him on the spot. 

I then decided that I could make an argument that the 
bill was not constitutional. So we went ahead and ignored 
the bill for the next year's assessments and ultimately 
lost it in court: Texaco v. The County of Los Angeles was 
the case. I don't know whether it was County of Los 
Angeles or Watson. I'll look up the case. 

Despite it all, I never really had any overt enemies 
in the oil industry, probably because I was assessor of the 
biggest county in the United States and they didn't want to 
incur my enmity. But also, since I left the office, I 
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hadn't had a single member of the oil industry bother to 
call me, or send me a Christmas card, or inquire about my 
health, or say, "Kiss my ass," "Go to hell," or anything 
else. So, you know, I guess I have to say that the only 
reason they continued to "like" me was I was assessor of 
Los Angeles County. I don't care, you know. And I don't 
mean any of that to sound as if I have any regrets on it; I 
don't. I feel very strongly about taking positions. 

I also, I've had this attribute: I've had the 
ability, in my lifetime, to argue with you all day long and 
go out and drink with you that night. And Bob [Robert] 
Brown, who debated me time and again on my first tax-limit 
initiative, we would jokingly say when we go over, "Hey, 
Phil, tomorrow night, let's switch roles. I'll take your 
side and you take my side." All over the state we'd go 
hammer and tong in a debate and then go out and have a 
drink together and became very good friends as a result of 

But I did incur undying enmity of some people in the 
oil industry; not for the stand I took, for the rotation of 
people. And I wasn't very quiet about my thoughts that 
their money was influencing judgment in the office. But 
again, I don't know what to do about it except to rotate. 
SMITH: You also took away loopholes that the banks and the 
insurance companies were enjoying on their property. 
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WATSON: I didn't-- I wasn't successful in that, Richard. 
But when I sponsored the nineteen--the second tax-limit 
initiative, and I-- Maybe it's time that I went into my 
philosophy behind that. It comes again from [C. Northcote] 
Parkinson. Parkinson's second law was expenditures will 
rise to meet the income available. And that's true of 
government. You budget a number for government and it's 
spent. You never heard of a budgeted amount being unspent. 
SMITH: No. 

WATSON: And if government knows that there's going to be 
more income available, it will spend it. So when I first 
became assessor, I announced to the board of supervisors— 
and it was part of my inaugural speech--to the board of 
supervisors and to the school districts and to the cities, 
next year don't ask me what the assessment figures are 
going to be ahead of time. I'm not going to tell you 
because the process is that you make your budget up, and 
that's supposed to be based upon your needs. And then 
after that's made up, I deliver the assessment roll, and 
then the county auditor computes the tax rate. 

Now, heretofore, they had been getting, knowing ahead 
of time what the figures are going to be. And the budget 
would somehow come out equal to a number which would 
produce no increase in the tax rate. And the board of 
supervisors would announce, and the school districts would 
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announce, "We have no increase in the tax rate this year," 
thereby implying that there'd be no increase in taxes. But 
the assessment roll would grow by some amount varying from, 
generally, around 8 percent to a high of 16 percent. And 
that'll give you that much more money. But it was spread 
around the county. I said, "You're not going to get these 
figures anymore." 

So the school districts and the counties and the 
cities went to Sacramento and got a bill passed that 
required me to give them estimates ahead of time. It only 
applied to Los Angeles County, one of those cute little 
bills that says, "In counties of population of four million 
or more, the assessor shall—" And I said, "It's 
unconstitutional. And I refuse to do it." And I lost 
it. I went to the [California] Supreme Court and dear old 
[Justice] Stanley Mosk, in one of his decisions, blistered 
me, and I was required to do it. And I instructed our 
people to make them as conservative as possible, but there 
was no way to stop the practice of basing a budget based on 
what they knew was available. 

So my second thought was, or my corollary thought— 
wasn't a second thought, was proper-- When I went to work 
in the assessor's office, property tax rates were about $4 
[per] $100 of assessed valuation. And assessments were at 
about 25 percent, and it meant that the tax rate was about 
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a dollar or about a net tax, effective tax, of 1 percent of 
the value of property. By the time I was elected assessor, 
the tax rate was up to about 2.75 percent. And in 1968, 
when I sponsored the first constitutional amendment, it was 
close to 3 [percent] 

And I argued, purely and simply, in that first 
campaign that the reason that property taxes have gone from 
1 percent to 3 percent is that we're using the property tax 
to finance the wrong things of government. The welfare 
program was never designed to be a part of the property 
tax. It was designed to be paid for out of the general 
income of the society. But because of the incomes 
division, the revenue sharing provisions that came into 
existence with the federal government, all the 
administrative costs of the welfare program were saddled on 
the property tax payer. 

In 1932, we had a reform of our tax system in 
California as a result of a constitutional commission 
headed by two men, [Fred E.] Stewart and [Ray L.] Riley. 
And they formed a bill called the Stewart-Riley Act 
[Proposition 30] which brought sales taxes into our tax 
scheme, designed specifically for the purpose of supporting 
the schools. And this ballot argument in 1933 was if you 
will vote a penny for the schools, never again would the 
property-tax payer have to pay to support the public 
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schools of California. By 1968, 50 percent of the property 
tax was going to pay for public schools. 

And so I developed and coined a phrase that the 
property tax should be used to pay for property-related 
services, and there should be a tax limit. I may have 
selected the wrong words. I may have used the words, 
perhaps, "a fixed rate of taxation of 1 percent," because a 
limit and a rate are the same thing. 
SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: But I chose "a limit." I thought it was a better 
set of words. And I campaigned on that basis. 

And I was opposed. The opposition was led by Standard 
Oil of California. They spent god knows how much money. 
They-- Two floors in their building in San Francisco were 
devoted to, daily, cranking out material. 

And I had my first heart attack during that 
campaign. I literally worked myself into a heart attack. 
There isn't any question about it. I, you know, I went day 
and night, and finally I just collapsed. And I had a heart 
attack and it almost killed me. I didn't know it. And I 
didn't know, I did not know the severity of my heart 
attack, my 1968 heart attack, until after I had heart 
surgery nine years later. And I decided to retire and I 
started reading the reports on the state of my heart. Then 
I knew how serious the '68 heart attack was. 
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SMITH: Why were the oil companies so opposed? 
WATSON: Pardon me? 

SMITH: Why were the oil companies opposed? 
WATSON: Because they felt that if— I didn't specify in 
that first bill what the alternative sources of taxation 
were. And they felt that some of the big breaks on oil, 
they were going to lose their severance--their oil 
exemption from income tax. They also felt that we'd get a 
severance tax. And, again, it's this fear of something 
worse. They thought that if this bill passed, without 
specifying the [alternative revenue] sources, that 
business, in general, would be-- The state chamber of 
commerce opposed me on the same basis; all business did: 
"It's going to come out of business." My argument was "so 
what?" you know. 

It can only come from two places: an income tax or a 
sales tax; in some form or the other, right? There're only 
three kinds of taxes: income, sales, and property. Income 
tax is easier to pay than a property tax; you only pay that 
out of income. You only pay sales tax If you spend the 
money. And they're both better taxes than the property 
tax. [I] said it on platform after platform. 

And I coined those words that property tax should be 
used to pay for property-related services. They're now 
part of our reformed vocabulary: "property-related 
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services" and "people-related services." As a matter of 
fact, in the legislation I defined property taxes as 
including everything except people-related services. And I 
defined people-related services as schools and welfare and 
anything else the legislature wanted to put in there. I 
mean, you know, that's pretty clever writing if you want to 
analyze it because it locks out the two big expenditures. 
I lost it. 

I went through a period of personal trauma. I was 
recovering from the heart attack, I got remarried, my wife 
died a year later and I drifted along through the '70 
election and— I think it was December of '69, after Mag 
[Margaret M. Coffey] died, I went up to Sacramento, Bob 
[Robert] Brown called me and said, "You know, Phil, we hear 
you're moping around there. Why don't you come up and have 
lunch and let's go fishing or do something." I said, 
"Well, I'll come to Sacramento. I got some business I want 
to talk to you about anyway." 

So I went to Sacramento. And when we went to the 
Sutter Club, and Bob said, "Why don't you start another 
constitutional amendment?" And I said, "Well, what can I 
expect out of your organization--the California Taxpayers 
Association, California Chamber of Commerce, the business 
community?" He said, "If you'll write one [and] specify 
the sources of revenue and set a floor for school support, 
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we'll support it." And I said, "Okay, let me think about 
it. " 

So I came back home and I talked to Vince [Vincent] 
Page who represented us in those oil company suits which 
were still pending. And the ones with the state were 
pending at that time. And he said, "Well, why don't we get 
together with Warren Beebe of O'Melveny and Meyers. They 
had led the opposition for the oil companies in Southern 
California and furnished speakers against it. Let's see 
what we can work out." And then I went to Ben Weingart and 
he agreed to put up $10,000 in legal fees to get a bill 
drafted. Went to schools and got them to agree on a floor 
for the schools. And they did agree on it, which was 
written in the bill. And I had made it a condition with 
Brown and with the California Taxpayers Association—I met 
with their board of directors and I met with the petroleum 
industry—that if I went for a bill, it was going to 
include closing some tax loopholes. And that meant the 
loopholes for the banks and the insurance companies. And 
it would contain an oil severance tax to be used for local 
government only. 

It was tough to sell. But I sold it to everybody 
except the banks and the insurance companies; they wouldn't 
buy. But I thought, "Well, you know, we can go without 
them." What a mistake. Insurance industry put up three 
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million bucks against me. Tobacco industry put up a 
million dollars against me. It [would have] increased 
alcohol and tobacco taxes. You know, California has very 
low alcohol and tobacco taxes. It [the bill] increased 
those. And then a million bucks came out of the tobacco 
industry against me. 

And the schools, the California Teachers Association 
double-crossed me because we wrote $825 a pupil as a basis 
for school support based on the 1968 figures which were 
available to us when they wrote the bill. And by the time 
we got to the ballot, their average figure was up to 
$1,350, and they just--[Imitating teachers] "We're not 
going to be cut back to eight—" And I pointed my finger, 
"You sons-of-bitches, you promised," you know. But, same 
fate. 

But the money that came in against it was money from 
the banks and the insurance companies and the tobacco 
industry. Now, the Proposition 14 campaign in '72, unlike 
the campaign in '68—campaign in '68 didn't have a lot of 
money—but we had well over a million dollars in 
contribution [in 1972]. And we had the [California] Farm 
Bureau; we had the [California] Cattlemen's Association. 
The oil industry put up, not as much as we expected, but 
they put up substantial monies; the apartment house asso— 
But we had over a million bucks, so we weren't, we were not 
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running a poverty campaign. But I didn't get any newspaper 
support. All the major, every major newspaper in the state 
opposed me. Went down to defeat. 

I was trying again, I had a third one going with 
[Howard] Jarvis and [Paul] Gann when Baxter [Ward] started 
his investigation. And I called those two guys in the 
office. We were part of the way down the road on the 
signature gathering, and I can't tell you whether I might 
have been successful or not. Our people, my old 
connections, were getting most of the signatures. Jarvis 
never contributed much of anything. He was just a big 
mouth on these things. He talked a lot, but he didn't 
contribute much. 

But then I went in the hospital for heart surgery and 
I had to pull out and it collapsed. And then they used 
Jarvis's old amendment and went out to get signatures 
again. And the 1976 reappraisal in Los Angeles County got 
it for him because we reappraised almost a million parcels 
of land. You know, and they doubled or tripled, because 
you were in that huge real estate inflation. And that's 
[what] really caused Proposition [13] to pass. Whatever 
they want to say about it, the huge increase in assessed 
valuations is the one that did it for him. 
SMITH: For Prop. 13. 
WATSON: For Prop. 13, right. 
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SMITH: You did also, within the purview of your office, I 
know, the banks were able to get all of their property 
assessed at bank rates, and you were able to roll that back 
so that only property used for banking purposes was 
assessed at a special bank rate. 

WATSON: Yeah. We won that portion of it. We got-- Prior 
to that period of time, any property owned by the bank fell 
under the so-called in-lieu tax provisions. To make it 
clear how that worked, there was a 4 percent in-lieu tax 
tacked onto banking income tax; tacked onto banks and 
insurance comp--on the banks. And that was in lieu of any 
other tax levied in California. So, prior to the time I 
became assessor, the banks claimed all their property under 
the in-lieu provisions. We gradually whittled it away. 
That was not in one fell swoop. It was one case at a time 
where we just gradually whittled away the— And that's the 
way--

I preached that philosophy years ago. I learned that 
as a result of losing the taxation of government property 
cases in 1958. And I had pled with our attorneys during 
the prosecution of those cases. Then when we lost them in 
a superior court, I said, "Let's drop those cases and pick 
some others where we've got a more favorable chance to win 
it." And when I became assessor, that's what I did on 
these cases that I knew were going to have industry-wide 
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implication. I started the practice of assessing those 
where we thought we had the best chance to win. And I'd 
tell the others you can sign a waiver or we're going be, 
have the case resolved in three years--we didn't discuss 
this with the industry—and we'll have a chance to go back 
and make escape assessments if we wanted. We'd pick our 
best case. 

And then came along a case on possessory interest. 
The harbor departments and the leasees at the harbor 
entered into a series of collusive agreements to attempt to 
defeat the property tax called a preferential assignment; 
rather than making a lease with the company which would 
have created a taxable interest in that company, they'd 
give them preferential assignment with a series of 
options. And they were thinly disguised leases. And I 
said, with Metropolitan [Stevedore Company] during, "No, 
it's a lease. A lease is a lease is a lease. I don't care 
what you call it. Duck: it looks like a duck and waddles 
like a duck and squawks like a duck, it's a duck! And 
that's what you got, is a lease." So we made the 
assessment. 

And I told— And I went to their meeting, sixteen or 
eighteen or twenty of the other harbor leasees, and I said, 
"You have your option. We can, we'll assess you now and 
you can be part of this lawsuit if you want to, or you can 
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sit and we won't assess you when the lawsuits conclude if 
we're successful." And of course nobody wants to pay the 
tax. But Metropolitan then claimed discrimination. 
SMITH: On what basis? 

WATSON: On the basis that I hadn't assessed the other 
taxpayers. And my own attorney came to me--his name was A1 
[Alfred C.] DeFlon, we had worked together as young men— 
and he came to me and said, "You got to make those 
assessments or I'm pulling out of the case." And what 
happened is I went to John Mahard, who was [the] county 
counsel, [who] said, "Get A1 DeFlon off my case; he's not 
going to let him operate it." 

And the court, the appellate court said, "No, they're 
wrong. In this discrimination matter the option of making 
the escaped assessment was available to the assessor so 
there's no loss of revenue. And even if there were, that's 
not the problem of this taxpayer to prove, you know— He 
can't say because somebody else wasn't assessed I'm not 
assessed." So I won two principals involved in that. But 
for [safety] purposes, we never followed that practice 
again. 

But it was a whittle-away process, Richard. That's--
And I knew that going in. And we gradually, we won the 
case on the bank vault doors. That was done before I was 
assessor, then we won the case on the counters and wickets, 
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and we kept whittling away at the bank thing. And then we 
got the legislation passed to say that if it wasn't used 
for his primary office of the bank or the insurance 
company, then it wasn't subject to that. And that was all 
an outgrowth of the— As a matter of fact, the insurance 
companies volunteered giving up the, everything but their, 
what [was] known as the principle office exemption in order 
to get support against, in order to get legislative 
opposition to Prop. 14. That was a trade-off they made in 
Sacramento: Don't go for this package and we'll go for 
that one. So, you know, you win some things despite 
yourself. 
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TAPE NUMBER: VI, SIDE ONE 

AUGUST 22, 1985 

SMITH: We left off yesterday talking about your 
administration of the [Los Angeles County] Assessor's 
Office, and one of the major things that you were involved 
in was changing the way airlines, airplanes are assessed. 
WATSON: Okay. 

SMITH: Would you discuss how that came about, what the 
problem was and why— 

WATSON: Well, there were a couple, three problems in 
connection with the airline controversy. It went to the 
[California] Supreme Court. In the 1950s, as a deputy 
assessor, I was responsible for the assessment of--
SMITH: Could you hold on? [tape recorder off] You can 
continue now. 

WATSON: Okay. I was responsible for assessing scheduled 
and unscheduled airlines that operated in the various 
airports in Los Angeles County. And there was really no 
basic law in those days as how to, how do you handle the 
appraisal and assessment of firms engaged in interstate 
commerce. The basic law on the subject is that personal 
property is taxable only at its home port and commercial 
domicile. But in Los Angeles County we took the position 
that airlines didn't really have a home port and commercial 
domicile since they operated regularly in various 
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jurisdictions, and that we were entitled to assess and 
collect taxes on that portion of the airline property which 
was regularly used in Los Angeles. 

Therefore, there had been developed, before I took 
over the assessment of airlines, a formula which I refined 
and perfected and wrote a few articles. I wrote three 
articles on taxation of airlines establishing a formula 
based upon the time spent, that each airplane spent, in the 
jurisdiction and allocating the value of the entire fleet 
of airplanes based upon that time determination. The 
airlines accepted that for a number of years. 

And then in the 1960s, after the passage of AB 
[Assembly Bill] 80 which vested enormous powers of 
supervision over assessor's activities and the state board 
of equalization, United Airlines begin a push to get 
favorable treatment for the airlines. The reason United 
made that push is that United had established their repair 
and maintenance base at San Francisco International Airport 
in San Mateo County and they wanted to minimize their tax 
burden in California. So they went to the state board of 
equalization and proposed that the time system be abandoned 
insofar as repair and maintenance was concerned. The net 
impact of the legislation would have been that it would 
have reduced United's tax burden in California by about 80 
percent. But it also would have reduced the tax burden of 
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other airlines by, my recollection is somewhere up to 50 
percent. 

The first step that the state board took is an 
investigation into the assessment of airlines. And it was 
apparent to us that the state board people had committed in 
advance to the United legislation and their investigation 
wasn't an investigation at all, but it was to go out and 
find facts to support their position. Now, I felt that 
this was a misuse of the state board's function, even under 
their expanded powers given to them by AB 80. 

I, therefore, resisted the first fight that occurred 
and went to the supreme court. I resisted the efforts of 
the state board of equalization to come into our office and 
take the confidential records of the taxpayer to be used 
for what I felt was a non-state purpose. Unfortunately, I 
lost that case and was blistered in the supreme court 
opinion because the supreme court expanded the state board 
powers to any kind of an investigation. I didn't lose the--
I lost that battle but I didn't lose the war, however, 
because as a result of that, I was able to have the 
legislation modified to the point where United achieved 
their tax break in San [Mateo] County to some degree, not 
as much as they had wanted. I got the legislation modified 
to the point where it was a stand-off in Los Angeles. That 
is, we retained the time formula, mostly, as the basis for 
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allocation of airline values. This is an area where we in 
Los Angeles pioneered that kind of taxation. 

There had been a case in the fifties up in Nebraska. 
Nebraska state board of equalization attempted to assess 
some airlines and the Supreme Court of the United States 
ruled in that case that Nebraska or a state could tax based 
upon the reasonable activities that the airline pursued in 
the state. The airline immediately went on a big drive to 
have their assessments based upon their mileage in each 
state. Now, you know, if you take a look at that, what it 
neglects is the immense terminal activities that take 
place. They were only measuring the flight time from the 
terminal to the out-of-state point. And it wasn't a 
measure at all. 

And as a result of our efforts in Los Angeles County 
and, I'd like to think, as a result of the three articles I 
wrote, many states in the United States who had the power, 
which states had the power to tax airlines, ultimately 
adopted a time formula or a modifying time formula for 
allocating the values. Since that time, the airlines have 
pretty well come to the viewpoint that they're better off 
with a time formula because they found that they can argue 
it better in various states than some of the other home 
port theories that come to be developed. 
SMITH: Where were these articles published? 
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WATSON: The lead article was published in the, I believe 
it was called the Air Controllers Magazine in 1953. The 
others were articles that were presented to International 
Association of Assessing Officers or State Association of 
Assessing Officers, and they're probably in their 
archives. I know that the lead article was also used by 
the state board of equalization in the early years to take 
to the other counties and say, "This is the way you do 
airlines." 

SMITH: Well, you've alluded to the state board of 
equalization. Your relationships changed under AB 80, was 
there a lot more oversight? A lot--
WATSON: My relationship what? 

SMITH: With the state board of equalization—changed after 
AB 80, was there a lot more oversight? A lot more direct 
involvement in L.A. County assessing policy? 
WATSON: AB 80 expanded the state board's role by 
legislative enactment. I'm not sure that AB 80 gave the 
state board any more powers than they had other than 1911 
constitutional amendment. But, now I need to go back to 
the creation of AB 80 to discuss the philosophy of that. 
AB 80 was the direct result of the indictment and 
conviction of the [Russell L.] Wolden crowd: Wolden, 
[Donald] Feragen, the San Diego people and so on. And one 
of the charges that was levied—and the state board never 
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answered it— State board had been, had a legislative 
responsibility since 1946, to determine the assessment 
percentage in each county. The legislation was known as 
Chapter 1466. 

And the concern of the legislature in passing Chapter 
1466 is that schools were financed partially out of 
property tax and partially out of sales tax. The sales tax 
was collected by the state and allocated back to the 
various counties. One of the measures of the allocation 
was the assessed value per pupil. And some of the rural 
assessors—and some not-so-rural assessors too, for 
example, one of the big culprits was San Bernardino County— 
decided that they could get more state money and have less 
of a tax burden for local property tax payers if they just 
kept their assessments low on property and on their 
county. So they embarked actively on a program of not 
reappraising property as values went up. And therefore, 
they got more money from the state. 

The schools went to the legislature and Chapter 1466 
was passed which imposed upon the state board the 
responsibility of determining the assessment percentage in 
each county, that is, the percentage that assessed values 
bore to market values as from the county as a whole. And 
also that legislation gave a spur to the state board of 
equalization to issue what are known as equalization 
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orders. Now, the state boards have the power since 1911 to 
issue an equalization order. That Is, if they found that 
assessments were too low, to raise the whole assessment 
role by a flat percentage. They had no authority over 
individual assessments—which was also one of the arguments 
I raised in the airline cases later on—that they could 
look at the county as a whole, but they couldn't pick out 
individual assessments and look at it. State board had 
issued no equalization orders until the 1950s came along. 
And then they issued equalization orders in San Bernardino, 
Marin-- Several counties received equalization orders. 

I mention this lengthy sort of thing because with 
those general powers being vested in the state board of 
equalization prior to 1965 when the bribery matters broke, 
the state board was performing the function of determining, 
going into counties and determining, taking sample 
properties, and determining a ratio. And the state board 
of equalization had to know what was going on in San 
Francisco. There was no way with the statistical work they 
were doing, with the examination they were doing, they had 
to know what was happening there. Well, when the bribery 
thing surfaced, the state board ran for shelter, and that 
included every elected official on the state board. And 
they went to legislature and said, "Oh, gosh, you know, we 
could have prevented this. If only we had had the power to 
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do something about it." 
Well, they had the power. They had the power vested 

in them by the [state] constitution. But it hadn't been 
put into the statutes. So as a result of the wailing and 
moaning and groaning, the legislature wrote into the so-
called tax reform bill AB 80 increased powers for the state 
board of equalization. Now, when you go into Sacramento 
and look up the history, you'll find that I was a large 
supporter of AB 80 until it reached the point where, in 
effect, the direct supervision of the conduct of county 
assessors was vested in the state board of equalization. 
That's when I started to balk—on the basis, and I think a 
sound one, that assessors are elected by each county as in 
effect the chief fiscal office of the county, and they 
should be responsible to their electorate and not to 
Sacramento. With that background, and I repeat, the powers 
that were vested in the state board by AB 80 were powers 
that they didn't need. 

They could have, and I'm-- They knew about the San 
Francisco, Oakland, San Diego situation. There was no 
question about it. They just elected, they were afraid of 
Wolden, I believe. They elected not to do anything about 

SMITH: Why were they afraid of Wolden? 

WATSON: Wolden had a lot of political power. I'm 
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convinced, looking at it from the less partial viewpoint of 
a lapse of twenty years, that Wolden was financing, he was 
actively providing campaign money for a lot of people. I'm 
convinced he was providing campaign money for a lot of the 
assessors in California; mid and northern counties. I am 
convinced he was providing a major portion of the campaign, 
either directly providing it or raising it by encouraging 
people to give it, for at least two members of the state 
board of equalization—and maybe three. And I think h e — 
and his father had been assessor. They had this enormous 
influence in San Francisco. And prior to the re—or what 
do you call it--the reapportionment of the senate, Los 
Angeles had one state senator and San Francisco had one 
state senator. I mean, the balance of power had not yet 
shifted to the south. And I learned it the hard way. I 
learned how powerful Wolden was when I bucked him in the 
[County] Assessors Association [of the State of 
California]. He defeated me royally. And he kept that 
power within the assessors association. He had the votes 
until he was convicted of bribery. 

I recall after I took the defeat on the assessment 
ratio question at the assessors' convention in 1964 in 
Sacramento, I was about to take a walk. I don't need to 
associate with people like that, was my theory. And [L. 
D.] "the Babe" Taylor, the assessor of Siskiyou County--big 
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huge man, had been the assessor there for years—called me 
up and asked me to please come over to his room. And there 
were four, five, six other assessors from the north there 
other than Babe. And Babe said, "I'm the spokesman." I 
said, "Say your piece. You guys all voted with Wolden 
today." And he said, "You know, Phil, please don't leave 
us. If you leave us, he's going to gobble us up. We got 
no place to go." I said, "Well, you know-- Why did you 
vote for him?" But he had enormous power and he knew how 
to exercise it and did exercise it. 

SMITH: Did his power extend into the state assembly, the 
state senate? 

WATSON: He was powerful enough in the assembly and the 
senate that I was never able to get a bill out of committee 
to exempt household furniture from taxation. And I was not 
able to get a bill out of the assembly or the senate--
committees, just the committees. And I wasn't even able to 
get it to the house or the senate for a vote to establish 
an assessment ratio until AB 80 came along. 

Now, I think it's fair to say after AB 80 passed, with 
its added powers vested in the state board, there was, 
there began a period of adjustment. The state board, its 
powers with respect to intercounty equalization, were 
increased. It was charged to come into every assessor's 
office once every six years and do, in effect, a management 
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survey and publish it. And we entered, in 1966, after the 
passage of AB 80, into a period of time where it was 
adjustments: the airline case. The question of the state 
board's powers was part of that period of adjustment. As 
the assessor of the biggest county of the state, the burden 
really fell on me. We had the resources, the people, the 
legal staff and the money that other counties didn't 
have. So from— 

And then after 1966, as a matter of fact, beginning in 
1965 after the Wolden indictment. And everybody was then 
going after assessors; the assessors association became 
very defensive. And Mr. [Berthold W. "Beau"] Broemmel and 
I and Fred [E. F.] Wanaka from Contra Costa County--
Broemmel and I had been the two who voted for the standard 
ratio in 1964--we were kind of thrust in the position of 
leadership and fighting the rear-guard battle. I think 
someone compared it to being a fire control officer on a 
ship. So we went to our convention in Yosemite that year, 
1965, and Broemmel, Wanaka, and myself--and our office did 
most of it—had prepared fifteen or twenty points, major 
points of legislation that we decided the association 
should support. It was interesting what difference a year 
made. One of the points in that, one of the twenty points, 
was a standard ratio: assessment at 25 percent. One of 
the points was [notification]; notifying taxpayers of their 
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assessments. Things I campaigned for. 

And Russell [Wolden], who had as much chutzpah as any 
human being I've ever met in my life, had the unmitigated 
gall, the chutzpah, to show up at the convention In 
Yosemite and oppose these nineteen, twenty, twenty-five 
points, whatever they were. And I did something that, 
again, got me in another very controversial position. I 
took the position that as long as Russ Wolden was under 
indictment, he had no right to participate in association 
affairs. I lost that one. They voted me down on it. I 
pointed out later—I was absolutely consistent--when I was 
indicted, I wrote the association a letter and said, "As 
long as I'm indicted, I will not participate in association 
affairs." But he did. The arrogance of the man, what he 
felt was the power, he came to Yosemite and opposed the 
reform plan that became the guts of AB 80 and got some 
votes. 

SMITH: How many votes? 
WATSON: Pardon? 
SMITH: How many votes? 

WATSON: I can't remember; not many. But he got a few 
votes. He got more abstentions than he did votes, but he 
got-- An abstention really Is a vote, you know. 

We managed over the years to define the role of the 
state board, vis-a-vis the assessors under AB 80 and vice 
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versa. And we learned to live with it, and many cases, the 
counties—the county assessors actually turned it to an 
advantage. They could always say to their constituents 
when they reappraised property, "Well, we were ordered to 
do it by the state board of equalization." [laughter] The 
state board didn't like that too much. But since the state 
board, a member of the state board of equalization is 
rarely defeated—I mean, there are only four members 
elected at large, statewide, and most people don't know 
them. By the time they get down to that part of the 
ballot, they vote incumbent. I think there's only been one 
defeated, maybe two, in the last fifty years. They're 
there a long time. 

In the AB 80 battles, I managed to get into some 
personal fights with two board members: Richard Nevins, 
who represented Southern California, district of Los 
Angeles, and Paul [R.] Leake, who represented at that time 
the northern, everything north of Sacramento. Leake was a 
newspaper publisher. And they didn't want anybody saying 
that the state board had any involvement in the Wolden 
situation. They wanted to wash their hands of the whole 
thing. And I wasn't willing to let them to do that because 
in doing that what they did was to try to point their hands 
squarely at the county assessors. Leake made a speech at a 
northern meeting at Vallejo saying it was these dirty old 
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assessors that were the cause of all of this and assessors 
shouldn't take campaign contributions. I was there, and I 
said, "What about state board members? Should they take 
campaign contributions? Or what about legislators?" Both 
Nevins and Leake took it on a personal basis, and those 
breaches were never healed. Nevins, even when-- I forget 
the year. I don't know whether it was 1973 or 1974 that 
the state board did the survey of the assessor's office in 
Los Angeles and wrote, really, a glowing report. They were 
very complimentary on their report. But, you know, they 
still found things that they felt we ought to be doing 
differently and there were a couple of valid points 
involved in them. But Leake and Nevins were grudging any 
praise of the Los Angeles office. 

SMITH: What were your relations like with William Bennett? 
WATSON: Bennett, they were good. Bill Bennett and I are 
close personal friends. I always felt [that] after Bennett 
replaced Leake that I could go to him and discuss matters 
even when we had some big differences. It was never 
anything but a kind of friendly feelings. And I've always 
felt that Bennett brought a new dimension to that board and 
was a great asset. He was a curmudgeon of sorts. But I 
think Bennett has been good for the board. And I found him 
personally-- He'd be straightforward, he wasn't devious, he 
wasn't blindly going to support the state board staff as 
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Leake and Nevins were going to. He would say, "Well, 
there's some question here," when— 

In 1976, when I challenged the state board findings of 
the ratio for my office—they found that my ratio was, I 
think, 27.2 percent. It was over the 25 percent. And it 
wasn't, but the fallacy of their system was pointed out by 
that. And I went to Sacramento and said, "If you really 
believe that I'm over 25 percent, issue an equalization 
order." And it took the board— Nevins was insanely angry 
about it. "What the hell do you mean," he said, "issue an 
equalization order!" I said, "Well, you issue them upward 
if they're over 10 percent off the state-wide average and 
I'm over 10 percent off the state-wide average. Equalize 
me downward." Bennett supported that. [State Controllor 
Kenneth] Cory supported that. It was a two-two vote. And 
poor George [R.] Reilly was kind of running in circles on 
the whole-- And I think Iris Sankey was on the board then, 
but she had been appointed by [Edmund G. "Jerry"] Brown 
[Jr.], the younger— She was what I call a "Brownie". 
SMITH: What does that mean? 
WATSON: Pardon? 
SMITH: What does that mean? 

WATSON: Well, I don't think that Jerry Brown's 
appointments in many areas represented people who were 
capable of performing a task. They were made based upon 
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Jerry's desire to form a coalition of minorities for 
reelection, or election, purposes. He appointed a lot of 
women, he appointed a lot of blacks, he appointed a lot of 
Mexicans, he appointed a lot of Orientals. And the chief 
qualification for most of those appointments, in my 
judgment-- Let me modify that to say many of those 
appointments, in my judgment, were that the person happened 
to be a woman or a black or a Mexican or an Oriental, and 
not based upon qualifications or ability. I think that's a 
hell of a way to run a railroad. I don't believe in 
discrimination; I never practiced it. I think it's 
wrong. But I don't think you cure the ills that may have 
existed for a century or more by going the other 
direction. I particularly don't think you cure it by 
bringing into the governmental scheme people who are 
unqualified, who don't understand the process and are not 
qualified to operate in it. And I think that's what Jerry 
did. And for his appointments, I adopted the generic term, 
"Well, here comes another Brownie." 

SMITH: What was the relationship, if any, of the state 
board of equalization to partisan politics in the state? 
WATSON: State board of equalization: all four members are 
Democrats. Have been for years. Undoubtedly, partisan 
politics get into it. I know that all of them had been 
supported by the Democratic party. I don't know how far 
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that went. I don't think very far. I think that in 
fairness to the state board, they've retained their 
independence from party politics. But I think part of the 
reason they've maintained their independence has been 
because of people in the body politic like Philip Watson 
who were willing to say, "It is a bad and dangerous system 
to involve party politics in the tax assessment and tax 
collection scheme." And I haven't been hesitant to say 
that. 

The most corrupt tax system in the United States is 
the Cook County, Illinois. I don't think you can get any 
argument from anyone on that particular point. At Cook 
County, the assessor is elected on a party basis. And 
there's no question but that the assessor of Cook County is 
the chief fund-raiser for the Democratic party in Cook 
County. Park E. Cullerton, who was assessor of Cook County 
for years, used to come down here to the desert in the 
wintertime. He owned three houses here and he would bring 
his priest and his bishop with him--I don't know why he 
needed to have a daily confession of both the key priest 
and the bishop--but became an enormously wealthy man. His 
successor, Tom [Thomas M.] Tully--young man, younger than 
I--bright young lawyer, retired quite wealthy after, I 
think, two terms. The system's undergoing some examination 
now because the federal government moved in and indicted a 
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lot of people. But one of the ways they worked was, in 
Chicago, if you don't pay your taxes, the taxes go 
delinquent. The tax collector has the right to sell those 
taxes at auction. So they developed the system of just 
people not paying their taxes and they had a bunch of 
agents who bought up the tax bills. And then they'd sell 
the tax bill back to the taxpayer for half price, 
meanwhile, splitting some of the difference. I mean, they 
maybe paid 25 percent to the county for the tax bill. And 
the system of imposing party politics, overlaying party 
politics into the fiscal tax collection system, I believe, 
is an extremely dangerous system. In every place it 
exists, you can demonstrate what happens with it. New 
Orleans may be another good example of overlaying the tax 
system with party politics. And you see it used. Every 
place it happens-- The taxing agency in Louisiana—it's the 
state board of equalization—becomes the fund-raising 
mechanism for the party in power-- Generally, it's the 
Democratic party because the Democratic party is in power 
in the urban areas, as a general rule. 

And I think that despite the fact that the state board 
members are all Democrats, that even if they desired—which 
I never for a moment think that any of them did--to become 
closer allied to the party in terms of their 
responsibilities-- I don't think that they would dare, 
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because there have been enough of us around over the years 
who'd be vocal about that kind of an affiliation and would 
scream loudly about it to the press. 

I think the other observation that should be made when 
we're on this very delicate subject is that California 
really has a very clean government. I mean, I'm aware of 
the fact that eastern people call us the land of the fruits 
and the nuts and it's all big Hollywood and-- But we submit 
our public officials to a public scrutiny and I think we 
set higher standards for our public officials than is set 
in other states. And as a result, I believe we have public 
officials of higher caliber than you generally find in the 
body politic. 

SMITH: Is that one of the by-products of the Wolden 
scandal? 

WATSON: Of what? 

SMITH: Of the Wolden scandal? 

WATSON: No. We have Wolden scandals periodically. Not 
only in the assessment field, but the planning and zoning 
field and so on. I think [the] Wolden scandal, quote, 
"would never have occurred" in Chicago. I think I can say 
it would "never have occurred" in a lot of other places. 
But it occurs in California because we do subject, and I 
think rightly so, our public officials to a little higher 
standard. You know, we were the first state to enact a 
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public disclosure law of public affairs. I personally 
think it goes too far and I refused to comply with some of 
those provisions, and I could do so because there was no 
teeth in the law in those days. But we do subject our 
public officials to more of a higher standard and we have 
more scrutiny in California. We have more newspapers, I 
think, per capita than other states do. We have-
Certainly, there is no place in the country has any more 
television stations than Los Angeles does. And San 
Francisco is about the same ratio in terms of population. 
And in addition to subjecting our public officials to 
scrutiny, they're watched. Everything's done out in the 
open. You can't do deals behind a closed door in 
California. We got a Brown Act to prevent that. And I 
think that's good. And I think it has produced higher 
quality public officials than would have resulted 
otherwise. And I think that's demonstrated when you 
compare the public officials in California to public 
officials in some other states. 

SMITH: But yesterday you were commenting that in the Artie 
[Arthur] Samish era there was corruption, but the special 
interest bills didn't get passed. 

WATSON: That's right. It was a-- It was total control by 
a few people. I mean, Earl Warren was a product of Artie 
Samish. But it produced good government. I think that, 
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again, I think there's nothing inconsistent in those two 
statements. Even though we had a Samish, we even subject 
our lobbyists to higher standards. Even our lobbyists have 
to register and tell what they spent now. I don't think 
that happens in the other states. 

SMITH: Let's go into the mobile-home issue that was— 
WATSON: Mobile home. 

SMITH: --another controversy— 
WATSON: Famous mobile-home Issue. That's a case I never 
should have lost. I feel that way about other cases, but I 
don't feel any stronger about any case than that mobile-
home case. We called them by various names: immobile 
mobile homes, whatever. Back in the fifties when the 
concept of the trailer first came into use as a house, it 
was followed closely by the mobile home; not as we know it 
today, but the rough beginnings of a mobile-home 
industry. And they had a strong, strong lobby in 
Sacramento. And no one argued in the 1950s when the 
legislature passed the bill and said that mobile homes--
because everyone was thinking of a trailer in those days— 
mobile homes are vehicles. If they have wheels on them, 
they're vehicles, and they shall be licensed by the 
Department of Motor Vehicles. 

Now, the Department of Motor Vehicles charges a 
license fee. When you pay your, renew your tag on your 
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car, you pay a fee and that's composed of two parts: one 
is the license fee which is nine or eleven dollars--I think 
it's higher now--and the second part was the personal 
property tax. And that personal property tax was based 
upon 1.5 percent of the depreciated value of the automobile 
or the trailer or the mobile home. There is also-- And 
that happened for years. There is a provision in 
California's constitution that prohibits the legislature 
from classifying or setting special tax rates on real 
property. They can do it on personal property, but they 
can't do it on real property. 

But along came the shrewd dudes in the mobile-home 
industry and they start building, not trailers that are 
designed for transport on the road, but they started 
building houses. First, single houses and then double-wide 
houses: singles and double-wides. And they said, "Hey, 
you know, we got a great sales gimmick here because we can 
save people taxes if we leave the wheels on." So, in 
building these mobile homes, and they were never designed--
the only mobility of those kinds of properties, their only 
mobility was in their transportation from the factory or 
the sales yard to the permanent site, the mobile-home site, 
wherever that was to be. Can't-- I don't think one in a 
thousand is moved a second time. There are cases where 
people move them out of a mobile-home park, but damn few. 
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So they developed a whole housing industry around this 
concept that these are mobile. And they, in order to 
protect their position, what they did was to put a very 
cheap frame on them. The frame wasn't good for anything, 
but it was a cheap chassis. Put it underneath, and then 
they put wheels on it. And when they put them in the 
mobile-home site, they left the axles on there and put the 
wheels in underneath the mobile home, so they're mobile. 
They weren't designed to be mobile. 

So I took the position that these homes were not 
mobile, that they were fixed in place just as assuredly as 
my house was fixed in place, and that to move one of them 
once it was fixed in place was just as difficult and time 
consuming as it was to move a house. And I don't think we 
ever prepared a case for trial any better than that case 
was prepared. We had photographs-- We went out to these 
various mobile homes. We had photographs. We found mobile 
homes with wine cellars on them. We said, you know, 
"That's kind of mobile: just hitch your truck up and tow 
your wine cellar down--" In the ground. And we went to 
court and darned if the judge of the superior court--who 
later we found out was retiring and moving to a mobile-home 
park--didn't rule against us. 

Then that decision got involved in politics. The case 
was tried by Deputy [Los Angeles] County Counsel DeWitt 
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Clinton. And he came back over to my office in a state of 
shock after we lost the case. The judge ruled against 
us. And I said, "Well, the only thing to do is to appeal 
it." And then I run squarely into a tug-of-war in the 
political arena. Our county counsel, John Mahard, was a 
next-door-neighbor to Warren Dorn, who was county 
supervisor. And Warren Dorn was the guy who maneuvered the 
final vote to appoint John Mahard county counsel. I don't 
want to imply that I think that John Mahard was a 
incompetent; he wasn't. He was a very able lawyer. He's a 
very good lawyer and, I thought, a very good county 
counsel. But Warren Dorn was running for state senate, for 
United States Senate, Republican nomination. Or 
something. Mobile-home people were active. They came, 
after that decision, they came over to my office and I had 
to finally call the sheriff's department to clean them 
out. They were physically threatening me. 
SMITH: Which mobile-home people? 

WATSON: The park, the homeowners. The mobile-park people 
who would have had to start paying property tax. And Dorn 
got political cold-feet. So I told DeWitt Clinton to 
appeal the case. And then John Mahard came down to see me 
and said, well, they didn't think they had a good case. 
They wouldn't appeal. Now, you have to understand that 
there is a balance of power that exists even with the 
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county assessor. I can tell them, my lawyers, to appeal 
it. But under the county law, the county charter—the 
county counsel is the sole judge of litigation, and he can 
come back—and did on a couple of occasions--come back and 
tell me, "No, I'm not going to do it." And Dorn put 
pressure on John Mahard. He didn't want to face the music 
on this particular case and they refused to appeal it. 
Now, I am persuaded to this day that had they appealed the 
case, it was 1972, had they appealed the case, we would 
have won it. I can place it at '72 because every one of 
those mobile-home park people voted against my tax-limit 
amendment that year. They became part of the opposition as 
a result of that case. 

There is, however, some poetic justice that exists in 
this world. I told you that the tax rate on vehicles is 
1.5 percent. Along came Proposition 13 in 1978, and 
reduced the tax rate to 1 percent. And suddenly the mobile-
home people and their lobbyists are back in Sacramento 
saying, "Hey, we're not vehicles; we're houses. We're 
subject to the 1 percent limitation." And they got the law 
changed and they1 re now treated as houses subj ect to the 1 
percent limitation. Or-- They really got it both ways. 
The legislature voted: "We'll let them grandfather in if 
they were under the old rule and come in under the 1 
percent if they're under the new rule." 
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TAPE NUMBER: VI, SIDE TWO 

AUGUST 22, 1985 

SMITH: Let's talk a little about your Involvement with the 
International Association of Assessing Officers. 
WATSON: Okay. 

SMITH: When did you get involved in that? 
WATSON: I got involved in that immediately when I was 

elected. I felt that not only did we need to do some basic 
reorganization in the office, but we also needed a 
mechanism for the exchange of information and the exchange 
of appraisal techniques and so on. And the only thing 

around in those days was IAAO [International Association of 
Assessing Officers]. When I got involved in it, I found 

that they weren't much ahead of us. 
SMITH: Who belonged to the IAAO? 
WATSON: Who belongs? 

SMITH: Right. 
WATSON: International Association of Assessing Officers 
membership is open, then-- Then it was open to any assessor 
or deputy assessor in the United States, Canada, England, 
Australia, New Zealand-- Anywhere where the property tax 
was used to any extent. And it had members world-wide. It 
even had a cadre of members from Africa; all of them were 
British. But-- We had [them] from Philippines, too. The 
Philippines, Australia, New Zealand. We had a few from the 
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Latin countries, but not many because they didn't use the 
tax much. Later, because of our involvement in the--and I 
say "our": the assessor, the L.A. County office 
involvement in the International Association--under the 
federal aid plan to foreign governments, they established 
educational systems for taxes. And we provided to [the] 
Internal Revenue [Service], who was administering the 
program, and to a lot of foreign governments in middle 
America, Central America and South America. We provided 
people to design programs for them, mapping programs [and] 
other kinds of programs to teach them to use the property 
tax as a basis for governmental, local governmental 
finance. 

The IAAO was substantially ahead of Los Angeles County 
or California in one major degree. They had a professional 
certification program. Now, the only trainee program for 
appraisers that existed in the United States was one which 
we have in Los Angeles County, or we had. I understand 
it's been largely abandoned now. And we trained our 
people. And we trained them, as it turned out, not only 
for us, but for other counties in California. And then, as 
we became more involved with the International Association, 
for counties outside of California. And as we became still 
more involved, other countries in the world. We provided 
staff people to do jobs for them. One fellow left our 
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office and he's still in South America working on various 
mapping and programs and so on. 
SMITH: Did you personally do any consulting through the 
IAAO in other countries? 
WATSON: No. I did not believe that an employee of a 
public office should be permitted to do consulting. And 
although I had a consulting business when I ran for 
assessor, I disposed of that business before I was sworn 
into office. We did have various staff members take leaves 
of absence from our office for a year at a time to go do 
consulting for Internal Revenue. But I felt that the 
important reason to belong to Internal Revenue was the 
certification program. 

Almost every profession has some kind of a 
professional certificate program that was setting some 
standards. We didn't have any, but IAAO did. It's called 
the CAE, certified assessment evaluator. And my prime 
motive for joining IAAO was to encourage our people to 
begin work toward becoming CAE, certified assessment 
evaluator. IAAO, though it had this program, it was in the 
dinosaur stage. They-- It existed only for real property 
appraisers and primarily for residential real property 
appraisers. And I think that as a result of the four years 
I spent on the board of IAAO, the five years I spent on the 
board of IAAO, and as a result of being president, the 
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efforts I put into it caused them to expand that 
professional certification program to include not only real 
property--[for the] help of residential appraisers—but 
commercial appraisers, personal property appraisers, who 
are a vital part of the property tax system and also-- And 
I think it was very important that we established a 
professional certification program for tax agents. In 
those days tax agents could belong to the International 
Association and did belong. Became part of committees and 
so o n — [tape turned off] All those things were designed 
to raise the standards and the level of performance of the 
assessment trades, so to speak. And I'm proud to say that, 
no question in my mind, but that it accomplished that 
purpose. 

Later on, the tax agents for industry and commerce 
determined that their destiny would be better if they 
separated from IAAO and formed their own professional 
organization together with their own degree structure. And 
they did so and they now have their own organization. And 
just yesterday I had got a phone call asking me to join it, 
and I probably will since I'm now doing tax consulting 
work. 

But to give you an idea of the scope of the program, 
over the years, I was invited to, and did lecture, on tax 
seminars at Claremont Men's College. The Lincoln 
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Foundation sponsored for a period of years annual property 
tax administration seminars. I quickly found that I was 
kind of the star [laughter] in the proceedings because of, 
I think, because I was the assessor of the biggest 
jurisdiction in the country and because I was a little bit 
pushy in the efforts to get some of these things done and--
But I lectured for years, five or six, seven at Claremont 
Men's College at the annual Lincoln seminars. I was 
invited by Time/Life to attend that big symposium on 
property taxes they had in New York on three different 
years. I think the invitation was reluctant because 
Time/Life—the people in Time/Life who directed that were 
single-taxers; they were Georgeists. And I was invited as 
the devil's advocate. 

I was the— I used to poke great fun at the 
Georgeists. I'd tell them they weren't economists as much 
as they were religious fervists. And-- You understand the 
George theory? It's to tax land only. Henry George 
developed his theory around San Francisco. And he wrote 
the book Law and Poverty [Progress and Poverty] advocating 
that you tax land only. And you're going to cure 
everything with this taxing land only. You're going to 
prevent leapfrogging; you're going to spur building because 
people are not penalized by having a property tax when they 
build it. Never has worked. It's been tried and it has 
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never worked. 

SMITH: Where has it been tried? 
WATSON: Well, it's been tried and it was tried in 
Pittsburgh. The English were great Georgeists and they put 
it in in a lot of the African states. Australia and New 
Zealand put in the George theory. And when we had those, 
they called themselves valuers. 

As a matter of fact, we started producing an office 
newspaper as a part when I first came in. And the first 
year I was assessor, it was the first year I was invited to 
the Claremont Men's College of—Lincoln Foundation 
seminar. And I met the Australian [and] New Zealand 
valuers and we kind of got along well together. They 
couldn't understand how I was elected and how I could stand 
to be elected. And I kept preaching to them: it gave you 
an independence. I said, "You guys aren't independent, you 
know. You have to report to a minister and he tells you 
what to do." And they, reluctantly, after about the fifth 
Schnapps in the evening would admit that that was so. But 
I liked these guys and I named the office newspaper the 
Valuator just as a result of meeting them. 

I went to Michigan State [University] to lecture when 
New Jersey went through it's big tax reform program. I was 
invited back there to meet with their committee. 
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania. When Tully went into Chicago 
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and they went through the motions of reforming their 
system, they invited me back as their star witness in their 
proceedings. Louisiana, Texas, go on down the line. I 
even got the Texas people at Southern Methodist University 
[SMU] so interested in the field that they offered to 
provide a college that they were phasing out in downtown 
Dallas to the International Association of Assessing 
Officers as their [IAAO's] own college. 

And this happened when I was president of the 
association and they wouldn't go for it. They just didn't 
want to move the headquarters out of Chicago, out of the— 
It's on the campus of the University of Chicago, but the 
University of Chicago contributes nothing. And I think the 
association made a mistake. This offer by SMU closely 
followed the offer, I think it was Rice University, to 
provide a home for the District Attorneys Association. And 
perhaps the proposal was too early. But most professional 
associations around the country have started to align with 
major universities and have their headquarters there and 
they have their advanced courses. And I really think that 
the International Association would have been much further 
down the road today if they had accepted the proposal that 
Southern Methodist and I worked out. They'd [have] had 
their own college, so to speak. 
SMITH: When were you president and how long? 
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WATSON: 1971-72. I was elected in Boston in, I think it 
was October 1971, and I served until--oh, it was September 
of 1971—and I served until October 1972. I went out of 
office in Dallas. I--

SMITH: Is the majority of the membership American--U.S. 
based? 

WATSON: Majority are United States, yes. I believe that 
every Canadian province is represented, Quebec being the 
most heavily represented. We've had-- Two of the 
conventions have been in Canada. Two of the annual 
meetings have been in Canada. It's a good organization, 
IAAO. It's a fine organization. It's done a fine job. I 
really wish it had, a decade and a half ago, sought to 
expand itself and become a teaching organization more than 
what they are today. But they didn't. 
SMITH: Getting back to Los Angeles and reviewing the 
Baxter Ward hearings, I came across the--
WATSON: I can't hear you. 

SMITH: I said In reviewing the Baxter Ward hearings I came 
across a reference with the city officials of Inglewood 
[when they] came to your office complaining that the 
assessed valuation of the Forum and Hollywood Park were too 
low. Is this-- How often did that kind of thing happen? 
Where local elected officials came to you to complain about 
the evaluations of property in their jurisdiction? 
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WATSON: First, I have no recollection that the city 
officials in Inglewood came to me to discuss the former 
Hollywood Park during that Baxter Ward period. I think 
that the City of Inglewood people came to me ten years 
before that and complained about Hollywood Park. They 
wanted Hollywood Park increased. But I have no 
recollection that they came to me during the board of 
supervisors investigation headed by Baxter Ward. I think 
they went to Kenny [Kenneth] Hahn. And-- As a matter of 
fact, I'm sure of this because our office, the people in 
our office were very surprised when that issue came up at 
the board hearings and we were not really prepared to 
testify on the thing. I think if you read the record, 
you'll see on the first go-around on it we weren't prepared 
to testify because no one had brought it up to us. 

How often did a city come in and want to be 
reappraised? Two, three, four a year would come in. Their 
chief financial officer would say to them—and two or 
three, four school districts would come in. They'd come in 
and say, "We're out of money. We need to be given new 
assessments. Let's go see the assessor." And I always 
received them and I always reviewed for them our work 
planning program. And I guess maybe It's time we discussed 
the work planning program. 

At the time I took office, the work plan was to review 
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one-fifth of the county each year. In a rising market, 
that meant you raised assessments in one-fifth of the 
county each year. Oddly enough, no one-fifth of the 
county— Oddly enough, the one-fifth of the county seemed 
to roughly correspond with the county supervisorial 
districts, coincidentally. Oddly enough, no supervisorial 
district area, no major area in a supervisorial district 
was reviewed the year, or preferably the two years, before 
the supervisors stood for reelection, coincidentally. I 
abolished that. Los Angeles County had, during the time I 
was assessor, roughly two million parcels of property, two 
million parcels of land. We divided that land into roughly 
three thousand field-book areas. It was divided into 
field-books--those are map books—with about—what did I 
say? Three thousand? 
SMITH: No, six. 

WATSON: It had three thousand properties per field book. 
That's what I'm trying to say. And the first thing that I 
instituted, absolutely the first thing I instituted when I 
took office was a sales-ratio study. The office had the 
sales of the properties within these field books. And so I 
called the computer people down, and even though they 
complained they couldn't do it on that old two-and-a-half 
inch seventy-millimeter tape computer that they were 
running, they somehow managed to do it. I found over the 
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years that if you just say "Do it," they somehow managed to 
do it. You don't argue about it, you just say, "Do it." 

So by January, 1963, by the end of January, I had 
sitting on my desk a sales ratio by class and type of 
property of every field book area in the county. And we 
were able to say which areas are low and which areas are 
high. And from that point forward, the reappraisal work 
was scheduled to take the lowest properties and bring them 
up to the county-wide average. And if there were those 
that were over the county-wide average, to bring them 
down. There were-- Each year there are always a few; not 
many. And that was our work planning program. It became, 
over the years, a very sophisticated kind of a program. We 
got the Spectre 70 computer that we used and then a bright 
young man in our standard section—really a genius. He won 
awards four different years at the IAAO for his papers on 
multiple regression appraisal programs. And we pioneered 
all of that; no one else in the country had it. 

And he came to me one day and he said, "I found a 
great computer to do the sales-ratio study." 

I said, "We got a computer." 

He said, "You know, Phil, please give me this 
computer." 

"What is it?" 

"It's a Wang." 
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"What does it cost?" 

"Fifty-five thousand bucks." 
I said, "Okay, if you're really that convinced, we'll 

find the $55,000." So we bought the Wang. And he developed 
the multiple-regression appraisal programs that-
sophisticated, those—that are still in use in the United 
States today. No more work has been done on it since I 
left the office, and he left shortly thereafter. 
SMITH: What was this fellow's name? 

WATSON: I'm trying to think of it [Arnold Tshira]. I'm 
sitting here trying— I want his name in this record. 

And so when these public officials would come in, I 
would produce for them the whole county picture. I'd have 
it laid out on maps—of course, we already had it laid out 
on maps—I didn't like to disclose it, but I'd lay it 
out. Generally, we'd use a year-old one and say the 
current one isn't available; here's the year-old one. And 
this is the way we do it. Now, we're not going to 
reappraise your properties because we don't think in the 
county scheme they're too low, or we don't think they're 
too high. They went away—they might have groused and 
grumbled--but I think they went away that we were 
approaching it from the fairness viewpoint. I think I also 
was a little bit harsh with them that I suggested to them 
that I didn't think it was a proper role of a public 
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official to try to promote discrimination against some 
class of taxpayer or favoritism, which really is what those 
requests were. They wanted to come to the assessor and 
say, "Solve our fiscal problems by raising our values." 
And I always gave them—I tried to make it as nice as 
possible--I always gave them a lecture as to the role of 
the assessor and the role of the supervisor and-- But I 
just-- The Inglewood people, If they came to anybody, they 
had to go to Kenny Hahn; they didn't come to me. 
SMITH: Yeah, they also talked to Lusk. 
WATSON: To who? 
SMITH: Lusk. 
WATSON: Earl Lusk? 
SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: Yeah, Earl Lusk was the appraiser out there. I 
think they did talk to Earl Lusk. I think he's so 
testified. But as [I] recall Earl Lusk's testimony, he 
said, "We don't think that they're underappraised," didn't 
he? 

SMITH: Well, he said it had to do with the zoning that 
Inglewood had put on the--

WATSON: Yeah, that's— I'm glad we got into this; I'd 
completely forgotten it. One of the problems of appraising 
property is that many times the value of property is fixed 
by the zoning or by a restriction on the property. This 
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became controversial in the late 1960s. And this fashion, 
that the farmers of the state began to complain that the 
taxes were forcing them off their farms. And so they went 
to Sacramento with a bill that said when you assess farms, 
you can only assess them as farm lands and for no other 
usage. 

SMITH: Did you oppose that bill? 
WATSON: Yeah, we opposed it and we defeated it. But over 
the years—was it, he, [Assemblyman John C.] Williamson? I 
think he was a state senator: Williamson. Maybe an 
assemblyman. I think that's an assemblyman from the 
Bakersfield area. I guess we better look that up whether— 
He headed a committee and the committee proposed a 
constitutional amendment to provide for differential 
assessment on farms and other properties of restricted 
usage. My office maintained a lobbyist in Sacramento; not 
full-time. But during those years it was Alan Altman. A 
very capable guy. Came out of our appraisal ranks. He was 
the fellow who had done the appraisal on the Reagan ranch 
which became the subject of so much controversy and was the 
subject of a lawsuit which was decided in my favor. 

Alan and Webb [Wilbur L.] Brown, who was the assessor 
of Mendocino County-- Webb Brown was the legislative 
chairman for the assessors association—State Association 
of Assessing Officers. And they called me from Sacramento 
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and said, "We're at the stage where we're going to have to 
compromise on the Williamson bills and the restricted use 
bills." And I went to Sacramento and we sat down and we 
worked out what became a constitutional amendment and later 
became a very complex piece of legislation called the 
Williamson Act. And these acts provided that the board of 
supervisors could designate agricultural areas as 
agricultural preserves and that anyone who owned property 
in this agricultural preserve could contract with the board 
of supervisors that that property would be used only for 
agricultural purposes. The contract had to be ten years in 
length and it had to be renewed annually. And the farmers 
had no trouble with that. But it also provided that once 
that contract was in existence, the property could only be 
appraised and assessed for tax purposes as farmland--
couldn't assess It as subdivision land--and the farmers 
loved that. 

But then came the provision that I insisted on—and I 
mean I insisted on it—that there had to be a penalty if 
you didn't fulfill the contract. You had to pay taxes—you 
had to pay back taxes as though it were at its highest and 
best use. And the farmers didn't like that. And for two, 
three days we fought it out. And finally, after some hard 
words and threats from both sides, the [California] Farm 
Bureau caved in and agreed that the contract—if the 
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contract were not renewed for any year, then they had to go 
back and pay taxes for ten years or for the time the 
contract had been in existence--whichever was the shorter— 
on the highest and best use. That's pretty good plan. And 
we got the constitutional amendment passed, became a law in 
1970. 

About the same time, the legislature got interested in 
things like national monuments. There were some buildings 
around the state that had historic interest and they were 
being torn down because they were old, they were not reuse— 
and the land was more valuable than the buildings. So the 
legislature passed a bill--and this came in under the 
general authority of the constitutional amendment that 
authorized the Williamson Act—passed a bill that says that 
if a house—if a property has historical value and it's so 
declared with the board of supervisors--you had to do some 
technical things to do it—then it shall be assessed only 
for its historical value. 

SMITH: How do you assess something for its historical 
value? 

WATSON: At a nominal value. That was the purpose of the 
bill. I have no argument with that. I think it is 
worthwhile to preserve some of these old things and 
preserve them in private ownership. Government doesn't 
have to necessarily own all these things. 
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And along with that they came—they passed a bill that 
says that there is a rebuttable presumption that if the 
city or the county or the whatever agency that has 
jurisdiction zones the property for a specific use, that 
that is presumed to be the use of that property unless the 
assessor can rebut that presumption by substantial evidence 
showing that there is a likelihood that it will be 
rezoned. That was the thing that Earl Lusk was just 
talking about in his discussions with the city of 
Inglewood. They had zoned these properties for exclusive 
use as sporting facilities. It couldn't be used for 
anything else. And therefore, the law said that's the way 
they've got to be appraised. I have no argument with 
that. 

I didn't really think, as a matter of fact, that that 
piece of legislation was necessary. And when I opposed it, 
I opposed it on the basis that, you know, my god, this is 
fundamental. If there's zoning on the property, you've got 
to appraise the property according to the permitted 
usage. But the legislature looked at me and said, "Well, 
If you're already doing it, what are you objecting to the 
bill for?" Well, how do you answer that one? The reason 
that I opposed it—and assessors generally will oppose a 
bill like that--is that all of those bills smack of an 
exemption and we always opposed exemptions. 
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There're damn few exemptions that assessors 
supported. They ended up supporting me on the exemption 
for household furniture, but for the simple reason it made 
no sense. It cost more money to assess and collect in a 
lot of counties than the revenue derived from it. And one 
county in the state, Contra Costa County, never did assess 
household furniture. They said, "To hell with it. This is 
a silly law. We're not going to do it." 
SMITH: Did you have situations were local governments 
would come with complaints about specific pieces of 
property that you had--
WATSON: Yes. 

SMITH: --overvalued or undervalued, a strip of commercial 
property or a residential area? 

WATSON: Most of local governments' complaints or visits 
were complaints that certain properties were undervalued. 
Some of them were that it was overvalued. For example, 
people in the city of Pomona, an ad hoc committee, 
appointed by the board o f — t h e — 
SMITH: City council? 

WATSON: --city council--came to Arnold Tshlra. Arnold 
Tshira was the computer guy, genius. I had talked to him 
from time to time on a formal basis in the office--do you 
mind? We can go back to this other thing later--
SMITH: Yeah. 
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WATSON: --on a formal basis in the office, but I had never 
really sat down and talked to him until he got the big 
award at the—the IAAO award. He got the, really, the 
outstanding award on computer applications at the IAAO 
conference at Miami. And I was sitting in a bar. Been out 
to dinner and I came in and I was sitting in a bar having 
an after-dinner drink. And he came in and he said, "My 
name's Arnold Tshira. I'm a Sephardic Jew, I'm a certified 
genius, and I'm the guy who's getting your award 
tomorrow.11 I said, "You're also very modest, aren't you, 
Arnold?" But he was a certified genius. Going back to the 
specific--the Pomona situation. 

The ad hoc committee came to see me--headed by a 
fellow I'd known out there and who'd been one of my 
original supporters—and their pitch went something like 
this: "We're embarrassed to be here. We built this 
fantastic Pomona Mall and all these new properties have 
gone about it and it's a failure. And the values are much 
too high and we want to ask you to please review those 
values in terms of the fact that we're a failure. And 
we' re embarrassed because we hate to come in and admit a 
failure." And I called up the planning department and it 
just so happened that we already had some indication-- We 
had it on the planning board for reappraisal that year, but 
I didn't tell them that. I said, "We'll be happy to 
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accommodate you." [laughter] And we went out and we 
reappraised them. We reduced the values at least to 50 
percent. 

As a general rule, any of the visits from city 
officials complaining about assessments in general in their 
city, or in particular, I responded to by relying on our 
work plan. Our work plan from 1972 was determined in 
January, 1971. I mean, that was your lead time. If you 
count backwards, you had to have the assessment roll 
finished and delivered on the first Monday in July. It 
took four weeks to print the roll on the—even with the 
computer--and then you count backwards from there. So the 
time it takes to do the job, you got to begin your work a 
certain period of time. So generally speaking, the work 
planning session--and it was almost always a three-day 
session where the staff came up with their recommendations 
in my office and the door was closed and nobody took a 
phone call in that three days--took place in late January 
or early February of the preceding year. That's how far 
ahead you had to start. So from a practical viewpoint, you 
really couldn't accommodate city people, I mean, unless it 
was already on your work plan. And I never made an 
exception to that, even with Pomona; it was already on the 
work plan. They think I made an exception, but I didn't 
make an exception. 
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SMITH: What about the relationship with the city of Los 
Angeles? Would that differ in quality from the other 
cities? 

WATSON: It was no different—no more, no less—than the 
other cities. Because we were all located downtown and 
because we attended the same social functions, I knew the 
councilmen of Los Angeles better than I knew councilmen in 
other cities. I knew every councilman in the city; they 
knew me. We traded political discussions more, like I 
wouldn't hesitate to call and say, "I've got a constituent 
that's in your district who's got a problem with your 
planning department." And he'd say, "Thanks, Phil." Or 
they'd call and say, "We got a constituent that's got a 
complaint about their taxes. Can you see them?" Well, 
we'd either see them or--
SMITH: Oh, really? 

WATSON: Yeah. The usual thing you'd do with other public 
officials. There was more interplay with Los Angeles city 
than with other cities. The other cities with which I had 
extensive interplay was Long Beach—mostly through the 
mayor, but also through some of their commission people--
Santa Monica; of course, Culver City--I came from Culver 
City. Meetings with San Gabriel Valley cities was mostly 
done on a committee basis. But every once in a while, if I 
would speak in a city, the city council would make It a 
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point to be there if they had questions, and so on. But to 
the extent that Los Angeles was closer, perhaps bigger, 
there was more interplay. 
SMITH: I was wondering the degree to which their planning 
staff and the amount of money they had, just the sheer 
size, would allow them to come in and argue more 
forcefully. 

WATSON: We solved that question the first year when I 
refused to give them the roll ahead of time. The-- Ed [C. 
Erwin] Piper, who was then the city manager, privately 
agreed with—philosophically agreed—with my position. 
[As] the city manager, of course, he couldn't agree with 
the position, but philosophically he agreed with it. And 
he used it as a weapon until the legislation got passed. 
He used it as a weapon on his city council to keep his 
budgets down, you see. Wouldn't let them spend money in 
advance. That was generally the exception. The school 
people wanted to spend the money in advance. 
SMITH: Let's move on to the board of supervisors. I'd 
like to talk for a while about your relationship with the 
board of supervisors, the constitutional division of powers 
and the personalities, the political changes in the board. 
WATSON: The board of supervisors, with my predecessor in 
office, had a kind of a friendly working relationship. 
They knew what the assessed values were going to be. And 
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Mr. [John R.] Quinn always took the heat for the higher tax 
bills and they really figured he was unassailable. And 
then they'd give him "whatever tools he needed to do the 
job." Those were the words that were used. I insisted on 
a clear-cut separation between the powers of the board— 
they're the budget-making body--and the powers of the 
assessor. Caused some conflict. 

One of the problems I faced when I took office was the 
problem that the business assessments were at 45 percent of 
value and the general assessments were 25 percent of 
value. And our county counsel [Gordon Bollar] had been 
frantically worrying for years; they had been frantically 
worrying for years that a taxpayer's suit would invalidate 
the whole system. Now, that happened once in Los Angeles 
County; the tax roll was invalidated. And so the county 
counsel had been privately trying to persuade Mr. Quinn to 
drop the business ratio to whatever everybody else's was, 
or to raise everybody else's up to the business. Well, he 
wasn't about to raise everybody else up to business, and he 
wasn't about— After he came— Mr. Quinn came within one-
half vote per precinct of defeat in 1958. And he made up 
his mind then he wasn't going to run again, I believe, or 
he didn't tell anybody. And he had made a commitment in 
1958 to drop the business assessment ratio to 33-1/3 
percent, but he reneged on that commitment after the 
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election. But there was that severe constitutional 
question, equal protection question existing, and the 
county counsel wanted it worked out. 

About the time I was elected, or shortly before, a 
supreme court decision came down out of the supreme court 
of Arizona: Southern Pacific v. Cochise County. Southern 
Pacific was able to prove that they were assessed at 70 
percent of value and the rest of the county was assessed at 
10 percent of value. And they said, "This is wrong." And 
the Arizona Supreme Court found that they were assessed at 
70 percent of value and the rest of the county was assessed 
at 10 percent of value. But the court said-- The court 
brought out the old doctrine of laches: If you do 
something long enough, you can't complain about it. And 
that's what they brought out. They said, "But Southern 
Pacific, you've been doing this for fifty years. Now it's 
wrong, but you're not going to get any money back. Now, 
what we're going to do is issue an order that they've got 
to correct it, but you're not going to get refunds. You're 
not going to bankrupt the cities, counties, and state by 
getting a refund. You just got to work it out." And so 
Arizona was facing this under a constitutional edict from 
their supreme court. 

And I looked at this decision and I said, "You know, 
there's the way out. Instead of going from 45 to 25, we'll 
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do it in four steps: 45, 39, and so on." 

This is going to result in a shift of tax from the 
business community to the residential community, assuming 
that that first factor in the--that second factor in the 
formula, the value, is on the same basis. Over the years, 
the business community knew that they were being assessed 
at 45 percent and that the general average was 25 percent 
and that they had no chance of getting any relief in the 
equalization proceeding because the board of supervisors 
were the judges on their assessment. So they embarked on a 
program, which I euphemistically termed, "self-
equalization." They would return a figure on their 
inventory, for example, which when multiplied by 45 really 
equaled 25 of what they had. So when I announced that we 
were going to reduce the ratio, in January of 1963, I also 
announced that we were forming, for the first time, audit 
teams and we were going to audit everybody. Now, we didn't 
have--we didn't have people to audit. We did not have 
enough trained personnel to do the audit. 

So somebody came up with the idea and presented it to 
me. "Why don't you go out and hire CPA firms to do the 
auditing?" Well, now you get into a lot of tricky 
questions, you know. Are you delegating the powers of 
government, and so on and so on. And we edged around it. 
Probably the contracts that I executed with Touche Ross and 
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Arthur Anderson and the other CPA firms to do audits out of 
state probably would have been knocked off in case of a 
lawsuit. But that was a case of just bluffing it out until 
I could train people to take over the audit. So I found 
enough people within the organization, with the background 
and skills to institute our audit program. There was no 
way I could do it out of state. So we contracted with 
three different CPA, four different CPA firms to do audits 
in various cities throughout the country. 

And the shit hit the fan in the business community. 
And I said to them, "Fellows, we're going to reduce the 
ratio, but you're going to have to report the right 
figures. And if you don't report them, we're going to 
audit you." And one tax agent came Into my office after we 
announced this and filed fifty-five amended returns for 
1963. It worked. But when the audits started—and I've 
tried to reconstruct this over the years and I really don't 
know how it happened--we made a, really, a bad mistake. We 
started auditing past years and the business community got 
up in arms. They said, you know, "Why are you going back 
on us for? You got the ratio question for back years and--" 
God, I can't tell you the meetings I went to. And I 
finally was-- My whole campaign--what people finally called 
my kitchen cabinet, which wasn't—but the people who had 
backed me--[Robert] Gold, Tom Lowe with Pacific Mutual 
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[Life Insurance Company], [William P.] Rempel--set up a 
meeting at Bob Gold's house and Tom Lowe came out and he 
was the spokesman. He said, "You know, Phil, it's just not 
fair. These people operated under a set of rules that your 
predecessor established, and now you're going back and 
breaking the rules. We don't think you--" And I got angry 
with them and I renounced all of them and walked out. 

But the next day I went down to, I think it was the 
University Club, for lunch and I ran into Judge Joe 
Vickers; man for whom I have ultimate respect. I tease 
him. He's still alive; he's in his nineties. He belongs 
to L.A. Country Club. I was out there to play golf earlier 
this year and I saw him. He was very agile and his brain's 
very active. And he played bridge at noon at the 
University Club and he saw me. I was standing at the bar 
with a Los Angeles city councilman who was a friend of 
mine, and he walked over and he said, "Phil, can I see 
you." And I said, "Sure." And he said, "You know, I 
believe you're not only making a mistake, you're doing an 
unconstitutional act in these audits of your predecessors' 
accounts." And I said--
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WATSON: "You really think so?" He said, "Yeah, I really 
do think so." He said, "You know, over the years I've 
discovered that the greatest destroyer of the law is 
over-administration of the law, and I believe that's what 
you're doing." I said, "I'll correct it." I went straight 
back to the office and I said, "Forget auditing for past 
years." And the auditing for past years ceased on that 
date. I am convinced, in retrospect, that it was a correct 
decision. It gave rise to some other problems later, but— 

One of the results of that changing of the business 
roll is that the board of supervisors, who had been 
counting on a 5, 6, 7, 8 percent increase in a roll, that 
year couldn't count on it. So Kenny [Kenneth] Hahn and 
Warren Dorn led the pack. Actually, they were the pack. 
[Ernest] Debs, [Frank G.] Bonelli and [Burton] Chase didn't 
enter into it and they started screaming about the shift— 
the policies of the assessor shifting from business to the 
little taxpayer. And I went over with one of my prepared 
speeches that I'd spent a weekend writing--my poison pen 
speeches—and I always, on those things, went directly to 
the issue. I never ducked them; I went directly to the 
issue. And I went directly to the issue with that one 
saying, "It's really none of your business. What you did 
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over the years was to condone illegal acts, and your county 
counsel knows it." The county counsel's sitting there 
cringing. He doesn't want these public discussions. And I 
established-- That was the first confrontation which 
established the independence of the assessor from the board 
of supervisors. The second one was the computer goof-up we 
talked about yesterday which established the independence 
of the assessor from the board of supervisors. 

The third one occurred during the equalization 
proceedings that year before the [Walter] O'Malley case. 
One of the problems that you face when you got an announced 
assessment ratio is a differential. And I had said, "We're 
going to assess at 25 percent of value." Weren't any laws 
that said I had to do it--yet; there was one later. And 
here you're saying I'm using 39 percent on the business. 
And I made speech after speech after speech to the business 
community say, "Ride with me four years. I'll get it 
straightened up; ride with me four years." We had-- On the 
last day of filing, led by Shell Oil of California, we had 
seventeen companies file for equalization on the 25 
percent. I personally bluffed out ten of them. Called 
them on telephone, said-- Truth of the matter is I 
threatened them. 
SMITH: With what? 

WATSON: Audits, you know— "Problems are just starting, 
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gentlemen." You know, you don't come out with a direct 
threat, but I guess what I really did was threaten them. 
I'm trying to protect the integrity of that assessment 
roll. And I explained to them [the case of] Southern 
Pacific against Cochise County, and what I was trying to 
do. And ten of them withdrew, but there were seven of them 
again. And I had bad relations with Shell Oil for several 
years over this. It's led by Shell. They filed at the 
board. 

And then the county counsel double-crossed me, 
absolutely double-crossed me. John Mahard and Hal [Howard 
W.] Kennedy, who was then the county counsel, just-- They 
know what they did and they would never admit it. But they 
got up at Hal's office and said, "God, we're out for 
another year. We'll give these seven companies what they 
want because nobody else has filed, and therefore, they're 
foreclosed." And it was the worst shouting match that I 
think I ever got into during all the period of time I was 
in government, and the worst name-calling match. It was in 
my office and I said to them, "Listen, you sons-of-bitches, 
if you can't back me up, I'm going to tell you what we're 
going to do: we're going to go from 39 to 25 next year. 
You might as well face it. You give this ruling to the 
board of supervisors and next year I'm going from the 39 to 
25. Furthermore, I'm going over and tell the board when 
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you make the recommendation that that's what I'm going to 
do!" And they wouldn't back off, and I did [go and tell 
them]. I told the board we're going to 25 next year. And 
the board started scurrying and saying to Hal Kennedy, 
"Well, is there something we can do to stop him?" And 
Kennedy, "No, he's the assessor." That established the 
independence of the assessor. 

There is also some poetic justice involved in the 
Shell thing. Coincidentally, after the board hearing, 
almost immediately, Shell was sent out for audit. Now, I 
didn't send them out. I want to make that one, as Nixon 
[would] say, [laughter] "I want to be perfectly clear." I 
didn't send them out the audit, but the staff did. If you 
irritate the bureaucracy, kid, you can-- Shell, it was 
discovered, had been self-equalizing and had continued to 
do so in 1963. And we slapped them with an escaped 
assessment that [would] make you blink. But after that, 
the ratio problem was out of the way, but it did establish 
independence. 

And Burton Chase-- Each department had-- Each elected 
official had a liaison on the board. Mine was Burton Chase 
all the time he was there. And Burton enjoyed the skirmish 
with [Kenneth] Hahn and Dorn. He-- And post-evaluation of 
the skirmishes that they both were utterly destroyed. They 
both were not on ground they could defend. They both were 
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poking their noses into another elected official's business 
and they got burned. And the press gleefully burned 
them. I mean, the local press corps just gleefully singed 
their little fannies over it. Up until the board 
investigation into the assessment practices that was 
pursued under that remote provision of AB 80, when John 
Larson, county counsel, gave them a different 
interpretation, the independence stayed there. 

The one that occurred, beginning in 1976-- There's 
been a provision in the law since the revenue and tax code 
was enacted out of the government code in 1937--that the 
board of supervisors had supervisory conduct over the 
affairs, the fiscal affairs of the assessor. And that had 
always been interpreted to mean that they control the 
assessor's budget. And then the assessor collected and 
still collects some money. They sell maps, they--not 
much. And it gave the board the right to audit the 
assessor's accounts. And that had been the state of the 
law. There were some minor changes made in that section by 
AB 80. But that was the state of the law until 1976 when 
[Baxter] Ward had--the fellows that had been involved with 
the [Marvin] Blatt investigation—come to him and had been 
demoted. Come to him and levied their complaints and they 
rigged up--they rigged that assessment of the Sapphire 
Sea. And he asked the board for the investigation. And 
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county counsel then ruled that the board had powers; 
reversed the whole thing. And that's when I said, "Unh-uh 
[no], I want a judicial determination of this." 

And then we got in a fight which delayed me a period 
of time and got me terrible publicity on who's going to 
represent. The county counsel can't represent both sides, 
so I had to force county counsel into a declaration that 
they were in a conflict of interest between two clients, a 
position I felt they were in for years. I don't think 
county counsel should represent the assessor and the board 
of supervisors. I think they're in a clear-cut conflict of 
interest. Tried to get the law changed to that effect, but 
I couldn't, but I think one of these days it will be 
changed either by the legislature or judicially. Somebody 
will bring a case pointing out these conflicts. 

Finally, I got attorneys and then we took the case to 
Orange County and the Orange County Superior Court ruled 
against me. Said the board had these broad powers. I 
don't know whether I could have reversed that on appeal or 
not. I thought the decision was wrong and the extent to 
which it was used. But the publicity was destroying me. 
The publicity was painting me as a person who didn't 
believe in open records and had something to hide and 
here's this contributor of mine whose boat wasn't 
assessed. And my outside counsel wanted to appeal it and I 
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finally said, "No, let's ride with it. It's not a legal 
battle at this stage of the game; it's a political 
battle." And then there's no question in my mind what the 
judge will be influenced by the political battle as I 
thought the Orange County judge was. So I gave up on it. 
SMITH: In '67, after you were acquitted, Dorn proposed to 
put a charter amendment on the ballot in '68 to make the 
assessor an appointed position. 
WATSON: Mm-hmm [yes]. 

SMITH: What happened to that suggestion? 

WATSON: It died-- It died its worthy death. Dorn had made 
that proposition before, but he didn't have the courage to 
put it up there until that indictment came in. Warren Dorn 
and Kenny Hahn had something in common. One, a Republican; 
the other, a Democrat. They were hyenas. They feasted on 
misfortune of other people. And they built political 
careers on it. Hahn is still in there today at any 
misfortune, trying to make a speech in the-- And Dorn was 
the same way. He feasted on misfortune. He was a hyena. 
But after that happened, I was, for the moment at least, 
politically crippled, and he thought he could jam that 
thing through. He just did it as a publicity thing. He 
didn't really have any principles involved in it. But it 
died its deserved fate very rapidly, as do most of those 
measures. I believe that the assessor should be 
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independently elected. 

Now, I might modify my opinion now that Proposition 13 
is passed because under Proposition 13 I'm not sure you 
need an assessor. I think that even assessors are 
recognizing it. My successor hasn't had a training class 
in three years. The place is existing on the inertia--the 
tendency of a body in motion to stay in motion, or if it's 
still to stay still—the inertia that was there when I 
left. And it's not in very good shape. There's nobody 
coming from behind. I said to you earlier, we had very 
substantial turnover, particularly for those kinds of 
jobs. We always had people coming from behind. 

Now, one of the things that happened when I left is 
that a huge number of the middle management and the coming-
up management people left. Sherrill [Luke] left; Lloyd 
[W.] Wright left; [Alan] Altman left. And they were 
replaced by people who weren't quite ready to replace them 
and, in some instances, by people who weren't capable. I 
can think of one major position where I had— They promoted 
a man into a position three steps higher that I had refused 
to ever let him go. I just didn't think he was capable. 
But the Los Angeles office and others throughout the state 
now are not filling these other positions. I think they're 
recognizing that the role of the assessor has dramatically 
changed under Proposition 13 and perhaps there isn't a need 
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for it anymore. I don't know. 
SMITH: So after you established your Independence in '63, 
you had—what was the tenor of relationships with the board 
of supervisors? 

WATSON: I had good relationships. I had good 
relationships with Debs, Bonelli, and Chase. And then 
those were cemented in 1967 when Debs moved next door to 
me. We became close personal friends. We lived next door 
to each other up in Hollywood. As a matter of fact, the 
night I went home and found my wife [Margaret M. Coffey] 
dead, the first thing I did was to go next door and I got 
Ernie and his wife Betty and they came over and kind of 
took charge of things. They cancelled his speaking 
engagement that night and they took charge of things. So I 
had good solid relationships with the board, with [Los 
Angeles County Chief Administrative Officer] Lin [S.] 
Hollinger. And those relationships changed--or stayed that 
way until 1976. 

One of the sad things about the Baxter Ward vendetta 
is that Baxter came into the county with no status. People 
in politics don't really pay any attention, so to speak, 
with the pronouncements of the candidate on the campaign 
trail. So when Ward is around criticizing Dorn for 
campaign contributions, hell, you're always criticized for 
campaign contributions. Nobody, you know--so, you're 
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elected, the guy's elected, he'll forget that because he's 
going to have to have contributions. See, Ward was unique 
in politics because he was elected on the strength of 
having been a television newscaster for a lot of years. He 
had name identification. And on, also on the strength—on 
the weakness of Dorn. Dorn had neglected his district. 
He'd run for governor, he'd run for U.S. Senate. He was 
doing everything but taking care of his district and he got 
a lot of people very angry at him. Well, along came Ward 
with name identification and he got elected. He beat Dorn 
by a narrow margin, but he beat him. And Ward could talk 
about, "I won't take any more than ten dollars or a hundred 
dollars in a campaign contribution." He didn't need them; 
had the name identification. Then he got on the board and 
he started criticizing everybody, particularly Debs. And 
Ward would insinuate that if he could-- And he had his 
staff constantly going over and getting lists of campaign 
contributors. And they had whole files of everybody's 
campaign contributors cross-referenced and so on. Once put 
together a chart that was idiotic on the relationship 
between these various public officials because they have 
these ties to these various contributors. 
SMITH: Were you on that chart? 

WATSON: Oh, sure I was on that chart. And, I forget who— 
I think he was squabbling with [Los Angeles District 
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Attorney] Joe [Joseph] Bush at the time--maybe it was after 
Joe died--and he came up with this chart showing all the 
tie-ins and so on. And, you know, I barely knew Joe 
Bush. He was a district attorney but he had been 
appointed. And I played golf with him a couple of times 
and seen him at some social affairs, but I never really 
knew Joe Bush. And besides, as a result of what happened 
to me in '65, '66 and '67, I acquired a great mistrust of 
the cop and the political—of the cop and the prosecutor 
mind. I don't trust them today. I'm one of the great 
Miranda rights guys. I'm one of the conservatives that 
say, you know, "I don't want to give all this power to the 
cops. I think they abuse it." Because I think I've been a 
victim of that kind of abuse. 

But I recall when the press brought me this round 
chart of Ward's, this convoluted Rube Goldberg thing tying 
everybody into everybody else, I kind of chuckled and I 
said, "Why don't you take that list of contributors that 
he's got and go over to the Music Center [of Los Angeles 
County] and compare it to the lists of donors to the Music 
Center and see how many of them are the same list. And 
when you get through with that go to the Mark Taper Forum 
and compare it with the list of donors and see how many are 
on the list. And when you get through with that, go out to 
the art museum [Los Angeles County Museum of Art] at the 
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tar pits and see how many are on the same list." And I 
said, "Then go over to the city of Los Angeles, the city 
clerk's office, and get the list of contributors to the 
city council and mayor and see how many are on the same 
list." Ninety-plus percent of the people on that list were 
also on those other lists. I mean, when you come down to 
political contributions, they're made by the same people as 
make the contributions to support things like the Music 
Center and the Taper Forum and the fine arts museum, and so 
on, you know? These are the people who have a concern for 
their community, and they put their money where their 
concern is. And I think it's just that simple. 

And one newspaper guy actually did an article on it, 
ridicule— Ward wouldn't respond to it, of course. They 
went up and asked Ward if he made some of these comparisons 
and ask them if they ever made these comparisons; they 
refused to respond. 

I started to say the sad thing about it was he came 
into the county and he tied into his fellow supervisors: 
They were all crooks. If he didn't say that, he implied 
that because they took campaign contributions. And then 
later they voted on projects that involved their campaign 
contributors and they voted favorably. Never a discussion 
of the merits of the vote. "They voted favorably; 
therefore, they were dishonest." 
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When I ran for reelection in 1974, I decided to have a 
luncheon down at the Grand Star Restaurant which is one of 
our watering holes, and the Kwan family were very good 
friends of mine. And I invited all the people who signed 
my nominating papers. And I tried to keep the people who 
signed my nominating papers in 1962; they were invited 
back. There weren't many changes. If you look at the--
You only got twenty names. So you got a total of thirty 
names but twenty of them have to be good. If you look 
back, there weren't many changes on that list. And I 
invited them down. They signed the nominating papers and 
we go to lunch. And then I invited the supervisors and 
[Peter] Pitchess. And Pitchess came and Ernie Debs came 
and whoever came. And I invited Ward. And I was really 
trying to be a peacemaker. I wanted to get Baxter out in 
some kind of an atmosphere where he could talk to people 
without all these accusations and confrontation. And it 
was kind of half-way working, I thought, until Pitchess, 
who had been across the room and he had a couple of drinks, 
looked up and he said, "I'm not going to stay in a room 
with that son-of-a-bitch. The only thing I want to do is 
to piss on his grave." And out storms Pitchess. Eddie 
Zuckerman, who was one of my supporters and who was at that 
luncheon said later, "It's hard to understand a guy like 
Ward. You were the only guy in the county who was good to 
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him." But I always thought it was very sad that Ward never 
really trusted anybody. 

And I go back to something that I told--I think I 
mentioned yesterday when Ralph Rose wrote this memorandum 
about "you can't have lunch with anybody." I said to him 
if you can't trust yourself enough--if you don't have 
enough faith in yourself, you're in the wrong job. And I 
think that was Baxter-- I don't think Baxter would have 
known how to handle a major contributor. I don't think he 
had enough faith in himself to be able to handle that 
scene, and therefore, since he couldn't handle [it], he 
criticized it. 

He did find it necessary to partially reverse his 
strict limit on contributions when he had gotten his--what 
turned out to be--his last campaign in 1980. And he found 
that all of these things were catching up with him. He 
hadn't-- See, Baxter had done the same thing Warren Dorn 
did. He had neglected his district. He didn't do anything 
for his district. He had all these scandals [he 
investigated], but what did that do for his district? 
Nothing. And he didn't do the job he was elected to do and 
it caught up with him; caught up with him relatively 
fast. Then he was defeated; badly defeated. 
SMITH: What about your relationship with the tax 
assessment appeals boards? 
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WATSON: Mostly It was [at] arms length. There were a 
couple of skirmishes with the boards where I felt that they 
overstepped their bounds. For example, the first one 
occurred because the board made a sheer political 
decision. They had a-- The board chairman was a Kenny Hahn 
appointee, a Democrat--
SMITH: Was that Vernon [0.] Brown? 

WATSON: No. Vernon Brown was a Republican. I'll talk 
about Vernon later. 
SMITH: Okay. 

WATSON: Thomas something or-the-other, chairman of the 
board. And they heard the [Ronald] Reagan matter. The 
taxpayer Brian Stevens brought a case— I guess maybe it's 
time to do the talking on the Reagan ranch. 
SMITH: Right. 

WATSON: In December, 1966, after-- I was under 
indictment. The grand jury came in with an indictment on 
November 30. And in early December a couple of my 
supporters took me to lunch and said, "How [are] you fixed 
for money?" I said, "Well, I really don't know. I've gone 
through a divorce and I've got some assets but--" They 
said, "Well, we want you to know that your legal expenses 
are taken care of. We called Mr. [Joseph A.] Ball, your 
attorney, and we've told him he's not to send you a bill; 
that he's to bill us." They said, "There's a campaign 
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surplus." And I said, "Yes." And they said, "We'd like to 
use that campaign surplus for part of the legal bill." I 
said, "Well, okay. But I think you got to write to people 
who contributed it and ask their permission." So they did 
and about 80 percent of the people who contributed agreed 
to let that money— So I never paid a penny in legal 
fees. It was picked up by my campaign supporters. 

One of those supporters came to me in December and 
told me that the motion picture industry wanted to make 
Reagan independently wealthy. So what they were going to 
do was to buy his ranch. They were going to-- Twentieth 
Century-Fox [Film Corporation] was going to buy his ranch 
and they were going to pay some cash and issue some paper 
and the other industry would contribute-- By the way, the 
industry contributes--use swapping [film] stars or other 
commodities; they're a barter system. And he said, "The 
price of the ranch is going to be substantially more than 
the [assessed] value you have on it. What do you want to 
do?" I said, "I'm not going to do anything. The value's 
set. There's no way to change that." 

"Well, you want to talk to your people?" 
I said, "No, I don't want to talk to my people." 
A year later, a schoolteacher who was looking for a 

political forum--later ran against me—named Brian Stevens 
filed an action with the assessment appeals board, the 
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first of its kind, to raise the assessment on the Reagan 
ranch to the price paid by Twentieth Century-Fox. Number 
one, I did not think that the appeal board properly had 
jurisdiction, but they decided to have hearings. And I 
clashed with the chairman over that. Thomas--it'11 come. 
Secondly, they took the hearings, and Fox spent a lot of 
money bringing out a private appraiser who's in a first 
rate, I mean, one of the top-notch appraisers in town, 
saying, "We simply paid too much for the property because 
we were captive buyers. We wanted to expand in that 
direction, and therefore, we paid too much money. As a 
captive buyer always pays too much--pay more than the 
market value." Truth of the matter is that Fox had done it 
at the behest of the motion picture industry in order to 
provide the independence for Reagan. 

At the conclusion of the case, the board raised the 
assessment and we had a public spitting contest. I said 
things that I might well better have said in private than 
in public. I severely castigated the chairman of the 
board. I did not think it was a decision based upon the 
testimony. But I thought it was purely a political 
decision. 

SMITH: A Democrat versus Republican? 
WATSON: Democrat versus Republican. This fellow later 
became a member of a--Hahn got him appointed to the RTD 
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[Southern California Rapid Transit District] board. He's 
dead now, but--

Fox appealed the case and the--it went to supreme 
court; it was reversed. The decision was reversed. 
SMITH: Which [court] is that? California or U.S.? 
WATSON: California. 

It gave rise, however, to a couple other lawsuits that 
I was subpoenaed to testify in, but never--they never 
called me. And that was a lawsuit by a stockholder of 
Twentieth Century-Fox in New York against the directors and 
their--on the grounds that they had paid too much for the 
property. 

The motion picture industry had been seeking tax 
exemption for their films on their production for a number 
of years. And before I became assessor, they lost a 
lawsuit, Michael Todd against the County of Los Angeles, 
where the court held that a motion picture negative was 
taxable. It wasn't an intangible piece of property. And 
they shot a piece of legislation in [during] 1963 which 
passed the senate and the assembly with one dissenting 
vote: Tom [Thomas M.] Rees, the state senator from Los 
Angeles County, at my urging, voted against it. Went to 
the governor's desk and we had a long bitter, shouting, 
screaming hearing in Governor Brown's office where I was--
The governor's staff had recommended he veto the bill. But 
the only person in that room—and there must have been 
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fifty, sixty people—who was standing up and opposing i t -
there were about a half a dozen or maybe ten from the 
cities, from Culver City, from the school district, from 
Burbank—but I was the only one opposing it. 

And I had prepared a scathing denunciation of the 
practices of the motion picture industry in going overseas 
to do their films and how they— I laid out how they had 
made deals with communist countries for—to make films 
there to get their money. You know why the motion picture 
industry really went to Europe after World War II? Because 
the European countries froze their currency. They were in 
such bad shape, they had to freeze their currency and the 
only way they could get their money out of Europe was to go 
make films there. They were permitted them to bring the 
film out, but they wouldn't let them take the currency 
out. So they took the currency out in the form of a 
product that they produced there. And I made this scathing 
denunciation. 

Brown vetoed the bill. Reagan signed it. All of that 
happened about the time-- The oil bill came down about the 
same time. I'm going to get— 

SMITH: I'd like to ask you about partisan politics and the 
county government. Officially, it's nonpartisan. To what 
degree, during your tenure in office, did Republican/ 
Democrat competition affect the administration of your 
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office and the county government in general? 
WATSON: I believe that there's absolutely no effect. 
There was no effect of partisan politics on the assessor's 
office; I don't believe there's any in the sheriff's 
department and I believe there is no partisan politic 
effect in the board of supervisors—in the operations of 
the county. 

Now, from time to time, individual members of the 
board of supervisors are politicians. And politicians 
being politicians, some are Democrats and some are 
Republicans. And Democrats being Democrats, and 
Republicans being Republicans, and politicians being 
politicians, you'll hear deep and, what the orator believes 
to be, profound statements in behalf of their party's 
political philosophy. I don't think anybody pays attention 
to it in terms of the operation of government. And I do 
not believe that either political party, Democrat or 
Republican, has or has had, during the time I was in county 
government and the time I worked in the assessment field 
going back to 1949, had any influence on the operations. 

California is unique in that its local government is 
separated from the influence of the political parties. 
It's by-and-large kept that way. There are attempted in-
roads from time to time into the process, and they are 
always swiftly and justifiably repelled. That's my 
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opinion. 

SMITH: You were-- What was your relationship to the 
Republican party? 

WATSON: I was a Republican. In 1962, my opponent had the 
endorsement of some factions of the Democratic party. In 
1962, I had the endorsement of some factions of the 
Republican party. I had— I was strongly supported by the 
Young Republicans because they were looking for somebody to 
support and they became disenchanted with Richard Nixon. 
So Max Rafferty and I received the prime support of the 
Young Republicans in 1962. I was always— People knew I 
was a Republican and I was invited to Republican 
functions. I was never a delegate nor invited to be a 
delegate to the presidential nominating conventions. I was 
never a delegate to any Republican party meetings. I was 
never a delegate to the central committee. I spoke before 
some of those groups from time to time. But I think I have 
to say that my relationship to the Republican party was 
"I'm a registered Republican," and it doesn't really go 
much further than that. 

SMITH: Did you endorse candidates at any point? 
WATSON: No, I did not endorse candidates. The only 
candidate that I endorsed, and— I really don't know why I 
did it. They came in my office and asked me to sign the 
paper. I endorsed [John] Van de Kamp in his first bid for 
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election. I don't know why I did it. Somebody came in the 
office and I signed a piece of paper. And that's the only 
endorsement I made. Now, on the other hand, I was endorsed 
by members of the board of supervisors. Debs, Bonelli and 
Chase all endorsed my candidacy for reelection. I think 
Dorn did once. And that split to be two Republicans and 
two Democrats there. But it wasn't--I wasn't a party 
official. As a matter of fact, as I sit here and think 
about the efforts I made in Sacramento, the lobbying if you 
call it that, but the efforts to have legislation passed, I 
really believe that my legislation was carried more by 
Democrats than it was Republicans. 
SMITH: In the assembly and the senate. 
WATSON: In the assembly—in the senate. Now, that's 
probably [laughing] because there were more Democrats than 
Republicans. But it wasn't— We're not politicized on a 
party basis in California. I think we're going through a 
period of time, right now in 1985, where there is--there 
are more attempts to politicize local offices. For 
example, my successor, who made what I regard as a tragic 
political mistake, ran against a supervisor. And that was 
a pure political decision. He ran as a Democrat against a 
Republican supervisor and it became a Democrat/Republican 
race. And I think we might be in a phase now, both locally 
and statewide, where there is a--one of these--these 
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attempts of one or the other political parties to insinuate 
their way into the nonpartisan races. I think and I hope 
it will be continued to be rejected by the California 
electorate. Certainly, [Alexander] Pope's attempt to make 
this supervisorial race a Republican/Democrat race failed 
and failed in a Democratic district. 

SMITH: Now, you've already, in passing, already compared 
the senior [Edmund G.] Brown with Reagan in terms of their--
and some of the legislation that you were involved in. 
Could you elaborate that more? How they handled the 
decision to sign or veto legislation? And also compare the 
younger [Edmund G. "Jerry"] Brown [Jr.]— 
WATSON: How does a governor make that decision? 
SMITH: Yeah. How did they see individuals? 
WATSON: I don't really know what process Reagan went 
through other than a process in his office. The two 
previous governors that I knew, Edmund Brown, Sr. and 
Goodwin [J.] Knight, both followed the practice on 
controversial legislation of first having the staff—the 
governor's staff, and that includes [the] finance 
department, make a recommendation as to what position the 
governor should take; what posture he should take on a 
particular piece of legislation. Now, that-- In most 
legislation, that's predetermined because the governor may 
well have taken a position as it was going through the 
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assembly and the senate. Following the recommendation of 
the staff, Knight and Brown, Sr. had a public hearing in 
the governor's office. They had a rather good-sized room 
right outside the governor's private office. And they'd 
bring people in and set up folding chairs and he'd listen 
to the various viewpoints; both Goodwin Knight and Edmund 
Brown, Sr. 

Reagan didn't do that. He apparently was guided by a 
privy council of some sort on recommendations. But his 
signing or vetoing of a bill was generally done in private 
unless it had some great party overtones. And in the case 
of a veto they'd make kind of a show of it. And sometimes 
in the case of a signing of a bill they'd make a show of 
it. But I really don't know the process that Reagan 
used. I didn't deal with Brown, the younger, enough to 
really know how the Brownies operated. But I suspect that, 
from what I observe, that either Tom Quinn or Tony [J. 
Anthony Kline] [pauses]--the guy he appointed to the 
appellate court that never practiced a day of law; was his 
roommate back at Yale; appointed to the appellate court— 
Tony, something or the other--I suspected that their 
imprimatur dictated what the governor did on a particular 
bill. But [to] sum it up, Knight and Brown, [in] my 
experience, had a staff recommendation, had a public 
hearing on a bill: would invite proponents and 
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opponents. Reagan did not. Brown didn't. Brown the 
younger did not on any tax bills. I understand he may have 
done it on some others, but I don't know that. 
SMITH: While we're on dealing with the relationships with 
the governor, could you-- How did Reagan— How did you view 
the Reagan staff people like Mike [Michael K.] Deaver and--
WATSON: I liked Deaver. But dealing with the Reagan 
administration was like grabbing a handful of water: You 
grab it and then you look at it and you don't know. You 
talk to them and you go out wondering what they said. Now, 
I think the last time that-- No, it wasn't the last time, 
but one of the times I had a personal conference with 
Reagan was when I had finalized the draft of the 
constitutional amendment which ultimately qualified and 
became Proposition 14 in 1972. I met with the governor and 
the director of finance, Verne Orr, in his office to 
discuss the bill. I had with me Vince [Vincent] Page who 
had been the attorney who was the chief drafter of the 
legislation, the technical draft, and Alan Altman in my 
office. Alan Altman was a very able man. Earned his own 
reputation in Sacramento. I've been proud to have him on 
my staff and proud to know him. Just a wonderful guy. And 
he was always--just always up the top on the details. So, 
I-- At this meeting, Reagan had invited me to bring 
whomever I wanted and I took those two people. We met for 
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about two hours and I explained the legislation, the 
purpose and the various features of it. And when we 
finished, Verne Orr remarked, "Well, they get [to] the same 
place we do but a different way," which told us for the 
first time they had something cooking. And Reagan said to 
Verne, "Well, why don't you have our staff people compare 
and get back to Mr. Watson and we'll see whether we can get 
together." That's the last I heard. That was kind of 
typical of dealing with the Reagan people. I have a — 

This relates to Reagan, but-- One of the practices I 
followed, it was in sensitive areas, I took documentation— 
I had documentation removed from the file and put into the 
private safe in the assessor's office or I locked it in my 
desk. I did this with the Glomar Explorer after I had the 
visit from the FBI and the three or four gentlemen from the 
CIA who gave me the phony story on the Glomar Explorer. 
Because of the sensitiveness [of the] nature of politics, 
I-- For example, Richard Nixon, while he was a congressman, 
filed claims for veteran's exemption. And I had those 
removed from the files and placed in the assessor's safe. 
I didn't want anyone coming off the street and seeing 
them. The fact that they were removed from the files in 
the safe generally stopped—it stopped everybody. I don't 
really know of anyone who came up and said, "I want to see 
it." I did the—had to do the same thing with Reagan's 
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homeowner's exemption. 
When I sponsored my first constitutonal amendment in 

1968, Reagan, without telling me and for some Inexplicable 
reason, decided to oppose it. And he sent Cap [Caspar W.] 
Weinberger out to debate me, day after Labor Day, at the 
Sacramento Inn before the Caliornia State Chamber of 
Commerce And Cap didn't come off too well. And his 
failure in that debate was so drastic that within the next 
four days they got together with Senator George Miller and 
Jesse Unruh and put their own constitutional amendment 
together. 
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WATSON: --which constitutional amendment gave a--set the 
homeowners' exemption and in effect gave a seventy dollar 
tax refund. And theirs passed and mine didn't. The 
following year, the governor applied for homeowner's 
exemption on his home in Pacific Palisades and somebody 
came up with the concept that the [state] constitution 
required that the governor reside in Sacramento, and it 
does. Even though Reagan had refused to live in the 
governor's mansion, the constitution requires the governor 
to reside in Sacramento and his homeowner's exemption was 
questioned. And I just quietly had the homeowner's 
exemption application removed from the file, brought—put 
in the safe. And I took the position, that was true, that 
the constitution required the governor to live in 
Sacramento, but it didn't require Mrs. Reagan to live in 
Sacramento and that I could accept an exemption claim from 
Mrs. Reagan. I found that a photostat of the claim had 
been made and I personally got the hold of the photostat 
and destroyed it because I don't—my recollection is that 
Mrs. Reagan hadn't [laughing] signed the claim for 
exemption. But he did file and received the homeowner's 
exemption on his property all that time he was governor of 
the state. He needed the seventy dollars. 
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Talk about the political things—let' s talk about the 
political things. 

SMITH: Okay. Even though you weren't active in the 
Republican party, you were following developments and 
probably had preferences, I suppose, between candidates and 
positions. In order to establish your total political 
philosophy and where you stand, I'd like to discuss for a 
while your views on the different candidates over the last 
twenty years. 
WATSON: Okay. 

SMITH: Let's start with '64. You were a [Barry] Goldwater 
man? 

WATSON: Yeah, I was a Goldwater man. I know Goldwater; 
personally don't care for him. Personally, I think he's an 
arrogant man. He demonstrated it in some things involving 
a boat he had out in Orange County that was subject to 
tax. And I met him over in Arizona. He spoke before an 
American Legion group when I was there in the fifties. And 
I personally didn't care for him, but I supported 
Goldwater. I voted for him. I didn't go out and campaign 
because I just didn't do that, but I voted for Goldwater. 
SMITH: How'd you-- Goldwater was a-- Would you have felt 
as strongly about [Nelson] Rockefeller had he been a 
Republican nominee? 

WATSON: I don't know. I have always had mixed feelings 
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about Rockefeller. I never really knew what Rockefeller 
was. I supported Goldwater because I really thought that 
Lyndon Johnson was dangerous for the country. He had 
escalated that nonsensical war [in Vietnam]. I thought 
that Goldwater would get us out of it. I never really 
believed, despite the rhetoric, that we're going to be 
shooting off hydrogen bombs to solve the thing. I saw--I 
foresaw a bankruptcy of the Social Security system. I 
foresaw that when it went into the general budget under the 
Kennedy administration. And my principle concern was the 
fiscal health of the country. I don't think you can spend 
yourself rich. And the New Frontier programs were 
politically designed to do things that I think were 
destined to be a failure: Operation Headstart, food stamp 
program. I think they've been failures. The food stamp 
program is probably the most abused federal program in the 
country today and we still got it; saddled with it. My 
principal concern was the fiscal health of the country. 

I perhaps should interject that I'm a registered 
Republican, and that's common knowledge. During one of my 
tax-limit initiatives, I was making the rounds of the media 
in San Francisco, along with making a series of speeches, 
and a reporter was following me and listening to my 
speeches and my presentation. And along toward the late 
afternoon, and everybody's wearing out and wanting to go 
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out and get a bath and get cleaned up, he came to me and he 
said, "You know, I've been listening to you for two days 
and would you agree with me that you're probably a 
populist?" And I said, "Yeah, I'll agree with you. I'm 
probably a populist." And I guess I am a populist. I'm a 
cash-and-carry guy, so to speak. [laughs] And that 
overrides my philosophies. And I think I have indicated to 
you at various times in these discussions that my economic 
guidepost really is C. Northcote Parkinson. His writings 
perhaps influenced me In a positive way more than any 
others. Although Henry George's writings, Progress and 
Poverty, influenced me, but not in the way that George 
hoped, but in the opposite direction. And I think that the 
destiny of the country is better served if we encourage 
some kind of program to prevent people to stand on their 
own rather than the dole. Let me see if I can expand on 
that. 

Almost a decade and a half ago I was in Germany--I 
spent six weeks in Europe—and I spent five days in 
Cologne. I had a room in a little one-star place about 
three blocks upriver from that magnificent Cologne 
cathedral. It had a restaurant and a bar down at the 
corner. And I'm a early riser; when the sun is up, I'm 
up. I generally describe myself as a person that gets out 
there because if I don't some other bird will be getting my 
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worms. And I get up in the morning and out in the street 
was a fellow with—who had lost a portion of his left 
arm. I concluded that he was a war veteran and lost his 
arm in a war; and I was correct. He had a broom tied to 
that--pardon me--he had a dustpan tied to that left arm and 
he had a broom in the other hand and he was sweeping up the 
square on which this hotel and restaurant was located. And 
I asked the bartender at the restaurant--I had a badge and 
he called me the "sher-reef" [sheriff] because I have this 
badge from the county; a public official badge—and he 
spoke good English. 

And I said to him, "Who is this fellow that's out here 
sweeping in the square every morning." He said, "Oh, he's 
a disabled veteran. He's a pensioner." And I said, "Well, 
if he's a pensioner, what's he sweeping up the square 
for?" He said, "Well, in Germany if you're a pensioner you 
have to work for your money." Now, this guy worked. And I 
will tell you that if there was a cleaner square in the 
city of Cologne, I didn't see it anywhere. He had the 
cleanest square in Cologne. And he worked. He had a great 
deal of pride and a great deal of dignity as a result of 
that work. So my concept of a welfare program is [to] pay 
people for working. I think that if you just give them the 
money and give them the idle time, they lost dignity. And 
I've observed things over the years that lock that firmly 
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in my philosophy. 

For example, the controller at Hollywood Park—it was 
during my years as assessor; a young man became controller— 
he was a close personal friend of mine. A fellow I had 
known for a number of years; UCLA graduate. And I was out 
to the races one day and I said to him, "Why is the handle 
so big today? This is a weekday." God, the betting was 
enormous. He said, "Welfare checks came out yesterday." 
And I said to myself, "What a hell of a testimonial on our 
Great Society, our New Frontier." The handle at the 
racetrack doubles on the day after welfare checks come 
out. And it's not accomplishing its purpose then, is it? 
So what do we need to do to accomplish the purpose? We 
need to give people some pride and some dignity. 

Mayor [Thomas] Bradley, as part of his run for 
election as governor next year, I'm sure, pronounced last 
week what to a lot of people was a startling plan. He 
said, "The only solution for the young black is to take him 
from his parents and take him out and educate him 
separately." Now, if a white had said that, he would have 
been hanging from the City Hall spire. But it's not new. 
I first heard that from John McCone and Asa Call in 1965 
after they had formed the McCone Commission to determine 
the cause and effect of the Watts riot. And we had lunch 
at the California Club and Asa Call said, "We've concluded 
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that the only way to solve the situation in Watts is to 
take those children away from their parents and put them 
someplace else to educate them where they learn the English 
language and learn to participate with other people." And 
I kind of chuckled and said, "Asa, you're not going to have 
the temerity to put that in writing and propose that. You 
know what will happen to you and your company if you do?" 
He said, "Oh, no. We're not going to do it, but we're 
convinced that that's the solution." Maybe it is a 
solution. But I'm sure that if anybody tried it, Hitler 
would be dredged up again and away you go. 

But somehow, we have to take a segment of our society 
that has lost hope, even to the extent that they develop 
their own language— They don't speak the kind of English 
we speak. I see them-- Their only hope for success is 
sports figures, and I — During the NCAA basketball playoffs 
last year, I saw some television interviews with these poor 
guys who don't know how to speak English. They don't— 
They use the word "be" for the verb "are." And it's 
because of the society in which they come. How do you do 
it? I don't know. I think that you need to provide 
incentives that permit them to earn their money by working 
and not handing it to them on the dole. The dole, I'm 
persuaded, is detrimental to progress and we have to find a 
substitute for it. 
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Other than that, I think government needs to be 
fiscally responsible. I think that the concept of hundred 
billion dollar budgets is mind-boggling to me. In terms of 
fiscal responsibility, I don't believe that any 
governmental unit should be provided with tax dollars it 
doesn't collect itself; i.e., the tax dollars that those 
elected officials don't have the responsibility for 
collecting. And again, I think I'm referring largely to 
the welfare program. The laws on the welfare program are 
created in Washington but it's administered locally under 
this concept of a partnership between Washington and local 
government. There isn't any partnership, and it creates 
irresponsibility for the total program. 

And I want government to be responsible. I want 
government to be responsible for the taxes it collects that 
citizens need. I don't want it to be in a position where 
the budget is so astronomical that you can hide giveaways 
to places and to things that are totally worthless. I'd 
like government to be in a position to take a good cold 
hard look at the programs it runs. And I want it first--

I suppose in addition to being a populist, one might 
Justifiably say, I'm an "American Firster." I think that 
the first duty of government is to its citizens. And I 
don't believe our government's doing that. I think we're 
spending far too much money on defense; I think we've made 
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far "too few efforts "to sit down with the "enemy, " if they 
are the enemy—Russia—and I suppose they are—and say, 
"When are we going to stop this nonsense?" And I really 
wish I'd see some leaders that would do this. 
SMITH: Now, getting back to the civil rights movement, how 
did that affect, if at all, your operation of the 
assessor's office? 

WATSON: It affected every element of government and mine 
as well because It forced us to take In minorities whether 
those minorities were qualified or not. Now, I resisted 
the efforts to lower the standards in my office for as long 
as I could resist it. But when the programs first came 
out, the chief administrative officer came—their people 
came to me—and said, "We have some federal funds to 
provide fifty more people for you, and we're funded for two 
years. And you asked for more people in your budget so 
here's funds for fifty more people." (I'm picking a 
number, that's not far out of the ball park.) I said, 
"Fine. Where do I get them?" They said, "Well, we'll give 
you a list. But you understand that these are going to be 
minorities. They're going to be women; they're going to be 
blacks; they're going to be Chicano." And I was a little 
bit incensed by it. 

I said, "How about some Swedes and some Lithuanians 
and some Bulgarians," and get the whole thing up in 
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balance. And I refused to take it because they were going 
to give me a list; I was not going to be permitted to test 
the people. We had a—our training program and our entry 
program had a very severe screening process in the form of 
an examination designed by the University of Southern 
California to determine people's capabilities: whether 
they can read, write. And the proposal was, "You take the 
people. You can test them after you get them; but once you 
got them, you got them." And the other thing that bothered 
me that was after their two years they're on civil service 
and they have tenure. What if they don't work out? How do 
you get rid of them? Well, the answer to me was, "That's 
your problem." I said, "No, that's not my problem because 
I won't accept it." 

Gradually, however, we, along with everyone else, were 
forced to lower our standards in order to admit minorities 
to "equalize" our ratio, our ethnic balance. I might 
observe that, in this respect, that the assessor's office 
wasn't out of balance. We had a large black employment and 
a, not a large, but a significant Mexican employment. But 
they weren't in the high-paying positions. Our mapping 
division, which is a semiskilled job, was largely staffed 
by black women. And [it was] as good a staff in that 
operation as I think could be put together. But that 
wasn't sufficient. 
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It was "bring blacks into the appraisal staff." And I 
concede--I readily concede--that there were very few blacks 
in the appraisal staff. The first blacks that went into 
the appraisal staff— They had one when I took office who 
had been put in the appraisal staff. And in order to 
provide for blacks in the appraisal staff, we didn't have 
any coming out of the colleges and filing, truthfully. 
No-- We had never had applications. In order to provide 
for them, I went to CAO [chief administrative officer] and 
civil service and we changed the entry rules to provide 
that any person who had been in the office for a period of 
more than five years and who had achieved a certain level 
can go into a training class for a two-year period. The 
first year they monitored the training class and the second 
year was for real, and they had to take their chances. But 
if they elected to go into the training class, we would not 
guarantee them their old position back. In other words, 
that was an irrevocable choice and they were going to take 
the risk on the training class. 

We had eleven applicants; one was white, most of them 
were black. I think there were two Chicanos, two 
Mexicans. All of them were successful; every one of them 
was successful. One of them and— Not a one was a high 
school graduate, but these men became so dedicated that 
they were going to set an example that they went out to--
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and I went out with them--to L.A. City College and we got 
special night courses set up where they could go take 
reading, writing, arithmetic. The basics. And they didn't 
score high in their class, but they all became successes. 
And two of them joined that Internal Revenue [Service] 
program and were sent overseas, both to French-speaking 
Africa. They went to-- The government sent them to school 
and they learned French, and they are now high-ranking tax 
officials in Africa someplace. But those are the only ones 
we had; we hadn't other applicants. And in order to get 
blacks and Mexicans, we had to lower the standards. 

We did not have to lower the standards to get women 
in. We actively recruited women and we got some 
crackerjacks. And as a matter of fact, virtually, I think 
all— I don't think a one that we recruited during those 
early years that were there when I was there is left in the 
office. There may have been one or two. All of them had 
gone off to rather high-paying jobs in industry. As a 
matter of fact, in the Los Angeles Times this morning, a 
picture of one, Jane Herd, is in the View section. She is 
the administrator of one of the hospitals in Los Angeles. 
So, it's a kind o f — We didn't have to lower standards for 
the women. They— As a matter of fact, we probably could 
have increased the standards and gotten the women that we 
got. We got very good ones. 
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SMITH: Did the civil rights movement have any impact on 
assessment procedures in minority neighborhoods? 
WATSON: No, no. It didn't do a thing insofar as the way 
we operated was concerned. We did our work-planning based 
upon the system I've described, and we continued as 
usual. It had a-- If It had an Impact, it's in the changed 
personnel. But I must honestly say that despite all the 
pressures, we never really, I don't think, got up to the 
population percentage of blacks in our appraisal program. 
We just couldn't find them to recruit, the people who were 
interested in the program. 

SMITH: I was-- Because back in several eastern cities, it 
was demonstrated that black neighborhoods were being 
assessed at a higher ratio than white neighborhoods, 
residential property. Did that, any kind of that pattern, 
exist in Los Angeles? Higher--

WATSON: If there was a difference in the ratio, it was the 
other way; that black areas were always low. And there's a 
reason for that. I don't— Incidentally, I find that— No, 
I don't find it all that difficult to believe in some of of 
the eastern cities. I can think of Newark [New Jersey], 
for example, which was an all-white city that turned black 
and property value start to decline. Assessments will lag 
behind market movements. So if you're in a declining 
market, they'll tend to be high; and if you're in a rising 
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market, they'll tend to be low. So, I can understand where 
In some of the eastern cities that have gone through the 
demographic neighborhood change with declining property 
values that they would be high. Yeah, I can understand 
that. It didn't occur the other way here. 

We didn't reappraise Central Avenue much after the 
Watts riots. I don't think we, during the rest of the time 
I was assessor, we reappraised that area for the simple 
reason that there weren't enough sales to demonstrate any 
market movement. There wasn't really any substantial 
change in the market value of those little homes that are 
occupied down in that area. Now, on the other hand, when 
you get to the areas that the more affluent black was 
moving to—the Baldwin Hills area, the Dons [Don Diablo 
Drive, Don Felipe Drive, etc.]—those moved right along 
with other properties in the county. As a matter of fact, 
I think the Dons probably moved faster, and they were 
reappraised on the regular reappraisal program. But the 
last time I had any occasion to take a look at assessments 
in the Watts area, they were generally running under, 
substantially under 20 percent on the sales that took 
place. But there weren't enough sales to establish any 
firm value or any firm reason to do any reappraising in 
there. If anything, they were low. 

SMITH: In '66, did you at all consider running for 
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governor in the primary? 

WATSON: In '66? No, I ran for reelection in '66. And of 
course after '66, when the indictment and the trial, I 
didn't feel that I could run. And I rather well 
established myself in 19--reestablished myself--in '68 with 
the tax-limit initiative [Proposition 9, November 1968] 
which, although It lost, I think put a new--entirely new 
cloak around the public perception of me. I did flirt, 
from 1970 on, I talked about running for mayor of the city 
of Los Angeles; I talked about running for governor when 
Reagan left; I talked about running for U.S. Senate. I did 
some active campaigning in California and in the East to 
see what kind of support I might pick up if I decided to 
run for senator. But I didn't. I ultimately didn't run 
for anything else. 

SMITH: Let's go into the indictment in the sixties. 
WATSON: Painful experience. 

SMITH: That has been, some of the people I've talked to, 
feel that it's a--there was a political motivation behind 
the case. How do you feel about that? 

WATSON: I'm not sure that my judgment can be considered to 
be unbiased judgment in this area. Even though it's been 
almost two decades, I still have some rather strong 
feelings about the indictment, the investigation, the 
concurrent fraud investigation that Internal Revenue 
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conducted of my tax returns going back to 1950. So, I 
believe that whatever I say in regard to that subject must 
be taken considering that there are possible and probable 
biases that come from my personal feelings about it. Let 
me talk about the Internal Revenue investigation first. 

I don't believe that IRS ever conducted—I may be 
wrong on this 'cause I don't know their operations, but--
IRS had, at four times--at one time, four agents from the 
fraud division investigating my returns going back to 
1950. And when-- This began in 1965, when the 
investigation—when the [Russell L.] Wolden thing broke and 
the investigation of assessors, in general, started. We 
settled the case In 1970. And shortly before it was 
settled, I was asked to go in with my attorney and give a 
statement. And I was shown my tax returns and it was asked 
the question, "Did you know of anything you left off of 
these tax returns?" And I said, "Yes. I left off a small 
gain I made on some bank stock that I invested in with my 
father." It was in my father's name [Duke Phillip Watson], 
and I left off some interest. And when the final 
settlement came with IRS, the only additional taxes I paid 
were taxes on those two items. In other words, with four 
agents operating over a period of five years, that's all 
that happened. That gives one little faith in the justice 
administered by IRS. I mean, you know, what the hell were 
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they doing during that period of time? 

It had to be obvious to the people who were doing the 
criminal investigation early in the game that they didn't 
have any kind of a case. And yet, they went on 
investigating, investigating; they went out and subpoenaed 
my bank accounts; they subpoenaed old loan records; they 
got in deeply into my private life long before I got into 
politics; they went to such depths as to go to my former 
wife [Betty Yvonne Tuetken], when she and I were separated 
and ultimately divorced. And they went to her and 
attempted to persuade her to testify against me. She threw 
them out. When they ended up going to the grand jury, they 
had not only done these years of investigation, but they 
had--I had agreed to go down for a personal interview—the 
personal interview was done in the district attorney's 
offices in Long Beach--along with the two attorneys who 
were in charge of the investigation, the investigator, one 
of the investigators--and the district attorney, Mr. 
[Evelle J.] Younger himself. 

I spent a morning--well, I spent more than a morning, 
because we brought sandwiches in. I think I guess it went 
to somewhere around two in the afternoon answering every 
question that they asked me, at the conclusion of which Mr. 
Younger said, "Well, I can't see that Phil's done anything 
wrong here, but we'll let it go to the grand jury 
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anyway." And my attorney, Mr. Zifrin said, "Why are you 
going to let it go to the grand jury?" And he said, "Well, 
you don't have to worry about it. I'll send--I'll go there 
and I'll tell them that I don't think there's any 
indictable offense on Phil's part." Younger didn't do 
that. He suddenly discovered in the next week that he had 
to go off to his annual military duty; he was in the 
military reserve. And he told Mr. [Joseph A.] Ball, my 
attorney, that he would send Mr. Ackerman down to make the 
statement. Mr. Ackerman didn't appear at the grand jury. 

Now, I relate these things because I came to the 
conclusion that the investigation and the indictment were 
not inspired by desire to convict me of a crime because it 
was obvious to them they didn't have any evidence to 
convict me. I mean, the only evidence they had of the 
meeting--outside meeting that I'm supposed to have had with 
the guy who was supposed to have bribed me was an expense 
account that his secretary put in at Perino's saying he 
spent sixteen dollars taking three of us to dinner at 
Perino's. Now, anyone who thinks that three people can 
have dinner for sixteen bucks in 1963 at Perino's is 
foolish. I mean, you know, it's insane. So I concluded 
that it was politically inspired. 

And I, personally, have believed over the years that 
Evelle Younger in the final analysis was responsible for 
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it. The investigation originated with the attorney 
general's office, and it was taken from the attorney 
general's office to the district attorney; a proper 
procedure. And the district attorney could have and should 
have said, "There's nothing here that we need to talk 
about," but instead said, "We'll take it to the grand 
jury." Now, why would Younger have a motive to do anything 
but justice? I had become a very popular figure. I won 
reelection in 1966 with 82 percent of the vote. I had 
become a figure of a person who knew what my office was 
about, who was able to communicate to the people what the 
office was about, and was able to communicate fiscal 
responsibility. And I had also come to the forefront in 
the Republican party as a probable successor to Reagan in 
1974--or 1970, whatever. Younger had those same ambitions, 
as he ultimately proved. And I think Younger saw an 
opportunity to get rid of a rival by simply letting it go 
to the grand jury. Whether he thought they would indict or 
not, I think, is immaterial. 

Once you take the case to the grand jury— And there's 
three weeks of constant leaking of, quote, "testimony," 
none of—as it turned out, none of which is admissible in 
the court of law. All the material sent to the—spent in 
front of the grand jury—the material sent to grand jury, 
it ultimately turned out that there wasn't one item 
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permissible in the court of law. But it was leaked daily 
to the Los Angeles Times. I was at the [County] Assessors 
[Association of the State of California] convention in 
Fresno and I got to the point where I'd have to take a deep 
breath and force myself to go down to breakfast 'cause 
here's everybody reading the Los Angeles Times and reading 
all the testimony which [Jack] Goertzen and [James G.] 
Kolts were leaking to Robert Jackson, the reporter of Los 
Angeles Times, on a daily basis. 

The investigation itself destroyed me. There's no 
question about that. It took away from me the ability to 
run for another political office. I made a partial 
recovery with the 1968 tax-limit initiative. I never had 
any trouble getting reelected. I always got something over 
70 percent of the vote. But the bloom went off with that 
grand jury investigation. And I'm a very practical guy, 
and so I didn't buck the--I chose not to buck the tide from 
that point forward even though talking about running for 
other offices is ego stimulating. 

SMITH: A lot of the-- I guess the origin of the case was 

the J. J. Newberry case and the application of the original 

package doctrine. In retrospect, do you feel that you 

mishandled the--
WATSON: Newberry? 

SMITH: --the Newberry case? 
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WATSON: No. The Newberry case was in the original package 
doctrine. The Newberry case was a case of auditing during 
years when I wasn't assessor. That's what that case was 
about. And we were able to establish at the trial that the 
cancellation of the audit, even though it was done in my 
office and done with my permission, was actually done by 
the director of the audit department, as he had cancelled 
the audits o n — I think we produced a list of thirty other 
companies where, when the policy decision came down that 
we're not going to go back to prior years and we're not 
going to risk the lawsuits on that thing were all cancelled 
at the same time. That was the issue involved in the 
Newberry case. 

SMITH: The Los Angeles Newsletter, in its summing up of 
the case after you were acquitted, suggests that your 
initial reaction of anger and lack of cooperation may have 
been a strategic error. Would you agree with that? Or how 
would you assess that? 
WATSON: Anger with whom? 

SMITH: At the charges, at the investigation. 
WATSON: I don't believe that's an accurate statement. I 
don't know who wrote that. That letter was generally 
written by Joyce [M.] Peterson and I don't remember seeing 

SMITH: There was no byline on--
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WATSON: It was a byline? 
SMITH: There was no byline. 

WATSON: Whether there was or wasn't, Joyce generally wrote 
those. Although that may have been that period of time 
when she wasn't. 

I was angry when I found out about the 
Investigation. I was particularly angry because I didn't— 
They didn't tell me about it. I found out— I was going to 
San Francisco and I ran into George Thatcher who was 
president of Union Bank on an airplane. And he said-- And 
I had formed a savings and loan that Thatcher backed. 
That' s where I really—where I made the seed money that I 
made in my lifetime, the money that enabled me to run for 
assessor and which later, invested, enabled me to live 
fairly comfortably. But that was— Mr. Thatcher backed a 
group of us, a savings and loan in Culver City, and I ran 
into him on an airplane and he said, "I had two guys from 
the [state] attorney general's office and a guy from the 
Internal Revenue in my office inquiring about that loan you 
made to buy the stock in the savings and loan." And that's 
how I found out about it. Nobody bothered-- And I 
protested vehemently. 

But I don't think that I can be accused of not 
cooperating unless they're referring to the fact that I 
insisted that if they took people out of our office in 
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working hours, they're going to let us know who they took 
and for what purpose. If that's lack of cooperation, I 
think that's just due process. And what they were doing, 
they took Martin, Claude Cunningham, Don Mirten. The 
witnesses that they used in the case, they took them out of 
the office. They even took records out of the office that 
they weren't supposed to take. 

And I discovered that when I went to grand jury and 
Kolts handed me a document. And I said, "Well, how'd you 
get this? This is a confidential document in the 
assessor's office." And I thought I justifiably protested 
on that. But I told them they could have any records. As 
a matter of fact, we reproduced all the Newberry records 
for them. And I don't think this charge of lack of 
cooperation is fair. Certainly, the charge that I was 
angry is justifiable. Hell, I was. I [was] madder than 
hell. 

I really thought that somebody was on a vendetta and I 
believe I was right. I really think they were on it. I 
think they were out— It was— The way it ultimately turned 
out, I think it was designed to discredit me politically, 
and it was successful. It also, if you want to analyze the 
sequence of events closer, [Baxter] Ward used that 
indictment as the basis for all his investigations in 1976 
and '77. Underlying it all was Ward's constant statement, 
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"Well, you know he was indicted; and where there's smoke, 
there's fire." And that became the basis for the latter 
investigations that Ward conducted. 
SMITH: After the Indictment was over, you became, as you 
mentioned, very active in tax reform, tax limitation. 
WATSON: I had been active before; I renewed my activity. 
SMITH: In '68 did you have any feelings about the 
presidential candidates, particularly in the--
WATSON: I voted for Hubert Humphrey. 
SMITH: You voted for Humphrey rather than--? 
WATSON: Yeah. I told him that. I saw him in a meeting of 
the Friendly Sons of Saint Patrick and I said, "How'd you 
like to meet a Republican that voted for you." And he 
said, "God, that's like two votes." I found him to be a 
guy with a great sense of humor. 

SMITH: Is that a vote for him or a vote against Nixon? 
WATSON: I suppose I best be honest with you and tell you 
it was a vote against Nixon. And I suppose I better 
explain that. [laughter] When I first ran in 1962, I 
would go to every Republican gathering I could go to. And 
though the party wasn't endorsing it, you still--you pull 
your strength in. Richard Nixon was running for governor 
against Pat Brown [Edmund G. Brown, Sr.]. And Richard 
Nixon followed the Richard Nixon/Earl Warren habit. He 
disassociated himself from the Republican party because the 
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Republicans were outnumbered by--what, six to four--better 
than six to four and he needed to paint--didn't want to be 
associated with this party. 

So Nixon, first he antagonized the Young Republicans, 
which gave me a group to work with and got them absolutely 
supporting me. And they were active in 1960. My god, 
there were Young Republican clubs all over Los Angeles 
County. Nixon wouldn't go to the opening of Republican 
party headquarters around the county. But he would set up 
his own Nixon headquarters. And I went to everybody's 
opening. I went to Republican openings, I went to 
Democratic openings, and I went to Nixon openings. And all 
the way I'm carrying this picture of me with the crew cut 
and the "Stop Unfair Taxation" and I pasted it on the 
window of the headquarters. And the Democrats just say, 
"Aren't you a Republican?" I say, "It's a nonpartisan 
[office]." And the Republicans would say, "Gee, it's nice 
to have a Republican." And Nixon's people'd say, "Take the 
picture down." I said, "No, I'm not going to take the 
picture down. This is a campaign headquarters and your 
sign says it's open to everybody, and by god it stays up 
there." And they—the Nixon people would take my picture 
down and throw my picture out. 

When Pat Brown went down to talk to Town Hall--Town 
Hall always invites either gubernatorial candidates—every 
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Democratic candidate in the world was lined up on the dais 
and every one of them was introduced. And I went up and I 
said, "How about me? I'm running for assessor." 

"Are you a Democrat?" 
I said, "It's a nonpartisan office. I want to be 

introduced." And I got introduced. 

When Nixon went to Town Hall, Nixon was on the dais. 
There weren't any Republican candidates up there. And I 
went up and said, "How about introducing me? I'm running 
for assessor." And they said, "Well, we don't introduce 
candidates—partisan candidates." I said, "It's a non-
partisan office." And then I got introduced. And Nixon 
said to me, "Oh, yeah. You're the guy who's got his 
pictures in all my headquarters." And so in 1968 I didn't 
vote for Mr. Nixon. Now, that may be petty. I voted for 
him in '72. 

SMITH: What did you think of his policies as president? 
WATSON: Well, I don't think that he did what he said he 
was going to do when he campaigned, but I can make that 
charge against every president since Eisenhower and have it 
justified. He did get us out of [the] Vietnam War but at 
the terrible cost, and he didn't do it as fast as he should 
have. I believe that Nixon was a very successful president 
in trying to solve some of the world problems. I think 
that if he has a-- I'm sure he will have a favorable 
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history written in that regard. He's going to go down as 
perhaps the person who brought us closer to detente with 
the Communist world—iron curtain world—than anyone else 
did. I believe that had he served his term out, he 
probably would have made some significant breakthroughs 
with Russia to the point where we might not be spending 
this kind of insane money that we're spending on defense 
today. 

SMITH: Many conservative Republicans, and particularly 
people around Reagan, were incensed by Nixon's China 
policy. 

WATSON: Pardon me? 

SMITH: Were incensed by Nixon's China policy. Did you 
have any strong feelings about— 

WATSON: I wasn't incensed; I was pleased. I think this 
business of pointing cannons at each other is not only 
insane but dangerous. If you've got cannons and you keep 
them pointed, some day somebody's going to make a mistake 
and pull a trigger on it. And I'm totally opposed to it. 
I really wish there were a way to sit down and work out 
these problems and quit spending the money on-- And, you 
know, we're doing it in a lot of areas. I-- They're having 
this international conference on space in Vienna, and the 
trade-off— 
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WATSON: —isn't a lot of trade-off in the area of 
astronomy and space, scientific affairs and was 
transcending political differences. We're doing some 
trade-off in agricultural affairs—not as much since Jimmy 
[James E.] Carter, who in my judgment was the worst 
president the United States ever had, cut down on the grain 
shipments. I'd just like to see more of it. 

Want to ask me how I voted in 1976? 
SMITH: Yeah, might as well. Or who did you support? 
WATSON: I passed. 1974 I voted for Ed Clark for governor. 
SMITH: The Libertarian [party]? 

WATSON: Libertarian. I wasn't going to vote for Brown or 
Younger, so I voted for--I voted for Ed Clark. 
SMITH: In the '76 primaries were you—did you have--? 
WATSON: I haven't-- I've taken no active position. Of 
course, since '76 I've been out of--'77--I've been out of 
politics. I participated very little. I was invited to a 
meeting of the Lincoln Club a year and a half--well, let's 
see—before the '84 elections, and being the curmudgeon 
that I am, I got in a fight with Julian--Julius Virtue-
Julian Virtue. They wanted to raise all this money to 
support a black candidate, black Republicans against Diane 
Watson and I got incensed on two grounds: one, they didn't 
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produce their candidates so we could ask them a few 
questions; and two, I told them that "You're insane. 
You're not going to beat Diane Watson. She's an entrenched 
senator and you won't get 30 percent of the vote." And 
Julian got mad and said, "I'll bet you a hundred dollars we 
get 30 percent of the vote!" And I said, "You're on." So 
we each put up our hundred bucks and charged off. Julian 
was bitterly angry, but then he--when the meeting was over 
he ran out and he caught me and he said, "You smart son-of-
a-bitch, I'm going to tell you what a bad bet you made. 
This guy got 35 percent of the vote when he ran against her 
last time. She was just running." I said, "Okay, want to 
double your bet?" And he said, "Well, a hundred's 
enough." Well, you know how much vote they got? Twenty-
four percent. I collected the money and gave it back to 
the Lincoln Club. That's my last splash in politics. My 
last hurrah. 

SMITH: Did you have any feelings on the Panama Canal 
Treaty? 

WATSON: Pardon me? 

SMITH: The Panama Canal Treaty? 
WATSON: Made no sense. Why did we have to give up--give 
away the Panama Canal? Gave it away to a nation that 
wasn't in existence at the time the treaty was signed. 
SMITH: Okay. 
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WATSON: Why did you give it away? What for? What did we 
gain by it? What did they gain by it? And if history runs 
through the course, we may find that we're going to have to 
go back in there and spend reams of money on deferred 
maintenance when they fail to maintain the canal. I'm not 
privy to all the wisdom that makes this--give away Panama 
Canals. 

SMITH: Your general— 

WATSON: I don't think we need it. I'm never in along with 
the argument that we needed it for defense purposes 
anymore. I don't think that the navy's going to make a 
hell of a lot of difference if we have another war. I'm 
not even sure we need them. But that's kind of political 
heresy too. [laughter] But I don't think you need the 
canal for defense purposes. It is a commercial asset that 
I believe we should have kept under our control or 
maintenance. 

SMITH: Your opinions seem rather different from what's 
considered to be the typical conservative Republican 
viewpoint. Do you stand alone in this or do you have—? 
WATSON: I don't know that you have to fall into a 
pattern. I don't know that you have to endorse-- If you 
are a Republican running for president, for example, I 
don't know of any reason why you are bound by the party 
plank. You're running on your philosophy and your 
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beliefs. I've never been one to let a committee of any 
sort tell me what I ought to believe. I try to be an 
independent thinker. I think that stood me in a fairly 
good stead. It also may have been one of the factors that 
made me a lot of enemies, that I have tried to retain my 
independence--not tried, I have—and I've been vocal about 
it. I've never been embarrassed to express my viewpoint, 
even when I might have been wrong. 

SMITH: Let's go back to the tax initiative question. You 
actually discussed that at length with Edgington [in Tapes 
I and II], but there are a few things I'd like to explore 
more. 

WATSON: Okay. 
SMITH: One is-- Was Proposition 13 originally going to be 
the Watson/Jarvis bill as some people have said? 
WATSON: Watson/Jarvis/Gann. Let me repeat the history. 
[Howard] Jarvis, [Paul] Gann and I got together and I had 
the support of UTLA [United Teachers of Los Angeles]. I 
had the firm commitment from UTLA that if I put together 
another tax-limit initiative and provided for the schools 
that they would support it, although they had double-
crossed me. The California Teachers Association and UTLA 
had double-crossed me in 1972. And I had no reason to 
trust it, but I really had faith in Townsend and the big 
guy who was in president of UTLA [Hank Springer]. We met 
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in my office; we drafted a bill (i.e., I drafted a bill). 
Jarvis, being Jarvis, didn't want to go along. And Gann 
put his finger on Jarvis's chest and said, "God damn it, 
Howard. We made a deal, and we're going to do it 
together." And so Jarvis said, "We'll go with it." 

The bill would have put on the limit that the 
essential difference between what became [Proposition] 13--
and this was Jarvis's hold-out—he wanted to freeze, to 
roll back assessments to the '75 level and freeze 
assessments at the '75 level. And my argument was, "Look, 
if you're going to put in a fixed tax rate, a maximum tax, 
that tax needs to have something to reflect the ebb and 
flow of the economy. That's the value." And I said to 
them, "Howard," as reasonably as I can say it, "supposed 
instead of values going up by 12 to 15 percent a year, they 
go down by 12 or 15 percent a year. What happens to you 
then? You've made it inflexible to the point where the tax 
structure can't reflect the ebb and flow of the economy. 
And you put in a 1 percent limit, but if taxes fell by 60 
percent, then you're back in the same position with the tax 
three times what it ought to be." And he said, "Well, god 
damn it, property values are never going to fall in 
California." I said, "They said that in 1928 too, didn't 
they?" 

So we put the thing together, we agreed on it, the 
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three of us signed it and sent it to Sacramento and got it 
titled and we started circulating petitions. [Baxter] Ward 
started his investigation. And it was like the Nixon White 
House must have been during the Watergate thing. I had 
time for nothing but to float on these investigations. 
Then they brought in this guy [Carmine] Bellino. And I 
called Jarvis and Gann in. And they came into my office 
and I said, "Fellows, I'm not going to be able to devote 
the efforts to this thing. Go if you want to." And Jarvis 
said, "You're going to be indicted?" I said, "They've got 
nothing to indict me over, Howard. But they're going to 
tie me up for God knows how many months, and I can't do 
it. So do what you want to do." And Gann says, "We'll go 
ahead." 

They didn't get the signatures in the time limit. 
They immediately took Jarvis's rewrite portions. And a lot 
of the language in [Proposition] 13 I personally drafted. 
You're aware of that. It was copied out of my 1968 
amendment. 

SMITH: Which sections would you say? 
WATSON: I can point them out if you get it, but the-- Some 
of the definitions and so on. But they took whole 
sentences out. But he put in that concept of freezing 
assessments, which I wouldn't have bought, which took the 
viability out of the tax system. And then they got it 
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titled and then they were on the ballot. And anything that 
got on the ballot would have won. Two reasons: one, 
property inflation became so severe and assessments went 
up. You know, we raised assessments 20 percent in 1976 in 
Los Angeles County and another twenty--18 percent or so in 
1977. And that was true all over the state. Assessments 
went up to the point where people Just couldn't afford it, 
and they were going to— And then, secondly, one of the 
devices they used to defeat me in both campaigns was to cry 
wolf: "God, government's going to die, the schools are 
going to collapse. Where are we going to get the money?" 
And then it was exposed that there was a surplus of a 
billion dollars in Sacramento which turned out to be ten 
billion dollars. And after that, you couldn't even reason 
with the voter. 

And here's Jarvis going around and saying, "Listen to 
those lying sons-of-bitches. You believe those lying sons-
of-bitches?" And this was exactly what he'd say. He'd 
say, "You believe those lying sons-of-bitches when they 
tell you--? Let them close the goddamn schools. Who cares 
about it?" You know. It was a sure winner. He didn't 
really need that kind of rhetoric. All he needed was to 
say, "Look what's happening to your taxes and look at that 
surplus in Sacramento." 

But yes, it was originally—we had a partnership 
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formed and it-- The signature gathering, despite all of the 
diversions of the Investigations, was still going pretty 
well until February 15, the day I went to the hospital. 
And it was apparent that day— They put me on a treadmill 
and I lasted two minutes and fifteen seconds before my 
heart went blooey. And the cardiologist walked me across 
the street. He never— I wasn't out of his sight from the 
time that the treadmill test just blew up. And they were, 
you know, they were very worried about me. And he stayed 
with me until they got me into the CCU unit at Saint 
Francis Hospital. And they had me hooked up to the 
monitors and they'd given me the shot [of] heparin directly 
into my heart to stabilize and prevent any clotting. And 
they were going to do surgery the next day, but I--they--in 
the examination I told them I'm allergic to iodine. And 
they didn't know how bad it was or whether it would carry 
over to the kind of iodine they used in the angiogram that 
they planned to do in the morning, and surgery in the 
afternoon. But they decided to prep me, and it took three 
days to prep me to where my system wouldn't react to the 
iodine. And then they did the angiogram and then they did 
the surgery the following Monday. That's when our efforts 
collapsed. 

Everything fell in. The leader was down and the world 
came apart. And the office came apart. My chief deputy 
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folded; Ward called him up to his office. Jerry [Gerald 
T.] Miller was the president of the employees' credit 
union, Fiscal Employees' Credit Union, which serves the 
assessor, tax collector employees, and he'd go to the 
conventions. And when they went to conventions, the 
automobile companies, who got a lot of business out of 
credit unions, would always provide the officers of the 
various credit unions with automobiles, free automobiles. 
Ward called him up to the office and said, "You got these 
free cars. You think that's appropriate for a public 
official to take free gifts?" And Jerry Miller came out to 
my house when I was out of the hospital, crying like a 
baby—sobbing. "Phil, they're going to destroy my 
reputation. I can't--" And he absolutely refused to go 
over and testify at the bar, and so destroyed him. He 
collapsed. His courage flew. But that was the end of 

And then John Larson came to the hospital, my attorney 
came to the hospital, some of my political supporters came 
to the hospital and said, "Phil, what In the hell are you 
doing? You're killing yourself." I said, "Okay. I'll 
resign." I couldn't really bring myself to do it for 
another six months. I didn't draft what became the good-
bye letter--I didn't draft that letter until mid-August and 
I decided, "Well, I'll just give it to them and tell them 
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I'm going to leave In December. And then I'm going to go 
ahead and vacation with the—11 And I told the staff. I 
had a meeting and I told the staff this is what I'm going 
to do. I gave them a copy of the letter and then released 
it the next day. 

SMITH: I'd like to get your perspective on some of the tax 
groups that were operating? 
WATSON: The what? 

SMITH: Some of the tax groups that were operating in 
California--have been operating. 
WATSON: Yeah. 

SMITH: The California Taxpayers Association (Cal Tax) — 
WATSON: Business-oriented group dominated by the oil 
companies. It reflects-- California Taxpayers Association 
is a business-operated group and it has, over the years, 
been dominated by the oil companies and it's the trade 
union for big business in California. It's their trade 
association. That's what the California Taxpayers 
Association is. They're going to take positions and 
support a "favorable tax climate." They are a factor to be 
contended with when a tax legislation is being proposed. 
And I've been with them and against them. You know, it 
frequently happens in legislation. One day--great art of 
politics—one day your bitterest enemy, the next day Is 
your greatest friend. That's the ebb and flow of 
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politics. But that's what California Taxpayers Association 
is. Bob [Robert] Brown, who headed that, a very good 
friend of mine, he went on to Washington to head that 
national group. I thought it was a loss. Curt West took 
over. Curt's a very capable guy. 

SMITH: What about the National Taxpayers Union? Were they 
into all— 
WATSON: They weren't in-- I don't know much about them. I 

don't-- I have no recollection of running into them. 
SMITH: The National Tax Limitation Committee. 
WATSON: That's an offshoot of Jarvis. Every one of those 

groups are a little dingy in my judgment. But, you know, 
once you can do it in California you can do it anywhere. 

And it was logical that they would rise up. 
SMITH: Did you have— What were your perceptions of Lewis 

Uhler? 

WATSON: Of what? 
SMITH: Lewis Uhler? He was Reagan's economic opportunity 
director, wrote Proposition 1A and had been a, I guess, one 
of Reagan's primary tax advisors. 

WATSON: You know, Reagan would never have gotten that on 
the ballot had it not been for me. I had a fellow working 
for me named Fred Kimball. Fred-- I'd got in touch with 
him first. He was a volunteer on the signature gathering 
in Proposition 9, what became Proposition 9 in 1968. And I 
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brought him in the office as a field deputy. He has a 
chronic weight problem. He is-- He can lose forty pounds 
in thirty days and put on forty-five in the next ten when I 
knew him. But he was a loyal guy, smart guy, and he 
learned the petition business. And he came to me in '73— 
We've been kind of looking at Reagan's program without ever 
having analyzed the legislation itself, what was 
happening. And he came to me and he said-- And he'd been 
talking to Curt West who was, I guess, the director of 
finance then. He was not in the California Taxpayers 
Association. And Freddy came to me and said, "Phil, 
they're going to fall on their ass. Why don't you call the 
governor and tell him that they're just not gonna do it in 
the time limit." 

So I called Reagan and told him--as a matter of fact, 
I didn't get Reagan; I got Mike [Michael K.] Deaver--and I 
told him, "you're not going to be successful; you're 
failing." 

"And how do you know?" 

And we talked and he came down and met with Freddy and 
then they called me and said, "Would you put—would you let 
Freddy run it?" And I said, "I'll put him on leave of 
absence, but you gotta pay him." So they paid Fred, and 
he's the guy who qualified that initiative. 

And then they started having educational meetings. 
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And I remember that guy now. I went out to a meeting in 
Glendale at the Glendale headquarters they had. And he 
tried to explain that turkey. And it [Proposition 1A] was 
a turkey; he couldn't explain it. And I thought that what 
Pat [Edmund G.] Brown [Sr.] did on the television was just 
perfect. He took that piece of legislation and he read a 
paragraph. He said, "I want to tell you about this 
legislation." He read this paragraph out and he looked up 
and said, "Now, what does that mean?" And it was a complex 
piece of legislation that was a "spending limitation." 
Now, it later got through--the key portions of it got 
through as the Gann amendment [Proposition 4, November 
1979]. And it is useless as-- A crusty old politician in 
Sacramento once said, "It was as useless as tits on a boar 
pig." It was a useless piece of legislation. 

But Reagan wanted to ride to the White House on 
that. You know, Reagan didn't support my two amendments 
precisely because they wanted theirs and they wanted to 
ride to the White House on it. Those were his motives. 
SMITH: What do you think of the current outstanding tax 
reform issues? 

WATSON: The current issues? What are they? 
SMITH: What do you think they are? 

WATSON: I don't know that there are any right now. Jarvis 
is trying to create another one. But Jarvis— I believe 
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that Jarvis is finished. He's had, what, three successful 
failures—three successive failures? 
SMITH: Right. 
WATSON: And I think he's finished in the "tax reform 
area." Without-- Let me give you a personal observation of 
Howard Jarvis. Jarvis is a man with no philosophy. When I 
first encountered Howard Jarvis in the tax limitation field 
is when I was promoting my first tax limit of 1 percent and 
he's running along making speeches, heading the Apartment 
House Owners Association, making speeches that we ought to 
abolish the property tax. "We ought to do what Nebraska 
did." And I debated him one night out in San Fernando and 
he said, "We're going to do what Nebraska did: abolish the 
property tax." And I said, "I want to tell this audience 
that what Nebraska did was to abolish the state property 
tax." And Jarvis said, "See! See, I told you they 
abolished--" I said, "No, they abolished the state 
property tax." I said that, "The problem with this, they 
were a half a century behind California. California 
abolished the state property tax in 1911. But they didn't 
abolish local property taxes, just the state property 
tax." And it never bothered Jarvis that he wasn't telling 
the whole truth. If it, quote, had a modicum of truth in 
it, it was okay with Howard. He'd go ahead and say-- And 
it didn't bother him, you know. He went on months 
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afterwards until I qualified my amendment and he didn't. 

And then we brought him into our campaign to make 
speeches and we had to take him off the campaign 
platform. I mean, his language was vulgar, he would abuse 
people. It was this, you know, blankety-blank politician, 
blankety-blank politician and blank those bastards. And 
it's embarrassing to have a-- But Howard never had any 
philosophy. He was in it to make money. And he's made a 
half a million dollars a year off of his tax reform 
programs since 13 passed. We got a thing in the mail last 
week on "defeat Rose Bird" from Jarvis and Gann. And we 
feel that Rose Bird needs to be defeated. I won't go into 
my reasons on this particular tape, but we feel that way, I 
think, with sound solid reasons. But I'm not going to give 
any money to Jarvis and I'm going to discourage all my 
friends to do it because, number one, for every penny that 
goes to a Jarvis campaign, that political advertising 
agency gets fifty cents. And then they put Jarvis on a 
payroll for a hundred thousand dollars a year or whatever 
It is as a consultant. And if you gave a dollar to that 
thing, I'll bet you ten cents it wouldn't get Into the 
campaign against Rose Bird. They'd take it all. And 
that's the reason he's in it. But I really wish somebody 
would give an in-depth-- We should get Jarvis on a witness 
stand where he'd have to answer questions. You'd find he 
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really is a man without political philosophy. It's 
expediency; what's good for the moment. Okay, that's all I 
say about Jarvis. 
SMITH: What about Gann? 

WATSON: I've got to give him this-- Oh, Gann I have a 
great admiration for. God, I think Paul Gann is a terrific 
guy. Anything else you have we'll do on this next session 
uptown, okay? 
SMITH: Okay. 
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